2021 Assessment Review Board Submission
Complainant Rebuttal

Broadmoor Business Park, Chronic Vacancy Issues
See Schedule
Roll Number = See Schedule

PREPARED BY:
Altus Group Limited
2020 4th Street SW, Suite 310
Calgary, AB T2S 1W3

www.altusgroup.com
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STRATHCONA COUNTY
Assessment Review Board

2001 Sherwood Drive, Sherwood Park, AB T8A 3W7
Phone: 780-464-8140 Fax: 780-464-8194
Email: ARB@strathcona.ca

Complaint Numbers: C2021-28; C2021-30; C2021-31; C2021-33
C2021-34; C2021-35; C2021-36; C2021-37
C2021-38; C2021-27; C2021-29; C2021-32
C2021-45; C2021-25;C2021-26
June 29, 2021
Complainant:

Respondent:

Altus Group Limited
Attn: Kyle Fletcher
Suite 310, 2020 – 4th Street
Calgary, AB T2S 1W3

Strathcona County
Assessment and Taxation
2001 Sherwood Drive
Sherwood Park, AB T8A 3W7

Complaint #
C2021-28
C2021-30
C2021-31
C2021-33
C2021-34
C2021-35
C2021-36
C2021-37
C2021-38
C2021-27
C2021-29
C2021-32
C2021-45
C2021-25
C2021-26

Roll#
8243006007
8241001606
8241001704
8244002002
8244003000
8244004008
8243008002
8243009000
8244001004
8242012009
8247006006
8241002401
8245016005
7008049004
7008050002

Property Description
2755 Broadmoor Boulevard
2693 Broadmoor Boulevard
2055 Premier Way
2301 Premier Way
2257 Premier Way
2833 Broadmoor Boulevard
2181 Premier Way
2121 Premier Way
2899 Broadmoor Boulevard
241 Portage Close
167 Provincial Avenue
2457 Broadmoor Boulevard
240 Portage Close
31 Spruce Avenue
29 Spruce Avenue

The Assessment Review Board received the Complainant’s complaints with respect to the
above described properties on April 23, 2021.
The Composite Assessment Review Board (“CARB”) will hold a hearing to determine the
merits of the complaints as follows:
DATE:
TIME:
LOCATION:

October 25, 2021
(continued to October 26, 27, 28, 29 if required)
9:00 a.m.
Meeting Room 310, Community Centre
401 Festival Lane, Sherwood Park, AB
T8A 3W7

1
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Please be advised that this hearing is open to the public.
hearing, the CARB may proceed in your absence.

If you do not attend at the

Prior to the hearing, there is a formal process for the exchange of information, otherwise
known as disclosure, between the Complainant and the Respondent. Both the Complainant
and the Respondent have an obligation to provide complete disclosure in accordance with
the Matters Relating to Assessment Complaints Regulation, Alta Reg 310/2009. The CARB
will not hear any evidence that has not been disclosed in accordance with this Regulation.
On or before September 13, 2021 the Complainant must disclose to the Respondent and
the CARB the documentary evidence, a summary of the testimonial evidence, including a
signed witness report for each witness, and any written argument that the Complainant
intends to present at the hearing in sufficient detail to allow the Respondent to respond to
or rebut the evidence at the hearing, and provide an estimate of the amount of time
necessary to present the Complainant’s evidence.
On or before October 12, 2021, the Respondent must disclose to the Complainant and
the CARB the documentary evidence, a summary of the testimonial evidence, including a
signed witness report for each witness, and any written argument that the respondent
intends to present at the hearing in sufficient detail to allow the Complainant to respond to
or rebut the evidence at the hearing, and an estimate of the amount of time necessary to
present the Respondent’s evidence.
On or before October 18, 2021, the Complainant must disclose to the Respondent and
the CARB the documentary evidence, a summary of the testimonial evidence, including a
signed witness report for each witness, and any written argument that the complainant
intends to present at the hearing in rebuttal to the disclosure made by the Respondent in
sufficient detail to allow the Respondent to respond to or rebut the evidence at the hearing.
Please be advised that information disclosed in accordance with the above may be made
available to the public. You must file one copy of your disclosure package with the CARB
and one copy with Strathcona County. You may file your disclosure package for the CARB
as follows:
By mail:

Assessment Review Board
Legislative and Legal Services
Strathcona County
2001 Sherwood Drive
Sherwood Park, AB T8A 3W7

By email:

ARB@strathcona.ca

To determine how you can file one copy of your disclosure package with Strathcona County
you may contact the Strathcona County Assessment and Taxation Department.

2
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Covid-19 and Physical Distancing:
In the interest of public health and safety, we are taking measures to ensure adequate
physical distancing. For this reason, the in-person capacity of our Hearing Room is reduced.
We will also have options for parties to participate by remote means should that be desired
or necessary. Please contact the Clerk of the ARB no later than 4:30 p.m. on October 1,
2021 to advise if you intend to be physically present or participate remotely.
If you require additional information or have any questions concerning these matters please
contact the Clerk of the Assessment Review Board at 780-464-8140 or ARB@strathcona.ca.
Yours truly,

Lana Dyrland
Clerk, Assessment Review Board

3
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Summary of Testimonial Evidence
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Summary of Testimonial Evidence
Address: Broadmoor Business Park (Multiple Addresses), Strathcona County
Roll Number: Multiple
Requested Assessment: See Individual Submissions for Calculations

Appearing on behalf of Altus Group, as the representative for the property owner, may include
any of the following:
 Andrew Izard
 Braden Muenchrath
 Brent Foden
 Brett Robinson
 Doug Main
 Matt Izard
 Other designated agent of Altus Group

Issues of Appeal:
a) The subject properties suffers from both Chronic and Market Vacancy challenges that have
not been accounted for in the current valuation.
b) The assessed vacancy rate is incorrect and should be revised to reflect both the current
market vacancy for this business park, as well as the typical chronic vacancy level for the
properties within the Business Park.
The above information will be displayed in an income approach pro-forma in the evidentiary portion of the submission

Summary of Evidence:
1. Altus will review the hearing notice, agent authorization, grounds for complaint,
assessment summary, assessment notice and other site-specific documentation relative
to the complaint.
2. Altus will review subject maps and photographs.
3. Altus will first address the Respondent’s lack of disclosure, and testability related to the
“Vacancy Analysis” provided in the Respondent’s evidence. There are no civic addresses,
roll numbers, property names, tenancy spaces, rent rolls, or property records to indicate
or illustrate that the properties being used are firstly comparable, assessed similarly, or if
the information provided is even accurate.
4. The lack of adequate disclosure is frankly concerning, and if the Respondent wanted to
avail themselves to some aspect of confidentiality (which it would be incredibly difficult to

2020 - 4th Street SW, Suite 310, Calgary, Alberta, T2S 1W3
T: 403.508.7770 | E: info@altusgroup.com | altusgroup.com
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ascertain how Vacancy would qualify) then the Respondent could have
applied under MRAC s. 30 and MGA 2. 525.1(3), but no such application was made, and
therefore an adverse inference should be applied in this case as the data can not be
tested, tried, or even questioned related to the analysis conducted.
5. Altus will then the aspect of Mass Appraisal raised by the Respondent and point out that
the other Business Zones have different vacancies applied, implying that the Respondent
clearly acknowledges the differences but has failed to apply a vacancy rate reflective of
Typical market – even if assuming the result of the Respondent to be accurate – the
Typical Market Vacancy rate is 29.66% supporting the requested 30% request of the
Complainant for Typical Market conditions and Vacancy rate of 30%.
6. Altus will then address the Sales provided in Appendix 6 pointing out that the sales are
not reflective of market value for comparison for multiple reasons as being either
dissimilar, but also Non-Market via Vendor Take Back (VTB), or major tenancy purchasing
the property, or charitable organization purchasing the property to use for their benevolent
purposes
7. Altus will then address the Edmonton Industrial sales which are not based on their income
details but rather on the use of Industrial space on a $psf comparison basis
8. Altus will then address the lack of disclosure again, this time through the analysis of the
Appraiser which fails to disclose how their “Leased Fee Appraisal” resulted in material
different outcomes for the property based on their approach than the information in the
property, and why their Vacancy analysis was also not included, the key issue that is
before the Board
9. Altus will present a vacancy analysis of Broadmoor Business Park which contains more
than 850,000 SF of leasable flex industrial and office space, noting that the market
vacancy rate as of the July 1st 2020 Valuation Date was 31.70%.
10. Altus will supplement its vacancy study with a summary of vacancy from 2016, 2017, 2018,
2019, and 2020 to illustrate that there has been a long established market vacancy issue
with the propert(ies) under appeal where the typical market vacancy rate has remained at
35.34% over the past 5 years.
11. Altus will run through the marketing efforts through the years for the properties, noting that
the properties have never had a market vacancy of below 30% over the past 5 years.
12. Altus will provide examples of when leasing occurs, often there are equal sized vacancies
(Challenger Geomatics and Opus Weir as an example, or that when one tenant vacates
a space they move to another space, thereby offsetting that vacancy).
13. Altus will incorporate COVID 19 into the vacancy discussion as a further example of the
challenges faced at the collective properties, and why the vacancy rate again increased
to 35% in Q3 and Q4 2020
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14. Altus will point out similar properties developed in Fort Saskatchewan,
Heartland Centre, illustrating that in part there is a functional obsolesce that is not being
recognized as it too also has a higher vacancy that one might expect.
15. Altus will further support that the vacancy rate, taken from any point largely supports an
increase in the rate to 35% however for the purposes of the valuation date a 30% vacancy
rate is appropriately supported, and well documented.
16. As additional support, Altus will present the 2017 market purchase of the subject property
and the corresponding ASR (assessment to sale ratio) as verification on the current
assessment vs. the request. As a result, Altus will show the request on the specified
properties results in a much more accurate estimation of market value of 0.97, while the
current assessment is at 1.11, well outside of the acceptable testing range.
17. Altus will include the land title and transfer documents for each of the Broadmoor Place
properties. Generally, the sale price is considered the best estimation of market value for
a subject property
18. Altus will present several decisions with respect to subject sale/purchase properties and
their importance in determining market value for assessment purposes, as well as
decisions that speak to the use of the DREAM sales in assessment analysis.
19. Altus will include several City of Calgary assessment analysis which not only use the
DREAM sales but rely on them entirely to create the assessment base for Downtown and
Suburban offices in the City. This is additionally supported by board decisions.
20. Altus will demonstrate the property is being marketed for lease both with signage and
through online leasing brochures with several reputable leasing agencies.
21. Further information will be included to supplement the Vacancy analysis in the subject
economic area to support the vacancy rate of flex industrial in the closest comparable
economic zone of Fort Saskatchewan.
22. Reserves the right to review other relevant documents in support of its position including
applicable legislation and regulation, case materials and other public documents.
23. Altus reserves the right to argue the equity provisions of the subject property relative to
competing similar properties based on the evidence presented at the hearing.
24. Altus reserves the right to respond to, and/or rebut, the Respondent’s verbal and written
response, as the case may warrant, and will be done so in accordance with the legislation
and regulations.
Should the municipality, or any of its representatives, have any questions please feel free to
contact any of the aforementioned Altus Group representatives at 403.508.7770 to discuss
further.
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Sincerest regards, on behalf of the represented tax payer,
ALTUS GROUP LIMITED
DATED: October 18, 2021
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2021 ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD
RESPONDENT EVIDENCE

Hearing Date – October 25, 2021

Argument for:
Complaint #

Roll

Building
Name

C2021-28

8243006007

Plaza A & B

C2021-30

8241001606

Broadmoor Place VII

C2021-31
C2021-33
C2021-34

8241001704
8244002002
8244003000

Broadmoor Place VIII
Broadmoor Place III
Broadmoor Place IV

C2021-35

8244004008

Broadmoor Place II

C2021-36
C2021-37

8243008002
8243009000

Broadmoor Place V
Broadmoor Place VI

C2021-38

8244001004

Broadmoor Place I

C2021-27
C2021-29

8242012009
8247006006

C2021-32

8241002401

Portage Plaza
Provincial Place
Millennium Professional
Office

Property
Description
2755 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
2693 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
2055 PREMIER WAY
2301 PREMIER WAY
2257 PREMIER WAY
2833 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
2181 PREMIER WAY
2121 PREMIER WAY
2899 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
241 PORTAGE CLOSE
167 PROVINCIAL AVENUE
2457 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD

Estimated Presentation Time – 1 Hour
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2021 ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD

BP / TAG Portfolio
Assessment Year: 2020

Typical Warehouse Flex Vacancy Adjustments by NBHD
Area
Broadmoor
Millennium
Sherwood
Industrial
Strathcona
County

Year

Total Area

2018
2019
2020
2018
2019
2020
2018
2019
2020
2018
2019
2020

369,739
372,202
371,268
1,033,845
1,066,898
1,066,747
136,965
157,685
157,685
1,540,549
1,596,785
1,596,634

Vacant
Space
16,432
11,477
15,433
351,357
288,791
295,481
17,040
13,840
20,240
384,829
314,108
331,154

% Vacant
4%
3%
4%
34%
27%
28%
12%
9%
13%
25%
20%
21%

Market
Vacancy
10%
25%
10%

The additional allowance for vacancy at 25% accounts for the challenges the subject property
faces. It considers the entire investment term which should support additional growth and
reduced vacancy levels. It also considers the entire market area of Sherwood Park and the
fact that other similar property types do not experience the same elevated vacancy levels.
The table above represents Warehouse Flex buildings in Strathcona County. The
complainant has also lodged a complaint against a three-story office in the same business
park called Millennium Professional Building. This multi-story office building would be
included in the vacancy analysis for office buildings, not Flex Warehouse buildings. That said,
it also suffers from an elevated vacancy level.
The source data for the table above is included in Appendix 2.
Evidently, The Respondent has already accepted that there is a Vacancy issue that differentiates the Market
Zones between Millennium (Aka Broadmoor Business Park) and Sherwood Industrial or Broadmoor Industrial,
as the Respondent already applies a different market vacancy to Broadmoor Business Park than the others to
acknowledge this issue. The only problem is that the Respondent's own analysis does not support the 25%,
when the vacancy based on their -- albeit unsubstantiated, or testable analysis -- is still higher than 25% in each of
the 3 years provided, and illustrates that 30% is likely the most accurate with an average vacancy rate of 29.66%
over 3 years for Broadmoor Business Park
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2021 ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD

BP / TAG Portfolio
Assessment Year: 2020

Market value as a prediction has also been considered by the courts and ARB
In Altus Group Limited v The City of Edmonton, ECARB – 00772-2018, the Board
confirmed that the sale of the subject property and other DREAM REIT sales are not market
value sales and are not considered good sales for the purpose of assessing the subject.
See Appendix 4 for Board Decision.
MARKET VALUE SALES
Market value is the standard upon which each individual property must be assessed (except
for regulated property). Market value is measured using sales of comparable property. The
complainant has provided no comparable sales to support his suggested value. The assessor
has considered sales within Strathcona County as summarized in the following table:
STRATHCONA COUNTY SALES
Industrial Flex Warehouse Sales – Strathcona County

Sale

Sale #1

Sale #2

Sale #3

Roll

7000381009

7000358007

2330144003

2006

1979

1979

Year Built
Bldg Area
Net (Sq Ft)
Sale Price

40,402

50,090

19,500

$6,380,000

$6,500,000

$2,660,000

Sale Date

Feb. 2019

Sept. 2019

Oct. 2017

SP/Sq Ft

$161

$130

$136

2020 Asmt

$6,129,000

$5,710,000

$2,710,000

Asmt/Sq Ft

$152

$114

$139

These three sales are presented for the Board’s consideration. The subject properties are
assessed within a range of $114 to $125. The sale prices on a per square foot basis are all in
excess of the current assessment of the subject property. Sale #1 is the best comparable in
terms of similar construction, similar age and it must be noted it sold with a vacancy of 27%.
Sale #3 was completely vacant at the time of sale. You will note this sale took place the same
time as the subject portfolio sale and sold for a value of $139 per square foot. This despite
14 of 465
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Legend
Subject/A

Roll Number
Multiple

B

7000381009

C

7000358007

D

2330144003

Property Address
Broadmoor Place
63, 201 Kaska Road 226
Sioux Road
8, 2333 91 Ave
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Chronic Vacancy
The difference between Transitional and Typical Chronic Vacancy
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2021 ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD

BP / TAG Portfolio
Assessment Year: 2020

The rents collected each year are typically less than annual potential gross income, so
an allowance for vacancy and collection loss is usually included in the appraisal of
income-producing property. The allowance is usually estimated as a percentage of
potential gross income, which varies depending on the type and characteristics of the
physical property; the quality of its tenants; the type and level of income streams;
current and projected market supply and demand conditions; and national, regional
and local economic conditions.
The excerpt from the text book is included in Appendix 1.
Strathcona County is legislated to utilize Mass Appraisal when determining market value.
This involves using typical market conditions when considering valuation. Therefore, the
assessor considers all similar properties within a sector when establishing income approach
parameters. This results in a market typical vacancy allowance rather than the actual
measured vacancy for a specific period.
The consideration for vacancy allowance is a measure over the investment term. This
includes future potential income as well as historical trends. That said, a fully occupied
building will have a vacancy allowance applied due to the potential that some space may be
vacant over the investment term. As we do not apply zero vacancy to a fully occupied
building, we do not rely solely on the actual vacancy for property and apply this as the market
allowance.
The proximity of the subject properties to one another and their location removed from the
rest of Sherwood Park creates a unique market area. This has led to an elevated vacancy
beyond typical for this property type in Strathcona County. The assessor has recognized this
and made the appropriate adjustment. The table below is considered when determining
market vacancy for the subject property.
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2021 ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD

BP / TAG Portfolio
Assessment Year: 2020

Typical Warehouse Flex Vacancy Adjustments by NBHD
Area
Broadmoor
Millennium
Sherwood
Industrial
Strathcona
County

Year

Total Area

2018
2019
2020
2018
2019
2020
2018
2019
2020
2018
2019
2020

369,739
372,202
371,268
1,033,845
1,066,898
1,066,747
136,965
157,685
157,685
1,540,549
1,596,785
1,596,634

Vacant
Space
16,432
11,477
15,433
351,357
288,791
295,481
17,040
13,840
20,240
384,829
314,108
331,154

% Vacant
4%
3%
4%
34%
27%
28%
12%
9%
13%
25%
20%
21%

Market
Vacancy
10%
25%
10%

The additional allowance for vacancy at 25% accounts for the challenges the subject property
faces. It considers the entire investment term which should support additional growth and
reduced vacancy levels. It also considers the entire market area of Sherwood Park and the
fact that other similar property types do not experience the same elevated vacancy levels.
The table above represents Warehouse Flex buildings in Strathcona County. The
complainant has also lodged a complaint against a three-story office in the same business
park called Millennium Professional Building. This multi-story office building would be
included in the vacancy analysis for office buildings, not Flex Warehouse buildings. That said,
it also suffers from an elevated vacancy level.
The source data for the table above is included in Appendix 2.

The Respondent's clearly understands for the purpose of vacancy that Sherwood Industrial and Broadmoor Industrial are
superior to Broadmoor Industrial Park (Millennium) yet, has only arbitrarily applied a rate of 25%, instead working out what
the Typical and Chronic Vacancy rate should be.
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Broadmoor Business Park Vacancy Analysis (December 31, 2020)
Roll Number

Tenant

Unit
Number

Civic Address

Building Name

Area (sf)

YOC

Rent Roll

8241001606

*** Vacant ***

252 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

5,314

2007

31-Dec-20

8243006007

*** Vacant ***

A108 2755 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place A&B

1,206

2005

31-Dec-20

8243006007

*** Vacant ***

A124 2755 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place A&B

2,650

2005

31-Dec-20

8243006007

*** Vacant ***

A232 2755 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place A&B

2,948

2005

31-Dec-20

8243006007

*** Vacant ***

B172 2755 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place A&B

840

2005

31-Dec-20

8243008002

*** Vacant ***

236 2181 Premier Way

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place V

1,632

2004

31-Dec-20

8243008002

*** Vacant ***

240-244 2181 Premier Way

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place V

3,758

2004

31-Dec-20

8243008002

*** Vacant ***

248-273 2181 Premier Way

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place V

9,431

2004

31-Dec-20

8244003000

*** Vacant ***

116 2257 Premier Way

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place IV

4,657

2002

31-Dec-20

8244003000

*** Vacant ***

216-20 2257 Premier Way

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place IV

1,526

2002

31-Dec-20

8244004008

*** Vacant ***

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place II

2,550

2000

31-Dec-20

176 2833 Broadmoor Blvd

Median =

2,650

Mean =

3,319

Weighted Mean =

36,512

Broadmoor Business Park Vacancy Summary 2017-2021
Property

Tax Year

Valuation
Date

Total Leasable Vacant Space
(sf)

Area (sf)

Vacany%

Broadmoor Business Park *

2021

31-Dec-20

851,387

291,336

34.22%

Broadmoor Business Park

2021

1-Jul-20

851,387

269,893

31.70%

Broadmoor Business Park

2020

1-Jul-19

851,328

297,652

34.96%

Broadmoor Business Park

2019

1-Jul-18

850,958

295,661

34.74%

Broadmoor Business Park

2018

1-Jul-17

851,319

296,055

34.78%

Broadmoor Business Park

2017

1-Jul-16

852,167

355,205

41.68%

Mean =

851,432

302,893

35.57%

Median =

851,328

296,055

34.78%

5 Year Weighted Mean =

4,257,159

1,514,466

35.57%
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Heartland Centre Vacancy Summary 2017‐2021
Property

Heartland
Heartland
Heartland
Heartland
Heartland
Heartland

Centre
Centre
Centre
Centre
Centre
Centre

Tax Year

Leasable Area

Vacant Space

Vacany%

2021

172,991

116,612

67.41%

2020

173,144

104,232

60.20%

2019

173,140

127,494

73.64%

2018

173,081

118,548

68.49%

2017

172,274

107,453

62.37%
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Assessment Summary

City of Fort Saskatchewan

Year of General Assessment: 2020
Roll: 4906002
Legal: 1223267 1 5
Address: 11602 - 88 AVE

Land Area: 5.55 Acres
Subdivision: Light Industrial
Zoning: IL-Light Industrial
Actual Use: Improved Industrial / Warehousing / Multi-Bay

Income Valuation
IncomeID
229005848

Location
General Industrial

Property Type
Sales Warehouse

Assessment Totals
Tax Status
T

Code Description

Assessment

203 ~Light Ind'l Improved

3,477,800

Grand Totals For 2020

3,477,800

Just like the majority of the comparable properties, the only true comparable properties in Fort Saskatchewan are the
Buildings Built by the same developer as those under appeal and they, like the subject experience high vacancy levels due
to the functional or economic obsolesce that these buildings maintain. The difference is that the Respondent is attempting to
draw a comparison to our properties under appeal with the sale of an Office with Micro Offices and no industrial component
to our subject property which are not even remotely similar. When compared to the same buildings the Municipality of Fort
Saskatchewan recognizes the vacancy issue and applied a Chronic Vacancy rate of 30 and 35% based on the historical
vacancy concerns. Which is precisely what should be done in this instance. The importance is that there is a difference in
the market place between the product under appeal and the type of characterization made by the Respondent.

This information is collected for assessment purposes only. While the City of Fort Saskatchewan provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant,
covenant, or guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City of Fort Saskatchewan does not assume responsibility or liability arising
from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the assessment per the
stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced or utilized without consent from the City of Fort
Saskatchewan. Please contact the City if you have any further questions or concerns (780-992-6200),
Printed on 03-08-2021 12:35:19 PM by Mike Krim

City of Fort Saskatchewan
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Direct Capitalization

City of Fort Saskatchewan

Year of General Assessment: 2020
Roll: 4906002
Alt. Key:

Legal: 1223267 1 5

Income Year: 2020

Address: 11602 - 88 AVE

Land Area: 5.55 Acres

Description: Heartland Centre II
General Industrial / Sales Warehouse / Custom
IncomeID: 5848
Status:

Gross
88,706 Ft²

Building Area:
Number of Units:

Net
87,341 Ft² (98%)

Use For Capitalization Rate: Yes
0.00%
Use For Vacancy Rate: Yes
Site Coverage: Parcel Area: 241,758 Ft²
Footprint Area: 51,600 Ft²
Coverage: 21%

No. Tenant/Income Description

Lease Date
start-end

Type/Qual

Overall Vacancy: 70%
Actual

Market

Quantity

Rate

Income

Rate

Income

100/104 Birchwood Rental Centre

510 / 6 07-01-2020 - 12-31-2020

5,229 ft2

$5.74 /ft2

$30,014

$13.00 /ft2

$67,977

108

510 / 6

8,792 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$114,296

116-156 Vacant

510 / 6

19,177 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$249,301

124

510 / 6 12-01-2019 - 11-30-2020

2,730 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$35,490

148-176 Premium 5 Ltd.

510 / 6 10-30-2019 - 04-30-2031

9,506 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$123,578

180

510 / 6 06-01-2020 - 09-30-2020

3,369 ft2

$8.90 /ft2

$29,984

$13.00 /ft2

$43,797

184-192 Strike Group Limited Partnership

510 / 6 02-01-2018 - 01-31-2023

4,936 ft2

$14.25 /ft2

$70,338

$13.00 /ft2

$64,168

196

$24,011

Vacant
Premium 5 Ltd.
Providence Grain Group

510 / 6

1,847 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

200-204 Vacant

Vacant

511 / 6

3,321 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$43,173

216-284 Vacant

511 / 6

24,899 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$323,687

292

Vacant

511 / 6

1,688 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$21,944

296

Vacant

511 / 6

1,847 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$24,011

Potential Gross Income
Less Vacancy Allowance

70.00%

Effective Gross Income

$130,336
-$91,235

$1,135,433
-$397,402

35.00%

$39,101

$738,031

Oper. Costs Adj.

$5.00

-$152,847

Non Recoverables

4.00%

-$29,521

Reserves For Replacements

2.00%

-$14,761

8.25%

$6,556,388

Net Operating Income
Valuation / Cap. Rate

$39,101
8.25%

$540,902

$473,952

Tenant Descriptions
510 / 6

Sales Warehouse-Main Floor / Custom

511 / 6

Sales Warehouse-Upper Floor / Custom

Assessment / Tax Coding
203 ~Light Ind'l Improved

100%

Value Per Ft2:
Value Per Unit:

$5

$74

no TI's, 61571sf x $50/sf -$3,078,550

Assessed Value:

3,477,800

This information is collected for assessment purposes only. While the City of Fort Saskatchewan provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant,
covenant, or guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City of Fort Saskatchewan does not assume responsibility or liability arising
from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the assessment per the
stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced or utilized without consent from the City of Fort
Saskatchewan. Please contact the City if you have any further questions or concerns (780-992-6200),
Printed on 03-08-2021 11:09:07 AM by Mike Krim

City of Fort Saskatchewan
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Assessment Summary

City of Fort Saskatchewan

Year of General Assessment: 2020
Roll: 4906001
Legal: 1025045 1 4
Address: 11870 - 88 Ave

Land Area: 5.76 Acres
Subdivision: Light Industrial
Zoning: IL-Light Industrial
Actual Use: Improved Industrial / Warehousing / Multi-Bay

Income Valuation
IncomeID
229004547

Location
General Industrial

Property Type
Sales Warehouse

Assessment Totals
Tax Status
T

Code Description

Assessment

203 ~Light Ind'l Improved

5,804,900

Grand Totals For 2020

5,804,900

This information is collected for assessment purposes only. While the City of Fort Saskatchewan provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant,
covenant, or guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City of Fort Saskatchewan does not assume responsibility or liability arising
from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the assessment per the
stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced or utilized without consent from the City of Fort
Saskatchewan. Please contact the City if you have any further questions or concerns (780-992-6200),
Printed on 03-08-2021 12:26:04 PM by Mike Krim

City of Fort Saskatchewan
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Direct Capitalization

City of Fort Saskatchewan

Year of General Assessment: 2020
Roll: 4906001
Alt. Key:

Legal: 1025045 1 4

Income Year: 2020

Address: 11870 - 88 Ave

Land Area: 5.76 Acres

Description: Heartland Centre I
General Industrial / Sales Warehouse / Custom
IncomeID: 4547
Status:

Gross
88,706 Ft²

Building Area:
Number of Units:

Net
85,803 Ft² (96%)

Use For Capitalization Rate: Yes
0.00%
Use For Vacancy Rate: Yes
Site Coverage: Parcel Area: 250,905 Ft²
Footprint Area: 51,600 Ft²
Coverage: 20%

No. Tenant/Income Description

Lease Date
start-end

Type/Qual

Overall Vacancy: 50%
Actual

Market

Quantity

Rate

Income

Rate

Income

100

Fastenall

510 / 6 05-01-2016 - 04-30-2021

3,140 ft2

$13.25 /ft2

$41,605

$14.75 /ft2

$46,315

104

Fillmore Construction

510 / 6 06-01-2019 - 12-31-2020

2,800 ft2

$0.72 /ft2

$2,016

$14.75 /ft2

$41,300

112/212 Unused portion

510 / 6

821 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$14.75 /ft2

$12,110

112/212 FS Customs

510 / 6 09-01-2019 - 11-30-2021

2,094 ft2

$11.84 /ft2

$24,793

$14.75 /ft2

$30,887

116

Vibrodynamics Inc.

510 / 6 02-01-2020 - 01-31-2021

2,039 ft2

$17.66 /ft2

$36,009

$14.75 /ft2

$30,075

120

Trinity Automotive

510 / 6 08-01-2017 - 07-31-2022

2,080 ft2

$16.92 /ft2

$35,194

$14.75 /ft2

$30,680

124

Chemtreat International

510 / 6 04-01-2020 - 03-31-2022

2,080 ft2

$15.64 /ft2

$32,531

$14.75 /ft2

$30,680

128-136 Vacant

510 / 6

5,329 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$14.75 /ft2

$78,603

140

Carey Industrial

510 / 6 08-01-2017 - 07-31-2022

1,426 ft2

$17.25 /ft2

$24,599

$14.75 /ft2

$21,034

148

Vacant

510 / 6

3,466 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$14.75 /ft2

$51,124

152

PME

510 / 6 04-01-2020 - 03-31-2021

3,517 ft2

$17.83 /ft2

$62,708

$14.75 /ft2

$51,876

168/172 Providence Grain

510 / 6 01-01-2020 - 12-31-2022

7,829 ft2

$14.38 /ft2

$112,581

$14.75 /ft2

$115,478

176

WSP Canada

510 / 6 02-01-2020 - 05-31-2023

2,730 ft2

$16.00 /ft2

$43,680

$14.75 /ft2

$40,268

184

Clearwater Pipe Rentals

510 / 6 11-01-2019 - 10-31-2024

2,674 ft2

$12.71 /ft2

$33,987

$14.75 /ft2

$39,442

188

Hagemeyer Canada Inc.

510 / 6 04-01-2015 - 12-31-2025

7,246 ft2

$13.00 /ft2

$94,198

$14.75 /ft2

$106,879

196

Vacant

510 / 6

6,638 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$14.75 /ft2

$97,911

204

Unused portion

511 / 6

775 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$12.25 /ft2

$9,494

204

Nutrien AG Solutions

511 / 6 07-01-2019 - 06-30-2024

2,666 ft2

$12.35 /ft2

$32,925

$12.25 /ft2

$32,659

216

Vacant

511 / 6

821 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$12.25 /ft2

$10,057

220

RMS Mulching (gross)

511 / 6 09-01-2018 - 09-30-2019

$10,057

821 ft2

$17.75 /ft2

$14,573

$12.25 /ft2

224-236 Vacant

511 / 6

6,568 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$12.25 /ft2

$80,458

240-256 Vacant

511 / 6

8,357 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$12.25 /ft2

$102,373

264-288 Vacant

511 / 6

9,886 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$12.25 /ft2

Potential Gross Income
Less Vacancy Allowance

$121,104

30.00%

$1,190,864
-$357,259

Oper. Costs Adj.

$5.00

-$128,705

Non Recoverables

4.00%

-$33,344

50.00%

Effective Gross Income

$591,399
-$295,700
$295,699

Reserves For Replacements

2.00%

Net Operating Income
Valuation / Cap. Rate

$833,605

$295,699
8.25%

$3,584,230

-$16,672
$654,884

8.25%

$7,937,988

Tenant Descriptions
510 / 6

Sales Warehouse-Main Floor / Custom

511 / 6

Sales Warehouse-Upper Floor / Custom

This information is collected for assessment purposes only. While the City of Fort Saskatchewan provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant,
covenant, or guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City of Fort Saskatchewan does not assume responsibility or liability arising
from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the assessment per the
stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced or utilized without consent from the City of Fort
Saskatchewan. Please contact the City if you have any further questions or concerns (780-992-6200),
Printed on 03-08-2021 11:09:04 AM by Mike Krim

City of Fort Saskatchewan
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Direct Capitalization

City of Fort Saskatchewan

Year of General Assessment: 2020
Assessment / Tax Coding
203 ~Light Ind'l Improved

100%

Value Per Ft2:
Value Per Unit:

$40

$89

no TI's, 42661sf x $50/sf -$2,133,050

Assessed Value:

5,804,900

This information is collected for assessment purposes only. While the City of Fort Saskatchewan provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant,
covenant, or guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City of Fort Saskatchewan does not assume responsibility or liability arising
from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the assessment per the
stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced or utilized without consent from the City of Fort
Saskatchewan. Please contact the City if you have any further questions or concerns (780-992-6200),
Printed on 03-08-2021 11:09:04 AM by Mike Krim

City of Fort Saskatchewan
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Street Smart. World Wise.

Metrowest Developments Ltd.
v.

The City of Calgary
[2020] ABCGYARB 2152091

Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
Suite 310, 2020 4th Street SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1W3 Canada T 403.508.7770 F 403.228.1020
www.thealtusgroup.com
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Calgary Assessment Review Board
P.O. Box 2100, Station M, #222
Calgary, AB T2P 2M5
Email: info@calgaryarb.ca

CALGARY ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD
Citation:

2020 ABCGYARB 2152091

Decision Name:

CARB 152091M-2020

Decision Date:

2020-12-22

File Number:

152091

Roll Number:

071104301

Location Address:

3200 17 AV SE

Complainant:

ALTUS GROUP

Owner(s):

METROWEST DEVELOPMENTS LTD

Respondent:

City of Calgary

Panel Members:

I. Zacharopoulos, PRESIDING OFFICER
J. Smith
S. Goodman

Assessment:

$9,220,000
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CARB 152901M-2020

This is a complaint to the Calgary Assessment Review Board (the Board) in respect of a
Property assessment prepared by the Assessor of The City of Calgary. This complaint was
heard by teleconference hearing on October 14 and 15, 2020, in Boardroom 5 located at the
office of the Assessment Review Board 1212 31 Avenue NE, Calgary, Alberta.
The Board derives its authority from the Municipal Government Act, R.S.A 2000, Chapter M-26
(the MGA) and related legislation as set out in Appendix “B”.
Appeared on behalf of the Complainant:


M. Izard; Altus Group

Appeared on behalf of the Respondent:


T. Nguyen; Assessment Business Unit, City of Calgary

Procedural Matter:
[1]
The parties disclosed to the Board at the outset of the week’s hearings, as a procedural
matter, that the week’s hearing agenda before the Board included a number of properties
identified as neighbourhood/community shopping centres. Further, the parties disclosed that
they would each be presenting consistent arguments regarding a number of common issues as
identified below:
Hearing File Roll
Number
Number

Address

Jurisdictional Cap Supermarket Big Box
matter
Rate Rental Rate Rental
Rate
Yes
Yes

149468

124191404 9737 Macleod TR SW

151999

037159902 4122 Brentwood RD
NW

Yes

Yes

152091

071104301 3200 17 AV SE

Yes

Yes

154308

202336061 240 Midpark WY SE

Yes

Yes

154504

019121805 5500 Dalton DR NW

Yes

Yes

155555

200182947 3221 Sunpark WY NE

Yes

Yes

Yes

CRU 0 - 1,000 CRU 1,001 SF Rental
2,500 SF Rental
Rate
Rate

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

[2]
The parties requested, and the Board agreed that the arguments presented regarding
the common issues would be cross referenced between the appropriate hearing files in order to
minimize duplication and promote a more effective hearing of the complaints.
[3]
Further, it was noted by the parties and understood by the Board that any additional sitespecific issues in addition to those listed in the table above would be addressed in their entirety
by the parties as the relevant hearings progressed.
Jurisdictional Matter:
[4]
At the outset of the hearing the Respondent requested that pages 32, 86, 87 and 34 to
38 of the Complainant’s rebuttal (identified as Doc C-3 under Appendix “A”) not be heard by the
Board as the information in question was not rebuttal evidence, but rather, new evidence.
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[5]
In order to most effectively hear from the parties regarding the information in question
and to best determine whether the contested information was in fact rebuttal evidence, the
hearing was progressed until such time as Doc C-3 was to be addressed. However, in that the
matter was presented as a jurisdictional matter, the Board’s deliberation is presented at this
point of the decision.
Jurisdictional Issue:
[6]
Does the weight of evidence support that the information in question (see paragraph [4])
constituted a rebuttal by the Complainant to the Respondent’s evidence?
Board’s Decision on the Jurisdictional Issue:
[7]
For reasons outlined herein, the Board decided that the information in question (see
paragraph [4]) did constitute a rebuttal from the Complainant to the Respondent’s evidence.
Position of the Parties on the Jurisdictional Issue:
[8]
The parties presented documentary and testimonial evidence and arguments in support
of their respective positions. Their positions on the jurisdictional issue are summarized as
follows:
(a) The Respondent argued that the impugned pages presented new evidence,
particularly relating to (i) traffic patterns and counts and (ii) the property at 1832 52
ST SE. It contended that the disputed pages did not constitute rebuttal evidence
and requested that the Board not hear that information.
(b) The Complainant argued that the challenged pages were rebuttals to (i) the
Respondent’s arguments regarding the impact of retail adjacencies and (ii) Doc R-1,
pg 22 where 1832 52 ST SE is referenced by the Respondent.
Legislative Authority, Requirements and Considerations:
[9]
The Board reviewed the Act and associated Regulations and found the following to be
particularly applicable to this matter:
(a) Section 9 of the Matters Relating to Assessment Complaints Regulation, 2018 AR
201/2017 (MRAC) states in part:
“Disclosure of evidence
9(1) In this section, “complainant” includes an assessed person who is affected by a
complaint who wishes to be heard at the hearing.
(2) If a complaint is to be heard by a composite assessment review board panel, the
following rules apply with respect to the disclosure of evidence:
…
(c) the complainant must, at least 7 days before the hearing date, disclose to the
respondent and the composite assessment review board the documentary evidence,
a summary of the testimonial evidence, including a signed witness report for each
witness, and any written argument that the complainant intends to present at the
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hearing in rebuttal to the disclosure made under clause (b) in sufficient detail to allow
the respondent to respond to or rebut the evidence at the hearing.”
(b) Section 10 of the MRAC states in part:
“Issues and evidence before panel
10 A composite assessment review board panel must not hear
…
(b) any evidence that has not been disclosed in accordance with section 9.”
[10]
The Board noted that Section 5 of the City of Calgary Charter, 2018 Regulation AR
40/2018 did not impact the aforementioned MRAC references.
Board’s Discussion, Findings and Decision on the Jurisdictional Issue:
[11]
Board records showed and it was not disputed that the Complainant’s rebuttal (Doc C-3)
was received on time.
[12]
The Board noted that the Respondent had presented evidence regarding adjacencies to
retail developments and transportation corridors in its Doc R-1. The Board therefore found it
reasonable that a rebuttal to such references may include information regarding traffic patterns
and counts. The Board was thus not swayed to eliminate pages 32, 86 and 87 from Doc C-3.
[13]
Further, the Board found it reasonable that the Complainant would address in rebuttal
the Respondent’s reference to the property at 1832 52 ST SE. The Board was thus not
persuaded to eliminate pages 34 to 38 from Doc C-3.
[14]
It follows that the Board decided to hear pages pages 32, 86, 87 and 34 to 38 of the
Complainant’s rebuttal (Doc C-3).
Property Description:
[15]
The subject property (the subject) was identified as the Forest Lawn shopping centre,
located on a 2.57 acre land parcel, on the north side of 17 AV, mid-block between 28 ST and
Radisson DR SE, within the community of Albert Park/Radisson Heights. The site was shown
to be improved by two buildings constructed circa 1973, with a total rentable area of 40,235
square feet (SF).
Background:
[16]

The following assessment details were disclosed to the Board:
a) The subject was classified for property assessment purposes as a “B” quality
neighbourhood retail shopping centre (CM0203).
b) The Income Approach to value (IA) was utilized to calculate the assessment.
c) The assessment was based on the following sub components and IA valuation
inputs:
 2,128 SF of “B” quality CRU 1,001 – 2,500 SF space; rental rate of $27.00/SF;
vacancy allowance of 12.25%; operating costs of $15.00/SF and a non-recoverable
allowance of 2.25%.
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 13,841 SF of “B” quality CRU 2,501 – 6,000 SF space; rental rate of $25.00/SF;
vacancy allowance of 12.25%; operating costs of $15.00/SF and a non-recoverable
allowance of 2.25%.
 24,266 SF of “B” quality pad 6,001 – 14,000 SF space; rental rate of $18.00/SF;
vacancy allowance of 6.00%; operating costs of $10.25/SF and a non-recoverable
allowance of 2.25%.


Cap Rate of 6.25%.



Net Operating Income (NOI) of $703,164.



A total related (exempt) value of $2,030,000 (truncated).

Issues:
[17]
The Complainant identified an assessment amount and exemption from taxation as the
matters of complaint under Section 4 of the Assessment Review Board Complaint form. The
Complainant pursued only the complaint against the assessment amount.
[18]
Specifically, the Complainant identified the following issues for the Board’s
consideration:
(a)

Issue 1: Does the weight of evidence support a change to the assessed cap rate
of 6.25%?

(b)

Issue 2: Does the weight of evidence support a change to the typical assessed
vacancy allowances of 12.25% and 6.00% in recognition of chronic, long term
vacancy?

Complainant’s Requested Value: $4,440,000.
Board’s Decision:
[19]
For reasons outlined herein the Board decided that a change to the assessment was
required and it was reduced to $4,800,000.
Issue 1: Does the weight of evidence support a change of the assessed cap rate to
6.75%?
Position of the Parties
[20]
The parties presented documentary and oral evidence and arguments in support of their
respective positions. Their positions are summarized as follows:
[21]
The Complainant requested that the assessed cap rate be changed from 6.25% to
6.75%. In support of its request, it provided a cap rate study including three properties: 3320
Sunridge WY NE (Sunridge), sold January 24, 2019; 3619 61 AV SE (Foothills), sold March 26,
2019; and 5602 4 ST NW (Thorncliffe), sold April 29, 2019. The Complainant provided its
calculations of typical NOIs for the properties in support of its cap rate study, arriving at a
calculated median cap rate of 6.84%. Further, it provided an Assessment to Sales Ratio (ASR)
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analysis to support its conclusions. The Complainant also referenced a post facto sale, 5115 17
AV SE (Forest Lawn), reportedly closed September 1, 2020, in support of its request. The
Complainant’s evidence is more fully reviewed under the Board’s discussion below.
[22]
The Respondent advocated that the cap rate be maintained at 6.25%. It argued that the
Complainant’s NOI analyses in reaching its cap rate conclusions for Sunridge and Foothills
included atypical lease scenarios. Further, it questioned the use of a post facto transaction. It
provided a cap rate study (including “sale year NOI calculations”) comprised of four properties:
Foothills and Thorncliffe as neighbourhood shopping centres, with Sunridge and 6520
Falconridge BV NE (Falconridge), sold February 22, 2019, as “redevelopment sales”. In
summary, the Respondent concluded on the median calculated cap rate of 6.06% in support of
the assessed cap rate. The Respondent’s evidence is more fully reviewed under the Board’s
discussion below.
[23]
In rebuttal, the Complainant offered support for the NOI calculations included within its
cap rate study. Further, it questioned the changes in assessed quality year over year and how
this served to impact the Respondent’s cap rate conclusions.

Board’s Discussion and Findings:
[24]
Further to the following, the Board found the weight of evidence supported no change to
the assessed cap rate of 6.25%.
[25]
The Board reviewed the cumulative evidence and arguments submitted by the parties
but in the interest of brevity will confine its comments to what was found to be relevant to the
issue at hand.
[26]
The following sales submitted by the parties were shown to be time-appropriate arm’s
length transactions:
Property

Transaction date

Sale Price

Sunridge

January 24, 2019

$13,000,000

Foothills

March 26, 2019

$10,770,000

Thorncliffe

April 29, 2019

$4,950,000

Falconridge

February 22, 2019

$17,950,000

[27]
The Board was mindful of the Respondent’s reference to the reported sale of 5115 17
AV SE. The Board acknowledged the Complainant’s evidence regarding the circumstances and
timing of events related to that reported transaction. This property was not included within the
Complainant’s cap rate study. In that the associated timelines were understood to be well
beyond the July 1, 2019, valuation date, the Board was not persuaded to give weight to this
transaction.
[28]
Sunridge: Based on the discussion below, the Board found the Sunridge transaction
was not an appropriate cap rate reference for the subject:
(a)

The Respondent presented municipal permits indicating a $7.7M investment was
made to alter the property from a “Sears Home” store to a “Seafood City”
supermarket. The Board understood that investment, in excess of 50% of the
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sale price, was made through 2019 and into 2020, in order to facilitate the
anticipated use of the property. In light of the above, the combined purchase
price and subsequent substantial investment were interpreted by the Board to
present a unique situation, not representative of typical shopping centre
properties similar to the subject.

(b)

In addition to the above, the Board noted the Complainant’s NOI calculations
within its cap rate analysis were shown to differ from the typical assessed
parameters. The Complainant’s NOI calculation included 43,078 SF of “B”
quality “Major Tenant (Box Store)” space with an indicated rental rate of
$15.00/SF. The typical assessed “Big Box” rental rate was shown to be
$13.50/SF, in keeping with its typical rental rate stratification. The Complainant
provided three leases in support of its rental rate input. The Board noted that the
lone time appropriate lease indicated a rental rate of $13.50/SF, while the two
post facto references served to bring the median rental rate to $14.95/SF. It was
not refuted that the two post facto leases were not submitted in response to the
Respondent’s Assessment Request for Information (ARFI) until 2020. The Board
was not swayed by the Complainant’s post facto lease references and
understood its time effective lease evidence, though limited to one location, to
support a rental rate of $13.50 for the big box space.

(c)

The supermarket lease excerpt provided by the Complainant was not deemed by
the Board to be helpful as Sunridge was understood not to be supermarket space
on the condition date of December 31, 2019. This was supported by the
Complainant’s reference to big box rental rates in calculating the NOI.

(d)

The Complainant’s NOI calculation also included 10,092 SF of “B” quality “Space
2,501 – 6,000” with an indicated rental rate of $25.00/SF. The Respondent’s cap
rate analysis indicated a “C” quality classification and a rental rate of $16.00/SF
for this space. The Respondent’s typical assessed “Neighbourhood CRU 0 6000” rental rate was shown to be $16.00/SF. The Board acknowledged the
Complainant’s purported equity comparables assessed as “B” quality properties,
but lacking market-based evidence regarding if and how individual property
characteristics (e.g. year of construction, size, location, traffic impacts,
adjacencies, etc.) might impact quality ratings, the Board understood the “B”
quality space assessments were based on different rental rates than “C” quality
space. However, the Board was not persuaded by the Complainant’s exterior
photographs and adjacency comparisons to conclude that the indicated space at
Sunridge property should be assessed similarly to the purported comparables.

(e)

Upon consideration of the above the Board found the weight of evidence to
support that this sale was not indicative of a typical shopping centre transaction
and was thus not persuaded that the January 2019 purchase price was a typical
shopping centre market indicator or an appropriate input for a shopping centre
cap rate study. Further, that the Complainant’s NOI calculation for the Sunridge
property was based on largely unconvincing valuation inputs. It follows that the
Board found the Complainant’s analysis and associated conclusions for this
transaction to be unconvincing and not an appropriate cap rate reference for the
subject.

[29]
Foothills: Based on the discussion below, the Board found this transaction to support a
cap rate of 6.00%:
(a)

The Complainant’s NOI calculations included 25,777 SF of “B” quality “Major
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Tenant (14,000+)” space with an indicated rental rate of $15.50/SF. The
Assessment Explanation Supplement (AES) indicated the space was classified
for 2020 assessment purposes as “C” quality “Big Box 14,001 – 40,000 SF”
space and the assessed rental rate was shown to be $12.25/SF, in keeping with
the Respondent’s rental rate stratification. In support of its position the
Complainant presented past years’ assessment records and Board decisions
indicating the property had previously been assessed according to “B” quality
valuation parameters. Further, it provided a 2020 Jr Big Box Rental Analysis –
14,000-40,000 SF, including eight time appropriate “B” quality leases and three
post facto “B” quality leases.

(b)

The transaction date of March 2019 fell within the market review period for the
2020 assessments, and the assessed quality of the Big Box 14,001 – 40,000 SF
space at the time was “C”. The Complainant’s time appropriate lease references
were all identified as “B” quality properties. The Board acknowledged the
previous years’ assessments presented by the Complainant but was not
persuaded by the Complainant’s exterior photographs to accept a quality change
to “B” for the purpose of a cap rate study. The parties agreed generally on the
criteria for determining quality for assessment purposes in keeping with the
Respondent’s 2020 Retail Market Trends Valuation Methodology. However, the
criteria were not quantified by the parties or shown to be market-based. Noting a
dearth of market-based evidence regarding if and how individual property
characteristics (e.g. year of construction, size, location, traffic impacts,
adjacencies, etc.) might impact quality ratings, the Board found the discussion of
assessed quality to be unhelpful.

(c)

In light of the largely subjective and anecdotal evidence on the question of
assessed quality, the Board was left to observe that the Complainant’s market
analysis was based on properties of different quality than the Foothills space and
were thus not appropriate for the determination of a rental rate to be used for a
typical NOI calculation within a cap rate analysis. The post facto leases, all
dated 2020, were not deemed by the Board to be representative of the July 1,
2019, valuation date. In summary, the Board was not persuaded to vary the
assessed quality of the Big Box 14,001 – 40,000 SF space or to accept the
Complainant’s NOI calculation based on a “B” quality rental rate of $15.50/SF.
Rather, the Board found the assessed quality and the assessed rental rate of
$12.25/SF were not effectively challenged by the Complainant.

(d)

The Complainant’s NOI calculations included 1,629 SF of “B” quality “Automotive
Quick Service” space with an indicated rental rate of $32.50/SF. The 2020 AES
indicated the space was classified for 2020 assessment purposes as “B” quality
and the assessed rental rate was shown to be $20.00/SF. In support of its
position the Complainant provided an analysis of three leases from purportedly
comparable properties resulting in a median rental rate of $32.50/SF. The
Respondent provided a table of five Lease Comparables. In rebuttal the
Complainant relied on the Respondent’s lease comparables, advocating for a
rental rate input of $21.50 or $24.00/SF for the calculation of the NOI. In light of
the Complainant’s evidence that the Bowness property was in fact assessed as
land only, the Board found it reasonable that it would not be included in a rent
analysis. The resulting median rental rate of $24.00/SF was found by the Board
to be supported by the four remaining leases.

(e)

Further to the Board’s findings, the cap rate calculation indicated a cap rate of
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6.00%.

[30]
Thorncliffe: The parties agreed and the Board found no reason to question the cap rate
conclusion of 6.75% from the Thorncliffe transaction.
[31]
Falconridge: Based on the discussion below, the Board found the Falconridge
transaction was not an appropriate cap rate reference for the subject:
(a)

The Complainant provided excerpts from a Restrictive Covenant registered as a
caveat against the title, where the purchaser agreed to a restriction of specified
grocery store operations on the property. Evidence indicated this restriction led to
an investment of $2.2M to re-demise and thus best utilize the impacted
supermarket space on site.

(b)

Upon consideration of the above, the Board understood the re-demising of space
and associated costs to be a consequence of the unique restrictions on the use
of the property. The Board thus was not persuaded that the sale was indicative
of a typical shopping centre transaction, or that the February 2019 purchase
price was an appropriate input for a shopping centre cap rate study.

(c)

Further, the Board questioned the NOI calculation indicating 43,207 SF of
supermarket space when in fact such use was restricted by the caveat discussed
above.

(d)

It follows that the Board found the Respondent’s analysis and associated
conclusions concerning this transaction to be unconvincing and not an
appropriate cap rate reference for the subject.

(e)

Further to the discussion above, the Board found the weight of evidence to
support the consideration of two shopping centre transactions for the generation
of a cap rate review: the Foothills property with a cap rate indicator of 6.00% and
the Thorncliffe property with a cap rate indicator of 6.75%. The indicated median
cap rate indicator of 6.375% was found by the Board not to support the
Complainant’s request of 6.75%, but rather, the assessed cap rate of 6.25%.

[32]
Further to the discussion above, the Board found the weight of evidence to support the
consideration of two shopping centre transactions for the generation of a cap rate review: the
Foothills property with a cap rate indicator of 6.00% and the Thorncliffe property with a cap rate
indicator of 6.75%. The indicated median cap rate indicator of 6.375% was found by the Board
to support the assessed cap rate of 6.25% and not the Complainant’s request of 6.75%. It
follows that the Board found the weight of evidence to support no change to the assessed cap
rate of 6.25%.
Issue 2: Does the weight of evidence support a change to the typical assessed vacancy
allowances of 12.25% and 6.00% in recognition of chronic, long term vacancy?
Position of the Parties
[33]
The parties presented documentary and oral evidence and arguments in support of their
respective positions. Their positions are summarized as follows:
[34]
The Complainant requested a vacancy allowance of 35% on all space. It provided a
seven year analysis of vacancies at the subject, from 2013 – 2019 vacant space at the centre
was between 35.99% and 46.94%. ARFIs were provided in support of the analysis. The
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Complainant also referenced industry advertisements indicating efforts to lease the vacant
space over time. Further, it provided an offer to lease space at the subject, received June 2018,
with a gross rental rate of $14.00/SF, two renewal options and a $10.00/SF tenant inducement.
The Complainant noted that the offer, which reportedly was not accepted by the owner, was well
below the typical assessed rental rates utilized to generate the assessment.
[35]
The Respondent advocated that no change be made to the assessed vacancy
allowance. It noted “… It is The City’s position that there is no adjustment for “chronic vacancy”
…” and indicated the subject’s vacancies were included in the Respondent’s analyses leading to
the assessed vacancy allowances. The Respondent argued that the mass appraisal process
does not contemplate “site specific encumbrances such as leasing or actual vacancy …”.
Board’s Discussion and Findings:
[36]
The Board reviewed the cumulative evidence and arguments submitted by the parties
but in the interest of brevity will confine its comments to what was found to be relevant to the
issue at hand.
[37]
Further to the following, the Board found the weight of evidence supported a change to
the typical assessed vacancy allowances of 12.25% and 6.00% in recognition of chronic, long
term vacancy.
[38]
The vacancy evidence before the Board was limited to the analysis of the subject
provided by the Complainant. The indicated and long term vacancies at the subject were not
refuted by the Respondent.
[39]
The Board acknowledged the Respondent’s reference to the mass appraisal process.
However, lacking evidence to the contrary, the Board understood the Complainant’s unrefuted
evidence to support the subject did not operate under the typical vacancy parameters
advocated by the Respondent. The Board’s understanding was supported by the substantial
long-term vacancy at the subject notwithstanding the efforts to lease it. The Board was thus
persuaded that the atypical vacancies at the subject warranted a variance from the typical
vacancy allowance.
[40]
The Board found the Complainant’s request to be supported and reasonable. It follows
that the Board changed the vacancy allowance for all space to 35%.
[41]
The Board acknowledged that prior Board decisions were submitted by both parties.
While this Board has the utmost respect for the decisions rendered by other panels, it was
understood that those decisions reflected on issues and evidence considered in those hearings
and were not binding on this Board. The Board’s decision on this file was based solely on the
evidentiary submissions and arguments before this Board relating to the issues as identified
under paragraph [18] above.
[42]
The parties also provided legal references in support of their respective positions.
These were duly considered by the Board.
Board’s Conclusion:
[43]

Further to the analysis above, the Board found as follows:
(a)

Issue 1: The weight of evidence does not support a change of the assessed cap
rate.

(b)

Issue 2: The weight of evidence supports a change of the vacancy allowances to
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35% in recognition of chronic, long term vacancy.

[44]
Further to the findings under paragraph [43], the Board concluded that the assessment
was not fair and equitable and a change was required. The assessment was calculated
accordingly and reduced to $4,800,000 (truncated), net of the adjusted total related (exempt)
value of $1,000,000.

______________________________
I. Zacharopoulos, PRESIDING OFFICER
On behalf of the Board
An application for Judicial Review may be made to the Court of Queen’s Bench with respect to a
decision of an assessment review board.
An application for Judicial Review must be filed with the Court of Queen’s Bench and served not
more than 60 days after the date of the decision, and notice of the application must be given to
(a)

the assessment review board

(b)

the Complainant, other than an applicant for the judicial review

(c)

an assessed person who is directly affected by the decision, other than the
Complainant,

(d)

the municipality, and

(e)

the Minister.

APPENDIX “A”
DOCUMENTS MARKED AS EXHIBITS BY THE BOARD
NO.

ITEM

1. Doc C-1
2. Doc C-2
3. Doc C-3
4. Doc R-1
5. Doc R-2

Complainant’s Shopping Centre Cap Rate Disclosure - 101 pgs
Complainant’s Site-Specific Disclosure - 88 pgs
Complainant’s NBHD Cap Rate Rebuttal - 168 pgs
Respondent’s Cap Rate Brief - 44 pgs
Respondent’s Site Specific Brief - 56 pgs
APPENDIX “B”
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITIES CONSIDERED BY THE BOARD
Municipal Government Act, R.S.A. 2000, Chapter M-26 (the MGA)

s 1(1)(n) In this Act,
(n)

“market value” means the amount that a property, as defined in section 284(1)(r), might
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be expected to realize if it is sold on the open market by a willing seller to a willing buyer;
s 289(2) Each assessment must reflect
(a)

the characteristics and physical condition of the property on December 31 of the year
prior to the year in which a tax is imposed under Part 10 in respect of the property, and

(b)

the valuation and other standards set out in the regulations for that property.

s. 460.1(2) Subject to section 460(14), a composite assessment review board has jurisdiction to hear
complaints about
(a)

any matter referred to in section 460(5) that is shown on
(i)

an assessment notice for property other than property described in subsection
(1)(a)

s. 467(1) An assessment review board may, with respect to any matter referred to in section 460(5),
make a change to an assessment roll or tax roll or decide that no change is required.
(2) An assessment review board must dismiss a complaint that was not made within the proper time or
that does not comply with section 460(9).
(3) An assessment review board must not alter any assessment that is fair and equitable, taking into
consideration
(a)

the valuation and other standards set out in the regulations,

(b)

the procedures set out in the regulations, and

(c)

the assessments of similar property or businesses in the same municipality.

Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation, 2018 A.R. 203/2017 (MRAT)
s. 5 An assessment of property based on market value
(a)

must be prepared using mass appraisal

(b)

must be an estimate of the value of the fee simple estate in the property, and

(c)

must reflect typical market conditions for properties similar to that property.

s. 6 Any assessment prepared in accordance with the Act must be an estimate of the value of a property
on July 1 of the assessment year.
s. 7(1) The valuation standard for a parcel of land is
(a)

market value, or

(b)

if the parcel is used for farming operations, agricultural use value.

City of Calgary Charter, 2018 Regulation A.R. 40/2018
s. 4(26) In section 467 of the Act (the MGA), the following is added after subsection (1):
(1.1) For greater certainty, the power to make a change under subsection (1) includes the power to
increase or decrease an assessed value shown on an assessment roll or tax roll.
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This is a complaint to the Calgary Assessment Review Board (the Board) in respect of a
Property Assessment prepared by the Assessor of The City of Calgary. This complaint was
heard by videoconference on September 7, 2021 in Boardroom 2 located at the office of the
Assessment Review Board 1212 31 Avenue NE, Calgary, Alberta.
The Board derives its authority from the Municipal Government Act, R.S.A 2000, Chapter M-26
(the MGA) and related legislation as set out in Appendix “B”.
on behalf of the Complainant:
•

D. Main, Agent, Altus Group Ltd

•

M. Izard, Agent, Altus Group Ltd

•

B. Muenchrath, Agent, Altus Group Ltd

on behalf of the Respondent:
•

G. Abad, Assessor, City of Calgary

•

M. Trimble, Assessor, City of Calgary

Procedural or Jurisdictional Matters:
[1]
The Complainant and the Respondent advised that the evidence, argument and
summary relating to the issue of vacancy rate, which will be presented for this File 159449
concerning the property at 4344 Macleod tr SW, will be carried forward to Files 159450,
163524, 163529, 163534 and 163535.
[2]
As there were no further procedural or jurisdictional matters raised, the Board proceeded
to hear the merit complaint.
Property Description:
[3]
The subject property at 4344 Macleod Trail SW is a 36,744 square foot (sf) strip
shopping centre on 2.73 acres of land with a 1952 year of construction (YOC) in the community
of Manchester. The subject is assigned a quality classification of B; a property use of
Commercial; a subproperty use of CM0210 Retail-Shopping Centre-Strip; an assessment class
of 100% non-residential and a land use designation of Direct Control District.
[4]

The subcomponents of the 36,744 sf of retail space are:
Subcomponent

[5]

Quality

Area (in sf)

CRU 1,001-2,500 sf

B

2,443

CRU 2,501-6,000 sf

B

7,607

Big Box (BB) 14.001-40,000 sf

B

26,694

The assessment was prepared on the Income Approach to value.

Issues:
[6]

Big Box 14,001-40,000 sf Quality: Should the assessed quality of the 26,694 sf BB be
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reduced from a B to a C, with a reduction in the rental rate from $15.00 per square foot (psf) to
$12.25 psf?
[7]
Collection Loss: Should the assessed collection loss be increased by 4.25% from 2.50%
to 6.75%?
Complainant’s Requested Value:
Request as per Complaint Form - $8,040,000
Request amended at Hearing to $7,640,000
Board’s Decision:
[8]
For reasons outlined herein the assessment of the subject property is reduced to
$7,640,000 based on:
(a) The quality of the Big Box changed from a B to a C, with a reduction in the rental
rate from $15.00 psf to $12.25 psf. and
(b) Vacancy Rate, (which includes Collection Loss), increased from 12.75% to
17.00%.
Position of the Parties:
[9]
The Complainant and Respondent each presented substantial evidence varying in its
relevancy. In the interests of brevity, the Board will restrict its comments to those items the
Board found relevant to the matters at hand. Furthermore, the Board's findings and decision
reflect on the evidence presented and examined by the parties before the Board at the time of
the hearing.
[10]
In respect of decisions of the Board, the Municipal Government Board and the Alberta
Court of Queen’s Bench, which were submitted as evidence in support of the parties’ positions,
it should be noted that those decisions were made in respect of issues and evidence that may
be dissimilar to that before this Board.
Issue: Big Box 14,001-40,000 sf Rental Rate
Complainant’s Position:
[11]
The Complainant stated that the requested change in the Quality of the BB space will be
supported by photos of the subject property, the rent roll, as well as an analysis of equity and
market comparable properties.
[12]

In respect of the BB space:
(a) the photos show that the parking and access to the space is at the back of the
building, unlike the other commercial spaces at the subject property, which have
access from and front onto Macleod Trail SW;
(b) the photos show the deteriorating condition of the exterior finishes of the building;
(c) the rent roll dated June 2018 shows that the lease for the BB expired at 03/2019;
(d) the rent roll dated November 2020 shows that the lease for the space has been
renewed 04/2019 for a term of five years at a rental rate of $12.00 psf.
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[13]
When comparing properties on the basis of quality, a number of factors were considered
by the Respondent. Those factors as identified in the 2021 Retail Market Trends include YOC,
type of construction, location/exposure, physical condition, building functionality, parking
availability/capacity and rental rate.
[14]
The following table presents details on six BB 14,001-40,000 sf equity comparable
properties that are on or within two blocks of Macleod Trail SW.
ADDRESS
121 58 AV SW
6711 MACLEOD TR SW
104 58 AV SE
13226 MACLEOD TR SE
13226 MACLEOD TR SE
13226 MACLEOD TR SE

YOC
1956
1964
1953
1992
1992
1992

QUALITY
C
D
C
D
D
D

ABA*
16,715 sf
23,856 sf
35,907 sf
15,006 sf
15,568 sf
21,710 sf

SC**
FS
FS
NBHD
NBHD
NBHD
NBHD

SUBJECT
4344 MACLEOD TR SW
1952
B
26,694 sf
Strip
NOTE
ABA* - Assessable Building Area in sf
SC** - type of shopping center; FS – Freestanding, NBHD – Neighborhood
LEASE*** - lease start date, mm/yr

LEASE***
10/20
VACANT
12/11
01/18
01/19
01/04

04/19

TERM
5 yrs

RENT
$19.00 psf

10 yrs
5 yrs
2 yrs
19 yrs

$12.25 psf
$12.60 psf
$8.75 psf
$18.50 psf

MEAN
MDN

$12.25 psf
$12.82 psf

5 yrs

$12.00 psf

[15]
Based on a review of the photos and when comparing the details outlined in the above
table to the factors considered when determining quality classification, the B quality rental rate
for the subject property is not supported. The Complainant suggested the analysis of the lease
rental rate supports the requested $12.00 psf. The Complainant noted that 121 58 AV SW and
104 58 AV SE, which are within 2.4 kms of the subject, have higher quality exterior and interior
finishes than the subject.
[16]
The equity comparable sample included three properties with leases commencement
dates in the period July 2017 to July 2020. One lease located in 121 58 AV SW and two leases
at 13226 Macleod Tr SE. The median rental rate of the sample is $12.30 psf and the mean is
$13.09 psf.
[17]
In summary, based on the analysis of the market and the current lease of $12.00 psf for
the subject’s BB space, the quality classification of B for the subject property is not supported.
Respondent’s Position:
[18]
In respect of the Complainant’s evidence supporting the request for a change in quality,
the Respondent noted the following:
(a) the rent clause in the five-year lease (April 1, 2019 - March 31, 2024) for the
subject’s BB space includes annual rent as follows: year 1 - $10.00 psf, year 2 $12.00 psf, year 3 - $15.00 psf, year 4 - $18.00 psf and year 5 - $20.00 psf,
resulting in an average rental rate of $15.00 psf;
(b) of the six equity comparable properties, five are not comparable to the subject in
terms of location and condition:
i. the spaces pertaining to the three leases at 13226 Macleod Trail SE are
nine kilometres from the subject.
ii. the properties at 121 58 Av SW and 104 58 Av SE are respectively two
and four blocks east of Macleod Trail SW; and
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iii. 6711 Macleod Trail SW is the only comparable with direct access to
Macleod Trail SW but the condition of that property is not comparable as
it is a former car dealership.
(c) there was no analysis presented which focused on the sales price psf or
assessment psf of like properties to support the request.
[19]
In support of the assessment of the subject property, the Respondent presented the
analysis of six sales of CM0210 Retail-Shopping Centre-Strip properties which transacted
during the period March 2018 and January 2020. The sales are supported by the Altus Group
details commercial transaction documents.
ADDRESS
7248 Ogden Road SE
3821 17 AV SW
3601 17 AV SE
4820 Edmonton Trail NE
5809 Macleod Trial SW
17103 James McKevitt Rd SW
SUBJECT
4344 Macleod Trail SW

QUAD
SE
SW
SE
NE
SW
SW

YOC
1975
1990
1965
1991
1976
1999

QUALITY
C
B
B
B
A+
B

LA*
6,852 sf
13,299 sf
9,560 sf
12,742 sf
48,912 sf
13,063 sf

SW

1952

B

36,744 sf

SALE DATE**
01/2020
01/2020
07/2019
10/2019
03/2018
05/2018

SALE
$303 psf
$395 psf
$424 psf
$453 psf
$539 psf
$559 psf
ASMT PSF
$247

LA* - leasable area
[20]
In summary, the assessment is supported by the analysis of the sale of CM0210
properties.
Complainant’s Rebuttal:
[21]
The Complainant stated that the lease for the subject’s BB space referenced by the
Respondent is no longer in place. As of June 30, 2020, the tenant was in arrears and was not
operating due to COVID restrictions. This situation continued to June 30, 2021, when the lease
was terminated. As of July 2021, a new tenant entered into a two year lease for this space
based on a rental structure of operating costs only for the first six months and $7.00 psf for the
remaining 18 months.
[22]
Based on a review of the Respondent’s six CM0210 sales, the Complainant compared
the subject property to those six sales on the factors of location, YOC, quality, assessable area,
and sale price square foot. The Complainant’s analysis of the six sales is presented on a
consolidated basis in the following table, which clearly show the six sales are not comparable to
the subject property on the factors of YOC, assessable area and do not support the assessment
of the subject property.
ADDRESS
CM0210 – 6 sales

4344 Macleod Trail
SW

QUAD
SE-2
SW-3
NE-1

YOC
1965 - 1999

QUALITY
A+ -1
B-4
C-1

ASSESSABLE AREA
5 with sf in range
6.582 sf to 13.299 sf
1 with 48,912 sf

SW

1952

B

36,744 sf

SALE psf
$303 psf to $559 psf
ASSMT psf
$247 psf

Of the three sales in the SW quadrant, only one is on Macleod Trail SW and that property is a
1976 YOC, A+ quality, 48,912 sf two storey building with office and retail tenants directly across
the street from Chinook Shopping Centre.
[23]
In respect of the Complainant’s six equity comparable properties, the Respondent’s
analysis was limited to only exterior and interior photos of the property at 6711 Macleod Trail
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[24]
In summary, the rebuttal reinforces the Complainant’s position that the BB at 4344
Macleod Trail SW is C quality space and should reflect an assigned rent rate of $12.25 psf.
Board’s Findings of Fact and Reasons for Decision:
[25]

Based on the evidence presented, the Board determined:
(a) the rental rate for retail properties assigned the sub-property use CM0210 are
determined on a city wide basis, so location as a factor is given less weight than
characteristics such as YOC, building finish, exposure, assessable area, quality,
parking availability/capacity and rental rate which are identified in the
Respondent’s 2021 Retail Market Trends;
(b) the CM0210 sales list presented by the Respondent to support the assessment
of $249 psf, provided information only on the factors of quadrant, quality, YOC,
assessable area and excluded information on factors such as tenant mix and
rental rates;
(c) an analysis of the Respondent’s six sales which is presented on a consolidated
basis in the following table shows that the six sales lacked comparability to the
subject property on the factors of YOC and assessable area. Therefore, little
weight was placed on this analysis;
ADDRESS
CM0210 – 6 sales

4344 Macleod Trail SW

QUAD
SE-2
SW-3
NE-1

YOC
1965 - 1999

QUALITY
A+ -1
B-4
C-1

ASSESSABLE AREA
5 with sf in range 6.582
sf to 13.299 sf
1 with 48,912 sf

SW

1952

B

36,744 sf

SALE psf
$303 psf to $559 psf
ASSMT psf
$247 psf

(d) the tenant entered into the 2019 lease for the BB space in the subject property,
referenced by the Respondent, included stepped up rent clauses from 2019$10.00 psf to 2023-$23.00 psf. The lease agreement yielded an average rental
rate of $15.00 psf was in arrears on June 30, 2020 and the tenant was not
operating. Therefore, little weight was placed on that lease as an indicator of
market rental rate for that space;
(e) that the weight placed on the Complainant’s six BB equity comparable properties
on or within 3 blocks of Macleod Trail SW was at follows:
i. no weight was placed on 6711 Macleod Trail SW as this property is a
vacant car dealership with space that typically leases out on a short term;
ii. weight was placed on the property at 13226 Macleod Trail SW, which is
9.9 kms south of the subject property, assigned a 1992 YOC and a D
quality rating. It reported two leases dated 2018 and 2019 at $12.60 psf
and $8.75 psf respectively and were considered as indicators of market
rental rates;
iii. the most weight was placed on the comparable properties at 121 58 Av
SW and 104 58 Av SW;
1. 121 58 Av SW is one block east of Macleod Trail SW, has a 1956
YOC and is assigned a C quality. Based on the photo evidence, it
has higher quality exterior and interior finishes than the subject
property and is leased for a five year term at $19.00 psf;
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2. 104 58 Av SW which is three blocks east of Macleod Trail SW,
has a 1953 YOC and is assigned a C quality. It also has higher
quality exterior and interior finishes than the subject property and
is leased for a term of 5 years at $12.25 psf
iv. with the exception of 6771 Macleod Trail SW which the Board excluded
from consideration, the other five equity comparable properties are
assigned a lower quality of C and D and have a higher quality building
finish, and
v. a review of the five tenant leases in these five comparable properties
determined that the two most recent leases at 13326 Macleod Trail SW
have start dates of January 2018 and January 2019 at rental rates of
$12.60 psf and $8.75 psf respectively.

[26]
In summary, the evidence supports that the assessment of the subject’s BB space at
$15.00 psf and assignment of a B quality with a YOC 1952 is not supported by:
(a) the review of the two equity comparable properties within 2.2 kms of the subject
property which are assigned a C quality with YOC of 1953 and 1956,
respectively, yet have higher quality exterior and interior finishes;
(b) the equity comparable at 13226 Macleod Trail SW which has a YOC of 1992 and
an assigned quality of D, has leased space at $12.60 psf and $8,75 psf; and
(c) the tenant currently leasing the subject property’s BB space as of July 01, 2020,
was unable to meet the rental obligations of $12.00 psf, was in arrears and was
not operating, which supports
the assessed rental rate for the subject property’s BB space be reduced from $15.00 psf to
$12.25 psf.
Issue: Should the vacancy rate be increased from 12.75% to 17.00% based on the
collection loss rate being increased by 4.25%? Specifically, should the collection loss
rate be increased from 2.50% to 6.75%?
[27]
The vacancy rate issue raised by the Complainant was related to the amount of the
collection loss (expressed as a percentage) which was added to the assessed vacancy rate.
Only certain CRUs were eligible for the collection loss increase in the CRU vacancy rate. The
following section will provide background on the Respondent’s collection loss initiative.
Background
[28]
The assessment of commercial properties which are prepared using the Income
Approach, includes a reduction in the Potential Net Income by a dollar value of the vacant space
to arrive at the Effective Net Income.
[29]
This dollar value of the vacant space for a subcomponent of space, which in retail
assessment is referred to as a CRU, is based on the following steps:
(a) the vacancy for a subcomponent of space is expressed as a percentage that is
based on the sf of the vacant area divided by the total sf of that subcomponent of
space;
(b) this vacant rate is then expressed in dollars by the percentage vacancy rate
multiplied by the Potential Gross Income (PGI) for that subcomponent of space;
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(c) this dollar value of the vacant space is subtracted from the PGI in the process of
determining the Effective Gross Income;
(d) this dollar value of the vacant space is also referred to as the vacancy allowance.
[30]
At times, the vacancy rate will be increased for a factor referred to as collection loss,
which is to recognize the loss in revenue resulting from contract rent not being collected by the
landlord.
[31]
In the preparation of the 2021 assessment, based on the valuation date of July 1, 2020,
the Respondent introduced a collection loss initiative in the amount of 2.50% which was to
recognize the impact of COVID-19 on the identified CRU spaces. This 2.50% was added to the
vacancy rate for a relevant CRU, which increased the dollar value of the vacancy allowance.
[32]
The Respondent’s collection loss initiative was based on the Government of Canada’s
program to assist designated small business tenants impacted by COVID-19. The program was
named the Canada Emergency Commercial Rent Assistance (CECRA) program. The key
provisions of the CECRA program were included in the evidence disclosure provided by the
parties. The following paragraph outlines the key provisions of the CECRA program as it relates
to the vacancy rate - collection loss issue raised by the Complainant.
The federal government created the program to assist small business tenants
[33]
(emphasis added) impacted by COVID-19 by reducing their rent by 75% in April, May and June
2020, and then later extending it through July, August, September 2020.
(a) The small business tenant is required to pay 25% of their gross rent obligations.
(b) The CECRA program covers 50% of the small business tenant’s monthly gross
rent obligations.
(c) The commercial property owner is responsible for the remaining 25%.
[34]

Small business tenants are defined as:
(a) Tenants that pay up to $50,000 per month in gross rent, as defined by a valid
and enforceable lease agreement.
(b) Generate no more that $20 million in gross annual revenue, calculated on a
consolidated basis
(c) Have experienced at least a 70% decline in pre-COVID-19 revenues.

Complainant’s Position:
[35]
As the collection loss issue relates to the impact of COVID-19, the Complainant
reviewed a number of media and business articles on the pandemic as well as a COVID-19
timeline which documented the key events during the period March 2019 and April 2020. Also,
the Complainant reviewed the principles of the CECRA program as well as a number of
business articles directly related to the CECRA.
[36]
In respect of the Respondent’s attempt to recognize the impact of COVID-19, the
CECRA program and shortfall loss, the Complainant reviewed their document titled 2021
Property Assessment Retail Market Trend. On the subject of vacancy, the market trend
document included a paragraph with the following key points:
(a) the information provided by property owners indicated a greater magnitude of
collection loss than in past due to COVID-19;
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(b) the impacts of the collection loss across the retail space inventory may differ.
(c) the final vacancy rate shown on the Assessment Explanation Summary (AES) for
2021, reflects a combined vacancy and collection loss value.
[37]
The collection loss value expressed as a percentage and reported in the assessed rate
tables in the 2021 Retail Market Trends document ranged from 2.50% to 4.0% depending on
the type of retail space.
[38]
It was the Complainant’s understanding that the 2.50% collection loss factor was
determined based on the Respondent’s discussions with property owners and not based on an
analysis of the actual rental income. Hence the 2.50% is not reflective of the impact of COVID19 on landlords and the collection loss is greater than 2.50%.
[39]
To quantify the collection loss, the Complainant completed an analysis of a sample of 16
retail strip centres with quality ranging from C to A2, and with representation from each
quadrant. Based on the provisions of the CECRA and the income data provided by each of the
16 properties, the Complainant calculated two versions of the collection loss adjustment.
(a) for each property in the sample, the collection loss was calculated based on the
provisions of the CECRA program and the CRU’s identified by the Respondent in
their assessed rates table;
(b) the collection loss was then expressed as percentage of the PGI:
i. of all tenants in the sample regardless of their eligibility for the CECRA
program - this percentage was referred to as the non-adjusted collection
loss;
ii. of the tenants that were eligible for the CECRA program, this percentage
was referred to as the adjusted collection loss
(c) based on the analysis, the non-adjusted collection loss was 5.75% and the
adjusted collection loss was 6.79%.
(d) when adjusted for the Respondent’s collection loss of 2.50%, which is already
recognized in the determination of the vacancy allowance, the non-adjusted
collection loss is reduced to 3.25% and the adjusted collection loss is reduced to
4.25%.
[40]
Based on the preceding analysis, the adjusted collection loss is based on the tenants
that qualify for the CECRA program and reflect the loss of income related to that CRU space.
Therefore, the vacancy allowance should be determined based on 4.25% added to the vacant
rate for that CRU.
[41]
In respect of the subject property, three of the four tenants were eligible for the collection
loss adjustment. The vacancy rate utilized in the calculation of their assessment would be
increased from 12.75% to 17.00%.
Respondents Position:
[42]
The Respondent stated that the COVID-19 pandemic was a Q1 2020 event with the first
actions which impacted on the economy and real estate taken in Q2. The Collection Loss of
2.50% was developed through discussions with landlords and the knowledge available at the
time the 2021 assessment was being prepared.
[43]

The Assessment Request for Information (ARFI) process for the preparation of the 2021
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assessment will be adjusted to collect further financial information on the extent of the COVID19 impact through the use of Attachment 2D: COVID-19 Income Summary as part of the ARFI
process.
[44]
In respect of the Complainant’s approach, it was the Respondent’s position that such an
approach distorts the vacancy over the long term with an associated impact on value.
Complainant’s Rebuttal:
[45]
The Complainant argued that the COVID-19 collection loss assigned by the Respondent
was determined by stabilizing its findings over a ten year period. The Complainant further
noted that the ten year stabilization analysis assumed no income or vacancy changes for the
last eight of the ten years. The Complainant also pointed to the Respondent’s Market Trends
document regarding the policy on calculating vacancy.
[46]
The Complainant noted that its research was supported by factual analysis of rent rolls
for similar properties. The Respondent stated its research depended on discussions with
taxpayers and had no supporting documentation.
[47]
The Complainant further reviewed the Respondent’s historical vacancy studies and
supplied excerpts of previous vacancy arguments. Based on the rebuttal evidence, the
Complainant submitted the Respondent failed to support its collection loss calculation.
Board’s Findings of Fact and Reasons for Decision:
[48]

Based on the evidence presented, the Board determined:
(a) the Respondent’s collection loss, although based on discussions with property
owners, lacked a statistical analysis to support the 2.50% rate;
(b) the Complainant’s analysis was based on the criteria identified in the CECRA
program, a sample of 16 strip centres with different quality ratings and the actual
rental information provided by the owners of the properties for a statistically
supported analysis: and
(c) the use of the adjusted calculation methodology determined the collection loss
based on the CRUs eligible for the CECRA program.

[49]
The Complainant’s approach determined a collection loss rate based on a government
assistance program and the actual income from a sample of 16 strip centres. Therefore, the
vacancy rate is increased by 4.25% from 12.75% to 17.00%.
Board Decision:
[50]
Based on the reduced BB rental rate of $12.25 psf and the increased vacancy rate of
17.00% the assessment is changed to $7,640,000.

_____________________________
E. Williams, PRESIDING OFFICER
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An application for Judicial Review may be made to the Court of Queen’s Bench with respect to a
decision of an assessment review board.
An application for Judicial Review must be filed with the Court of Queen’s Bench and served not
more than 60 days after the date of the decision, and notice of the application must be given to
(a)

the assessment review board

(b)

the Complainant, other than an applicant for the judicial review

(c)

an assessed person who is directly affected by the decision, other than the
Complainant,

(d)

the municipality, and

(e)

the Minister.
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APPENDIX “A”

DOCUMENTS MARKED AS EXHIBITS BY THE BOARD
NO.

ITEM

1. C1
2. C2
3. C3
4. R1

Complainant Disclosure – 166 pages
Complainant Rebuttal – 361 pages
Complainant Rebuttal – 97 pages
Respondent Disclosure -53 pages
APPENDIX “B”
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITIES CONSIDERED BY THE BOARD

Municipal Government Act, R.S.A. 2000, Chapter M-26 (the MGA)
s 1(1)(n) In this Act,
(n)
“market value” means the amount that a property, as defined in section 284(1)(r), might
be expected to realize if it is sold on the open market by a willing seller to a willing buyer;
s 289(2) Each assessment must reflect
(a)

the characteristics and physical condition of the property on December 31 of the year
prior to the year in which a tax is imposed under Part 10 in respect of the property, and

(b)

the valuation and other standards set out in the regulations for that property.

s 460.1(1) A local assessment review board has jurisdiction to hear complaints about any matter referred
to in section 460(5) that is shown on
(a)

an assessment notice for
(i)

residential property with 3 or fewer dwelling units, or

(ii)

farm land

s. 460.1(2) Subject to section 460(14), a composite assessment review board has jurisdiction to hear
complaints about
(a)

any matter referred to in section 460(5) that is shown on
(i)

an assessment notice for property other than property described in subsection
(1)(a)

s. 467(1) An assessment review board may, with respect to any matter referred to in section 460(5),
make a change to an assessment roll or tax roll or decide that no change is required.
(1.1) For greater certainty, the power to make a change under subsection (1) includes the power to
increase or decrease an assessed value shown on an assessment roll or tax roll.
(2) An assessment review board must dismiss a complaint that was not made within the proper time or
that does not comply with section 460(9).
(3) An assessment review board must not alter any assessment that is fair and equitable, taking into
consideration
(a)

the valuation and other standards set out in the regulations,

(b)

the procedures set out in the regulations, and
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(c)

the assessments of similar property or businesses in the same municipality.

Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation, 2018 A.R. 203/2017 (MRAT)
s. 5 An assessment of property based on market value
(a)

must be prepared using mass appraisal

(b)

must be an estimate of the value of the fee simple estate in the property, and

(c)

must reflect typical market conditions for properties similar to that property.

s. 6 Any assessment prepared in accordance with the Act must be an estimate of the value of a property
on July 1 of the assessment year.
s. 7(1) The valuation standard for a parcel of land is
(a)

market value, or

(b)

if the parcel is used for farming operations, agricultural use value.

Matters Relating to Assessment Complaints Regulation, AR 201/2017 (MRAC)
s. 19(1) Parties to a hearing before a panel of an assessment review board may attend the hearing in
person or may, instead of attending in person, file a written presentation with the clerk.

Meeting Procedures (COVID-19 Suppression) Regulation, AR 50/2020
s. 3(1) Where the Act requires a council, board or commission to hold a meeting in public, that
requirement is deemed to have been complied with by holding the meeting by electronic means,
including, without limitation, a teleconference, or a live, publicly streamed broadcast, if
(a)

members of the public are able to hear the meeting as it occurs,

(b)

any members of the public who would be entitled to make submissions at the meeting if
the meeting were being held in person are able, before and during the meeting, to make
submissions by email or any other method that the council, board or commission
considers appropriate, and

(c)

the following persons attend the meeting by electronic means:
…
(iii)

in the case of a meeting of an assessment review board or the Municipal
Government Board, the presiding officer,
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The Respondent’s Submission
Rebuttal Response to the Respondent’s Evidence & Argument

Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
Suite 310, 2020 4th Street SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1W3 Canada T 403.508.7770 F 403.228.1020
www.thealtusgroup.com
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2021 ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD
RESPONDENT EVIDENCE

Hearing Date – October 25, 2021

Argument for:
Complaint #

Roll

Building
Name

C2021-28

8243006007

Plaza A & B

C2021-30

8241001606

Broadmoor Place VII

C2021-31
C2021-33
C2021-34

8241001704
8244002002
8244003000

Broadmoor Place VIII
Broadmoor Place III
Broadmoor Place IV

C2021-35

8244004008

Broadmoor Place II

C2021-36
C2021-37

8243008002
8243009000

Broadmoor Place V
Broadmoor Place VI

C2021-38

8244001004

Broadmoor Place I

C2021-27
C2021-29

8242012009
8247006006

C2021-32

8241002401

Portage Plaza
Provincial Place
Millennium Professional
Office

Property
Description
2755 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
2693 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
2055 PREMIER WAY
2301 PREMIER WAY
2257 PREMIER WAY
2833 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
2181 PREMIER WAY
2121 PREMIER WAY
2899 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
241 PORTAGE CLOSE
167 PROVINCIAL AVENUE
2457 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD

Estimated Presentation Time – 1 Hour
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BP / TAG Portfolio
Assessment Year: 2020

the far inferior location and the age of the building 20 years older than the BP buildings. This
is another indication that the portfolio value is below market and that the Complainants
suggested assessed value is also below market value.
In addition to sales within Strathcona County, the assessor has researched sales in the
Edmonton region to confirm the assessed value of the subject property. The table below
includes additional sales which provide a measure of the subject property.
Industrial Flex Warehouse Sales – Edmonton
Sale
Address

Sale #1
13340 St.
Albert Trail
Year Built
1998
Bldg Area Net (Sq Ft)
50,478
Sale Price
$10,200,000
Sale Date
Oct. 2019
SP/Sq Ft
$202

Sale #2
13151 146
Street
2007
38,802
$6,350,000
Mar. 2017
$164

Sale #3
Sale #4
11228 163 3304 Parsons
Street
Road
1977
1979
176,310
38,788
$31,000,000
$5,100,000
Dec. 2019
Feb 2020
$176
$131

The sales from the city of Edmonton range from $131-$202 per square foot. The assessed
value of the subject properties falls below this range, suggesting the current assessments do
not exceed market value as indicated with sales of similar property.
Sales information and Network Sale sheets are included in Appendix 5.

Office Building Sales
Sale
Address
Year Built
Bldg Area
Net (Sq Ft)
Sale Price
Sale Date
SP/Sq Ft

Subject
2457 Broadmoor
Blvd
2014
59,920
$11,751,000 –
Asmt
N/A
$196 - Asmt

Sale #1
7 Tri Leisure Way
– Spruce
Grove9940
2017
37,169

Sale #2
99 Ave – Fort
Saskatchewan

Sale #3
11713 82 Street

2006
20,428

1973
23,072

$8,900,00

$5,400,000

$5,500,000

July 2018
$239

Oct. 2018
$264

August 2019
$242

The best comparable is sale number 1. It is in Spruce Grove, also a suburban location. The
age and size are closest to the subject. It also was 79% vacant at the time of sale.
The range of sale prices on a per square foot bases is $239 to $264 with a median of $242
and an average of $248. The subject is assessed well below this range. It is difficult to
measure how an elevated vacancy may impact the market value for the subject property.
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*
Zone
Property Number

Commercial Investment Building Sale!
Property Type:

3
35377

Office: Suburban
Address!

7 Tri Leisure Way - Spruce Grove
Subdivision:! Spruce Grove
Legal Description:! 16/1/1420645

Sale Terms!

Zoning Class:!

DC

Site Area:!

1.28

Acres

Building Area:!

37,169

Sq Ft

Sale Price:!

$8,900,000

Sale Date:!

Jul 25, 2018

Transfer Number:!

182179572

Year Built:!

2017

Linc #:!

0036043578

$2,050,000 cash to $6,850,000 to VTB.

Assessments!
Total

Vendor!

Purchaser!

TRI Developments Ltd.
Director:
Terry Williams
101 Poplar Cres. Spring Lake,AB
T7Z 2V3

E-Payments Capital Corp.
Director:
Brett Ironside
24B Tower 100, Coronado Country Club, Coronado.
Panama

Improvements Description!

Site Improvements!

3 storey, steel frame construction. Demised into 10,301
sf main floor unfinished retail/office, 13,434 sf second
floor area & 13,434 sf third floor area. 2 elevators. Roof
top deck.

Paved surface parking & covered stalls.

Year 0

Income Analysis!
Gross Annual Income!
Vacancy!
Operating Expenses!
Net Operating Income!

$0
0 [

Gross Income Multiplier!

%]

Sale Price! /Sq Ft!

0.00
$239.45

$0

Overall Capitalization Rate!

0.00 %

$0

Net Income/Unit!

0.00

IRR!

0.00 %

Comments!

Known as Tri Wellness Professional Building. 79% vacant at sale date & generating a negative income. Purchaser
plans to lease 29,463 sq.ft of office/retail areas between $28-$34/sq.ft. + op-costs of $12/sq.ft.

Prepared by The Network on Sep 26, 2018. Visit http://www.gettelnetwork.com for more info.!
All opinions, estimates, data, and statistics furnished by other sources is believed to be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its validity or accuracy.
Possession of this report or copies thereof does not carry with it the right of publication.!
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Zone! 4 NE

Commercial Investment Building Sale!

*

Property Number! 35670

Office: Suburban!
Address!

9940 99 Ave - Fort Saskatchewan
Subdivision:! Fort Saskatchewan
Legal Description:! Pt 17/9423693

Zoning Class:!

99CD

Site Area:!

32,347.00

Sq Ft

Building Area:!

20,428

Sq Ft

Sale Price:!

$5,400,000

Sale Date:!

Oct 11, 2018

Transfer Number:!

182254147

Year Built:!

2006

Linc #:!

0028675123

Sale Terms!

Assessments!

$1,400,000 cash to $4,000,000 to Royal Bank of Canada

Total
Roll#

Vendor!

Purchaser!

Tchir Family Assets Corp.
Shareholder:
Daniel Tchir
360, 52320 RR 231, Sherwood Park,AB
T8B 1A9

1581892 Alberta Ltd
Shareholder:
Nasrollah Ghalehdar
609-11080 Ellerslie Rd SW, Edmonton,AB T6W 2C2

Improvements Description!

Site Improvements!

3 storey steel frame construction. Gross area of 26,128
SF & net leaseable area of 20,428. Demised into main
floor retail and second & third floors office & retail.
Amenity areas include, fitness centre, lobby, 49 seat
auditorium & a 3rd floor seating area. Elevator.

875 SF garage. Paved parking & access areas. Pylon
signage & landscaped. Roof top gardens & deck.

Year 0

Income Analysis!
Gross Annual Income!
Vacancy!

$608,964
18,268 [

0.00

Gross Income Multiplier!

3.0	

%]

Sale Price! /Sq Ft!

Operating Expenses!

$243,083

Overall Capitalization Rate!

Net Operating Income!

$347,613

Net Income/Unit!

$264.34
6.44 %
17.01
0.00 %

IRR!
Comments!

Known as the Integrity Land building. Third floor added in 2012. Leased to 9 tenants at sale date. 869 SF vacant at
sale date. The income analysis assumes full occupancy with a market rate applied to the vacant space. $10,650 in
signage & other income included. 2 tenants are month to month.

Prepared by The Network on Nov 30, 2018. All opinions, estimates, data, and statistics furnished by other sources is believed to be reliable; however, we cannot
guarantee its validity or accuracy. Possession of this report or copies thereof does not carry with it the right of publication.. Visit http://www.gettelnetwork.com for
more info.	
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Zone 4 NE

Commercial Owner/User Building Sale

*

Property Number 37415

Office: Suburban
Address

11713 82 St
City:
Edmonton
Subdivision: Parkdale
Legal Description: Pt 1-5/6/5850R
Zoning Class:
Site Area:
Building Area:
Site Coverage Ratio:
Sale Price:
Unit Value:
Sale Date:
Transfer Number:
Year Built:
Linc #:
Sale Terms

Assessments

$5,500,000 to Royal Bank of Canada

Total

CB2
23,072.00
Sq Ft
22,741
Sq Ft
35%
$5,500,000
241.85
Sq Ft
Aug 13, 2019
192191030
1973
0010365840

$3,599,500 Year 2019

Roll# 4339859
Vendor

Purchaser

1436975 Alberta Ltd
Shareholder:
Parmjit Nijjar
6360 30 St NE, Leduc County,AB
T4X 2C1

Edmonton Mennonite Centre For Newcomers
Director:
Herb Kuehne
500, 9888 Jasper Ave, Edmonton,AB
T5J 2C6

Improvements Description

Site Improvements

3 stories, concrete & steel frame construction. 24,000 sq.
ft. gross, 22,741 sq. ft. net leasable. 7,506 SF main flr.
7,617 SF second flr. & 7,618 SF third flr. Partial bsmt. of
1,000 sq. ft. utility/mechanical room (not incl in gross).
Offices through-out.

Paved parking at rear. Concrete walkways, landscaping.

Comments

The complex was completely renovated in 2008. Was previously leased to the purchaser for 10 years. Previously sold
June/14 for $5,250,000.

Prepared by The Network on Mar 19, 2020. All opinions, estimates, data, and statistics furnished by other sources is believed to be reliable; however, we cannot
guarantee its validity or accuracy. Possession of this report or copies thereof does not carry with it the right of publication.. Visit http://www.gettelnetwork.com for
more info.
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Address

Municipality

Sale Date

Sale Price

Reason to Exclude
Non‐Market Sale (VTB, Purchaser acquired property for own
use, Occupies 80% of property)

7 Tri Leisure

Spruce Grove

25‐Jul‐18

$8,900,000

9940 99 Ave

Fort Saskatchewan

11‐Oct‐18

$5,400,000

Not comparable based on type of office, area incorrect,
and consist of "Micro Office" interior space

11713 82 Street

Edmonton

13‐Aug‐19

$5,500,000

Charitable Organization, excluded based on IAAO, and Audit
Rules
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Tri Wellness Professional Centre
7 Tri Leisure Way, Spruce Grove
Purchased = July 2018

Roll = 015691
Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
Suite 310, 2020 4th Street SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1W3 Canada T 403.508.7770 F 403.228.1020
www.thealtusgroup.com
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*
Zone
Property Number

Commercial Investment Building Sale!
Property Type:

3
35377

Office: Suburban
Address!

7 Tri Leisure Way - Spruce Grove
Subdivision:! Spruce Grove
Legal Description:! 16/1/1420645

Sale Terms!

Zoning Class:!

DC

Site Area:!

1.28

Acres

Building Area:!

37,169

Sq Ft

Sale Price:!

$8,900,000

Sale Date:!

Jul 25, 2018

Transfer Number:!

182179572

Year Built:!

2017

Linc #:!

0036043578

Assessments!
Total

$2,050,000 cash to $6,850,000 to VTB.

Year 0

77% Vendor Financed = Vendor Take Back Mortgage
Vendor!

Purchaser!

TRI Developments Ltd.
Director:
Terry Williams
101 Poplar Cres. Spring Lake,AB
T7Z 2V3

E-Payments Capital Corp.
Director:
Brett Ironside
24B Tower 100, Coronado Country Club, Coronado.
Panama

Improvements Description!

Site Improvements!

3 storey, steel frame construction. Demised into 10,301
sf main floor unfinished retail/office, 13,434 sf second
floor area & 13,434 sf third floor area. 2 elevators. Roof
top deck.

Paved surface parking & covered stalls.

Income Analysis!
Gross Annual Income!
Vacancy!
Operating Expenses!
Net Operating Income!

$0
0 [

Gross Income Multiplier!

%]

Sale Price! /Sq Ft!

0.00
$239.45

$0

Overall Capitalization Rate!

0.00 %

$0

Net Income/Unit!

0.00

IRR!

0.00 %

Comments!

Known as Tri Wellness Professional Building. 79% vacant at sale date & generating a negative income. Purchaser
plans to lease 29,463 sq.ft of office/retail areas between $28-$34/sq.ft. + op-costs of $12/sq.ft.

This property was newly constructed and was not exhibiting vacancy challenges other than the usual lease up period. No
evidence of Chronic Vacancy. Purchaser purchased property with purpose of occupying 80% of the property, and financed
purchase with 77% Vendor financing at Prime + 6% interest from the Vendor. How exactly is this event remotely similar to
the type of property, or reflective of a market transaction as defined in S. 1(1)(n) of the ACT or the Regulations?
Prepared by The Network on Sep 26, 2018. Visit http://www.gettelnetwork.com for more info.!
All opinions, estimates, data, and statistics furnished by other sources is believed to be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its validity or accuracy.
Possession of this report or copies thereof does not carry with it the right of publication.!
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Income
As of: 10/18/2021
Roll: 015691
Alt. Key:

Income Year: 2021

Address: 7 Tri Leisure Way
IncomeID: 8555
Status:

Legal: 1420645 1 16

NE-5-53-27-4

Land Area: 1.28 Acres

Highway Commercial / Office / Semi-Custom

Gross
42,161 Ft²

Building Area:
Number of Units:

Net
35,162 Ft²

Property Wide Classification:
Tenant Descriptions

Quantity

Office - Main / Custom

1,830 ft2

$18.00 /ft2

$32,940

Office - Main / Custom

10,133 ft2

$28.00 /ft2

$283,724

Office - Upper / Custom

11,165 ft2

$18.00 /ft2

$200,970

12,034 ft2

$24.00 /ft2

$288,816

Office - Upper / Custom

Rate

Weighted Average:

Market Income

$22.94 /ft2

Valuation
Potential Gross Income

$806,450

Less Vacancy Allowance

5.00%

-$40,323

Oper. Costs Adj.

$9.00

$766,127
-$15,823

Non Recoverables

4.00%

-$30,645

Reserves For Replacements

2.00%

Effective Gross Income

-$15,323

Net Operating Income

$704,336

Valuation / Cap. Rate

Assessment / Tax Coding
9
* Commercial (Impr)

100%

7.00%

$10,061,943

Value Per Ft2: $239
Value Per Unit:
Assessed Value:

10,061,900

Rent obtained at the property is largely double what is achieved at the subject properties, and with 0 (zero) vacancy other than
the 6 months of vacancy when the property was first constructed. This property has not observed 5 years of consecutive
vacancy rates at 30% like the subject properties and market zone. How exactly is a property that has experienced no
significant vacancy issues, and achieves rents double the typical rent applied to the subject an indicator of market value for
the subject properties?

Printed on 10/18/2021 04:18:58 PM by TROY

City of Spruce Grove
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Land Title
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LAND TITLE CERTIFICATE

S
LINC
0036 043 578

SHORT LEGAL
1420645;1;16

TITLE NUMBER
182 179 572

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
PLAN 1420645
BLOCK 1
LOT 16
EXCEPTING THEREOUT ALL MINES AND MINERALS
AREA: 0.52 HECTARES (1.28 ACRES) MORE OR LESS
ESTATE: FEE SIMPLE
ATS REFERENCE: 4;27;53;5;NE
MUNICIPALITY: CITY OF SPRUCE GROVE
REFERENCE NUMBER: 162 035 380
----------------------------------------------------------------------------REGISTERED OWNER(S)
REGISTRATION
DATE(DMY) DOCUMENT TYPE
CONSIDERATION
VALUE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------182 179 572

25/07/2018

TRANSFER OF LAND

$8,900,000

CASH & MORTGAGE

OWNERS
E-PAYMENTS CAPITAL CORP.
OF C/O 1500, 850 - 2 ST SW
CALGARY
ALBERTA T2P 0R8
----------------------------------------------------------------------------ENCUMBRANCES, LIENS & INTERESTS
REGISTRATION
NUMBER
DATE (D/M/Y)
PARTICULARS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------082 076 524

19/02/2008 UTILITY RIGHT OF WAY
GRANTEE - THE CITY OF SPRUCE GROVE.
AS TO PORTION OR PLAN:0821406

112 361 676

09/11/2011 UTILITY RIGHT OF WAY
GRANTEE - THE CITY OF SPRUCE GROVE.

112 361 677

09/11/2011 EASEMENT
SEE INSTRUMENT FOR SERVIENT AND DOMINANT TENEMENT
71 of 465
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------ENCUMBRANCES, LIENS & INTERESTS
PAGE 2
# 182 179 572
REGISTRATION
NUMBER
DATE (D/M/Y)
PARTICULARS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------112 393 443

06/12/2011 CAVEAT
RE : DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT PURSUANT TO MUNICIPAL
GOVERNMENT ACT
CAVEATOR - THE CITY OF SPRUCE GROVE.
315 JESPERSEN AVE., SPRUCE GROVE
ALBERTA T7X3E8
AGENT - SHEILA C MCNAUGHTAN

142 000 329

02/01/2014 CAVEAT
RE : UTILITY RIGHT OF WAY
CAVEATOR - FORTISALBERTA INC.
700, 801 - 7 AVE SW
CALGARY
ALBERTA T2P3P7
AGENT - JOSH DEAN

142 038 607

04/02/2014 UTILITY RIGHT OF WAY
GRANTEE - THE CITY OF SPRUCE GROVE.
AS TO PORTION OR PLAN:1420646

162 272 455

29/09/2016 CAVEAT
RE : AGREEMENT CHARGING LAND , ETC.
CAVEATOR - FORTISALBERTA INC.
ATTN:LAND DEPARTMENT
320-17TH AVENUE SW
CALGARY
ALBERTA T2S2V1
AGENT - GARRY SIMPSON

172 028 623

27/01/2017 CAVEAT
RE : LEASE INTEREST
CAVEATOR - TRI WELLNESS PHARMACY INC.
1400 10303 JASPER AVE
EDMONTON
ALBERTA T5J3N6
AGENT - BIJAN BHIMANI

172 028 624

27/01/2017 CAVEAT
RE : LEASE INTEREST
CAVEATOR - TRI WELLNESS MD CENTRE INC.
1400 10303 JASPER AVE
EDMONTON
ALBERTA T5J3N6
AGENT - BIJAN BHIMANI

182 021 338

23/01/2018 CAVEAT
RE : LEASE INTEREST
CAVEATOR - 2055585 ALBERTA CORPORATION.
C/O MISHNA BRIERE & OEHM LLP
( CONTINUED )
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------ENCUMBRANCES, LIENS & INTERESTS
PAGE 3
# 182 179 572
REGISTRATION
NUMBER
DATE (D/M/Y)
PARTICULARS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------4914 ROPER ROAD NW
EDMONTON
ALBERTA T6B3T7
AGENT - SHARISSE A MCCALLA
182 179 573

25/07/2018 MORTGAGE
MORTGAGEE - TRI DEVELOPMENT LTD.
308, 7 TRI LEISURE WAY
SPRUCE GROVE
ALBERTA T7X0T3
ORIGINAL PRINCIPAL AMOUNT: $6,850,000

182 179 574

25/07/2018 CAVEAT
RE : ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND LEASES
CAVEATOR - TRI DEVELOPMENT LTD.
15TH FLR, BANKERS COURT
850 - 2 ST SW
CALGARY
ALBERTA T2P0R8
AGENT - BIJAN BHIMANI

182 268 942

29/10/2018 CAVEAT
RE : LEASE INTEREST
CAVEATOR - T. RASTEGARI PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION.
FINLAY MAXSTON LLP
13815 - 127 STREET
EDMONTON
ALBERTA T6V1A8
AGENT - BLAIR E MAXSTON

212 192 653

08/09/2021 CAVEAT
RE : LEASE INTEREST
CAVEATOR - HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF
ALBERTA
AS REPRESENTED BY MINISTER OF INFRASTRUCTURE
DIRECTOR, LEASING
ALBERTA INFRASTRUCTURE
3RD FLOOR, 6950-113 STREET
EDMONTON
ALBERTA T6H5V7

TOTAL INSTRUMENTS: 014

( CONTINUED )
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PAGE 4
# 182 179 572

THE REGISTRAR OF TITLES CERTIFIES THIS TO BE AN
ACCURATE REPRODUCTION OF THE CERTIFICATE OF
TITLE REPRESENTED HEREIN THIS 18 DAY OF
OCTOBER, 2021 AT 07:45 P.M.
ORDER NUMBER:

42884395

CUSTOMER FILE NUMBER:

rural tax

*END OF CERTIFICATE*
THIS ELECTRONICALLY TRANSMITTED LAND TITLES PRODUCT IS INTENDED
FOR THE SOLE USE OF THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER, AND NONE OTHER,
SUBJECT TO WHAT IS SET OUT IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW.
THE ABOVE PROVISIONS DO NOT PROHIBIT THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER FROM
INCLUDING THIS UNMODIFIED PRODUCT IN ANY REPORT, OPINION,
APPRAISAL OR OTHER ADVICE PREPARED BY THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER AS
PART OF THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER APPLYING PROFESSIONAL, CONSULTING
OR TECHNICAL EXPERTISE FOR THE BENEFIT OF CLIENT(S).
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A
Altus Group

Transfer Documents

Altus ExpertServices
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ALBERTA GOVERNMENT SERVICES
LAND TITLES OFFICE
IMAGE OF DOCUMENT REGISTERED AS:

182179572
ORDER NUMBER: 42884395

ADVISORY
This electronic image is a reproduction of the original document
registered at the Land Titles Office. Please compare the registration
number on this coversheet with that on the attached document to ensure
that you have received the correct document. Note that Land Titles Staff
are not permitted to interpret the contents of this document.
Please contact the Land Titles Office at (780) 422-7874 if the image of the
document is not legible.
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FORMS
Land Titles Act
(Section 64)
TRANSFER
TRI DEVELOPMENT LTD., being registered owner of an estate in fee simple, subject to registered•encumbrances, liens and interests, if any, in all those pieces of land described as follows:
-l

/,1/(l /

PLAN 1420645
BLOCK 1
LOT16
EXCEPTING THEREOUT ALL MINES AND MINERALS
AREA: 0.2 HECTARES (1.28 ACRES) MORE OR LESS

·•

"'

158

,0/'EJGHT MILLION NINE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($8,900,000.00) ✓

~

do'es hereby in consideration of the sum of 5i)JiN MlbblON SIX Ml:JNQREQ TMOl:JSANQ QOLLARS t, 1
($::7,i00,009.00)X'..Paid to us by the transferee hereunder, the receipt of which sum we hereby
.DV acknowledge, t~sfer to the said transferee:

~~

::-IQ

'FL ~ ~

,o,/

ffl
~

E-PAYMENTS CAPITAL CORP. of c/o 1500, 850

2 nd

Street SW, Calgary, Alberta T2P ORB.

::,

" o...'

all of its estate and interest in those pieces of land.

IN WIJ,tJESS WHE;.aEPF, TRI DEVELOPMENT LTD. has hereunto subscribed its name and seal this
10 day of J,;/1
, 2018.

CD

3.en 155·SP.
co :::,

... (lJ

520:::,-

TRI DEVELOPMENT LTD.

C/) - ·

2.3

-· n>

9.:::,
a--·
...

' ~
Terr\.) .• 11'1 ams
Per:
N_ame:
Title:

D,ret""t>r

34470845-1 INATDOCS
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-2LAND TITLES ACT
AFFIDAVIT VERIFYING
CORPORATE SIGNING AUTHORITY

CANADA
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
TOWIT:

_I, Terry Williams, of the City of
in the Provin e of lberta,
MAKE OATH AND SAY:

1.

That I am an officer or a director of TRI DEVELOPMENT LTD. (the "Corporation") named in the
within or annexed instrument.

2.

That I am authorized by the Corporation to execute the instrument without affixing its corporate
seal to documents.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the Ci~ of Calgary, in
the Province of Alberta, this ..!.P___day of July,
2018.

)
)
)
)

__s:.C::::::::::::__=ii=s:=~~======------- ~
A Commissioner for Oaths in and for the
Province of Alberta

BIJAN BHIMANI
Barrister & Solicitor
A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for Alberta
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LAND TITLES ACT

Bijan Bhimani
Barrister & Solicitor

AFFIDAVIT OF EXECUTION

I, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , of the City of Calgary in the Province of Alberta, MAKE OATH AND SAY THAT:
1.

I was personally present and did s~e\era, ~\\\,<trnS , named in the within instrument who is
personally known to me to be the person named therein, duly sign and execute same for the
purpose named therein.

2.

The same was executed at the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta and that I am the
subscribing witness thereto.

3.

I know the
years.

saidT~r"~

\l'J\\\\Clf'T)~

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of Calgary in
the Province of Alberta, this ...L.Q_ day of July,
2018.

and he/she is are in my belief of the full age of eighteen

)
)
)
)
)

-~===~0J.~f2/_J~:=:::::_____ )~
KIMBERLEY MORGAN
-•

ACommissioner for Oaths
in and for Alberta
My 011 ~1rn 1ss1on Ex/llres Novtmbor 10 20 / 0

'_,
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AFFIDAVIT OF TRANSFEREE

CANADA
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
TOWIT:

I, Bijan Bhimani, of the City of Calgary, in the Province
of Alberta, MAKE OATH AND SAY as follows:

_,

1.

am the agent of the transferee named in the within transfer and I know the land therein
described.

2.

I know the circumstances of the said transfer and the true consideration paid by the transferee is
as follows:

Cash and vendor take back mortgage

3.

The transferor named in the said transfer is/are the persons from whom I/we/the transferees
acquired the said land.

4.

The present value *of the land**, in my opinion is $8,900,000.00.
* "value" means the dollar amount that the land might be expected to realize if it were sold on the
open market by a willing seller to a willing buyer.

-;

** "land" includes buildings and all other improvements affixed to the land.

SWORN BEFORE ME at th~City of Calgary, in the
Province of Alb
, this_/__.:;;_ day of July, 2018.

KIMBERLEY MORGAN
A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for Alberta
My Commission Expires November 10, 20_LCJ
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.
182179572

1111111111111111111111111111111111 Ill
182179572
REGISTERED 2018 07 25
TFLA - TRANSFER OF LAND
DOC 1 OF 3 DRR#: F0B4E1C ADR/EDMCHIAS
LINC/$:
0036043578
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ALBERTA GOVERNMENT SERVICES
LAND TITLES OFFICE
IMAGE OF DOCUMENT REGISTERED AS:

182179573
ORDER NUMBER: 42884398

ADVISORY
This electronic image is a reproduction of the original document
registered at the Land Titles Office. Please compare the registration
number on this coversheet with that on the attached document to ensure
that you have received the correct document. Note that Land Titles Staff
are not permitted to interpret the contents of this document.
Please contact the Land Titles Office at (780) 422-7874 if the image of the
document is not legible.
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ALBERTA
THE LAND TITLES ACT
LAND MORTGAGE

~

WHEREAS E-PAYMENTS CAPITAL CORP., having an office at c/o 1500, 850 - 2nd Street
SW, Calgary, Alberta T2P 0R8 (hereinafter referred to as the' "Mortgagor"), is the registered
owner of an estate in fee simple in possession, subject however to such encumbrances, liens or
interests as are notified on the certificate of title therefor, in those lands more particularly
described as:
--i

PLAN 1420645
BLOCK 1
LOT16
EXCEPTING THEREOUT ALL MINES AND MINERALS

TOGETHER WITH the appurtenances thereto belonging or appertaining and the reversion or
reversions, remainder or remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof and all buildings, erections,
improvements, machinery, plant, elevators, escalators, walkways, parking structures, engines,
furnaces, oil burners, boilers, air conditioning, ventilating, water heaters, electric fixtures, water
fixtures, gas fixtures, window blinds and fixtures, plumbing and heating equipment, carpeting
and all apparatus and equipment appurtenant thereto which are now or shall hereafter be placed
or installed thereupon including buildings now or hereafter erected or placed thereon and all of
which to the extent the parties may do so, are declared and deemed to be fixtures, an accession to
the freehold, a part of the realty and a portion of the security for the indebtedness herein
mentioned, and all the estate, right, title, interest, property and claim therein of the Mortgagor, in,
to or upon the same and of, in and to every part and parcel thereof (all of the foregoing being
herein collectively referred to as the "Lands");
AND WHEREAS pursuant to a contract of purchase and sale dated July 10, 2018 (as amended,
supplemented, restated or replaced from time to time, the "Purchase Agreement") between_I!i..
Deyelqpment Ltd. (the "Mortgagee"), as vendor, and the Mortgagor, as purchaser, the
Mortgagee agreed to sell to the Mortgagor the Lands;
1

AND WHEREAS in partial satisfaction by the Mortgagor of the purchase price under the
Purchase Agreement, the Mortgagor agreed to issue~ to and in favour of the Mortgagee, a
promissory note date on or about the date hereof in th~principal amount of Six Million Eight
·-...J
Hundred Fifty Thousand ($6,850,000.00) Dollars (as amended, supplemented, restated or
replaced from time to time, the "Note"), on and subject to the terms and conditions contained
therein;
AND WHEREAS as continuing collateral security for the Mortgagor's obligations under the
Note, the Mortgagor has agreed to grant, to and in favour of the Mortgagee, a first ranking
collateral mortgage in and to the Lands as set forth herein;

34265506_ 1INATDOCS
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IN CONSIDERATION of the premises and mutual covenants and agreements herein contained,
and the sum of TEN DOLLARS ($10) of lawful money of Canada paid to the Mortgagor by the
Mortgagee, whose address for service is:

#308, 7 Tri Leisure Way
Spruce Grove, AB T7X 0T3
the receipt and sufficiency of which sum the Mortgagor hereby acknowledges, the Mortgagor
covenants and agrees with the Mortgagee as follows:
1.

PAYMENTS

The Mortgagor promises to pay to the Mortgagee, without abatement, set-off or deduction, in
lawful money of Canada, at the address set forth above, or such other address as the Mortgagee
may in writing direct, the sum of SIX MILLION EIGHT HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND
..___, ($6,850,000.00) DOLLARS (the "Principal Amount"), with interest thereon at the rate of the
prime rate established by Royal Bank of Canada from time to time as the reference rate it will
use to determine rates of interest charged on Canadian q,ollar loans made to its customers in
Canada and designated as its "prime rate", plus six percelt't: (6%) per annum (the "Interest
Rate"), calculated and compounded and payable monthly. The Mortgagor shall make monthly
payments in accordance with the payment schedule and terms set out in the Purchase Agreement,
and in any event, the Principal Amount (together with all outstanding interest and all other
amounts payable hereunder remaining unpaid) shall be due and payable on July 10, 2023;
provided, however, that in the event the Mortgagor defaults in the payment of interest under this
mortgage, the Principal Amount shall be due and payable ON DEMAND. Interest shall accrue
before and after maturity, default and judgment with interest on all overdue interest at the rate as
aforesaid and all other amounts charged to the Mortgagor hereunder until paid in full. The
Mortgagor shall have the right or privilege to prepay the Principal Amount and the interest
accrued to date thereon, in whole or in part, at any time without notice, bonus or penalty.
THIS mortgage is given and taken as additional and continuing collateral security for the
payment of the Principal Amount and interest thereon payable at the times and in the manner
herein before provided and, except for the repayment of monies paid by the Mortgagee under the
provisions of the mortgage to protect its security under this mortgage, payments on any other
security or evidence of indebtedness for such principal sum and on this mortgage shall be
credited each against the other, and neither the granting of this mortgage nor any proceedings
taken under this mortgage or with respect to this mortgage, nor any judgment obtained in such
proceedings, shall operate as a merger of any of the said security or evidence of indebtedness or
of any simple contract debt or in any way suspend payment of, or affect or prejudice the rights,
remedies, or powers, legal or equitable, of the Mortgagee in connection with the said security
and evidence of indebtedness or any other security or evidence of indebtedness which may be
taken by the Mortgagee in addition to, by way of renewal of, or in substitution for any present or
future bill, note, obligation or security securing or evidencing the indebtedness hereby secured or
any part thereof or be deemed to constitute a payment or satisfaction of any of the said security
or evidence of indebtedness or the said indebtedness or any part thereof or merger therein; and
default under any other security or evidence of indebtedness from time to time now or hereafter
held by the Mortgagee as evidence of or security for any of the indebtedness hereby secured shall

34265506_1 INATDOCS
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constitute default hereunder; and default under the provisions of this mortgage shall constitute
default under all other security and evidence of indebtedness now or hereafter held by the
Mortgagee.
The taking of judgment or other proceedings under any of the said security or evidence of
indebtedness shall not operate as a merger of any of the covenants in this mortgage or affect the
Mortgagee's right to interest on the indebtedness hereby secured or any other of the Mortgagee's
rights hereunder, and any right reserved to the Mortgagee under any document may be exercised
by the Mortgagee concurrently or consecutively with or to any other rights reserved to it without
prejudice to the other.
2.

TIME OF PAYMENTS

THAT any payments provided hereunder to be made by the Mortgagor shall become due and
payable at the times herein provided, notwithstanding that at the date of any such payment the
Principal Amount for which this mortgage is expressed to stand as security has not been
advanced, and, at the discretion of the Mortgagee, the Mortgagee may, but shall not be obligated
to, charge any account or accounts of the Mortgagor maintained with the Mortgagee with the
amount or amounts of any or all such payments. Any payments received by the Mortgagee after
2:00 o'clock p.m. Calgary time at the place of receipt shall be deemed to have been received on
the next following business day.
3.

LAND TITLES ACT COVENANTS

The Mortgagor hereby covenants and agrees with the Mortgagee that:

4.

(a)

the Mortgagor has a good title to the Lands;

(b)

the Mortgagor has the right to mortgage the Lands;

(c)

on default the Mortgagee shall have quiet possession of the Lands free from all
encumbrances ranking subsequent to this mortgage;

(d)

the Mortgagor will execute such further assurances in respect of the Lands as may
be requisite;

(e)

the Mortgagor has done no act to encumber the Lands; and

(f)

the Mortgagor will not create or suffer to be created any mortgage, hypothec, lien,
charge or other encumbrance upon the Lands.

SUBDIVISION

THAT every part, lot or unit into which the Lands are or may hereafter be divided does and shall
stand charged with the whole of the monies hereby secured and no person shall have any right to
require the monies hereby secured to be apportioned upon or in respect of any such part, lot or
unit. Notwithstanding the foregoing, without the prior written consent of the Mortgagee (such

34265506_ 1INATDOCS
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consent not to be unreasonably withheld, unduly conditioned or unduly delayed) the Mortgagor
shall not be entitled to subdivide the Lands during the currency of this mortgage.
5.

IMPROVEMENTS

THAT all erections, buildings or improvements that now are or that shall hereafter be put or built
upon the Lands shall be fixtures and be a part of the realty and form a part of the security under
this mortgage even though not attached to the Lands otherwise than by their own weight and
shall not be removed during the continuance of this mortgage.
6.

OTHER MORTGAGES

THAT if the Lands are subject to one or more other mortgages, agreements for sale, leases or
other charges (herein collectively called the "Other Mortgages"), the Mortgagor shall pay or
cause to be paid as they become due all payments, whether for principal, interest, taxes or
otherwise under or by virtue of the Other Mortgages and will otherwise observe, perform and
comply with the Mortgagor's covenants, provisos and agreements therein contained. Any
default by the Mortgagor under an Other Mortgage shall be deemed to be a default hereunder.
7.

PAYMENT OF LIENS AND COSTS

THAT the Mortgagor shall promptly pay the full amount of:
(a)

any liens, charges and encumbrances upon the Lands;

(b)

any reasonable charges or expenses of the Mortgagee in inspecting, protecting or
valuing the Lands;

(c)

all costs, fees, disbursements, charges and expenses, which have been or may be
incurred by the Mortgagee in negotiating this mortgage; in investigating or
perfecting title to the Lands and the capacity of the Mortgagor to borrow the
monies secured by this mortgage, in preparing and registering this mortgage and
all documents incidental or collateral hereto; in advancing any portion of the
monies hereby secured; in taking, recovering and keeping or attempting to
procure possession of the Lands or any part thereof; in enforcing, or attempting to
enforce, the personal remedies or any other remedies available hereunder; in
collecting or attempting to collect any of the monies hereby secured, or in
realizing or attempting to realize on any security collateral hereto; in any
foreclosure or other proceedings, judicial or otherwise, to protect the Lands or to
realize on this mortgage or any security collateral hereto; or in connection with
any receivership; and if a solicitor is retained in connection with any of the
foregoing, such solicitor's fees and disbursements shall be paid on a solicitor and
his own client basis and, at the option of the Mortgagee, on the basis of a lump
sum bill; and, if any other professional person or firm is retained or employed,
such person's or firm's fees shall be paid on the basis of his or its normal
professional charges; and
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(d)

8.

all other reasonable costs and expenses of the Mortgagee incurred in connection
with the Principal Amount secured by this mortgage and not covered by any other
covenant herein.

TAXES

THAT the Mortgagor shall, on the due date thereof, pay and satisfy all taxes, rates, levies,
charges, rents, assessments, or other impositions whatsoever already rated, charged, assessed or
imposed or hereafter to be rated, charged, assessed or imposed, no matter by whom or by what
authority or howsoever on the Lands, or on the Mortgagor or Mortgagee in respect of the Lands
(hereinafter collectively called "taxes").
9.

INSURANCE

THAT the Mortgagor further covenants with the Mortgagee:
(a)

That the Mortgagor shall forthwith insure, if not already insured, and keep insured
in favour of the Mortgagee during the continuance of this mortgage, with loss
payable to the Mortgagee as its interests may appear, the Lands and all
replacements thereof, including and without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, all plant, equipment, apparatus, machinery and fixtures of every kind
and nature whatsoever now on the Lands or which may hereafter be erected or
placed thereon, both during erection and thereafter (all of the foregoing being
hereinafter referred to as the "premises") for the full amount permitted by law,
but in any event at least for the full insurable replacement value thereof on a non
reporting completed value basis in lawful money of Canada, in such forms and
with a company or companies and policy or policies of insurance approved by the
Mortgagee against, all risk of direct physical loss with only such exclusions as the
Mortgagee may approve; and in addition, without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, the Mortgagor shall maintain:
(i)

boiler insurance (if any boilers or pressure vessels are installed in the
premises);

(ii)

insurance against liability imposed for damage, loss or injury to or death
of persons and for damage to or loss of property of any person in such
amounts as will, in the opinion of the Mortgagee, reasonably protect the
Mortgagor against such losses.

(b)

That such insurance policies shall either be without co insurance or have a stated
or stipulated amount co insurance clause for an amount equal to or less than the
policy limit.

(c)

That all policies of insurance required hereby shall contain "mortgage clauses" in
favour of the Mortgagee in a form approved by the Mortgagee.
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10.

NOWASTE

THAT the Mortgagor shall not permit or suffer the Lands to become or remain vacant or permit
or suffer any act of waste on the Lands, and the Mortgagor shall during the currency of this
mortgage sufficiently repair, amend and keep the erections, buildings and improvements now or
hereafter erected on the Lands and all fixtures and things thereunto belonging in good and
substantial repair.

11.

ALTERATIONS

THAT the Mortgagor shall not make or permit to be made any alterations or additions to the
buildings, structures and erections on the Lands without the consent of the Mortgagee (such
consent not to be unreasonably withheld, unduly conditioned or unduly delayed) and shall not
use the Lands or permit them to be used other than for the purpose for which they are presently
used or for such other purposes as shall be specifically permitted by the Mortgagee in writing
(any such permission not to be unreasonably withheld, unduly conditioned or unduly delayed).

12.

LEASING

THAT the Mortgagor shall assign, in a form satisfactory to the Mortgagee, the rentals payable
under any lease or rental agreement in respect of the Lands, whether written or oral, to the
Mortgagee as additional collateral security for payment of the monies secured hereby. The
Mortgagor shall not assign, charge or encumber such rentals in any way whatsoever other than to
the Mortgagee. The Mortgagor shall ensure that any lease of the Lands (or a portion thereof)
shall provide that in the event enforcement proceedings are commenced by the Mortgagee, the
tenant under such lease shall attom to the Mortgagee and become bound to it as tenant of its
premises for the then unexpired residue of the term of such lease and upon the terms and
conditions contained in such lease.

13.

COMPLY WITH LAWS

THAT the Mortgagor shall obey or cause to be obeyed all laws, rules, regulations and by-laws,
whether federal, provincial or municipal, which in any way relate to the Lands or the use thereof.

14.

INSPECTIONS

THAT the Mortgagee or agent of the Mortgagee may at any time and from time to time, enter
upon the Lands to inspect the Lands or any portion thereof.

15.

ASSIGNMENT BY MORTGAGEE

THAT the Mortgagee, without the consent of the Mortgagor, may assign in whole or in part the
Note, this mortgage and any other security relating to this mortgage or the Purchase Agreement.

16.

PREPARATION OF DISCHARGE

THAT interest as aforesaid shall continue to run and accrue until actual payment in full has been
received by the Mortgagee. The Mortgagee shall have a reasonable time after the presentation
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thereof to execute a discharge of this mortgage, and all legal and other expenses for or relating to
the preparation and execution of such discharge shall be borne by the Mortgagor.

17.

DUE ON SALE

THAT the Mortgagor acknowledges that, in advancing the principal sum or any part thereof to
the Mortgagor, the Mortgagee is relying on the financial ability, in the opinion of the Mortgagee,
of the Mortgagor alone to repay the same and the Mortgagor agrees that, if the Mortgagor sells,
transfers or assigns the Lands or any portion thereof or interest therein, or agrees to do so,
without the prior written consent of the Mortgagee, which consent the Mortgagee in its discretion
may withhold, the whole of the principal sum outstanding hereunder together with interest, costs
and charges thereon and all other monies secured hereby, shall, at the option of the Mortgagee,
forthwith become due and payable.

18.

NO ASSIGNMENT OF LOAN PROCEEDS

THAT this mortgage and the proceeds of this mortgage shall not be assigned by the Mortgagor
without the express written consent of the Mortgagee in its sole and absolute discretion.

19.

EXPROPRIATION

THAT the Mortgagor, immediately upon obtaining knowledge of the institution of any
proceedings for the expropriation of the Lands or any part thereof, shall notify the Mortgagee of
such proceedings. If the Lands or any part thereof is taken or damaged in or by any such
expropriation proceedings or otherwise, the award or compensation payable to the Mortgagor
shall be paid to the Mortgagee, to whom it is hereby assigned, but only to the extent of the
amounts owing to the Mortgagee under this Mortgage.

20.

EXPROPRIATION ACT

THAT:
(a)

the Mortgagor acknowledges that it has been advised by its counsel as to the
meaning of Sections 49 and 52 of the Expropriation Act of Alberta and being
fully aware that under the terms of the said Act the Mortgagee may be restricted
to recovering the market value of this mortgage at the date of any expropriation,
the Mortgagor hereby waives the provisions of Sections 49 and 52 of the
Expropriation Act and further waives any provisions which may be enacted and in
force from time to time in replacement of or in addition to the provisions of the
said Sections 49 and 52 of the Expropriation Act;

(b)

if the Lands or any part thereof is condemned or expropriated to an extent which,
in the Mortgagee's uncontrolled opinion, materially affects this mortgage security
or any collateral security therefor, the Principal Amount and interest thereof and
of any other monies secured by this mortgage then outstanding shall, at the
election of the Mortgagee, be deemed to become due and payable in full on the
day before the Lands is expropriated, and interest shall accrue thereon, at the
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aforesaid rate, until the Mortgagee has been paid in full and the Mortgagor shall
be estopped from denying the same; and
(c)

21.

the Mortgagor shall pay or cause to be paid to the Mortgagee, upon request of the
Mortgagee, and from any expropriation, the Principal Amount and interest
thereon and any other monies then outstanding hereunder.

BANKRUPTCY

THAT if the Mortgagor shall make default in payment of any monies hereby secured or any part
thereof, or in performance of any of the covenants, provisos, agreements and stipulations herein
expressed or implied, or if default otherwise occurs under any of the provisions of this mortgage,
or if the Mortgagor or any guarantor of the principal sum hereby secured shall become bankrupt
or insolvent or shall be subject to the provisions of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, the
Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act, the Winding-up Act or any other Act for the benefit of
creditors or go into liquidation either voluntarily or under an order of a court of competent
jurisdiction, or make a general assignment for the benefit of its creditors or suffer any distress or
execution to be levied on its goods, or allow a creditor to enter judgment against it by reason of
its financial inability to pay creditors or otherwise acknowledge its insolvency, or upon the
registration of any builders' lien against the Lands, which lien remains undischarged for a period
of thirty (30) days after notice of the registration thereof is given to the Mortgagor, then in any
such case the monies hereby secured and every part thereof shall, at the option of the Mortgagee,
become due and payable in like manner and to all intents and purposes as if the time or times
herein mentioned for payment thereof had come and expired.
22.

DISTRESS

THAT if the Mortgagor shall make default in payment of any part of the said principal or other
monies hereby secured at any of the times hereinbefore limited for the payment thereof, it shall
and may be lawful for the Mortgagee, and the Mortgagor does hereby grant full power and
license to the Mortgagee, to enter, seize and distrain upon the Lands or any part thereof and by
distress warrant to recover by way of rent reserved as in the case of a demise of the Lands, as
much of such principal, interest and other monies as shall from time to time be or remain in
arrears and unpaid, together with all costs, charges and expenses attending such levy or distress,
as in like cases of distress for rent.
23.

MANAGEMENT OF THE LANDS

THAT in the event of default in the payment of any portion of the monies hereby secured, or on
breach of any covenant or proviso herein contained, the Mortgagee may at such time or times as
it may deem necessary and without the concurrence of any other person, enter upon the Lands
and may make such arrangements for repairing and putting in order any buildings or other
improvements on the Lands, or for inspecting, taking care of, leasing, collecting the rents of and
managing generally the Lands as it may deem expedient.
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24.

ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS

THAT in case default is made in payment of the said principal sum or interest, or any part
thereof, or in the observance of any covenant expressed or implied by this mortgage, the
Mortgagee may, without consent or concurrence on the part of the Mortgagor, enter into
possession of the Lands and receive and take rents, issues and profits thereof, and, whether in or
out of possession thereof, may make any lease of the same or of any part thereof as the
Mortgagee may see fit, and the Mortgagee is hereby authorized and empowered to sell the Lands
or any part thereof and all the estate and interest therein of the Mortgagor; and the Mortgagor
hereby assigns to the Mortgagee the rents and profits of the Lands without any obligation on the
part of the Mortgagee to collect the same or any part thereof.

25.

LEASE/SALE

THAT in case default is made in payment of the said principal sum or interest, or any part
thereof, or in the observance of any covenant expressed or implied by this mortgage, the
Mortgagee may lease or sell as aforesaid without entering into possession of the Lands. No
purchaser at any sale or lessee in any lease purported to be made in pursuance of any of the
aforesaid powers shall be bound or concerned to see or enquire whether any such default has
been made or continues, or whether any such notice has been given as aforesaid, or as to the
necessity or expediency or existence of the stipulations subject to which such sale or lease shall
have been made, or otherwise, as to the propriety of such sale or lease or the regularity of the
proceedings, or be affected by notice that default has not been made or does not continue or that
notice was not given as aforesaid, or that the sale or lease has been otherwise unnecessary,
improper or irregular, nor shall any irregularity or want of notice invalidate any such sale or
lease. Any such sale or lease may be on such terms and subject to such conditions, including
special conditions as to title or otherwise, as the Mortgagee shall deem fit, and, notwithstanding
any impropriety or irregularity in any such sale or lease or notice thereof, the sale or lease as
regards such purchaser or lessee shall be deemed to be within the aforesaid power and valid
accordingly and the remedy, if any, of the Mortgagor in respect of any impropriety or irregularity
whatsoever in any such sale or lease shall be in damages only.

26.

SALE OF LANDS

THAT in case default is made in payment of the said principal sum or interest, or any part
thereof, or in the observance of any covenant expressed or implied by this mortgage, the
Mortgagee may sell the whole or any part or parts of the Lands by public auction or private
contract, or partly one and partly the other, on such terms as to credit and otherwise as to the
Mortgagee shall appear most advantageous and for such prices as can reasonably be obtained
therefor. Sales may be made from time to time of portions to satisfy interest or parts of the
principal, interest or other monies overdue, leaving the balance thereof to run with interest,
payable as aforesaid. The Mortgagee may make any stipulations as to title, or evidence of
commencement of title, or otherwise, as the Mortgagee shall deem proper. The Mortgagee may
buy in any sale of, or rescind or vary any contract for sale of, any of the Lands and resell,
without being answerable for loss occasioned thereby. In case of a sale on credit the Mortgagee
shall only be bound to pay to the Mortgagor such monies as have been actually received from the
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purchaser after the satisfaction of the Mortgagee's claim. For any of such purposes the
Mortgagee may make and execute all agreements and assurances as the Mortgagee deems fit.
27.

RECEIVER

THAT in case default is made in payment of the said principal sum or interest, or any part
thereof, or in the observance of any covenant expressed or implied by this mortgage, the
Mortgagee may by writing under the hand of any solicitor or agent authorized on its behalf,
appoint a receiver or manager, or receiver and manager, or receiver-manager (hereinafter in each
case called "Receiver") of the Lands, and every such Receiver shall be deemed the agent of the
Mortgagor, and the Mortgagor shall be solely responsible for the acts or defaults of the Receiver
and the Receiver shall have power to demand, recover and receive all the income of the property
of which he may be appointed receiver by action, distress or otherwise, either in the name of the
Mortgagor or the Mortgagee, and give effectual receipts therefor, and any Receiver shall be
possessed with all discretions of the Mortgagee for which provision is made in this mortgage,
and such Receiver may complete or carry on the business of the Mortgagor relating to the Lands
or any part thereof and may exercise all the powers conferred upon the Mortgagee hereby; and
that the Receiver may be removed, in which case and if any Receiver dies or refuses to act or
becomes incapable of acting, a new Receiver may be appointed from time to time by the
Mortgagee by writing under the hand of any authorized solicitor or agent as aforesaid; and that
the Mortgagee may from time to time fix the remuneration of every such Receiver and may
recompense every such Receiver for all disbursements properly incurred by him in carrying out
his duties and his fees, and such payments shall be a charge upon the Lands, shall be payable on
demand and shall bear interest at the Interest Rate, calculated and compounded monthly, but the
Mortgagee shall not be deemed to be a mortgagee in possession and shall not be accountable
except for the monies actually received by it, and the person paying money to or in any way
dealing with the Receiver shall not be concerned to inquire whether any case has happened to
authorize the Receiver to act; and that, subject to the retention of such remuneration and
disbursements as aforesaid, any such monies so received may be expended in any of the
following modes and in such order or priority as the Mortgagee may from time to time at its
option direct in writing, namely, in discharge of all rents, taxes, rates, assessments and outgoings
or other payments, and any payments due under any other mortgage or lien; and in payment of
any premiums on fire, or other insurance, if any, properly payable under this mortgage, payment
of which is directed or confirmed in writing by the Mortgagee; and in payment of the cost of
executing necessary or proper repairs to the Lands or any part thereof directed or confirmed in
writing by the Mortgagee; and in payment of the cost of carrying out or executing any of the
powers, duties or discretions which vest in or may be vested in the Receiver by reason of the
provisions contained in this mortgage; and in payment of the interest accruing due under this
mortgage, and in or towards the discharge of the principal money or any instalment thereof or
solicitors' costs or other monies due and payable under this mortgage, if and to the extent
directed in writing by the Mortgagee; and shall pay the residue, if any, of the money received by
him to the person who, but for the appointment of the Receiver, would have been entitled to
receive the income of which he is appointed receiver.
28.

PAYMENTS BY MORTGAGEE

THAT the Mortgagee shall have the right but shall not be obliged to:
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(a)

pay any sums of money required to be paid hereunder by the Mortgagor, or which
the Mortgagor should have paid, or which the Mortgagee has the right to pay; and

(b)

perform any covenant, agreement or obligation of the Mortgagor.

All payments, costs, disbursements, fees, charges and expenses of every nature and kind incurred
or paid by the Mortgagee or for which the Mortgagee may either be or become directly or
indirectly liable, shall be payable immediately by the Mortgagor and such sum or sums shall be
secured by the charge of this mortgage. All such sums shall be deemed to be secured by this
mortgage from the date of registration hereof notwithstanding the date the same may be
advanced or incurred. If the Mortgagee pays the amount of any charge or encumbrance or of any
taxes charged against the Lands, the Mortgagee shall be entitled to all the rights, equities and
securities of the person or persons, company, corporation or government so paid off.

29.

REMEDIES CUMULATIVE

THAT no remedy herein conferred upon or reserved to the Mortgagee is intended to be exclusive
of any other remedy or remedies hereunder or under any security collateral hereto, and each and
every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to every other remedy given
hereunder or under any security collateral hereto or now or hereafter existing at law or in equity
or by statute. Every power and remedy given by this mortgage to the Mortgagee may be
exercised from time to time as often as may be deemed expedient by the Mortgagee.

30.

WAIVER

THAT waiver of or failure to enforce at any time or from time to time the performance of any
covenant, proviso, condition or agreement herein contained or implied shall not abrogate such
covenant, proviso, condition or agreement or be a waiver of any subsequent breach of the same.

31.

USE OF MONIES

THAT the Mortgagee shall not be charged with any monies receivable or collectible out of the
Lands or otherwise except those actually received, and all revenue of the Lands received or
collected by the Mortgagee from any source other than payment by the Mortgagor may at the
option of the Mortgagee be retained in a suspense account or used in maintaining or insuring or
improving the Lands, or in payment of taxes or other charges against the Lands, or applied on the
mortgage account, and the Mortgagee shall not be under any liability to pay interest on any such
revenue in such suspense account.

32.

JUDGMENTS

THAT the taking of a judgment or judgments on any of the covenants or agreements herein
contained shall not operate as a merger of such covenants or agreements or affect the
Mortgagee's right to interest at the rate and times aforesaid, and that any such judgment shall
provide that interest thereon shall be computed at the same rate and in the same manner as herein
provided until the said judgment shall have been fully paid and satisfied.
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33.

ADVANCES

Intentionally Deleted

34.

LIABILITY OF MORTGAGOR

THAT no sale or other dealing by the Mortgagor with the Lands or any part thereof shall in any
way change the liability of the Mortgagor or in any way alter the rights of the Mortgagee as
against the Mortgagor or any other person liable for payment of the monies hereby secured. The
Mortgagor shall not sell or enter into any agreement of sale of the whole or any part of the
Lands, without the express written consent of the Mortgagee.

35.

RIGHTS OF MORTGAGEE

THAT the Mortgagee in its discretion and with or without notice to or the consent of the
Mortgagor may enter into an agreement with anyone who has assumed this mortgage to grant an
extension of time, or to change the rate of interest, or to alter in any way the terms of payment of
this mortgage; or take any additional security; or waive the performance of any covenants herein;
and may compound with or release the Mortgagor or anyone claiming under the Mortgagor or
any other person or persons liable hereunder; or surrender, release or abandon or omit to perfect
or enforce any security, remedies or proceedings which the Mortgagee may now or hereafter
hold or have; and may take, acquire or discharge, either with or without payment, part or all of
the Lands and may apply all monies received from the Mortgagor or others or from any security
upon such part of the monies hereby secured as the Mortgagee may think best, without prejudice
to or in any way limiting or lessening the liability of the Mortgagor, any surety, guarantor or any
other person liable for payment. The Mortgagee shall incur no liability to any person by reason
of anything aforesaid, and any agreement or liability aforesaid shall continue in full force as long
as any money remains unpaid on this mortgage, but the Mortgagee shall not be bound to exhaust
its recourses against the Mortgagor or other parties, or the security it may hold, before being
entitled to payment from any surety or guarantor of the amounts secured hereby.

36.

RELEASE OF SECURITY

THAT the Mortgagee may at any time release any part of the Lands, or any of the covenants and
agreements herein contained, or any collateral security, either with or without any consideration
therefor, and without being accountable for the value thereof, or for any money except what is
actually received, and without thereby releasing or affecting any other of the Lands or any of the
other covenants or agreements herein contained or releasing any surety or any other security.

37.

SEVERABILITY

THAT if any one or more of the provisions contained in this mortgage shall for any reason be
held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, such invalidity, illegality or
unenforceability shall not affect any or all other provisions of this mortgage, and this mortgage
shall be construed as if such invalid, illegal or unenforceable provision had never been contained
herein.
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38.

PARTNERSHIPS

THAT if the Lands, or any portion thereof, is held by the Mortgagor as a partner of a partnership
and/or joint venturer of a joint venture, this mortgage shall be and be deemed to be a mortgage of
the entire interest of such partnership in the Lands and/or such joint venture in the Lands as well
as a mortgage of the interest of the Mortgagor in the Lands; and all covenants herein shall be
deemed to be joint and several covenants of any such partnership and/or joint venture and of the
Mortgagor.
39.

NOTICES

THAT any notice required to be given hereunder shall be in writing addressed to the party to
whom it is given and shall be delivered, in the case of the Mortgagor, to the last known address
of the Mortgagor as shown on the records of the Mortgagee and, in the case of the Mortgagee, to
the address hereinbefore stated or to such other address as the Mortgagee shall have previously
specified by written notice.
40.

SUCCESSORS

THAT this mortgage shall enure to the benefit of and be binding upon the respective heirs,
executors, administrators, successors and assigns of each and every party hereto and wherever
the singular number or neuter or masculine gender are used in this mortgage, the same shall be
construed as meaning the plural and feminine or masculine where the fact or context so requires,
and if there be more than one mortgagor all covenants of the Mortgagor shall be deemed to be
joint and several covenants of such mortgagors and each of them.
41.

ENVIRONMENTAL

For the purposes of this clause, the following terms shall have the following meanings:
(a)

"Contaminant" includes, but is not limited to, any pollutants, noise, dangerous
substances, liquid waste, industrial waste, hauled liquid waste, toxic substances,
hazardous wastes, hazardous materials, hazardous substances or contaminants
including any of the foregoing as defined in any Environmental Law now or
hereafter effective;

(b)

"Environmental Law" means any and all applicable international, federal,
provincial, state, municipal or local laws, statutes, regulations, treaties, orders,
judgments, decrees, ordinances, official directives and all authorizations, relating
to the environment, occupational health and safety, or any Environmental
Activity, to which the Mortgagor or the Mortgagee is subject;

(c)

"Environmental Activity" means any past, present or future activity, event or
circumstance in respect of a Contaminant including, without limitation, its
storage, use, holding, collection, purchase, accumulation, assessment, generation,
manufacture, construction, processing, treatment, stabilization, disposition,
handling or transportation, or its Release, escape, leaching, dispersal or migration
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into the natural environment, including the movement through or in the air, soil,
surface water or groundwater;
(d)

"Release" includes discharge, spray, inject, inoculate, abandon, deposit, spill,
leak, seep, pour, emit, empty, throw, dump, place and exhaust which might occur
in any manner whatsoever;

The Mortgagor hereby indemnifies and holds harmless the Mortgagee, its directors and officers,
against and from any and all claims, suits, actions, debts, damages, costs, losses, obligations,
judgments, charges and expenses (including reasonable legal fees on a solicitor and his own
client basis), of any nature whatsoever suffered or incurred by the Mortgagee on account of any
Environmental Law, including the assertion of any lien thereunder, with respect to:
(a)

the Release of a Contaminant affecting the Lands, the threat of the Release of any
Contaminant affecting the Lands, or the presence of any Contaminant affecting
the Lands, whether or not the same originates or emanates from the Lands or any
contiguous real property, including any loss of value of property as a result of any
of the foregoing;

(b)

any costs of removal or remedial action incurred by the Government of Canada or
any provincial government or any costs incurred by any other person or damages
from injury to the Lands, destruction of the Lands, or loss of natural resources in
relation to the Lands or any contiguous real property, including reasonable costs
of assessing such injury, destruction or loss incurred pursuant to any
Environmental Law;

(c)

liability for personal injury or property damage arising under any statutory or
common law tort theory including, without limitation, third party, consequential,
indirect damages and damages assessed for the maintenance of a public or private
nuisance or for the carrying on of a dangerous activity at or near the Lands;

(d)

any other environmental matter affecting the Lands within the jurisdiction of any
federal environmental agency, or any provincial or local environmental agency;
and

(e)

all environmental, health, reclamation and clean up costs and obligations
associated with or pertaining to the abandonment or reclamation of the Lands or
any wells, facilities, buildings, fixtures or equipment located thereon.

The Mortgagor's obligations under this clause shall arise upon the discovery of the presence of
any Contaminant or upon the creation of an obligation to abandon, reclaim or clean up any of the
Lands, whether or not any federal agency or any provincial or local environmental agency has
taken or threatened any action in connection with the presence of any Contaminant and,
notwithstanding anything contained in this mortgage to the contrary, shall survive repayment of
all monies secured by this mortgage and the satisfaction, release or discharge of this mortgage,
foreclosure of the loan and this mortgage and/or any other extinguishments of the obligations of
the Mortgagor and any other exercise by the Mortgagee of any remedies available to it against
the Mortgagor.
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The Mortgagor hereby covenants:

42.

(a)

to provide notice to the Mortgagee of the Release of a Contaminant onto or
affecting the Lands and of any pending enforcement action by a governmental
agency or civil suit arising out of alleged environmental damage or the Release of
a Contaminant by the Mortgagor or others;

(b)

to provide the Mortgagee with notice within fifteen (15) days of the Mortgagor
having learned of any enactment under any Environmental Law which may result
in any material adverse change in the condition, financial or otherwise, of the
Mortgagor or the Lands; and

(c)

to permit the Mortgagee to enter onto the Lands with forty-eight (48) hours notice
(or immediately in the event of an emergency) to conduct an environmental
inspection and to permit the Mortgagee and to take such action as it deems
necessary to remedy any environmental damage or breach of Environmental Law.

PREPAYMENT

THAT the Mortgagor may prepay the balance of the loan secured by this mortgage without the
prior written approval of or notice to the Mortgagee and without penalty or bonus.
43.

ATTORNEY

THAT the Mortgagor, upon any default whatsoever on the part of the Mortgagor under this
mortgage or the Note which has not been remedied within the applicable cure period, if any,
irrevocably appoints the Mortgagee or any receiver appointed by the Mortgagee under or
pursuant to this mortgage, the Note, or any order of a Court of competent jurisdiction, as its
attorney for all purposes and such appointment shall, for the purposes of Section 115(5) of the
Land Titles Act (Alberta), constitute an irrevocable power of attorney granted by the Mortgagor.
44.

INTEREST

It is the intent of the parties hereto that the interest rate not exceed the maximum interest rate

permitted under the laws of Canada and of the Province of Alberta and if the interest rate to the
Mortgagee would, but for this provision, exceed the aforesaid maximum interest rate, the interest
rate to the Mortgagee shall be limited to the maximum interest rate permitted under the laws of
Canada and the Province of Alberta and this mortgage shall automatically be modified without
the necessity of any further act or deed to give effect to the restriction on return set forth above.
45.

,~

CHARGING CLAUSE

THAT for the better securing to the Mortgagee the repayment in manner aforesaid of the said
principal and interest and other charges and monies hereby secured, and for the due performance
by the Mortgagor of all and each of the covenants, provisos and conditions herein expressed or
implied, the Mortgagor does hereby mortgage to the Mortgagee all the estate and interest of the
Mortgagor in the Lands.
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46.

PURCHASE AGREEMENT
(a)

The Mortgagor and Mortgagee agree that the prov1s10ns of the Purchase
Agreement shall survive the execution of this mortgage and the deferral of
payment hereunder. In the event there is a conflict between the provisions of this
mortgage and the Purchase Agreement, then this mortgage shall take precedence
to the extent of such conflict, except in respect of the payment terms and schedule
by the Mortgagor to the Mortgagee, in which case, the Purchase Agreement shall
take precedence and govern.

(b)

The Mortgagee is hereby conclusively deemed to have advanced the entire sum
secured hereby to the Mortgagor on the effective date of this mortgage, to be
repaid upon the terms and conditions contained herein.

(c)

The Mortgagor acknowledges and agrees that the sum secured hereby represents
the unpaid balance of the Purchase Price payable under the Purchase Agreement.
The Mortgagor hereby acknowledges the receipt of the deemed advance of the
sum secured hereby by a transfer of the Lands by the Mortgagee to the
Mortgagor.
[remainder of page intentionally blank- signatures follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Mortgagor has executed this mortgage the _/J__ day of July,
2018.
E-PAYMENTS CAPITAL CORP.

~

~

.
Per:
---;W;;--;:-:1t-n-es-E;s;:;::;::=B-i_.ja_n_B_h=i:::....m_a_n_i- - - - - - Name: ~~~
Barrister & Solicitor

Title:

~ \ r -e. c. t-1:::><

Signature Page to VTB Mortgage
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LAND TITLES ACT
AFFIDAVIT VERIFYING
CORPORATE SIGNING AUTHORITY

CANADA
PROVINCE OF ALBERT A
TOWIT:

· -)

)
)

I, Brett Ironside, of the City of

t. °'-\3c,._~ <.!

in the 1?rc:::w,nt.~
of
MAKE OATH AND SAY:

A:\b~r:±9- ,

1.

That I am an officer or a director of E-PAYMENTS CAPITAL CORP. (the "Corporation") named
in the within or annexed instrument.

2.

That I am authorized by the Corporation to execute the instrument without affixing its corporate
seal to documents.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of Calgary, in
the Province of Alberta, this _fP__day of July,
2018.

~c?s::

)
)
)
)

)

____:~~========--------)
A Commissioner for Oaths in and for the

J

Province of Alberta

BIJAN BHIMANI
Barrister & Solicitor

A Commissioner for Oaths
in and for Alberta

34265506_ 1INATDOCS
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LAND TITLES ACT

Bijan Bhimani

AFFIDAVIT OF EXECUTION

Barrister & Solicitor
I, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , of the City of Calgary in the Province of Alberta, MAKE OATH AND SAY THAT:
·..J

1.

I was personally present and did see 'Bve.t\: \~\d~ , named in the within instrument who is
personally known to me to be the person named therein, duly sign and execute same for the
purpose named therein.

2.

The same was executed at the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta and that I am the
subscribing witness thereto.

3.

I know the said
years.

-

:Ev~ \n:>nS\ de.

and he/she is are in my belief of the full age of eighteen

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of Calgary in
the Province of Alberta, this ID day of July,
2018.

ner

ri

Oaths in and for the

KIMBERLEY MORGAN

J

9

Acommissioner for Oaths
in and for Alberta
/
My Commi.sion ExpirH November 10, 20_
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E- PAYMENTS CAPITAL CORP. :: Panama :: OpenCorporates

Learn how to leverage transparent company data at scale. Subscribe to our emails

The Open Database Of The Corporate World
Company name or number

Companies

Search

Officers

Log in/Sign up

E- PAYMENTS CAPITAL CORP.
Company Number
155651118
Native Company Number
155651118
Status
Vigente
Incorporation Date
22 June 2017 (over 4 years ago)
Company Type
SOCIEDAD ANONIMA
Jurisdiction
Panama
Registered Address
CORREGIMIENTO CIUDAD DE PANAMÁ, DISTRITO PANAMÁ, PROVINCIA PANAMÁ
Panama
Agent Name
ICAZA,GONZALEZ-RUIZ & ALEMAN
Directors / Officers
ARCENIO A. BARRIOS S, director
ARCENIO A. BARRIOS S, secretario
BAI FOUNDATION, director
BAI FOUNDATION, tesorero
BRETT ASHLEY IRONSIDE, director
BRETT ASHLEY IRONSIDE, presidente
HASTA TANTO LA JUNTA DIRECTIVA DISPONGA LO CONTRARIO, EL REPRESENTANTE LEGAL DE LA
SOCIEDAD SERA EL PRESIDENTE O EL VICE PRESIDENTE Y EN SU DEFECTO LA JUNTA DIRECTIVA
PODRA DESIGNAR A CUALQUIER OTRA PERSONA CUANDO SEA NECESARIO, representante
ICAZA,GONZALEZ-RUIZ & ALEMAN, agent
ILKA MARIA ORTEGA, suscriptor
ROSA ELVIRA ARNOLD GOMEZ, suscriptor
Registry Page
http://www.registro-publico.gob.pa/co...
Source Registro Público de Panamá, http://www.registro-publico.gob.pa/co..., 26 Sep 2021
Add data (website, address, etc)

Explore company network
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E- PAYMENTS CAPITAL CORP. :: Panama :: OpenCorporates

Company network
Not yet available for this company. Click to find out more

Latest Events
2019-07-05 - 2019-11-08
Removal of officer ARCENIO A. BARRIOS S, director / tesorero
2019-07-05 - 2019-11-08
Removal of officer BRETT ASHLEY IRONSIDE, director / presidente
2019-07-05 - 2019-11-08
Removal of officer JENNIFER IRONSIDE, director / secretario
See all events
Corporate Grouping User Contributed
None known. Add one now?
See all corporate groupings
* While we strive to keep this information correct and up-to-date, it is not the primary source, and the company registry
(see source, above) should always be referred to for definitive information
Data on this page last changed September 26 2021
Problem/question about this data? Click here
Open Data
Get this info as json, xml, rdf

About us
About
Blog
Team
Governance
Jobs

Using our data
Our data
Our purpose
Legal/Licence
User/Cookie privacy policy
Public records privacy policy

Help
API Reference
Glossary
Status

Contact
https://opencorporates.com/companies/pa/155651118
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E- PAYMENTS CAPITAL CORP. :: Panama :: OpenCorporates

Twitter
Medium
Newsletter
Problems with our data?
Temporary redaction

Impact
Impact
Grants
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Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta

2017 ABQB 571 (CanLII)

Citation: Beta Management Inc v Edmonton (City), 2017 ABQB 571

Date: 20170926
Docket: 1603 15851
Registry: Edmonton

Between:
Beta Management Inc. as represented by MNP LLP
Applicant
- and -

The City of Edmonton and The Edmonton Composite Assessment Review Board
Respondents

_______________________________________________________
Reasons for Decision
of the
Honourable Mr. Justice W.N. Renke
_______________________________________________________
[1]
The Applicant applied under s. 470 of the Municipal Government Act for leave to appeal
the decision of the Edmonton Composite Assessment Review Board (CARB) dated September
16, 2016 (2016 ECARB 01328, the Decision).
[2]

For the reasons that follow, leave to appeal is denied.

[3]
I will (I) review the facts, (II) describe the nature of the application, (III) consider the
tests to be met for leave to appeal to be granted, and (IV) provide my reasons for finding that the
Applicant has failed to satisfy those tests.
[4]
As a preliminary matter, I confirm that there was no objection to the participation of the
CARB in the proceedings. The CARB confined its submissions to an overview of the legislative
scheme and the standards of review respecting the grounds for appeal. It did not “enter the
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arena” by arguing for the correctness of its decision. See Leon’s Furniture Limited v. Alberta
(Information and Privacy Commissioner), 2011 ABCA 94, Slatter JA at para 16.

2017 ABQB 571 (CanLII)

[5]
I will describe the complainant before the CARB and the current applicant as the
Applicant.
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I. Facts
[6]
The Decision concerns the assessment of an Edmonton commercial property, a singlestory office building (the Property), for the 2016 taxation year. The City of Edmonton (COE)
classified the Property as a Class B building and assessed the value of the Property at
$4,604,000.
[7]

The valuation date for the 2016 tax assessment was July 1, 2015.

[8]
The Applicant’s assessment complaint challenged the classification of the Property and
contended that the Property should be classified as a Class C building. The complaint referred to
two sales of the Property.
[9]
The first sale of the Property occurred in June 2011 and the sale price of the Property was
$3,200,000 (the June 2011 Sale). This sale occurred about 4 years before the July 1, 2015
valuation date.
[10] The second sale of the Property occurred on January 13, 2016 (the January 2016 Sale).
There was reference to the transaction having closed on December 2015 but no argument turned
on December as opposed to January timing. The sale price was $3,700,000. The sale was to an
“arm’s length,” unrelated purchaser. This sale occurred about 6 months after the July 1, 2015
valuation date.
[11] The Applicant contended before the CARB that the best indicator of value was the “time
adjusted sale price” of the Property (TASP). The TASP, based on the June 2011 Sale price, was
$3,722,000. The January 2016 Sale price supported the accuracy of the TASP. The TASP, nearly
$1,000,000 lower than the COE’s assessed value, supported the classification of the Property as a
Class C building.
[12] The CARB confirmed the classification of the Property as a Class B building and
confirmed the COE’s assessment. The CARB wrote as follows at paras 26 and 27 of the
Decision:
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[26] Sale of Subject – The Board places minimal weight on the 2011 sale finding that it
is not a good indicator of value as the sale is over 3 years old. As well, the subject was
vacant at the time of sale and not leased out until well after the sale.

2017 ABQB 571 (CanLII)

[27] The January, 2016 sale is a post-facto sale and cannot be used except for the purpose
of showing a trend in the marketplace. This post facto sale was further questionable
because it was indicated that the sale likely did not take place on the open market.
II. The Application
[13] The Questions for which leave to appeal were sought were set out at para 5 of the
Applicant’s Brief:
Whether the [CARB] erred by:
1. Failing to apply the legal tests in the use of post facto evidence in an
assessment complaint;
2. Failing to recognize the undisputed sale price of the subject property as the
best evidence of value; and
3. Misconstruing and erring in the assignment or application of the burden of
proof and onus.
[14] In headings preceding paras 33 and 36 of the Applicant’s Brief, the first question is
broken into two issues: “Did the CARB err in its handling of post facto Evidence?” and “Use of
post facto evidence”.
[15] The Questions and arguments in the Applicant’s Brief did not expressly refer to the issue
of the classification of the Property as a Class B or Class C building but counsel clarified in
submissions that if the CARB erred in its use of the evidence of the June 2011 and January 2016
Sales it erred in its classification of the Property.
III. Tests for Leave to Appeal
[16] Leave to appeal was sought under s. 470 of the Municipal Government Act (the Act) in
the version in force when the application commenced, not as amended by the Modernized
Municipal Government Act, SA 2016 c. 24. Section 470 provided as follows:
470(1) An appeal lies to the Court of Queen’s Bench on a question of law or
jurisdiction with respect to a decision of an assessment review board ….
(5) On hearing the application and the representations of those persons who are,
in the opinion of the judge, affected by the application, the judge may grant
permission to appeal if the judge is of the opinion that the appeal involves a
question of law or jurisdiction of sufficient importance to merit an appeal and has
a reasonable chance of success.
[17]

The CARB’s Decision was “a decision of an assessment review board.”

[18] The Applicant did not argue that the CARB lacked jurisdiction or lost jurisdiction in
connection with the Decision. No “question of jurisdiction” was engaged.
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[19] The application is for leave to appeal alone. The present application is not for judicial
review of the Decision.
A. Three Tests for Leave to Appeal
[20]

Subsection 470(5) sets out the tests for leave to appeal. The judge must be satisfied that
2017 ABQB 571 (CanLII)

a) the appeal involves a question of law,
b) the question of law has sufficient importance to merit an appeal, and
c) the question of law has a reasonable chance of success.
The Applicant bears the burden of satisfying the judge that these tests are satisfied: Edmonton
(City) v Edmonton (City) Composite Assessment Review Board, 2012 ABQB 171, Topolniski J
at para 11 [Gold Bar]; Canada Safeway Ltd v Calgary (City), 2016 ABQB 200, Yamauchi J at
para 18.
[21] Before turning to whether the Questions raised by the Applicant satisfy these tests, I will
discuss the nature of the tests.
B. The Tests
1. Question of Law, not Question of Fact or Mixed Law and Fact
[22] The authorities distinguish questions of law, questions of fact, and questions of mixed
law and fact. The distinctions are important in this context because only questions of law (or
jurisdiction) may be appealed under s. 470(5): Canada Safeway Ltd at paras 18-20; Alberta
(Municipal Affairs) v TransCanada Keystone Pipeline Limited Partnership, 2011 ABQB 460,
Belzil J at para 8; Concord Pacific Alberta Properties Inc v Calgary (City), 2017 ABQB 138,
Dario J at para 13.
(a) Question of Law
[23] An applicant must provide a foundation for concluding that a “question of law” arises
from the decision. This stage of the assessment precedes the “reasonable chance of success”
stage and, of course, a determination on the merits. For the purposes of this test, it is fair to say
that “all that is necessary … is to establish that the board may have made an error of law or
jurisdiction:” Associated Developers Ltd v Edmonton (City), 2011 ABQB 592 Ross J at para 6
[emphasis added].
[24] A question of law is a question about a decision-maker’s appreciation of a legal test, rule,
or standard. For an applicant to raise a question of law, there must be a foundation for
concluding that the decision-maker erred in identifying or articulating a material legal test. Legal
error would occur if a decision-maker expressly articulated a test incorrectly. A “covert” error
would occur if a decision-maker expressly articulated a test correctly but in its application of the
test demonstrated that it had altered the test – i.e., the test articulated and the test applied were
not the same and the test applied was the wrong test. Legal error would occur if a decision-maker
failed to consider evidence a legal test required it to consider. Legal error would also occur if a
decision-maker made a factual finding based on no supporting evidence. In effect, such an error
would alter the legal test by omitting the need for evidence supporting one or more of its
elements. Further, legal error would occur if there were only a “modicum” of evidence of a factin-issue contrasted with a large amount of evidence to the contrary. In this instance too, there
would be an alteration of the legal test through omission of the need for a proper evidential
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finding supporting one or more of the elements of the test. See Canada (Director of
Investigation and Research) v Southam Inc, [1997] 1 SCR 748, 1997 CanLII 385 (SCC),
Iacobucci J at para 35 (CanLII); Concord Pacific Alberta Properties at para 15; Eau Claire
Market Inc v Calgary (City), 2015 ABQB 131, Millar J at para 10; Gold Bar at para 11; Canada
Safeway at para 18; Edmonton (City) v Alberta (City of Edmonton Composite Assessment
Review Board), 2012 ABQB 118, Sulyma J at para 71 [Earle M. Jorgenson].
(b) Question of Fact
[25] A question of fact is a question about what happened. A question of fact concerns “Who
did what to whom and when and in what manner and at what place?” or “What facts were the
case at a particular time and place?” A question of fact is about what existed or occurred or was
the case or what took place. It is not a question about legal rules.
[26] Questions of law and questions of fact are reasonably distinct, sufficiently distinct for
purposes of appeal rules like s. 470(5). They involve perspectives on different data sets – the data
set of law, and the data set of occurrences in the physical world.
(c) Question of Mixed Law and Fact
[27] Legal reasoning involves a further operation, the application of legal rules to facts. This is
the domain of questions of mixed law and fact. A determination of mixed law and fact concerns
the outcome, result, or decision based on the facts and the law, or more precisely, the application
of the law to the facts. The determination does not concern the facts or the law themselves. The
determination “mixes” or applies the law to the facts. The question of whether a decision-maker,
in applying the law, came to the correct decision on the facts is not, generally, a question of law.
[28] I note that if there is discretion involved in applying the law to the facts, the exercise of
the discretion is a determination of mixed law and fact: Eau Claire at para 10.
(d) Determination of Mixed Law and Fact Raising a Question of Law
[29] A determination of mixed law and fact can give rise to a question of law if there is a
foundation for the claim that the decision-maker erred concerning the legal rule or standard
applied. The error might be that the standard was not properly articulated or (as indicated above)
was altered in application. Raising the question of legal error depends on identifying the legal
rule applied and the error made concerning that legal rule itself. That is, a determination of
mixed law and fact supports a question of law if there is an “extricable legal error.”
[30] The Supreme Court warned against conflating disagreement with a result with
disagreement about the nature of the legal test applied in Teal Cedar Products Ltd v British
Columbia, 2017 SCC 32 at para 59: “The identification of an alleged legal error should be based
on the arbitrator’s application of the wrong test, not on the fact that one would have applied the
appropriate legal test differently;” the conflation “skips the jurisdiction stage and immediately
proceeds with a review of the arbitrator’s analysis of a mixed question.” If the question is, “Did
the decision-maker get the test wrong?”, then the question is a question of law. If the question is,
“Did the decision-maker come to the right result?”, then the question is not a question of law.
See also Teal Cedar at paras 44 and 45.
[31] It is true that, as the Applicant pointed out, a determination is not immunized from a
finding of error of law just because the determination has a “factual component:” Sobeys West
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Inc v Edmonton (City), 2015 ABCA 32, Slatter JA at para 9. However, some misapprehensions
should be addressed that, if accepted without clarification, could have affected this application.
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[32] The Applicant stated in para 17 of its Brief that “[t]he misapplication of a legal test to a
set of facts is an error of law.” Put in this way, the claim is at best misleading. First, a
“misapplication of a legal test to a set of facts is an error of law” only if the application betrayed
an extricable legal error. Again, mere alleged “misapplication” or disagreement with the result of
an application of law does not amount to legal error.
[33] Second, it is true that in the criminal law some determinations of mixed law and fact are
treated as giving rise to questions of law. See R v JMH, 2011 SCC 45, [2011] 3 SCR 197 at para
28, cited by the Applicant. The Court of Appeal has explained that this categorization is a
function of appellate access in criminal cases and does not modify the civil law categorization of
determinations as being of mixed law and fact: 1216808 Alberta Ltd (Prairie Bailiff Services) v
Devtex Ltd, 2014 ABCA 386 at para 21. The Court of Appeal wrote as follows at paras 22 and
23:
[22] But this case and others from the Supreme Court do not stand for the
proposition that the standard of review for all issues involving questions of mixed
fact and law will be correctness ….
[23] In the civil context, it is well settled that the application of a legal standard to
a set of facts is a question of mixed fact and law: see for eg. Housen v
Nikolaisen, 2002 SCC 33 at paras 26-27, [2002] 2 SCR 235 …. Whether the
standard of review is correctness or palpable and overriding error depends on
whether the issue involves an extricable question of law. Unless a legal principle
can be readily extracted, questions of mixed fact and law are reviewed for
palpable and overriding error: Housen, supra at paras 8, 36. If the issue relates to
a legal principle, it will be reviewed for correctness. ….
[34] The Applicant stated in para 18 of its Brief that an error of law occurs “when an
adjudicator … assigns insufficient weight to relevant considerations.” That is not an error of law
but, at most, an assertion of an error of mixed fact and law or an error of fact. A error of law
occurs if a decision-maker finds a material fact on no evidence or if there was only a “modicum”
of evidence contradicted by large amounts of other evidence: Earle M. Jorgenson at para 71.
[35] The Applicant stated in para 19 of its Brief that “[w]hile a question may resemble one of
mixed fact and law, if the point in controversy is one that may arise in future cases and the
argument is about the kinds of information and not about the particular information itself, then a
question of law arises.” That proposition is not well-expressed. “Arising in future cases” is not a
criterion for identification of a question of law. Were that the criterion, findings of negligence
would not be determinations of mixed law and fact but determinations of law. This would be
contrary to Housen. An issue about “kinds of information” is an issue about a legal test.
Because the legal test and its application to “kinds” of information is necessarily general, a legal
issue will (at least typically) apply to “future cases” turning on other particular information. That
is, the Applicant’s statement is properly a reiteration of the extricable error of law point. It is the
nature of the issue at stake (a legal issue) that supports characterization as an question of law, not
potential application to future cases. This is the explanation of the passage in Southam relied on
by the Applicant (para 36) which concerned, it must be recalled, an issue of statutory
interpretation.
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[36] For a question to be of “sufficient importance to merit an appeal” the question must not
be only “subjectively” important in the sense of being important to an applicant. Rather, the
question must be “objectively” important, important to persons other than the applicant alone.
Factors taken into account respecting this test include the jurisprudential value of an appeal,
whether the appeal concerns a novel or unsettled issue, and whether the appellate decision would
have wide-ranging implications or implications going beyond the dispute between the parties.
See Concord Pacific Alberta Properties at paras 25-26; Anthem Riverfront Holdings v Calgary
(City), 2017 ABQB 356, Tilleman J at para 16; Edmonton (City) v. Edmonton Composite
Assessment Review Board, 2012 ABQB 439, Michalyshyn J at para 28 [Mediplex Western];
Carleo Investments Ltd v Strathcona (County), 2014 ABCA 302, Brown JA, as he then was, at
para 10; Eau Claire Market at para 10; 908118 Alberta Ltd v Calgary (City), 2013 ABQB 100,
Kenny J at para 40, Gold Bar at para 11; Canada Safeway at para 18.
3. Reasonable Chance of Success
(a) Nature of the Test
[37] A reasonable chance of success is not a mere possibility of success. Reasonableness
imports probability not mere possibility. I would not characterize the threshold as “very low” or
“extremely low.” Indeed, in Alberta (Chief Firearms Officer) v Runkle, 2015 ABCA 233 at
para 28, Justice Wakeling equated an extremely low likelihood of success with characterization
as “frivolous.” However, a test of reasonable chance of success does not require that an appeal is
likely to succeed or will probably or more probably than not succeed. The test should not be
characterized as “demanding.” That would put the test too high and would not be a proper
standard at the leave to appeal (as opposed to the appeal) stage of proceedings. I would not
attempt to set the reasonableness bar by fixing a percentage of likelihood of success. The
statutory language of reasonableness points to a qualitative or normative test rather than a
quantitative or numerical test. The point of the statutory test, in my opinion, is captured by such
glosses as “prima facie case,” “prima facie meritorious case, “arguable case,” or a case with a
“serious arguable point;” a reasonable case is not frivolous, fanciful, trifling, or speculative. See
Stiles (Estate of) v Alberta (Energy and Utilities Board), 2005 ABCA 308 para 17; Altus Group
Ltd v Calgary (City), 2013 ABQB 608, Eidsvik J at para 52; Concord Pacific Alberta Properties
at para 30.
[38] In Boychuk v Edmonton (Police Service), 2014 ABCA 163 at para 37, the test for leave
to appeal is described as “demanding;” at para 54, the test is described as “a more onerous test –
… the likelihood the appeal will be allowed [must be] at least as great as the likelihood it will be
dismissed.” That standard would be more rigorous than the standard I identified. I decline to
follow Boychuk in this context because Boychuk concerns a different legislative regime with
different decision-making and review processes.
[39] In my opinion, the “reasonable chance of success” test should be read with the “sufficient
importance to merit an appeal” test, through the noscitur a sociis or “associated words”
interpretive principle. (In the Supreme Court’s summary, “a term or an expression should not be
interpreted without taking the surrounding terms into account:” Opitz v Wrzesnewskyj, 2012
SCC 55, [2012] 3 SCR 76, Rothstein J at para 40.) An appeal with a “reasonable chance of
success” is one that warrants further consideration on appeal. That is, the question is one of
sufficient legal uncertainty that a deeper and more extensive examination of the questions should
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be conducted in an actual appeal. A question that does not have a reasonable chance of success is
one that that may be fairly and justly resolved on the record without the need for further
proceedings.
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[40] I suggest that this approach is in line with the approach suggested by Justice Brown, then
of the Court of Appeal, in Carleo Investments at para 10: “As to the merits, while section 688(3)
already requires that the appeal have a reasonable chance of success, it makes sense that the
more meritorious that prospective appeal appears to the chambers justice, the more important it
is that an appeal panel consider whether an injustice occurred. (See the Hon Roger P Kerans &
Kim M Willey, Standards of Review Employed by Appellate Courts, 2d ed (Juriliber, 2006) at
351-52).” It is also in line with the comment of Justice Laycraft, as he then was, in Dome
Petroleum Ltd v Alberta (Energy Resources Conservation Board), [1984] AJ No 195 at para 1:
My role . . . is to determine first whether a question of law or jurisdiction is
presented by this appeal and secondly whether it is a question of sufficient
substance to justify a review by the Court of Appeal of Alberta.
(b) Reasonable Chance of Success and Standard of Review
[41] To determine whether a question has a reasonable chance of success, the standard of
review that would be applied to the question in the appeal must be considered. The standard of
review “informs” the reasonable chance of success assessment. If, given the nature of the
question and the standard of review that would be applied in an appeal, the appeal would be
hopeless – or reasonably hopeless, that is to say without a reasonable prospect of success, further
exploration on appeal would not be warranted. See Calgary (City) v Resman Holdings Ltd, 2014
ABQB 670, Campbell J at para 36, leave app refd 2016 ABCA 81; Concord Pacific Alberta
Properties at para 30; Anthem Riverfront Holdings at para 17.
[42] The Applicant stated at para 31 of its Brief that “[w]hile a preliminary analysis of the
standard of review to be applied to a tribunal decision can inform whether there is a reasonable
prospect of success, on a leave application the appropriate standard of review need not be
addressed and should be left to the panel hearing the appeal,” citing to FortisAlberta Inc v
Alberta (Utilities Commission), 2014 ABCA 264 at para 26. The FortisAlberta passage relied
on reads as follows:
[26] Case law has also directed that consideration should also be given to the
applicable standard of appellate review that would govern if leave were to be
granted: Atco Electric Limited v. Energy and Utilities Board (Alberta), 2002
ABCA 45, 299 AR 337 at para. 14; Nycan Energy Corp. v. Energy and Utilities
Board (Alberta), 2001 ABCA 31, 277 AR 391 at para. 4. That said however, in
my view, the decision as to what is the appropriate standard of review is to be
determined by the panel hearing the appeal and I will give it no consideration in
coming to my ruling herein.
Note that the first sentence of para 26 confirms the rule. The reasons for leaving issues of
standard of review to the appellate panel in this case were not elaborated (“That said ….”) but
made sense in context. The case involved 13 different applications for leave. The “standard of
review” doctrine was less orderly than it is today. The complications were properly left to the
appellate panel. FortisAlberta speaks to an exception and does not establish a rule.
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(c) Applicable Standards of Review

[44]
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[43] The presumptive standard of review for all three Questions (failing to apply the legal tests
in the use of post facto evidence, failing to recognize the undisputed sale price of the Property as
the best evidence of value, misconstruing and erring in the assignment or application of the
burden of proof) is reasonableness. See Edmonton (City) v Edmonton East (Capilano)
Shopping Centres Ltd, 2016 SCC 47, [2016] 2 SCR 29, Karakatsanis J at para 22: “Unless the
jurisprudence has already settled the applicable standard of review … the reviewing court should
begin by considering whether the issue involves the interpretation by an administrative body of
its own statute or statutes closely connected to its function. If so, the standard of review is
presumed to be reasonableness …..” See also Concord Pacific Alberta Properties at para 31;
Anthem Riverfront Holdings at para 17.
Under the reasonableness standard of review,
[a] court … inquires into the qualities that make a decision reasonable, referring
both to the process of articulating the reasons and to outcomes. In judicial review,
reasonableness is concerned mostly with the existence of justification,
transparency and intelligibility within the decision-making process. But it is also
concerned with whether the decision falls within a range of possible, acceptable
outcomes which are defensible in respect of the facts and law: Dunsmuir v New
Brunswick, [2008] 1 SCR 190, 2008 SCC 9 at para 47.
[45] The reasonableness standard applies respecting questions of fact, discretion, or policy and
to “the review of questions where the legal and factual issues are intertwined with and cannot be
readily separated;” the reasonableness standard applies if “a tribunal is interpreting its own
statute or statutes closely connected to its function, with which it will have particular familiarity”
… and if “an administrative tribunal has developed particular expertise in the application of a
general common law or civil law rule in relation to a specific statutory context:” Dunsmuir at
paras 53 and 54.
[46] The use of post facto evidence and evidence of sales price questions are matters (at their
highest) of interpretation and application of the CARB’s home statute and ancillary “common
law.” Nothing in the evidence or submissions displaced this standard of review. None of these
are issues of division of powers, issues “both of central importance to the legal system as a whole
and outside the adjudicator’s specialized area of expertise”, “true questions of jurisdiction or
vires”, or issues “regarding the jurisdictional lines between two or more competing specialized
tribunals:” Capilano at para 24.
[47] There is an argument that the “burden of proof” issue engages both the general law and
procedural fairness: Gold Bar at para 11 (“A breach of procedural fairness or the rules of natural
justice is reviewable as a question of law (Altus Group Ltd. v. Calgary (Composite Assessment
Review Board), 2011 ABQB 739 at paras 31 and 33; Keephills Aggregate Co. Ltd. v. Parkland
(County of) Subdivision and Appeal Board, 2003 ABCA 242 ….”). I will assume that correctness
is the appropriate standard of review for the issues raised in this Question, although I recognize
that there is a counter-argument that the allocation of the burden of proof is a legal matter falling
within the expertise of the CARB warranting review on a reasonableness standard.
[48] Insofar as the standard of review is reasonableness, the task of showing a reasonable
chance of success is more difficult: Mediplex Western at para 31. It is not that there is an
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elevated test of reasonable chance of success but showing probable error on a reasonableness
standard is more challenging than on a correctness standard because of the broader range of
decisions acceptable under the reasonableness standard (the “broader margin of appreciation”).
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IV. Satisfaction of the Tests
[49] The Applicant raised three Questions: whether the CARB committed legal error (A) in its
“handling” of post facto evidence (using the Applicant’s para 33 language), (B) in “failing to
recognize … undisputed sale price … as the best evidence of value;” and (C) in its interpretation
and application of the “burden of proof and onus.” I will consider whether each Question
satisfies the three tests for leave to appeal.
A. Post Facto Evidence and Legal Error
1. Question of Law?
[50] The CARB stated that “[t]he January, 2016 sale is a post-facto sale and cannot be used
except for the purpose of showing a trend in the marketplace. This post facto sale was further
questionable because it was indicated that the sale likely did not take place on the open market.”
The CARB did not use the January 2016 Sale evidence to support the TASP theory of value. Is
there a basis for concluding that the CARB made a legal error in its approach to the January 2016
Sale evidence?
[51] In my opinion, there are two straightforward bases for finding that no question of law was
raised by the CARB’s treatment of the January 2016 Sale evidence. The Applicant did advance
an elaborate and nuanced counter-argument to support the identification of a question of law, but
that argument failed too.
(a) Rules of Evidence
[52] For a question of law to be raised by the CARB’s treatment of the January 2016 Sale
evidence, there must be a basis for concluding that the CARB failed to follow the governing
legal rule. But even if there were a legal rule that concerned the admissibility, use, and weight of
post facto sales evidence, the CARB would not have been bound by that rule. Subsection 464(1)
of the Act provides as follows:
464(1) Assessment review boards are not bound by the rules of evidence or any
other law applicable to court proceedings ….
Since the CARB was not bound by the rules of evidence or any other law applicable to court
proceedings, it would be inconsistent to hold that the CARB was bound by a “post facto
evidence rule.” As Justice Dario wrote in Concord Pacific Alberta Properties Inc at para 22,
“generally the Board is free to reject evidence in favor of the other evidence without raising a
question of law.”
[53] The Applicant stated at para 26 of its Brief that s. 464(1) “does not mean a tribunal can
have complete discretion over which evidence it may chose to accept,” citing to Grant
MacEwan Community College v Alberta (Human Rights Commission), 2000 ABQB 1015 at
para 57. This case, however, is not authority for the proposition that the CARB is bound by rules
of evidence even though s. 464(1) states that it is not. Para 57 of Grant MacEwan confirmed that
while the panel was not bound by the rules of evidence it remained “bound by the duty of
fairness” and it could not decide based on insufficient or no evidence or on irrelevant
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considerations. None of these improprieties are entwined in the Applicant’s claim, which is that a
rule was not followed. The language of s. 464(1) cannot be overcome by a claim that it would
not be “fair” not to consider the January 2016 Sale evidence as had been urged before the CARB.
See also Altus Group Ltd. v. Calgary (City) Composite Assessment Review Board, 2011 ABQB
739, Nation J at paras 29 and 30; Gold Bar at para 24.
2017 ABQB 571 (CanLII)

[54] The Applicant stated at para 27 of its Brief that “[a]ll parties appearing before an
assessment review board should have the certainty that the board’s evidentiary rulings will be
consistent with the law.” The claim is true. The CARB’s rulings must be “consistent with the
law.” But s. 464(1) is part of the law. Moreover, an appeal to “the law” cannot bind the CARB to
rules excluded by s. 464(1) unless s. 464(1) were itself invalid. There was no such argument. The
Applicant went on to characterize its position in this way: “the proposed appeal deals with
fairness of process.” Again, “fairness” in the abstract does not trump statutory language. And
“fairness” involves the same rules (of which s. 464(1) is a part) being applied to the COE, other
complaints, and this complaint.
(b) Mixed Law and Fact
[55]

Further, s. 464(1) does not deal only with the “rules of evidence” but provides as follows:
464(1) Assessment review boards … have power to determine the admissibility,
relevance and weight of any evidence.

[56] In this case, the CARB did not disregard the January 2016 Sale or the June 2011 Sale. It
did not attach weight to these sales in relation to the assessment. That was within the CARB’s
authority.
[57] The CARB’s determinations were not determinations of fact alone. The CARB was
dealing with a complaint about assessed value and came to a determination about the correctness
of the assessed value. The CARB, operating within its statutory matrix, applied (or sought to
apply) the legal rules that bound it to the issue of the value of the Property. These rules included
the definition of “market value” (s. 1(1)(n)), the bases for complaint (s. 460(1)), and s. 467(3):
467(3) An assessment review board must not alter any assessment that is fair and
equitable, taking into consideration
(a) the valuation and other standards set out in the regulations,
(b) the procedures set out in the regulations, and
(c) the assessments of similar property or businesses in the same municipality.
(I will return to s. 467(3) below.) The CARB’s decision was a determination of mixed law and
fact.
[58] In 697604 Alberta Ltd v Calgary (City of), 2005 ABQB 512, an authority relied on by the
Applicant, Justice Acton found that the board erroneously failed to take into account a post facto
sale. This, however, was a finding on judicial review. Justice Acton expressly found at para 14
that the question before her was one of mixed law and fact. To similar effect was a finding of
Justice Yungwirth in St Albert Housing Society v St Albert (City), 2014 ABQB 556 at para 32:
[32] … I agree that the question before the CARB regarding the appropriate
valuation method or approach engaged a process which involved the application
of the provisions of the relevant legislative regime – including the legally
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recognized valuation methodologies – to the “the characteristics and physical
condition of” of Building 101 in order to ultimately determine its market value. In
my opinion, the question of the appropriate method – cost approach, income
approach, or direct sales approach – to apply in determining the 2013 assessment
of Building 101 involves the selection and application of a legally recognized test
or legal standard to a set of facts (the circumstances of Building 101). This
description or characterization is consistent with the settled legal principle that the
application of a legal standard to a set of facts is a question of mixed fact and law
….
See also Edmonton East (Capilano) Shopping Centres Ltd v Edmonton (City), 2012 ABQB
445 Michalyshyn J at paras 75-76; BCIMC Realty Corporation v Calgary (City), 2014 ABQB
344, Sullivan J at paras 23-26.
[59] Board determinations of outright exclusion or non-consideration of evidence have been
treated as determinations of mixed law and fact: Home Depot Holdings Inc v Edmonton (City),
2017 ABQB 447, Lee J at para 21; Genesis Land Development Corp v Calgary (City), 2014
ABQB 57, Kenny J at para 14.
(c) Post Facto Evidence and Market Value
[60] The foregoing considerations suffice to answer the Applicant’s argument that a question
of law arose from the CARB’s treatment of the January 2016 Sale evidence. The CARB was not
bound by any evidential rule that might apply and any determination it made was a determination
of mixed law and fact. No question of law arose.
[61] The Applicant, as I understood its submissions, had an argument designed to evade s.
464(1) and the mixed law and fact obstacles. The argument had the following main steps. First, a
rule relating to the use of post facto evidence was engaged. Second, this rule was not caught by s.
464(1) and bound the CARB. Third, the CARB (arguably) erred in its articulation of the rule –
its reasons show that it got the rule wrong. Hence, even though ordinarily the CARB’s
application of a rule to particular facts would be a determination of mixed law and fact giving
rise only to questions of mixed law and fact, in this instance the CARB (arguably) committed an
extricable legal error supporting a question of law. This, in my view, puts the Applicant’s
position at its strongest.
(i) The “Post Facto Evidence Rule”
[62] The Applicant relied on several judicial decisions dealing with post facto or “hindsight”
evidence and valuation, particularly of shares. These decisions support an approach to post facto
evidence with the following features:


generally, hindsight, retrospective, or post facto evidence should not be
used to establish value at a particular date



the general rule has exceptions, turning on whether the post facto evidence
is relevant to
o to the correct value of an “unchanged component” of an
assessment
o the accuracy of projections used in a valuation
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o the reasonableness of assumptions made by valuators


nevertheless, the post facto evidence cannot, by itself, establish value as at
a particular date
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[63] Thus, we read the following in Ford Motor Co of Canada v Ontario (Municipal
Employees Retirement Board), 2000 CarswellOnt 1530, [2000] OJ No 1480 commencing at
para 5 (CarswellOnt):
5 …. The established legal principle is that, in the process of valuing shares as at a
particular date, hindsight information is generally inadmissible. Although it is
somewhat difficult to rationalize the judicial decisions in this area, it would
appear that two general exceptions to the principle have been recognized in
Canadian case law. The first exception would appear to be that factual hindsight
information — but not opinions or mixed facts and opinions — may be used for
two purposes: firstly, to compare actual results achieved after the valuation date
against projected or forecasted corporate results said to be reasonably foreseeable
on the valuation date; and secondly, to challenge the reasonableness of
assumptions made by the valuators ….
6 The second exception to the general principle would appear to be that hindsight
information may be used to determine the correct value as of the valuation date of
an unchanged component such as a mine in existence as of the valuation date ….
7 In New Quebec Raglan Mines Ltd. v. Blok-Andersen (1991), 4 B.L.R. (2d) 71
(Ont. Gen. Div.), Farley J. stated the general principle at par. 2:
The courts in valuation cases have appropriately determined that
hindsight information is not relevant to the valuation process
(subject to a narrow exception) and therefore such information
would not be admissible. To deal with the valuation, one must
view the situation as of the valuation date (looking back on history
and looking forward as to what expectations for the future are as of
the valuation date). Even if hindsight turns out “better” as it
inevitably will, it is to be disregarded: see Brandt Investments
Limited v. KeepRite Incorporated (1987), 60 O.R. (2d) 737.
and further stated, in referring to Greenberg, J.’s review, in Domglas Inc. v.
Jarislowsky, Fraser & Co., [1980] C.S. 925 (C.S. Que.), of the first general
exception to the principle:
Greenberg J. [mentions] other authorities which make it clear that
subsequently acquired information is admissible for limited
purposes such as measuring the accuracy of projections, or testing
assumptions which are used by valuators in the preparation of
opinion evidence: see Tabco Timber Limited v. R., [1971] S.C.R.
361; Connor v. R., [1978] C.T.C. 669; and Diligenti v. RWMD
Operations Kelowna Limited (1977), 4 B.C.L.R. 134.
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[64] To similar effect, see Nunachiaq Inc v Chow, 1993 CarswellBC 524, [1993] BCJ No
179, 8 BLR (2d) 109, affd 1994 CarswellBC 2856 (BCCA), Newbury J, as she then was,
commencing at para 19 (SC, CarswellBC):
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19 From the choice of valuation date, it follows that hindsight evidence —
evidence of trends or occurrences taking place after the valuation date — should
not be admitted to bolster or weaken predictions of those occurrences or trends
made as at the valuation date. In the much-quoted words of Danckwerts J. in the
context of an estate tax case, “It is necessary to assume the prophetic vision of a
prospective purchaser at the moment of the death of the deceased, and firmly to
reject the wisdom which might be provided by the knowledge of subsequent
events.” (Holt v. I.R. Commissioners, [1953] 2 All E.R. 1499 (Ch. Div.) at p.
1501.) This view is clearly in accord with that taken in various textbooks on
valuation: see Bonbright, Valuation of Property, vol. 1 (1937) at p. 84 and
Campbell, The Principles and Practice of Business Evaluation (1975) at p. 19,
both quoted in V. Krishna, “Determining the ‘Fair Value’ of Corporate Shares”
(1987) 13 Can. Bus. L.J. at 137-138.
20 However, Canadian courts have made some exceptions to the rule. In
Domglas, Greenberg J. noted three decisions in which hindsight evidence had
been admitted to “test the validity of the forecasts and assumptions of the experts
where those differed, and thus to assist in determining whose forecasts were, and
accordingly whose valuation as of [the valuation date] was, the more valid”
[citing Fulton J in] Diligenti v. RWMD Operations Kelowna Ltd ….
[65] Justice Newbury also provided an explanation for the “exception” concerning the correct
value of an “unchanged component” at para 21:
21 …. In [Cyprus Anvil Mining Corp v Dickson, 1982 CarswellBC 277, 40 BCLR
180, Chief Justice McEachern] considered the question at greater length and again
made an exception in respect of information that assists the Court “to ascertain the
physical quality of an unchanged component” that existed on the valuation date.
He stated:
I have no doubt that [hindsight] evidence is not properly
admissible as evidence of value at an earlier date, but I am not
satisfied that the exceptions to hindsight mentioned in the next
preceding paragraph are the only bases upon which subsequently
acquired information may be used.
I say this because the Court's task is to determine fair value, and
value in this case depends in part upon the physical quantity and
quality (e.g. tonnage and grade) of ore in the ground. When the
method of valuation is not market value but a discounted cash flow
analysis, the prohibition against after-acquired information may
well apply to components of the valuation such as metals prices,
cost of mining and transportation, etc. (except to the extent
permitted by conventional exceptions), but it is doubtful wisdom to
disregard a better understanding of the physical and unchanging
components of the subject of the valuation. Thus the distinction
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between an altered state of affairs, and an altered (usually better)
understanding of a continuing state of affairs convinces me the socalled hindsight rule should not always be followed.
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Thus, on the issue of tonnage and grade, it is my view that the use
of information discovered subsequent to the valuation date, and
analyses using that information, would not offend the hindsight
rule because these components of fair value have not changed
since the valuation date. All that may be changed is one's
understanding of those unchanged components, and I reject the
suggestion that such information should always be disregarded.
[at pp. 201-202 [40 BCLR]]
This ruling was not argued at the appeal level ….
[66] See also Debora v Debora, 2006 CanLII 40663 (ON CA) 83 OR (3d) 81 at paras 45-51
and Brown v Silvera, 2011 ABCA 109 at para 84:
[84] Hindsight evidence cannot be used as the basis of a new opinion. However, it
can be used to assist in determining which of the experts’ evidence has greater
validity when there is conflicting opinion as to value based on differing
assumptions or forecasts …. The trial judge correctly pointed out at para 558 that:
“[h]indsight can assist in determining which of the views of appraisers is correct,
when those views are disparate: Pocklington Foods Inc. v. Alberta (Provincial
Treasurer), 1998 ABQB 279 at para. 315, 159 DLR (4th) 81, affirmed 2000
ABCA 8, 184 D.L.R. (4th) 152.” ….
[67] If the decisions reflecting a “post facto evidence rule” were judicial decisions only, the
Applicant would be met with the immediate difficulty of bridging the gap between judicial
assessments of value and assessments of value by a board in a tightly controlled regulatory
environment. An argument would be required to justify the use of a rule employed in one
litigation context in another very different litigation context. The Applicant, though, provided
decisions in which courts in reviewing assessment board decisions relied on a “post facto
evidence rule” and decisions of assessment boards that turned on the use of post facto evidence.
[68] The Applicant referred to 697604 Alberta Ltd (2005). In this case, one of the bases for
Justice Acton’s finding of unreasonableness was that the municipal government board failed to
take into account a post facto sale respecting an assessment. The sale took place 18 days after the
valuation date and had been preceded by Canada-wide advertising for four months. Justice Acton
wrote as follows at paras 21 and 24:
[21] In my opinion, there are several problems with the MGB’s comments. First,
there is nothing in the evidence to show that this transaction was not made under
“typical market conditions.” The Property was sold on July 18th, 2000 for the
sum of $72,150,000. This was just 18 days after the effective date of the
valuation required for the 2001 assessment. The sale occurred after a four-month,
Canada-wide advertising campaign. Eight bids for the Property were received and
it was sold to the highest bidder. It is difficult to envision a more typical
commercial real estate transaction ….
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[24] In my view, the MGB’s failure to rely on the evidence of value provided by
the recent sale of the Property fails to meet the test of reasonableness. I agree
with the following comments from Re Regional Assessment Commissioner,
Region No. 11 v. Nesse Holdings Ltd. et al. (1984), 1984 CanLII 1857 (ON SC),
47 O.R. (2d) 766 (Ont. H.C.J. Div. Ct.) at p. 767:
2017 ABQB 571 (CanLII)

It seems to me to be worth remembering that where the
Assessment Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 31 requires the determination of
what a property might be expected to realize if sold on the open
market by a willing seller to a willing buyer (s. 18(2)), the price
paid in a recent free sale of the subject property itself, where, as in
this case, there are neither changes in the market nor to the
property in the interval, must be very powerful evidence indeed as
to what the market value of the property is. It is for that reason that
the recent free sale of a subject property is generally accepted as
the best means of establishing the market value of that property.
...
...I think that generally speaking the recent sales price, if available
as it was in this case, is in law and, in common sense, the most
realistic and most reliable method of establishing market value.
[69] In 697604 Alberta Ltd v The City of Calgary (unreported oral decision, No 0801-06228)
[Great West Life], an appeal from a municipal government board assessment, the applicants
contended that the board improperly relied on post facto evidence. Justice Lutz made the
following comments, in line with the judicial decisions described above:
Having looked at the authorities … I am of the view that subsequent sales
information or post facto evidence … is acceptable to utilize as a measure of
valuation in the dynamically economic market at the material time in Calgary, so
long as it is time adjusted (70-71).
[after referring to Nunachiaq Inc v Chow] that … gives some credence to the
position taken by the Board in considering post facto evidence, for the assessor to
test the validity of the forecast and the assumptions of the experts, particularly
where they differ, and they did here (72).
Reviewing the matters, the parcels of land where there was post facto evidence,
brought me to the belief that none of it was used to create a valuation. It was used
to test. And that is acceptable (74).
[70] The Applicant also referred to decisions in which an assessment board used post facto
sales evidence to support or reject an assessment. In Edmonton (City) v 781128 Alberta Ltd,
[2002] AMGBO No 196, the Alberta Municipal Government Board relied on a post facto sale
not as a basis for valuation but to support the appraisal and to indicate a trend referred to in an
ARB decision (at para 58). In Ruppert v Calgary (City), [2008] AMGBO No 181, the Board
relied on a post facto sale to confirm that the property was not over-assessed (at para 21). In
Sears Canada Inc v Calgary (City), [2004] AMGBO No 106, the Board referred to a sales
agreement dated a year after the valuation date. The agreement was evidence of a trend and
“[gave] an indication of the market value” in the year when the agreement was entered into (at
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para 57 – not, I note, in the prior year of valuation). In CARB 75472P-2014, the Calgary
Assessment Review Board referred to post facto sales as supporting the sales price of the
assessed property (at para 52). Each of these decisions refers to the post facto evidence without
elaboration or any reference to any “rule” governing the use of such evidence. None of these
decisions referred to any judicial decisions respecting the use of post facto evidence.
2017 ABQB 571 (CanLII)

(ii) Not a “Rule of Evidence”?
[71] Under s. 464(1), the CARB was not bound by “the rules of evidence or any other law
applicable to court proceedings.” The terms “rules of evidence” and “law applicable to court
proceedings” must be read together. Subsection 464(1) could not, for example, be interpreted to
immunize the CARB from all legal rules whatsoever. The subsection precludes the application of
“rules of evidence” and “court proceedings law”, that is to say, procedural rules applicable in
judicial proceedings. The subsection deals with “adjective” or “adjectival” law rather than
“substantive” law. As procedure is not at issue, I will therefore set aside the words “law
applicable to court proceedings” and address the scope of the words “rules of evidence.”
[72] To evade s. 464(1), the Applicant must show (at this stage, by at least providing a
foundation for a showing) that the rule the Applicant claims the CARB got wrong is not a “rule
of evidence.” A “rule of evidence” would include the common law admissibility rules and
statutory admissibility rules (e.g. in the Alberta Evidence Act). These rules regulate what
information may be considered in a hearing or whether information may be considered at all. In
this case, there was no issue around admissibility or exclusion of evidence. The CARB did not
deny the admissibility of the post facto sale evidence. It was referred to in the Decision as an
element of the position of the Applicant (para 10) and was referred to in the position of the COE
(para 18, the evidence “should only be used for trending purposes”). From the Applicant’s
perspective, the problems with the CARB’s treatment of the post facto evidence related to its use
rather than its admissibility. The Applicant urged (as I understood the argument) that the rule in
question is not a general rule of admissibility but a rule of substantive law or a rule akin to
substantive law.
[73] Neither legislation nor regulation expressly set out a post facto evidence rule that might
be binding on the CARB. The rule, then, would either be a “common law” rule recognized in
board decisions or a rule implied by legislation or regulation, in either case confirmed as binding
boards in judicial assessments of board decisions.
[74] There are rules with evidential effects that might be classified as “substantive” law rather
than law of evidence. In argument, Ms. Hurlburt provided an analogy to the transformation of
solicitor-client privilege from a rule of evidence to a substantive rule, discussed in Solosky v The
Queen, [1980] 1 SCR 821, Dickson J, as he then was. Another analogy might be to the parol
evidence rule: Sattva Capital Corp v Creston Moly Corp, 2014 SCC 53, [2014] 2 SCR 633,
Rothstein J at para 59 and Gainers Inc v Pocklington Financial Corporation, 2000 ABCA 151
at para 15, and in connection with the Statute of Frauds, Haan v Haan, 2015 ABCA 395. Yet
another analogy might have been to the old rules limiting the admissibility and use of after-thefact evidence on the issue of the intention of a transferor of property confirmed in Shephard v
Cartwright, [1955] AC 431 (HL) at 445, effectively abrogated by the Supreme Court in Pecore v
Pecore, [2007] 1 SCR 795, 2007 SCC 17, Rothstein J at para 59.
[75] I grant the possibility that a rule with evidential effects could be characterized as forming
part of the substantive law rather than the law of evidence. However, in my opinion, there is no
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post facto evidence “rule”, in the sense of a special rule devised to deal with hindsight or post
facto sales evidence as particular type of information. Insofar as reference is made to such a rule
by judges, it is a sort of shorthand for considerations of relevance and circumstantial evidence.
The true “rule” engaged by post facto evidence is relevance. Relevance concerns the relationship
between information and a fact-in-issue. A fact-in-issue is either directly set by the substantive
law (e.g. the elements of a cause of action) or as a fact-in-issue relevant to a fact-in-issue directly
set by the substantive law (as motive may be relevant to whether a defendant committed a cause
of action). In the case of valuation, the fact-in-issue is market value as of the valuation date.
Market value depends on information that is available on the valuation day, in the circumstances
that prevail on the valuation day. Critically, market value is a prediction, based on market
conditions and information available at the time. It is not a “fact”: Applicant’s Brief, Tab C,
2016 COE Property Assessment Law & Legislation Brief, pp 61-65. Post facto evidence is not
relevant to the issue of market value because, being after-the-fact, it was not known at the
valuation date. It could not have been known to support the prediction of value. Further, post
facto evidence does not necessarily emerge from the conditions that obtained on the valuation
date. The “exceptions” to the “post facto evidence rule” are not exceptions to a legal rule but
examples of types of situations in which after-the-fact evidence is relevant to some issue other
than market value itself. Throughout, the use of the evidence is guided by the legal principle of
relevance.
[76] I also note that Justice Acton’s decision in 697604 Alberta Ltd (2005) and board
decisions using post facto evidence do not prove the existence of a legal rule beyond the rule of
relevance. These decisions show only that post facto evidence may sometimes be relevant to
issues that relate to assessments of market value.
[77] Regardless of whether it is technically correct to speak of a “post facto evidence rule,”
the heart of the use of this evidence is relevance. Whether there is a special rule or just the
general rule of relevance at work, the rule is and could only be a rule of evidence. Hence, even if
there is a “post facto evidence rule” it does not escape the scope of s. 464(1).
[78] The true concern behind the Applicant’s argument respecting the “post facto evidence
rule” is that the CARB did not use the evidence in the manner contended for by the Applicant
before the CARB. The CARB did not use the evidence in the way, for example, that other boards
had used roughly similar evidence in other assessment decisions. That does not make the
CARB’s decision legally wrong, as violating a binding legal rule. The concern is that the
CARB’s use of the January 2016 Sale evidence was not reasonable. But that concern goes to a
question of mixed law and fact and the reasonableness of the CARB’s determination, as might be
explored in judicial review. The concern does not relate to a question of law. And if there is no
question of law, there is no appeal.
[79] I do not suggest that the CARB would have been entitled through s. 464(1) to ignore the
principle of relevance and to decide irrationally or arbitrarily. Were there no evidence supporting
its determination, there would be (a question of) legal error. In this case, an “irrationality” or “no
evidence” argument was neither raised nor would it have had purchase.
(iii) Extricable Legal Error?
[80] If there were a “post facto evidence rule” and if it were not simply a “rule of evidence”
and so bound the CARB, did the CARB err in its articulation of the test by failing to refer to all
of the exceptional uses of post facto evidence and by failing to consider whether the January
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[81] If para 27 of the CARB decision were considered by itself the CARB’s description of the
“rule” could be judged too brief and missing some exceptional uses of post facto evidence. Para
27 stated that
[27] The January, 2016 sale is a post-facto sale and cannot be used except for the
purpose of showing a trend in the marketplace. This post facto sale was further
questionable because it was indicated that the sale likely did not take place on the
open market.
As summarized above, the “rule” has the following features:


generally, hindsight, retrospective, or post facto evidence should not be
used to establish value at a particular date



the general rule has exceptions, turning on whether the post facto evidence
is relevant to
o to the correct value of an “unchanged component” of an
assessment
o the accuracy of projections used in a valuation
o the reasonableness of assumptions made by valuators



nevertheless, the post facto evidence cannot, by itself, establish value as at
a particular date

The “trend” reference in para 27 would be to accuracy of projections used in a valuation (and
would be consistent with the use of post facto evidence for trend confirmation in other board
decisions).
[82] There are two difficulties with the Applicant’s bid to identify an extricable error of law
(besides there being no law to extricate). On the evidence, none of the other exceptions to the
general exclusionary rule were engaged, and read in context, para 27 did not display error.
[83] The Applicant contended at para 45 of its Brief that “[t]he CARB erred in law in limiting
the use of the post facto sale to establish a trend, rather than using the post facto evidence to
assist in determining whether the view of the agent or the assessor was correct.” The Applicant
here appears to be alluding to the Court of Appeal decision in Brown v Silvera at para 84. But in
that case, as quoted above, the context was in fact one of conflicting opinions about trends:
“[post facto evidence] can be used to assist in determining which of the experts’ evidence has
greater validity when there is conflicting opinion as to value based on differing assumptions or
forecasts …. The trial judge correctly pointed out at para 558 that: “[h]indsight can assist in
determining which of the views of appraisers is correct, when those views are disparate ….”
[emphasis added]. In this case, the CARB expressly referred to the relevance of post facto
evidence to trends. But in this case, there were no conflicting opinions based on differing
assumptions or forecasts. Hence, trend evidence was not relevant to resolve the difference
between the Applicant’s approach and the COE’s approach to valuation. Importantly, Brown v
Silvera is not authority for a free-standing use of post facto evidence to decide which assessment
is correct.
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[84] To elaborate concerning the lack of a “reasonableness of assumptions” issue: It was not
that assumptions made by the COE were at issue; rather, the Applicant challenged the entire
approach of the COE and sought to have value imputed on the basis of the TASP of the June
2011 Sale. The Applicant’s point was that the COE’s approach and result were wrong and that its
approach and result were right. At para 44 of its Brief the Applicant wrote that “[the January
2016 Sale] … confirmed the opinion of the Complainant’s agent that the [TASP] was the best
indicator of value and that the income parameters the agent wished to employ yielded the most
accurate assessment.” That is not a claim about the COE’s assumptions.
[85] The Applicant suggested that the “unchanged component” exception was engaged, the
unchanged component being the Property. The “unchanged component” exception was
articulated in relation to specific circumstances, as described in para 21 of Justice Newbury’s
decision in Nunachiaq Inc v Chow quoted above. Those circumstances are not the
circumstances of the assessment under consideration. Moreover, even if the Property was
physically unchanged, that did not show that the market value of the Property was unchanged.
[86] Hence, on the evidence, none of the exceptions to the “rule” were engaged. The CARB’s
decision must be read in light of the evidence and para 27 must be read with para 26. Read in
light of the evidence, the CARB claim that “[t]he January, 2016 sale is a post-facto sale and
cannot be used except for the purpose of showing a trend in the marketplace” was true in that the
evidence had no other use.
[87] Further, the CARB stated in para 26 it had “placed minimal weight on the 2011 sale.” In
addition, “the subject was vacant at the time of sale and not leased out until well after the sale.”
The June 2011 Sale was the foundation for the TASP indicator of value. The CARB had rejected
that as an appropriate foundation for a value assessment. The January 2016 Sale, then, might
only confirm what the CARB had concluded had no significant weight on the valuation. That is,
if the January 2016 Sale were understood to be relevant as having a confirming value, it would
be confirming what was already rejected. If the June 2011 Sale was not an accurate indicator of
value a later sale at amount equivalent to the time adjusted price of that sale did not – or better,
did not necessarily – show that the 2011 number was right. From the CARB’s perspective, it was
a second wrong number confirming an earlier wrong number. The Applicant’s argument is that
another inference from the January 2016 Sale was that the earlier number was right. But this
contention shows that the real issue between the Applicant and the CARB concerns the
appreciation of evidence and the drawing of conclusions, not following or ignoring any legal
rule.
[88] In any event, these considerations militating against a finding of extricable error also go
to the issue of the chance of success of the appeal to which I will turn below.
2. Sufficient Importance to Merit an Appeal?
[89] It is true, as the Applicant stated, that “[t]he proper treatment of post facto sales is an
issue which will arise in many assessment complaints:” Applicant’s Brief, para 26. The
Applicant in fact provided some board decisions in which post facto sales information was
considered. This point, though, cuts against the Applicant. The issue will come up and it is an
issue that has come up. But the assessment system has functioned well enough without a
formalized post facto evidence rule to this point. The need for judicially formalizing a post facto
evidence rule now (when it wasn’t needed before) wasn’t addressed.
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[90] The Applicant stated that “[t]his was a rare case in which the Property had sold twice,
once before the statutory valuation date … and then again shortly after the valuation date:”
Applicant’s Brief, para 4. The Applicant submitted that “the June 2011 sale and the January 2016
sale act as bookends by which the reasonableness of the City’s assessment could be tested:”
Applicant’s Brief, para 35. The Applicant relied on numerous cases dealing with post facto sales
as valuation evidence, including municipal tax assessment cases. There is no jurisprudential need
for an appellate decision. While post facto sales cases may be common, two-sale “bookend”
cases, particularly when one sale occurred over 3 years from the valuation date and the other sale
occurred about 6 months after the valuation date (one sale early, the other late) will be, as the
Applicant said, rare.
In my opinion, the issue is not of sufficient importance to merit an appeal.
3. Reasonable Chance of Success?
[92] In my opinion, the Applicant’s arguments about the CARB’s handling of the post facto
evidence have no reasonable chance of success on appeal.
[93] As indicated, in my opinion, there is no legal rule relating to post facto evidence binding
on the CARB. The admission and use of this evidence is a matter of relevance, weight, and
drawing of inferences.
[94] If there were legal a rule respecting the use of post facto evidence, the CARB would not
be bound by it, through the operation of s. 464(1). There is no foundation for a finding that there
is a legal rule concerning post facto evidence that would be a rule other than a rule of evidence.
[95] The CARB’s use of the post facto evidence was a determination of mixed fact and law.
This determination could support questions about the weight the CARB gave to the evidence and
the inferences it drew from the evidence. None of these are questions of law.
[96] An additional consideration was that the CARB did not look only to the post facto nature
of the January 2016 Sale evidence but to its relevance to market value. The CARB noted that the
January 2016 Sale evidence was “further questionable because it was indicated that the sale
likely did not take place on the open market.” I will return below to the “arms length”/open
market distinction. At this juncture, the point is that the CARB gave the January 2016 Sale
evidence lower weight because of its context, or better, its lack of evidential linkage to market
value. An additional difficulty with the January 2016 Sale evidence was that there was a lack of
evidence that the market conditions in January 2016 were the same or sufficiently similar to the
market conditions on the valuation date. Unlike Justice Acton’s 697604 Alberta Ltd (2005)
decision, the January 2016 Sale was not manifestly an open market sale occurring just a few
weeks (e.g. 18 days) after the valuation date. The CARB’s weighing of the evidence did not raise
a question of law.
[97] If there were a legal rule respecting post facto evidence and if that rule were not a rule of
evidence but bound the CARB, the CARB did not err in applying the rule. No extricable legal
error occurred. First, the evidence did not support the availability of any “exceptions” to the
general irrelevance of post facto evidence. If any error occurred in the CARB’s description of the
“rule” it was harmless error since none of the exceptions not mentioned by the CARB were
engaged on the facts.
[98] Furthermore, the presumptive standard of review respecting the CARB’s interpretation of
any (non-statutory) legal rule respecting post facto evidence is the deferential standard of
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[26] …. On a reasonableness test, “it is not for the courts to reweigh the evidence
considered by the tribunal”: Canadian Artists’ Representation v National Gallery
of Canada, 2014 SCC 42 (CanLII) at para 30, [2014] 2 SCR 197 ….
[27] In our view, it was not open to the chambers judge to substitute her view of
the relevance and weight of the Bourgeois appraisals for that of the CARB, a
highly specialized tribunal created to review decisions of assessors as to valuation
of property. The CARB was not unreasonable in deciding to accord the appraisals
little weight on the basis (1) they were not prepared for the purpose of assessing
the market value of the whole property; and (2) the time of valuation did not align
with the time set out for assessment in the governing regulation.
[99] On the issue of the reasonableness standard of review bearing on the CARB’s approach
to post facto evidence and the CARB’s treatment of the January 2016 Sales evidence, the
CARB’s regulatory context must be considered.
[100] At the foundations of the CARB’s work are basic taxpayer rights, described by Justice
Yungwirth in 1544560 Alberta Ltd v Edmonton (City), 2015 ABQB 520 at para 40:
[40] It is a principle of municipal taxation law that the taxpayer has two distinct
rights:
(i) a right to an assessment which is not in excess of that which can be regarded as
equitable; and
(ii) a right not to be assessed in excess of actual value ….
In this instance, the focus is actual value rather than equity.
[101] Under s. 1(1)(n) of the Act,
“market value” means the amount that a property, as defined in section 284(1)(r),
might be expected to realize if it is sold on the open market by a willing seller to a
willing buyer.
[102] Under s. 289(2)(b), “each assessment must reflect … the valuation and other standards
set out in the regulations for that property.” Those standards governed the COE assessment of the
Property.
[103] Under s. 467(3),
(3) An assessment review board must not alter any assessment that is fair and
equitable, taking into consideration
(a) the valuation and other standards set out in the regulations,
(b) the procedures set out in the regulations, and
(c) the assessments of similar property or businesses in the same municipality.
An assessment review board like the CARB is not bound by “the valuation and other standards
set out in the regulations,” but those standards are to be “taken into consideration.”
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Mass appraisal
2 An assessment of property based on market value
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(a) must be prepared using mass appraisal,
(b) must be an estimate of the value of the fee simple estate in the property, and
(c) must reflect typical market conditions for properties similar to that property.
Valuation date
3 Any assessment prepared in accordance with the Act must be an estimate of the value
of a property on July 1 of the assessment year.
Valuation standard for a parcel and improvements
6(1) When an assessor is preparing an assessment for a parcel of land and the
improvements to it, the valuation standard for the land and improvements is market value
unless subsection (2) or (3) applies.
The MRAT, then, particularly s. 3, imposes constraints on evidence of market value. The value is
to be as of the valuation date, not before and not after.
[105] Subsections 10(2) and (4) of the MRAT provide as follows:
(2) In preparing an assessment for property, the assessor … must follow the
procedures set out in the Alberta Assessment Quality Minister’s Guidelines.
(4) The assessor must, in accordance with the procedures set out in the Alberta
Assessment Quality Minister’s Guidelines, declare annually that the requirements
for assessments have been met.
The 2015 Alberta Assessment Quality Minister’s Guidelines (Ministerial Order No.
MAG:016/15) refer to the “Manual,” defined in s. 1.1(i) of the Guidelines to mean “the 2015
Recording and Reporting Information for Assessment Audit and Equalized Assessment Manual.”
According to s. 2.0 of the Guidelines,
The duties and procedures described in the [Act], the [MRAT], and these
Guidelines that an assessor must follow in preparing an assessment or in
reporting information include meeting the requirements of an annual assessment
audit [emphasis added].
Thus, for example, under s. 2.1(a) of the Guidelines, “[f]or the purposes of section 12 of the
Regulation, the assessor must obtain and record the information that is outlined in the Manual;”
and under s. 2.2(a), “[f]or the purposes of section 14(1) of the Regulation … the assessor is
required to provide information about property to the Minister in the form prescribed in the
Manual.”
[106] The Manual (Ministerial Order No. MAG: 016/15) provides at p 51 as follows:
The annual audit ratio study period ends June 30 of the assessment year being analyzed
….
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For the purposes of assessment audit, the assessor must annually report sales that
occurred within the three sales periods (i.e., 36 months) prior to the valuation date
for all actual use groups. For example, for the 2013 assessment year the valuation
date would be July 1, 2013, and the three sales periods would be: (1) from July 1,
2012, to June 30, 2013, (2) July1, 2011, to June 30, 2012, and (3) July 1, 2010, to
June 30, 2011. However, within municipalities that have an average of 100 single
family dwelling (SFD) sales per year flagged for inclusion in the ratio study, it
may be acceptable to report only the sales from the most recent sales period for
SFD properties (in the above example the most recent sales period is July 1, 2012
to June 30, 2013) ….
Thus, the Manual confirms the approach of the MRAT. Relevant sales do not occur after the
valuation date. Prior sales are considered to inform the “ratio study,” but the Manual limits
consideration to sales taking place within 36 months before the valuation date. (A “ratio study”
concerns the relationship of appraised or assessed values and market values; it measures “the
level and uniformity of assessments relative to market value:” Manual p 1.)
[107] Again, the CARB would not be bound by such restrictions. Also, the Applicant is right
that the focus of the Manual is on audit requirements. It is not true, though, that the Manual
provisions have “nothing to do with the assessment of individual property values.” Section 2 of
the Manual imports the Manual approach into assessments. It would not make sense for audit
requirements to have “nothing to do” with assessments. The reason the audit requirements were
established would be to ensure that assessments were based on the required data (it would not
make sense for an assessor to say, “here’s the information you require but I assess property using
other data”).
[108] The point of referring to this regulatory chain (and there was no suggestion that the
CARB ignored, misinterpreted, or misapplied any of its elements) is that the approach of the
CARB to the post facto evidence aligned with the MRAT, the Guidelines, and the Manual. The
regulatory framework is in place to promote fairness and equity in assessments. As stated at p 1
of the Manual (s. 1.0), “[s]ubmissions of data from municipalities to Alberta Municipal Affairs
form the heart of the annual audit program, which checks for compliance with regulated
assessment standards.” Three implications emerge from this alignment. First, any “post facto
evidence rule” must be interpreted in this regulatory framework and must not be considered as if
the rule were at work in a judicial valuation context. Second, at the very least, the regulatory
framework (as does the judicial “rule”) supports a general approach of not considering post facto
evidence in the valuation as of the valuation date. Third, the restrictions of the regulatory
framework provide a pan-Provincial uniform standard for what counts as reasonable data to
consider in an assessment and so for what would not count as reasonable data to consider in an
assessment. These considerations support the reasonableness of the CARB’s interpretation of
any “post facto evidence rule” in the circumstances of this case.
[109] Setting the CARB’s decision in its regulatory context confirms that the Applicant’s
appeal does not have a reasonable chance of success.
[110] Thus, in my opinion, no question of law arises respecting the CARB’s treatment of the
post facto evidence, and if a question of law did arise, it would not be of sufficient importance to
warrant an appeal and the appeal would not have a reasonable chance of success.
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[26] Sale of Subject – The Board places minimal weight on the 2011 sale finding
that it is not a good indicator of value as the sale is over 3 years old. As well, the
subject was vacant at the time of sale and not leased out until well after the sale.
[27] The January, 2016 sale is a post-facto sale and cannot be used except for the
purpose of showing a trend in the marketplace. This post facto sale was further
questionable because it was indicated that the sale likely did not take place on the
open market.
The Applicant contended that a question of law arose respecting the CARB’s failure to “apply
the evidence of the value of the subject property arising from a sale:” Applicant’s Brief, para 47.
By this I took the Applicant to refer both to the June 2011 and the January 2016 Sales.
1. Question of Law?
[112] The Applicant raised no question of law. The Applicant stated that “[i]t has long been
established that the sale price of a subject property is the best indicator of value:” Applicant’s
Brief, para 46. That claim, however, does not describe a legal rule. At best, the claim is partially
true or true only in certain circumstances.
[113] Again, under s. 1(1)(n) of the Act, “‘market value’ means the amount that a property, as
defined in section 284(1)(r), might be expected to realize if it were sold on the open market by a
willing seller to a willing buyer.” The approach of the Act is consistent with old authority that
market value is the price that a person who is not obliged to sell would obtain from a purchaser
who is not obliged to buy. The price would be tested by competition, that is, on the open market:
Montreal v Sun Life Assurance Co of Canada, [1952] 2 DLR 81 (JCPC), Lord Porter at 88.
[114] While a sale is a fact and market value is a prediction, a sale that occurred close to the
valuation date, based on reasonable market place exposure (so the market has an opportunity to
work), could be good evidence of market value. But sale price per se is not necessarily good
evidence of market value. A sale may have occurred at a time sufficiently remote from the
valuation date that its probative value concerning valuation date value is low (with the passage of
time may come changes in the marketplace yielding changes in market value). A sale by a seller
with unusual motivations (e.g. a need to sell because of the termination of a business or domestic
relationship) or by a buyer with unusual motivations (e.g. a need to acquire a property
immediately) could impair the probative value of the sale price. A sales price may have been
motivated by values other than the value of a property itself (e.g. special financing
considerations, assuming valuable or risky leases, purchasing personal property along with the
real property).
[115] Once again, what is at stake is the CARB’s assessment of evidence, not a violation of a
purported legal rule.
[116] In this case, the CARB manifestly did consider the sale prices. It found that the June 2011
Sale had only “minimal weight …. it is not a good indicator of value as the sale is over 3 years
old … [and] the subject was vacant at the time of sale and not leased out until well after the
sale.” The January 2016 Sale, besides showing only a trend in the marketplace “was further
questionable because it was indicated that the sale likely did not take place on the open market.”
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[117] Under s. 464(1), the CARB was entitled to determine the relevance and weight of any
evidence, including the June 2011 and January 2016 Sales evidence. The CARB’s
determinations were determinations of mixed fact and law (assessing the evidence in light of the
definition of “market value”). There was no detectable legal error to be extricated from this
determination.
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[118] The January 2016 Sale was a sale to an “arm’s length” party. The Applicant contended
that the CARB erred by failing to consider this sale to be an “open market” sale. There is a
difference, however, between a sale to an arm’s length party and a sale on the open market.
Generally, two parties are at “arm’s length” from one another if they are independent or not
“related” and one cannot influence the other. “Arm’s length” concerns the relations of parties, in
this case a buyer and a seller. An “open market” transaction would be (typically) between arm’s
length parties, but the transaction is mediated by the property’s availability to multiple potential
willing and informed purchasers who, in principle, may compete to purchase the property by
offering the best or highest price. One might say that, in contrast to an arm’s length transaction,
an “open market” transaction concerns the relationship of the seller, the property, potential
buyers, and the actual buyer. There was a suggestion of equivalence between “arm’s length” and
“open market” transactions in the judicial review decision in St Albert Housing Society (2017)
(2016 ABQB 203 at para 36) but this decision was overturned by the Court of Appeal.
[119] A good discussion of the distinction between “arms’ length” and “open market”
transactions is found in the Alberta Municipal Government Board decision in Beddoe v Calgary
(City), 2008 CarswellAlta 1974 commencing at para 15:
15 While the MGB concurs with the parties and the Court that evidence of the
sale of a property is usually the best evidence of market value, the sale must still
meet the definition of market value set out in the Act. Section 1(1)(n) states:
“market value” means the amount that a property, as defined in
section 284(1)(r), might be expected to realize if it sold on the
open market by a willing seller to a willing buyer; ....
16 This definition encompasses several criteria. Firstly, it must be a property as
defined in section 284(1)(r) of the Act. Secondly, the property must be sold on the
open market. Thirdly, it must be a transaction between a willing seller and willing
buyer ….
17 The Appellant submitted that the sale was an arm's length sale, and that there
was no relationship between the Appellant and Shell Canada. The Appellant also
submitted that both parties were sophisticated parties whose motivations were to
negotiate for the best price. The Respondent countered that the property was not
listed on MLS, nor advertised in any way, so was not on the open market. As the
Act does not define “open market”, the MGB looked to a reputable industry
source to aid in the interpretation of this term. The Property Appraisal and
Assessment Administration textbook produced by the International Association of
Assessing Officers (1990) defines “open market” as:
A freely competitive market in which any buyer and seller may
trade and in which prices are determined by competition.
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18 After reviewing this definition, the MGB concurs with the Respondent that this
sale did not occur on the open market. The subject was not advertised in any way,
or listed for sale. There was no opportunity for other potential buyers to make an
offer or even view the property. Therefore, it was not open for any buyer to make
an offer, nor was the price determined by competition. The importance of these
factors is more fully explained below.
19 The arguments made by the Appellant confuse the concepts of "open market"
with “arm's length”. An arm's length sale occurs when the parties are not related;
however, this concept does not speak to whether there was exposure of the
property to other bidders in a freely competitive market. A sale may occur
between related parties and be an open market sale if the property is advertised for
sale and the final buyer, though related to the seller, pays the price determined
through competition.
20 In determining if a sale represents the market value of a property, it is
imperative that the sale price is tested through competition. Only through
competition may several buyers' opinions of value be tested against each other to
reach a final value. While the MGB acknowledges that market value is a range, it
is possible that a potential buyer has an opinion of value that is not within a
reasonable range of market value. Thus, competition between buyers is more
likely to result in a value within the range of market value.
[120] In this case, the CARB made no error in distinguishing an “arm’s length” transaction
from an “open market” transaction. The Applicant has a further concern relating to the context in
which the CARB made this distinction and assessed the evidence based on this distinction. I will
return to that concern below.
[121] In my opinion, the CARB made no error of law in not according the June 2011 Sale or
the January 2016 Sale any significant weight on the issue of market value on the valuation date.
2. Sufficient Importance to Merit an Appeal?
[122] Again, insofar as this Applicant’s theory of value depended on “bookend” sales the
circumstances were rare, as the Applicant admitted, and not of significance beyond this
assessment.
[123] There is no significant jurisprudential issue involved. There is no dispute that sales
evidence may be useful to establish market value. That does not entail that all sales evidence is
useful to establish market value or that the evidence in this case was useful to establish market
value. The distinction between “arms length” and “open transactions” is clear. The real issue,
once again, concerns the CARB’s weighing of the particular evidence relating to this particular
assessment.
[124] In my opinion, the issues addressed by the Applicant on this ground are not of sufficient
importance to merit an appeal.
3. Reasonable Chance of Success?
[125] In my opinion, no foundation for an error of law has been made out by the Applicant.
[126] In any event, there was no dispute that reasonableness would be the standard of review on
the issue of error respecting the use of the sale evidence to determine market value: see St Albert
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Housing Society (2017) at para 19. The issue involves the CARB’s interpretation and application
of its home statute respecting a challenged assessment. The CARB should be entitled to
deference in its interpretation and application of a key element of its statutory jurisdiction. As the
Court of Appeal stated in St Albert Housing Society (2017) at para 46,
2017 ABQB 571 (CanLII)

[46] The CARB is a specialized tribunal whose decisions are entitled to
deference. Deference requires a reviewing court to have “respectful appreciation
that a wide range of specialized decision-makers routinely render decisions in
their respective spheres of expertise, using concepts and language often unique to
their areas and rendering decisions that are often counter-intuitive to a generalist”:
Newfoundland and Labrador Nurses' Union v Newfoundland and Labrador
(Treasury Board), 2011 SCC 62 at para 13, [2011] 3 SCR 708.
The prospect of success on appeal respecting this ground is vanishingly low.
[127] In my opinion, this ground of appeal does not have a reasonable chance of success.
C. Burden of Proof and Legal Error
[128] Since no issue was raised respecting standard of proof, the focus of this question is on the
allocation of the burden of proof. There is no separate or additional issue of “onus.”
[129] Paragraph 27 of the CARB decision is again at issue:
[27] The January, 2016 sale is a post-facto sale and cannot be used except for the
purpose of showing a trend in the marketplace. This post facto sale was further
questionable because it was indicated that the sale likely did not take place on the
open market.
The difficulty was that in a “Sales Validation Questionnaire” that formed part of the record
before the CARB there was no answer to the question regarding the marketing of the Property.
The answer space was left blank. The questionnaire was otherwise completed. The passages of
the sales questionnaire in question read as follows:
Q8 – How was the property marketed? [blank]
Q9 – How long was the property on the market? “unknown”
1. Question of Law?
[130] The Applicant argued that in finding that the January 2016 Sale did not take place on the
open market, the COE and the CARB wrongly allocated the burden of proof to the Applicant.
The CARB misconstrued and erred in the assignment or application of the burden of proof. It
also drew an erroneous conclusion from mere silence: Applicant’s Brief, para 55. Further, if the
CARB detected omissions in the Applicant’s evidence, it was obligated to notify the Applicant.
Failure to do so constituted a failure of natural justice or procedural justice: Applicant’s Brief,
para 54.
(a) Conclusion from Silence
[131] Like a court or other decision-maker, the CARB was entitled to draw inferences from the
evidence and from the absence of evidence. See R v Lifchus, [1997] 3 SCR 320 at para 30. That
involves no error of law but simply the assessment of relevance and probative value and the
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drawing of inferences. This is a fact-finding matter not involving an issue of law and falls within
s. 464(1). The conclusion from silence argument supports no question of law.

2017 ABQB 571 (CanLII)

[132] The Applicant sought to rely on Padget v Edmonton (City), 2013 ABQB 48, Burrows J,
para 13. That case turned on a misapprehension of evidence, not on drawing an inference from
the absence of evidence.
(b) Procedural Justice
[133] If there were an issue as to whether the CARB violated procedural justice, that would
raise a question of law: Gold Bar para 11; Canada Safeway Ltd at para 18. The Applicant urged
that if the CARB had been concerned with the “open market” issue it should have notified the
Applicant so that it could respond. The Applicant relied on Calgary (City) v Renfrew Chrysler
Inc, 2017 ABQB 197, Neufeld J. In that case, the board raised an issue concerning a land use
restriction at the hearing. Justice Neufeld wrote as follows at para 44:
[44] In my view, the Board was entitled to raise the land use restriction
adjustment issue at the hearing. However, in the circumstances it should not have
awaited questioning of the City’s witnesses to do so. It should have noted its
interest in receiving evidence and argument on that ground of complaint at the
outset of the hearing, or at the conclusion of the complainants’ evidence, and
sought submissions from the parties regarding their readiness to proceed. This
would have been fair to both sides, and would have increased the quality of
evidence and argument received on what turned out to be an important issue. It
would also have been in better accord with the spirit and intent of the MRAC
Regulation. The Board’s failure to take such an approach constituted a breach of
procedural fairness.
[134] In this case, the CARB did not raise the issue on its own at the hearing, providing the
Applicant with no chance to respond. The COE had pointed out that “[a]ccording to the sales
questionnaire filled out by the owner, there is no indication that the subject was listed on the
open market:” Decision at para 18. The assessor had earlier raised this issue: Applicant’s Brief,
Tab C, COE’s Response Summary, p 31. Renfrew Chrysler is distinguishable. The Applicant’s
difficulty was not caused by the CARB raising an issue but by the Applicant failing to provide
evidence on an issue. The Applicant’s “procedural fairness” point is a recasting of the burden of
proof point.
[135] There is no foundation for recognizing a question of law based on a lack of procedural
fairness.
(c) Burden of Proof
[136] If there were a foundation for a finding that the CARB erred in its allocation of the
burden of proof, that would raise a question of law. Was the burden on the Applicant to convince
the CARB that the transaction was an open market transaction or was the burden on the COE to
show that it was not?
[137] The question, put that way, is misleading. Evidential burdens and the persuasive burden
must be distinguished.
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[138] The starting point is s. 460:
(1) A person wishing to make a complaint about any assessment or tax must do so
in accordance with this section ….
(7) A complainant must
2017 ABQB 571 (CanLII)

(a) indicate what information shown on an assessment notice or
tax notice is incorrect,
(b) explain in what respect that information is incorrect,
(c)

indicate what the correct information is, and

(d) identify the requested assessed value, if the complaint relates
to an assessment.
The procedures that follow are nicely summarized by Justice Neufeld in Renfrew Chrysler at
paras 26-32.
[139] A complainant has the obligation of going forward with the complaint. The complainant
must set out a “case to meet,” respecting the 460(7) matters. The complainant has the evidential
burden of providing some evidence supporting its contention that the assessment is incorrect. As
Justice Yungwirth wrote in 1544560 Alberta Ltd at para 53: “the complainant must provide the
evidence sufficient to warrant consideration of its claim that the assessment is wrong.” While
some cases describe the complainant’s burden as one of setting out a prima facie case, in my
opinion the better description is that the complainant bears an evidential burden. See, e.g.,
1544560 Alberta Ltd at paras 46 and 53; Concord Pacific Alberta Properties Inc at para 23;
Ross v Edmonton (City), 2016 ABQB 730, Veit J at para 4. Regardless of nomenclature, the
point is that the complainant does not have the “legal” or persuasive burden of establishing error
on a balance of probabilities before the municipality responds.
[140] If the complainant provides a case to meet, should the municipality wish to respond, it
would take up a burden – an evidential burden – to put forward evidence supporting the
assessment. I would not say that there is a legal “shifting” of the burden to the municipality, but
if the municipality were to do nothing, it would maximize the risk that the board would alter the
assessment (in my view, the municipality takes up a “tactical” burden).
[141] The board decides on the evidence. Although it is not necessary for the purposes of this
decision, I find that the complainant bears the ultimate or persuasive burden before the board. I
agree with Justice Veldhuis, as she then was, that the burden is on the balance of probabilities
and rests on the complainant: GSL Chevrolet Cadillac Ltd. v Calgary (City), 2013 ABQB 318 at
para 35; see also Ross v Edmonton at para 20. These issues are not engaged because the alleged
difficulties arose at a procedurally earlier point, at the evidential stage. Again, the problem was
the gap in the evidence, the absence of evidence about the marketing of the Property in the
Applicant’s materials.
[142] In my opinion, the lack of evidence was the Applicant’s responsibility. It was not up to
the COE or the CARB to fill in blanks left by the Applicant. The COE or the CARB were not
responsible for building the Applicant’s case. The Applicant had the responsibility of going
forward with evidence supporting its complaint. The CARB did not wrongly assign a burden to
the Applicant. The Applicant failed to provide evidence that was its burden to provide.
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[143] The CARB was justified in making its findings of fact based on the evidence before it.
Once the evidence was before it, its duty was to decide whether or not the assessment should be
changed. It had the job of making inferences and drawing conclusions. These tasks fell within
the scope of s. 464(1).
2017 ABQB 571 (CanLII)

[144] The Applicant sought to rely on Snell v Farrell, [1990] 2 SCR 311. Justice Sopinka
wrote at 321 that
In a civil case, the two broad principles are:
1. that the onus is on the party who asserts a proposition, usually the plaintiff;
2. that where the subject matter of the allegation lies particularly within the
knowledge of one party, that party may be required to prove it.
The Applicant urged that Justice Sopinka’s first principle imposed a burden of proof on the COE.
It had the burden of showing that the January 2016 Sale was not an open market transaction.
That would have imposed a burden of proving a negative on the COE but that would not, by
itself, have necessarily precluded the asserted allocation of the burden of proof.
[145] One difficulty with the Applicant’s position is that the Snell v Farrell principles concern
the legal, ultimate, or persuasive burden. But what is at stake is the allocation of evidential
burdens.
[146] Of greatest concern is the second Snell v Farrell principle. The burden lies on the party
with particular or peculiar knowledge: see, e.g., Freyberg v Fletcher Challenge Oil and Gas
Inc, 2005 ABCA 46 at paras 78 and 79; Kelly v Alberta (Energy Resources Conservation
Board), 2009 ABCA 349 at para 43. The Applicant had all of the information about the January
2016 Sale. In fact, the Applicant was the purchaser of the Property. Hence, the “subject matter of
the allegation [lay] particularly within the knowledge of” the Applicant and the Applicant bore
the burden of proof on that issue.
[147] In my opinion, the Applicant’s argument is misplaced. No question of law arises relating
to burden of proof.
2. Sufficient Importance to Merit an Appeal?
[148] The Applicant’s burden of proof argument rests on very particular facts – the evidential
gap in its case based on the sales questionnaire. The type of evidence involved is not of broad
significance. The issue of whether the particular transaction was a sale on the open market is not
of broad significance.
[149] The jurisprudential issues relating to burden of proof have already been decided. As
Justice Velduis stated in GSL Chevrolet Cadillac Ltd at para 32, “the correct burden in these
cases is settled law and does not merit an appeal. Indeed, it is mandated by statute.” The
distinction between “arm’s length” and “open market” has been dealt with in the cases. An
appeal is not warranted to develop the law. In my opinion, this set of grounds does not have
sufficient importance to merit an appeal.
3. Reasonable Chance of Success?
[150] It follows from the question of law discussion that these grounds of appeal have no
reasonable chance of success.
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[151] This conclusion is inescapable even if the standard of review on appeal is correctness.
[152] Hence, the Applicant raised no questions of law, and if any question of law did arise,
these questions did not raise issues of sufficient importance to merit an appeal and the appeal
would have no reasonable chance of success.
2017 ABQB 571 (CanLII)

[153] The application for leave to appeal is dismissed.
V. Costs
[154] If the parties cannot agree on costs, the parties may provide written submissions to me
within 45 days of the date of this judgment. The submissions shall be a maximum of three pages.
Rule and case citations will suffice (preferably to neutral, CanLII searchable citations); copies of
rules and cases need not be provided. The submissions may be provided electronically. I will
respond in writing.
Heard on the 22nd day of August, 2017.
Dated at the City of Edmonton, Alberta this 26th day of September, 2017.

W.N. Renke
J.C.Q.B.A.
Appearances:
Brian Dell
Wilson Laycraft, Barristers & Solicitors
for the Applicant
Cameron Ashmore
City of Edmonton Law Branch
for the Respondent City of Edmonton
Kate L. Hurlburt, QC
Emery Jamieson LLP
for the Respondent Edmonton Composite Assessment Review Board
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IN THE MATTER OF THE Municipal Government Act being Chapter M-26 of the Revised
Statutes of Alberta 2000 (Act).
AND IN THE MATTER OF AN APPEAL from a decision of the 2004 Assessment Review
Board (ARB) of the City of Calgary.
BETWEEN:
The City of Calgary - Appellant
-andAltus Group Calgary Real Estate Advisory Services Inc.- Respondent
BEFORE:
Members:
M. Chilibeck, Presiding Officer
P. Petry, Member
S. Cook, Member
Secretariat:
B. Fenske
M. d’Alquen
Upon notice being given to the affected parties, a hearing was held in the City of Calgary, in the
Province of Alberta on March 29, 2005.

OVERVIEW
The City of Calgary assessed warehouses for the 2004 tax year by capitalizing income at a citywide rate of 9%. This rate was applied to all industrial warehouses without stratification. The
City maintains that its 9% rate accurately reflects the expected market return on investment in
industrial warehouse properties in Calgary; furthermore, the City claims its rate results in fair
and correct assessments that meet the legislated standards and provincial audit requirements. The
warehouse owners disagree, arguing that the City’s supporting data is unreliable and its method
of analysis flawed; further, the warehouse owners present their own analysis in support of a 9.7%
citywide capitalization rate (cap rate).
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BACKGROUND
Appeals from the Assessment Review Board
This hearing concerns appeals to the Municipal Government Board (MGB) from decisions of the
Assessment Review Board (ARB) of the City of Calgary (City) respecting property tax
assessments for 79 warehouse property tax roll numbers. The City appealed the assessments set
by the ARB concerning the majority of these roll numbers. Altus Group Inc. cross-appealed
seven of the ARB assessments, and is the sole appellant on a further 20. For convenience, this
Order will refer to The City of Calgary as the “Appellant” and the warehouse owners represented
by Altus Group as the “Respondent”. These labels are used with the understanding that the role
of appellant and respondent are in fact reversed for some of the subject properties. The roll
numbers and assessments under appeal are listed in Appendix C (City appeals) and Appendix D
(Altus Group Inc. appeals).
The City’s presentation before the ARB has been refined for the purposes of the current MGB
hearing. This refinement includes use of a much smaller pool of sales data (72 sales at the MGB
as opposed to 184 at the ARB) as well as some corrections to the data. In most other respects,
evidence presented to the ARB was the same as at the MGB. There was no suggestion that any
of the evidence before the MGB did not meet the provisions of the Assessment Complaints and
Appeals Regulation (ACAR).
Assessment methodology for the subject warehouses
Legislation requires warehouse assessments to be market value estimates. Both parties adopted
the income approach to meet this requirement. In essence, this approach divides anticipated net
operating income (NOI) by an appropriate cap rate to estimate market value; thus, it requires the
assessor to develop accurate NOI and cap rate estimates.
Two further legislated requirements for warehouse assessments are (1) that they be based on
mass appraisal, and (2) that they reflect typical market conditions for properties similar to the
subjects. Thus, in the context of the income approach, the assessor must develop NOI and cap
rate values that result in assessments reflecting these requirements.
The dispute
The parties disagreed as to an appropriate market cap rate, and developed alternative analyses to
support their own suggested values. Each party began by compiling a list of sale prices reported
for recent sales of similar properties. A cap rate for each property sold was then determined,
either by direct reference to published industry sources or by dividing NOI by sales price.
Having obtained a group of cap rates, each party examined average and/or median values to
suggest rates reflecting typical market conditions. Dispute centred on (1) the appropriate method
to determine the NOI values required to calculate the cap rates, and (2) the choice of sales.
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In gathering data, both parties relied at least in part on sales and/or NOI figures published by
RealNet Canada Inc. (RealNet) or Alberta Data Search (ADS), services that gather and make
available data on commercial real estate transactions.
ISSUES
The main issue is the appropriate cap rate for the subject warehouses. This value is determined
by (1) dividing NOI by sales price for a suitable group of similar properties, and (2) analyzing
the resultant group of individual cap rates. Thus, the main issue involves the following subissues:
x What income data best reflects an appropriate cap rate? Should typical or actual NOI be used
for a cap rate analysis?
x What sales data best reflects an appropriate cap rate? Is it appropriate to exclude any of the
sales data presented by either party, and if so why?
LEGISLATION
In order to decide this matter, the MGB examined the following provisions.
Municipal Government Act
Section 1(n) defines market value.
1(1) In this Act,
(n) “market value” means the amount that a property, as defined in section 284(1)(r), might
be expected to realize if it is sold on the open market by a willing seller to a willing
buyer; … .
Section 289(2)(a) states that the assessment must reflect the valuation standards in the
regulations.
289(2) Each assessment must reflect
(a) the characteristics and physical condition of the property on December 31 of the year
prior to the year in which a tax is imposed under Part 10 in respect of the property, … .
Section 293 identifies the duties of assessors in preparing assessments.
293(1) In preparing an assessment, the assessor must, in a fair and equitable manner,
(a) apply the valuation standards set out in the regulations, and
(b) follow the procedures set out in the regulations.
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Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation (AR 289/99)
Section 1(k) defines mass appraisal.
1 In this Regulation,
(k) "mass appraisal" means the process of preparing assessments for a group of properties
using standard methods and common data and allowing for statistical testing; … .
Sections 3 and 8 identify market value as the standard for assessment for a parcel of land and the
improvements to it.
3(1) The valuation standard for a parcel of land is
(a) market value, or … .
8 When an assessor is preparing an assessment for a parcel of land and the improvements to it,
the valuation standard for the land and improvements is market value … .
Section 10 determines the valuation date for assessments.
10 Any assessment prepared in accordance with the Act must be an estimate of the value of a
property on July 1 of the assessment year.
Section 11(2) requires assessors to have regard for the quality standards in s. 11(3) of AR 289/99
and the procedures in the Assessment Quality Minister’s Guidelines. These standards identify
levels of median assessment ratio and coefficient of dispersion for various property types.
11(2) In preparing an assessment for property, the assessor must have regard to the quality
standards required by subsection (3) and the procedures set out in the Assessment Quality
Minister's Guidelines.
(3) The following quality standards must be met in the preparation of assessments of property:
(a) for any stratum, the median assessment ratio and the corresponding coefficient of
dispersion must be as follows:
Property Type Median Assessment Coefficient of Ratio Dispersion
Property containing
1, 2 or 3 dwelling units .950 - 1.050 0 - 15.0
All other property .950 - 1.050 0 - 20.0
Section 12 requires assessments to be prepared using mass appraisal and to reflect typical market
conditions.
12 An assessment of property based on market value
(a) must be prepared using mass appraisal,
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(b) must be an estimate of the value of the fee simple estate in the property, and
(c) must reflect typical market conditions for properties similar to that property.
SUMMARY OF APPELLANT’S POSITION
What income data best reflects an appropriate cap rate? Should typical or actual NOI be used
for a cap rate analysis?
The Appellant indicated that section 12 of AR 289/99 requires the assessor to use mass appraisal
techniques to prepare assessments that reflect typical market conditions for similar properties.
Therefore, the assessor must calculate assessments using typical market data rather than sitespecific data. It follows that the group of cap rates used for the market cap rate analysis should
be calculated using the typical market NOI for similar properties; in this way, the median of the
cap rates produced will represent typical market conditions. Typical NOI for each property must
be based on typical rents rather than actual contract rents. Thus, contrary to the Respondent’s
submissions, the resulting typical NOI values are the correct inputs to calculate a representative
group of cap rates.
In view of the above, the Appellant developed its typical market rent and NOI values as follows.
1. It requested rent roll data from industrial warehouse properties in Calgary (generating a 60%
reply rate from 7000 properties).
2. It stratified the properties based on location (reflecting exposure, accessibility, and so on) and
other factors within location, such as single or multi-tenant occupancy.
3. It determined “typical” rents for groups of similar properties by averaging the rents per
square foot reported on the rolls received.
4. It identified rent adjustments on a citywide basis to recognize age, wall height, and office
finish. Thus, it deducted a standard amount per square foot for buildings constructed before
1970, and added one for buildings constructed after 1990. Similarly, it made a deduction if
wall height was less than 16 feet, and an addition if wall height was greater than 28 feet. It
also allotted tiers of additional rent to buildings with office finish greater than 30% and 50%.
5. It deducted 5% to adjust for a typical citywide vacancy rate, as determined by industry
sources such as Royal LePage, CB Richard Ellis, JJ Barnicke and Colliers.
6. It deducted a further 5% to adjust for typical management and non-recoverable costs, as
determined by published industry sources.
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7. Having calculated typical market income per square foot (as described in 1-6 above) it
determined each warehouse’s typical market NOI by multiplying assessable area by market
rent.
As a check to ensure that its typical rent rates were accurate, the Appellant analyzed ratios of the
typical rent rates it derived to actual contract rent rates (TARR). This analysis showed a high
degree of accuracy with a median of 99% and a Coefficient of Dispersion (COD) of 16.4%.
These statistics prove that the typical rental information generated reflects market rents and
market conditions on an overall basis. Furthermore, the dispersion rate of 16.4% shows that the
difference between typical rents and actual rents in individual cases cluster around a fairly
narrow range.
The above analysis, taken on the Appellant’s own initiative, suggests that assessments based on
the city-derived typical rents are accurate and reflect typical market conditions. In further support
of its accuracy, the Appellant pointed to the results of the provincial audit undertaken pursuant to
section 11(3) of the AR 289/99. This audit involves comparing assessed values to actual sale
prices, and requires a level of assessment between 95% and 105%, with a COD less than 20.0.
The Appellant stated that the recommended assessments produce an assessment to sales ratio
(ASR) of 101% with a COD of 11.6; further, it argued that these figures are clearly well within
the required standards and prove that the Appellant’s methodology results in fair and accurate
assessments.
Sales data
The Appellant identified 72 representative sales in its presentation to the MGB. These sales all
occurred between July 2002 and June 2003, the period designated by the provincial audit; thus,
they reflect market conditions as of the legislated valuation date (July 1, 2003). In choosing
sales, the Appellant excluded properties where undue motivating factors could have played a role
in determining sale price. Excluded properties were mixed-use sales (i.e., sales involving
properties with a high proportion of retail or office use), national and provincial portfolio sales,
and other sales deemed invalid due to market distorting influences.
The Appellant included sales to owner-occupiers, because these are arm’s length transactions
generating values that properly reflect the market. Values reported for these sales (in conjunction
with city-derived typical NOI figures) determine valid cap rates. In most cases, the actual sales
price was used to determine cap rates. However, where properties included excess land (less than
30% site coverage by warehouse), the Appellant adjusted sale price downward at a standard
price per acre to remove its value from the sale.
Conclusion: determining an appropriate cap rate
Typical NOI was divided by actual sale price (less the value of excess land) to determine a cap
rate for each of the chosen sale properties. The properties were stratified into various categories,
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including single versus multi-tenant, pre 1990 construction versus post 1990 construction, and
other categories with potential market significance. For all categories, the median cap rate
proved to be at or very near 9%. For example, the median cap rate for buildings constructed from
1970 to 1989 was 9.1%; similarly, buildings constructed from 1990 onward had an identical
median of 9.1%. To test the possible effect of outliers on these results, the Appellant removed
properties with city derived cap rates less than 7% or more than 12%, and properties with an
ASR of less than .9 or more than 1.1; however, it found the resulting change in average and
median cap rates was negligible.
The Appellant argued that the data presented shows that a 9% cap rate reflects the market rate
correctly and results in fair assessments that reflect typical market conditions for similar
properties, as required by legislation. This conclusion is supported by the results of the provincial
audit described earlier. As already indicated, this audit involves comparing assessed values to
actual sale prices, and requires a level of assessment between 95% and 105% with a COD less
than 20.0. The Appellant’s recommended assessments produce an overall ASR of 101% with a
COD of 11.6. These figures are well within the required standards and prove that a 9% cap rate
results in fair and accurate assessments. An order from the MGB to change the cap rate would
skew the assessments and likely produce an overall ASR outside the legally required range.
SUMMARY OF RESPONDENT’S POSITION
What income data best reflects an appropriate cap rate? Should typical or actual NOI be used
for a cap rate analysis?
The Respondent argued that the Appellant used an incorrect method to process rent information
when calculating NOI inputs for its group of cap rates. The proper method to calculate the cap
rate for a property is to divide actual NOI by actual sale price. This calculation yields an actual
market cap rate (provided the sale is selected to avoid market-distorting conditions). Once a
representative group of actual market cap rates has been established, its average or median
represents a cap rate that reflects typical market conditions that can be used for mass appraisal.
Instead of using actual rental data directly to calculate its NOI inputs, the Appellant processed
the rental information gathered from property owners to generate “typical” rental values, and
subtracted typical vacancy and non-recoverable expense amounts to generate “typical” NOI. The
Appellant then divided its typical NOIs by actual sale prices to calculate a group of cap rates.
The use of typical rents and typical NOI to generate a market cap rate is incorrect and does not
accord with recognized appraisal and assessment techniques. Thus, a text published under the
International Association of Assessing Officers (Property Appraisal and Assessment
Administration) indicates,
“The overall capitalization rate is developed from an analysis of actual ratios of income
to sale proceeds of properties similar to the ones being appraised.” (p. 269)
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The Appellant’s incorrect use of rental data is a flaw in its cap rate analysis; further, this flaw
helps explain the wide range in the Appellant’s cap rates (4.6% - 13%). In contrast to the
Appellant, the Respondent’s cap rates, based largely on RealNet and ADS, reflect actual rents
and NOI. The Respondent’s own correct analysis generates a tight grouping to support its cap
rate request of 9.7%
Sales data
The Appellant’s sales data are unreliable for at least the following four reasons.
x They include sales to owner-occupiers, where sales prices cannot be matched with reliable
rental data.
x 23 of the 72 sales involve prices of less than $750,000, which is not typical for industrial
warehouse sales in Calgary.
x 52 of 72 sales are single tenant properties, which involve different market considerations than
multi-tenant properties.
x The Appellant’s ASRs are widely dispersed. For example, they have a range of 0.539-1.48, a
COD of 11.8 and standard deviation (stand dev) of 17.3. If the Appellant’s sales are indeed
representative, the wide dispersion in ASRs suggests a high proportion of the Appellant’s
assessments are significantly incorrect.
The Respondent’s ASRs show far more reliable results, including a range of .83 – 1.13, a COD
of 5.15 and standard deviation of only 3.67. This comparative reliability results from use of
appropriate NOI data and careful choice of appropriate sales. As mentioned above, the
Respondent did not use any owner-occupied properties as sales, because the corresponding rental
data for these sales is unreliable or non-existent. While some leaseback sales were included,
these sales are appropriate for cap rate analysis, because the aim is to identify return on
investment rather than sales price alone. In leaseback situations, a lower sale price generally will
be offset by lower rental rates, leaving return on investment constant. Multi-city portfolio sales
were excluded to avoid sale-price distortions. Finally, a high proportion of multi-tenant
properties were included, thus generating a more representative group.
Conclusion: An appropriate cap rate for older warehouses.
The Respondent used cap rates published by RealNet and ADS, because these rates reflect actual
rental and sales price data. Thus, they recognize that actual market cap rates must be employed to
determine a rate reflecting market conditions for use in mass appraisal. Analysis of the
Respondent’s cap rate data yields a median of 9.77%, which suggests 9.7% would reflect
accurately market conditions and be an appropriate city-wide rate for mass appraisal. The
comparatively narrow range of the Respondent’s cap rates supports this conclusion, as does the
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more accurate ASR data already discussed above. Finally, the Respondent noted that the cap
rates used for assessment purposes in Calgary have dropped considerably over the last two years,
making 9.7% more realistic when compared to previous practice of the Appellant itself.
FINDINGS
Upon hearing and considering the representations and the evidence of the parties shown on
Appendix A, and upon having read and considered the documents shown on Appendix B
attached, the MGB made the following findings.
1. An appropriate market cap rate for subject properties constructed before 1990 is 10.0%.
2. An appropriate market cap rate for subject properties constructed after 1990 is 9.25%.
3. The City’s cap rate analysis involved dividing typical NOI by actual sales price. This
methodology does not produce overall cap rates reflective of typical market.
4. When actual sales prices are used as inputs for a market cap rate analysis, they should be
divided by actual NOI. Correspondingly, only sales with actual reported income should be
used to determine cap rates for a market cap rate analysis.
5. Rental information from owner-occupied properties is neither reliable nor easily verifiable.
Therefore, sales of owner-occupied buildings should not be used to determine cap rates for a
market cap rate analysis.
6. It is not appropriate to use portfolio sales for a market cap rate analysis unless (1) all
properties involved in the sale are within the same municipality, and (2) each property
involved in the sale is analyzed independently to determine appropriate income and sale price
figures.
7. Properties with a high proportion of retail use are not comparable to industrial warehouse
properties and are not suitable sales for a market cap rate analysis.
8. For the purposes of cap rate analysis, sales need not fall within the period selected by the
provincial audit. Thus, some sales occurring before July 2002 or after June 2003 are valid for
consideration.
9. Subject to the foregoing restrictions, cap rates reported by RealNet and ADS can be used to
reflect cap rates for a market cap rate analysis.
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DECISION
The appeal in respect to the assessment is allowed in part, and the cap rate is set at 9.25% for
subject warehouses built before 1990 and 10.0% for subject warehouses built after 1990. The
parties are directed to:
1) calculate joint recommendations for assessment of the subject properties based on the
foregoing cap rate figures, and
2) submit them to the MGB no later than 12 noon on Tuesday, June 7, 2005.
In the absence of further disagreement between the parties, the MGB will confirm the joint
recommendations by a subsequent Order.
It is so ordered.
REASONS
What income data best reflects an appropriate cap rate? Should typical or actual NOI be used
for a cap rate analysis?
Three key legislated requirements for the assessments in question include that they be market
value estimates, be based on mass appraisal (and hence capable of statistical testing), and reflect
typical market conditions. The parties agree that the income approach can be used to meet these
requirements. However, they disagree on the cap rate to be used within that approach to generate
assessments reflecting typical market conditions.
The MGB is satisfied that in order for an assessment to reflect typical market conditions, the cap
rate used to generate it must be the typical market cap rate; thus, it must reflect the typical rate of
return required by the market for an investment in a similar property. By the same token, the
NOI used to generate an assessment must be typical market NOI; in other words, it must reflect
rents and expenses the market would typically expect from a property with similar
characteristics. Having said this, it is important to distinguish the typical market NOI used to
generate a market value assessment from the NOI used to determine cap rates as part of a market
cap rate analysis. As explained below, the former must be typical NOI, while the latter should be
actual NOI.
A market cap rate analysis involves (1) identifying cap rates for the members of a representative
group of similar properties and then (2) analyzing those rates to determine a typical market cap
rate. Both parties carried out step (1) by identifying actual sales of similar properties and using
the actual sale prices as the denominators in the quotients representing cap rates. Assuming the
properties were bought as investments, the actual sale prices of these properties reflect sitespecific characteristics, and are the amounts that particular investors were prepared to pay for the
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income streams they expected the sale properties to generate. These expectations are closely
connected to the properties’ actual rents and expenses, which are also site specific. Thus, the
actual NOI for a given property reflects the investor’s required rate of return on the actual sale
price paid, taking into consideration all site-specific positive and negative attributes of the
property, as determined by the purchaser.
Given that actual sale prices were used to generate the cap rates for the group of similar
properties, consistency and logic dictate that the actual corresponding NOIs for the same sale
properties be used as well. Actual NOI divided by actual sale price gives an idea of the actual
rate of return required in the marketplace by an investor; in contrast, typical NOI divided by
actual sale price gives only an artificial cap rate, which may not reflect market expectations for
the member of the group of similar properties. As indicated above, legislation requires
assessments to reflect typical market conditions. Therefore, the MGB is satisfied that dividing
actual NOI by actual sales price to determine cap rates (as argued by the Respondent) is both
theoretically superior and more in line with the legislated requirements than the City’s method of
dividing typical NOI by actual sale price.
This position is supported by passages from textbooks produced by the International Association
of Assessing Officers (IAAO) and quoted by the Respondent. For example, Property Appraisal
and Assessment Administration (1990) states the following at page 269:
The overall capitalization rate is developed from an analysis of actual ratios of
income to sale price of properties similar to the ones being appraised.
A similar method is illustrated in an excerpt from Property Assessment Valuation (second
edition), also issued by the IAAO and presented by the Respondent at this hearing.
In response to the above passages, the Appellant argued that while actual NOI may be suitable
for appraisal, typical NOI may be used to calculate cap rates for the purposes of assessment and
mass appraisal. Further, the Appellant noted that more than one method is available to assessors
and appraisers when estimating market value. While the MGB agrees that more that one method
of valuation may be viable, it does not accept that typical NOI should be divided by actual sale
prices to produce cap rates for a cap rate analysis; in this connection the MGB notes that the City
provided no texts or other similar evidence to show that its chosen method is supported by mass
appraisal or assessment theory.
In view of the above, the MGB is satisfied that identifying a representative group of similar
properties and calculating actual cap rates (i.e. actual NOI / actual sales) for the members of that
group will generate an overall picture of the market. The median of those individual market cap
rates will eliminate outliers and represent the typical market cap rate. This approach has the
advantage of tying the typical cap rate to the market, and appears more in line with both
legislative requirements and mass appraisal theory. By mixing typical NOIs with actual sale
prices, the Appellant generated results that do not always reflect market conditions. This
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conclusion is further supported by the observation that the City’s cap rates are not consistent
with those published by industry sources using market data.
In reaching this conclusion, the MGB recognizes that the Appellant’s assessments have met the
provincial audit requirements. Nevertheless, the MGB must ensure that the subject property
assessments are correct, fair, equitable, and meet all the legislated requirements. These
requirements include that assessments be based on mass appraisal and reflect typical market
conditions for properties similar to the assessed property. By using an inappropriate NOI for its
cap rate analysis, the Appellant failed to meet these requirements. Simply, the City-derived cap
rates do not reflect market conditions and the resulting assessments do not appear to have been
determined in accordance with appropriate mass appraisal techniques. These deficiencies likely
explain the relatively wide range in the City’s ASR values for individual sales, well over half of
which fell outside the 0.95 to 1.05 range, and approximately 40% of which fell outside the 0.9 to
1.1 range. The MGB is not convinced by the City’s argument that a change in cap rate will
prevent it from meeting the standards required by AR 289/99 in section 11(2) and (3); on the
contrary, using more accurate market cap rates should improve audit quality.
Sales data
The MGB examined the parties’ lists of sales, and found that both include acceptable as well as
unacceptable sales. Therefore, suitable sales from both lists were selected to compile as large a
group as possible from the available evidence. The MGB is satisfied that the resulting sales are
reflective of the market and can be used to generate an accurate market cap rate.
In selecting its sales, the MGB used the following criteria.
1) Only sales with associated reported rental/ NOI data were selected. As explained earlier in
these reasons, actual sale price must be divided by actual NOI to determine cap rates for a
cap rate analysis.
2) Portfolio sales were excluded unless all the properties involved in the sale were (a) in
Calgary, and (b) individually analyzed with respect to NOI and sale price. The MGB is
satisfied that unless (a) applies, conditions from outside the Calgary market will likely affect
the sale. Similarly, unless (b) applies, there is too great a risk that the sale will be affected by
considerations properly connected with other sales in the portfolio.
3) Leaseback sales and forward-purchase sales were excluded. The MGB is satisfied that when
special purchase arrangements are involved, there is a high risk that the sale price will be
affected by atypical motivations related to the terms of any subsequent leases.
4) Sales of properties with high proportions of retail or office space were excluded. The MGB is
satisfied that such properties are not comparable to industrial warehouse buildings.
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5) It is appropriate to adjust sales price to account for known significant capital improvements
such as roof repairs, as reflected in the RealNet cap rates. Parties to the sale would take the
cost of such improvements into consideration; as such, these costs are relevant to determining
the anticipated return on investment.
6) Properties with small amounts of excess (unsubdivided) land were included as sales without
adjusting either sale price or NOI. It is not possible to identify the value of excess land
accurately without subdivision and sale. Thus, the standard values attributed by the Appellant
to such land are highly arbitrary; further, deducting such amounts from sale price may distort
the true return on investment sought by the buyer. It is clear that whatever value the buyer
placed on excess land is reflected in the full purchase price of the property; similarly, the
investor’s expected return should be adequately reflected in the associated NOI. Thus, the
MGB is satisfied that leaving sale price unadjusted best approximates the market cap rate for
such properties. The MGB recognizes that this statement could require qualification where
significant amounts of excess land are involved. No adjustments were required for the sales
selected by the MGB for the purposes of this decision, because none involved extensive
amounts of excess land.
7) For the purposes of cap rate analysis, sales do not have to fall within the period selected by
the provincial audit. While it is preferable to use recent sales, extension of this time to before
July of 2002 and up to the end of the assessment year (Dec 31, 2003) expands the population
of sales available for the cap rate analysis and does not distort the final conclusion.
Application of the above criteria resulted in a group of 32 sales, which are listed in Appendix E.
The MGB is satisfied that these sales best represent Calgary’s industrial warehouse market
within the context of the data presented at this hearing.
Conclusion: calculating an appropriate market cap rate
The cap rates reported by RealNet and ADS for individual buildings reflect actual reported
income as opposed to typical income. Therefore, they are suitable for use as cap rates to
determine an overall market rate. The RealNet/ADS figures also have the following extra
advantages: (1) they are produced by independent third parties, and (2) they are produced from
market data and are intended for use by investors.
Upon analyzing the reported RealNet/ADS cap rates for its chosen sales, the MGB found that the
median rate was 9.79, and the average about 9.75. Upon further examination, the MGB noted a
significant split in rates between properties constructed before 1990 and those constructed after
1990. For properties constructed before 1990, the median rate was 9.9 and the average was 9.81;
in contrast, for properties built after 1990, the median was 9.25 and the average was 9.28. The
MGB is satisfied that this split represents a risk differential between investment in old and new
properties. This risk differential implies the market treats old and new properties differently, and
that for the purposes of the market, older properties are not truly similar to new ones.
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Accordingly, fairness and equity (in addition to correctness) require that the two groups receive
the cap rate appropriate to their age category. In view of these considerations, and rounding to
the nearest quarter, the MGB sets the cap rate for subject properties built before 1990 at 10.0%.
The cap rate for subject properties built after 1990 is set at 9.25%.
No costs to either party.
Dated at the City of Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, this 6th day of May 2005.

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT BOARD

(SGD.) S. Cook, Member
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APPENDIX "A"
APPEARANCES
NAME

CAPACITY

K McRae
Bo Jerchel
Ian Baigent
Graham Kerslake
Larry Ellis

Counsel for the Appellant
Assessor for the Appellant
Assessor for the Appellant
For the Respondent
For the Respondent

APPENDIX "B"
DOCUMENTS RECEIVED AT THE HEARING AND CONSIDERED BY THE MGB:
NO.

ITEM

1A
2R
3R
4R
5R
6R

Assessment Brief, City of Calgary
Legislative/Appraisal Method of Developing Capitalization Rates
Land Title Certificate (Title No. 021364723)
Land Title Certificate (Title No. 021364725)
Transfer of Land re: 3555 - 46 Avenue SE
List of properties under appeal cross-referenced with issues

APPENDIX “C”
Roll Numbers appealed by the City of Calgary
Roll No.
033002106
033002205
033003310
033003336
034189191
034189514
034191205
034191304
034191403
034191502
034191700
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Owner
Sreit (West No. 1) Ltd.
Nortech Holdings Inc.
Nortech Holdings Inc.
Nortech Holdings Inc.
Pockar Management Inc
Pockar Management Inc
Pockar Management Inc
Pockar Management Inc
Pockar Management Inc
Pockar Management Inc
Pockar Management Inc

Assessment
659,500
791,500
669,500
584,500
2,266,000
1,159,000
1,418,000
1,634,000
1,630,000
1,360,000
1,359,000
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034199604
034189522
054008404
054010608
054011200
054011705
054012208
070029400
071044002
091011007
091017095
091004523
091004606
091021204
091025106
091025205
091025312
091025510
091026294
091031609
093162907
096023890
100006600
100007103
100009901
100010453
100010503
100010552
100012301
100015007
101034304
112135702
116028705
116028804
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Pockar Management Inc
Pockar Management Inc
RGO Properties Ltd.
Airstate Limited
Airstate Limited
Sreit (West No. 1) Ltd.
Sreit (West No. 1) Ltd.
Appin Holdings Ltd.
Staverly Holdings Ltd.
Staverly Holdings Ltd.
Staverly Holdings Ltd.
BRL Corporation
BRL Corporation
Resman Holdings Ltd.
Resman Holdings Ltd.
Staverly Holdings Ltd.
Staverly Holdings Ltd.
Staverly Holdings Ltd.
Staverly Holdings Ltd.
Pockar Holdings Ltd.
Hopewell Equities Inc.
Copez Properties Ltd.
Standen Holdings Limited
Resman Holdings Ltd.
Airstate Limited
Airstate Limited
Airstate Limited
Airstate Limited
Westpen Properties Ltd.
Airstate Limited
Staverly Holdings Ltd.
Summit REIT
Gienow Building Products Ltd.
Hopewell Equities Inc.

1,366,000
718,000
1,250,000
14,516,000
10,895,000
2,947,546
2,593,840
1,426,000
3,514,000
995,000
2,350,000
525,000
1,050,000
1,360,000
3,640,000
447,000
996,000
3,138,000
1,277,000
910,000
9,110,000
4,210,000
3,120,000
2,990,000
8,130,000
2,412,000
2,797,000
2,655,000
6,640,000
9,180,000
617,500
12,770,000
13,230,000
12,420,000
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APPENDIX “D”
Roll Numbers appealed by Altus Group Calgary Real Estate Advisory Services Inc.
Roll No.
032027302
048047989
048051601
054011705
054012208
078070406
090040700
090040809
101015402
092027606
093162907
096022801
096023890
101013803
112135702
113002802
115057408
116011495
117002303
117005207
117005405
117005504
117005603
117005702
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Owner
Summit REIT
2928 16th Street Portfolio Inc.
Terraventure Developments Ltd.
Summit REIT
Summit REIT
Crossroads Market Ltd.
Staverly Holdings Ltd.
Staverly Holdings Ltd.
Staverly Holdings Ltd.
Staverly Holdings Ltd.
Hopewell Equities Inc.
K.E.G. Investments Ltd.
Copez Properties Ltd.
Staverly Holdings Ltd.
Summit REIT
Summit REIT
SREIT (Quest Foothills) Ltd.
Sreit (Nuqest Calgary) Ltd.
766556 Alberta Ltd.
K.E.G. Investments Ltd.
K.E.G. Investments Ltd.
K.E.G. Investments Ltd.
K.E.G. Investments Ltd.
K.E.G. Investments Ltd.

Assessment
2,460,000
11,300,000
1,060,000
2,947,546
2,593,840
2,420,000
706,500
1,020,000
2,740,000
750,000
9,110,000
1,650,000
4,210,000
937,000
12,770,000
2,620,000
5,870,000
3,360,000
1,130,000
1,540,000
1,550,000
2,225,000
1,490,000
1,690,000
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APPENDIX “E”
Sales accepted and used by the MGB for cap rate analysis
Age
1965
1966
1968
1971
1971
1973
1974
1974
1974
1975
1975
1976
1976
1976
1976
1977
1977
1977
1978
1978
1978
1979
1980
1980
1980
1980
1981
1999
2000
2000
2000
2001
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Rate
9.8
9.9
9.4
9.9
10.3
9.77
10
10
10.49
10.8
9.5
10
9.7
10.2
8.1
9.2
10.5
9.6
9.6
9
9.6
10.5
10.4
10
10.4
10.5
8.9
8.7
9.3
9.5
9.2
9.1

Address
3636-7 Street
3223-10 Street
416 Manitou
3223-10 Street
5716 Burbank
412-53 Avenue
3504-72A Avenue
6115-4 Street
6130-4 Street
3112-80 Avenue
5516-3 Street
1235-64 Avenue
3220-5 Avenue
4216-61 Avenue
6303-30 Street
6160-40 Street
7803-35 Street
925-30 Street
2915-10 Avenue
611-71 Avenue
920-28 Street
5404-36 Street
1826-25 Avenue
3504-72 Avenue
4747-54 Avenue
5404-36 Street
5010-80 Avenue
903-28 Street
2880-45 Avenue
5251-48 Avenue
901-57 Avenue
7912-10 Street
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2019 ABCGYARB 2138323 (CanLII)

Calgary Assessment Review Board
P.O. Box 2100, Station M, #222
Calgary, AB T2P 2M5
Email: info@calgaryarb.ca

CALGARY ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD

Citation:

2019 ABCGYARB 2138323

Decision Name:

CARB 138323M-2019

Decision Date:

August 13, 2019

File Number:

138323

Roll Number:

201203015

Location Address:

805 1 ST SW

Complainant:

MNP LLP

Owner:

805-1ST STREET SW (FASHION CENTRAL) INC

Respondent:

City of Calgary

Panel Members:

B. Horrocks, PRESIDING OFFICER
P. Huskinson
K. Moi

Assessment:

$14,450,000

This is a complaint to the Calgary Assessment Review Board (the Board) in respect of a
Property assessment prepared by the Assessor of The City of Calgary. This complaint was
heard July 29, 2019 in Boardroom 4 located at the office of the Assessment Review Board 1212
31 Avenue NE, Calgary, Alberta.
The Board derives its authority from the Municipal Government Act, R.S.A 2000, Chapter M-26
(the MGA) and related legislation as set out in Appendix “B”.
Appeared on behalf of the Complainant:
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R. Ferguson, Agent (MNP LLP)



R. Bloom, Agent (MNP LLP)

CARB 138323M-2019

2019 ABCGYARB 2138323 (CanLII)

Page 2 of 7

Appeared on behalf of the Respondent:


D. Eng, Assessor (City of Calgary)

Procedural or Jurisdictional Matters:
[1]
There were no concerns with the Composite Assessment Review Board (CARB) as
constituted. The parties have visited the site. The parties have discussed the file, with no
resolution. There were no procedural or jurisdictional matters raised.
Property Description:
[2]
The subject property is a 0.30 acre parcel of land located in the NON RES DT8 Sub
Market Area in the Downtown Commercial Core in SW Calgary. The site, locally known as the
Alberta Block, is improved with a two storey retail building containing 30,448 square feet (sf)
which was constructed in 1942 and is classified as A2 quality.
[3]
The subject property is assessed using the Income Approach to Value wherein the net
operating income (NOI) of $722,561 is capitalized at the rate of 5.00% to determine the market
value of $14,450,000 truncated, for assessment purposes.
Issues:
[4]
An Assessment Amount was identified on the Assessment Review Board Complaint
form as the matter that applies to the complaint. At the outset of the hearing, the Complainant
advised there were four outstanding issues, namely;
(a) Should the typical lower level rental rate be $20.50 per sf or $22.00 per sf as
assessed?
(b) Should the typical upper level rental rate be $15.00 per sf or $18.00 per sf as
assessed?
(c) Should the typical vacancy be 6.50% or 5.50% as assessed?
(d) Should the typical operating costs be $20.50 per sf or $17.00 as assessed?
Complainant’s Requested Value: $9,500,000 (Complaint Form)
$13,220,000 (Hearing)
CARB’s Decision:
[5]

For reasons outlined herein the 2019 assessment is reduced to $13,500,000.

Position of the Parties
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Complainant’s Position:
[6]
The Complainant submitted that there has been a decrease in rental rates since the time
the subject property was purchased in 2011 for $13,000,000. It provided a table which
contained a description of all of the leases in the subject property with start dates in the period
October 2009 to January 2014, noting that the median rental rate decrease was 21% and the
average decrease was 29% [C1 page 14].
[7]
The Complainant provided a table that contained details of seven leases for lower level
space along Stephen Avenue with lease start dates in the period Aug 2015 to Oct 2017. The
lease rates ranged from $13.00 to $24.00 per sf. The median lease rate was $20.50 per sf. It
requested the rate of $20.50 per sf be applied in the subject property assessment [C1 page 14].
Respondent’s Position:
[8]
The Respondent submitted that the actual market value of the subject property is likely
higher than the assessed value. When compared with other properties in the Stephen Avenue
(DT8) submarket area, the subject building is newer, of better quality and achieves some of the
highest rents. It did not provide any evidence to support the typical rental rate of $22.00 per sf
that had been applied in the assessment. It argued that the objective was to determine the
market value of the subject property which could best be determined by reviewing actual sales
in the market place.
[9]
The Respondent provided a table titled Respondent Evidence – Sales. The table
contained details of seven sales along Stephen Ave SW with sale registration dates in the
period February 17, 2017 to January 10, 2019. It acknowledged that the three sales which
occurred in 2019 were post facto. It noted the median sale price of the four remaining sales was
$581 per sf which is well in excess of the subject property assessment of $475 per sf [R1 page
31].
[10]
The Respondent provided a table titled Assessed NOI vs Actual NOI noting that the
actual NOI of $1,003,945 which was calculated using the rental rates from the 2018
Assessment Request for Information (ARFI) was well in excess of the assessed NOI of
$722,561. It suggested that the subject property might be under assessed [R1 page 38].
[11]
The Respondent provided a table titled Respondent Evidence – ASR. The table contains
the calculated assessment to sale ratios (ASR) for the seven sales previously provided. The
ASRs ranged from 0.65 to 1.08. The median ASR was 0.86. It surmised that because the
majority of the ASRs were below 1.0 that the properties along Stephen Avenue are likely under
assessed [R1 page 39].
CARB’s Findings of Fact and Reasons for Decision:
[12]
The CARB finds that the only rental rate evidence provided on this issue was from the
Complainant and that evidence supports a typical rental rate for the lower level of $20.50 per sf.
Typical upper level rental rate
Complainant’s Position:
[13]

Although main floor rental rates were not an issue, the Complainant provided a graph
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titled Main Floor DT8 Rents. The graph plotted main floor rental rates from 12 leases with start
dates in the period July 2009 to February 2019. It submitted that the graph clearly demonstrates
that values have been decreasing over time [C1 page 15].
[14]
The Complainant provided a table which contained details from 14 leases for upper level
spaces along Stephen Avenue with start dates during the period January 2016 to May 2018.
The lease rates ranged from $10.00 to $25.51 per sf. The median lease rate was $15.00 per sf.
It requested the lease rate of $15.00 per sf be applied in the subject property assessment [C1
page 15].
Respondent’s Position:
[15]
The Respondent stated that it had a larger data set that supports the $18.00 per sf rate
that had been applied in the assessment. However, that data set was not provided in evidence.
CARB’s Findings of Fact and Reasons for Decision:
[16]
The CARB finds that the only rental rate evidence provided on this issue was from the
Complainant and that evidence supports a typical rental rate for the upper level of $15.00 per sf.
Typical Vacancy
Complainant’s Position:
[17]
The Complainant provided a table which showed that in a sample of 139,796 sf there
were 8,988 sf which were vacant which equates to a rate of 6.43%. It acknowledged it was a
small sample obtained only from properties where they have access to this information and may
not be representative of the entire sub market area. It requested the rate of 6.50% be applied in
the subject property assessment [C1 page 16].
Respondent’s Position:
[18]
The Respondent provided a table titled 2019 Assessed Vacancy Rate – Stephen Ave. It
noted that its study contained 918,630 sf of which 45,305 were vacant which equates to a
calculated vacancy of 4.93%. It further noted the average vacancy for 2018 and 2019 was
5.55% which would support the 5.50% applied in the subject property assessment [R1 page 40].
CARB’s Findings of Fact and Reasons for Decision:
[19]
The CARB finds the evidence provided by the Complainant is only a small sample of the
sub market area and not of sufficient size to support a change to the vacancy applied in the
subject property assessment.
Typical Operating Costs
Complainant’s Position:
[20]
The Complainant provided a table titled Operating Costs. The table contains operating
cost information from four buildings located on Stephen Avenue. The operating costs range
from $16.93 to 23.49 per sf. The average operating cost was $20.52 per sf. It requested
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operating costs of $20.50 per sf be applied in the subject property assessment [C1 page 16].
Respondent’s Position:
[21]
The Respondent provided no evidence to support the operating costs applied in the
assessment and deferred to the market value argument.
CARB’s Findings of Fact and Reasons for Decision:
[22]
Without any evidence to the contrary from the Respondent, the CARB accepts the
operating costs of $20.50 per sf as determined from the Complainant’s data.
Complainant’s Rebuttal Position:
[23]
The Complainant submitted that the Respondent has submitted a list of sales from
Stephen Avenue in support of its assessment. However, it has not provided any context or
details into those sales or adjustments to ensure that they are proper representations of market
value.
[24]
The Complainant, in response to the Respondent’s sales table, noted there is an error in
the calculation of the assessment per sf for two properties, specifically 110 8 AV SW and 228 8
AV SW. Replacing these values with the correct calculation would result in a median
assessment per sf of $490 [C2 page 6].
[25]
Further, the respondent has included assessable area data in its evidence which does
not correspond to the property detail reports for assessment purposes. Specifically, the
Respondent has excluded all areas assessed as storage space. When those corrections are
made the average assessment per sf is $384.22.
[26]
Further, the Respondent has listed the sale price for 110 8 AV SW as $8,600,000, while
the affidavit of value on the land transfer document lists the current value of the land at
$7,230,000.
[27]
Further, the Complainant submitted the sale of 113 8 AV SW was not a typical market
sale as it involved a significant Vendor Take-back (VTB) Mortgage.
[28]
Finally, the three sales at 222, 227 and 228 8 AV SW occurred after January 7, 2019
which is post facto the valuation date of July 1, 2018.
[29]
The Complainant reproduced the Respondent’s sales table with all of the above
corrections. It noted that if the three post facto sales and the VTB sale are removed from the
analysis, the assessment per sf of the three remaining sales ranges from $367.57 to $415.70
while the assessment per sf for the subject property is $475 which confirms the subject property
is over assessed [C2 page 46].
[30]
The complainant submitted that a recalculation of the subject property NOI using
reductions to gross leases and blended leases to arrive at a representative net level would
result in an actual NOI of $714,419. However, this would represent the lease fee estate and not
the fee simple estate as required by the legislation.
CARB’s Findings of Fact and Reasons for Decision:
[31]

The CARB concurs with the Complainant that the Respondent’s sales analysis which
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contains post facto sales, an atypical market sale, misinterpretations and calculation errors is
flawed and not compelling.
[32]
In conclusion, changing the lower level rent to $20.50 per sf, changing the upper level
rent to $15.00 per sf and changing the operating costs to $20.50 per sf while maintaining the
original values for the remaining parameters in the Income Approach to Value results in an NOI
of $675,087, which when capitalized at the rate of 5.00% yields a market value of $13,500,000
truncated, for assessment purposes.
______________________________
B. Horrocks, PRESIDING OFFICER
APPENDIX “A”
DOCUMENTS MARKED AS EXHIBITS BY THE BOARD
NO.

ITEM

1. C1
2. R1
3. C2

Complainant Disclosure (54 pages)
Respondent Disclosure (54 pages)
Complainant Rebuttal (104 pages)

An application for Judicial Review may be made to the Court of Queen’s Bench with respect to a
decision of an assessment review board.
An application for Judicial Review must be filed with the Court of Queen’s Bench and served not
more than 60 days after the date of the decision, and notice of the application must be given to
(a)

the assessment review board

(b)

the Complainant, other than an applicant for the judicial review

(c)

an assessed person who is directly affected by the decision, other than the
Complainant,

(d)

the municipality, and

(e)

the Minister.

APPENDIX “B”
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITIES CONSIDERED BY THE BOARD

Municipal Government Act, R.S.A. 2000, Chapter M-26 (the MGA)
s. 460.1(2) Subject to section 460(14), a composite assessment review board has jurisdiction to hear
complaints about
(a)

any matter referred to in section 460(5) that is shown on
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(1)(a)
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(i)

s. 467(1) An assessment review board may, with respect to any matter referred to in section 460(5),
make a change to an assessment roll or tax roll or decide that no change is required.
(2) An assessment review board must dismiss a complaint that was not made within the proper time or
that does not comply with section 460(7).
(3) An assessment review board must not alter any assessment that is fair and equitable, taking into
consideration
(a)

the valuation and other standards set out in the regulations,

(b)

the procedures set out in the regulations, and

(c)

the assessments of similar property or businesses in the same municipality.

Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation, 2018 A.R. 203/2017
s. 5 An assessment of property based on market value
(a)

must be prepared using mass appraisal

(b)

must be an estimate of the value of the fee simple estate in the property, and

(c)

must reflect typical market conditions for properties similar to that property.

s. 7(1) The valuation standard for a parcel of land is
(a)

market value, or

(b)

if the parcel is used for farming operations, agricultural use value.

City of Calgary Charter, 2018 Regulation A.R. 40/2018
s. 4(26) In section 467 of the Act (the MGA), the following is added after subsection (1):
(1.1) For greater certainty, the power to make a change under subsection (1) includes the power to
increase or decrease an assessed value shown on an assessment roll or tax roll.
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Integrity Land Professional Building
9940 99 Ave, Fort Saskatchewan
Purchased = October 2018

Roll = 0816000
Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
Suite 310, 2020 4th Street SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1W3 Canada T 403.508.7770 F 403.228.1020
www.thealtusgroup.com
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Zone! 4 NE

Commercial Investment Building Sale!

*

Property Number! 35670

Office: Suburban!
Address!

9940 99 Ave - Fort Saskatchewan
Subdivision:! Fort Saskatchewan
Legal Description:! Pt 17/9423693

Zoning Class:!

99CD

Site Area:!

32,347.00

Sq Ft

Building Area:!

20,428

Sq Ft

Sale Price:!

$5,400,000

Sale Date:!

Oct 11, 2018

Transfer Number:!

182254147

Year Built:!

2006

Linc #:!

0028675123

Sale Terms!

Assessments!

$1,400,000 cash to $4,000,000 to Royal Bank of Canada

Total
Roll#

Vendor!

Purchaser!

Tchir Family Assets Corp.
Shareholder:
Daniel Tchir
360, 52320 RR 231, Sherwood Park,AB
T8B 1A9

1581892 Alberta Ltd
Shareholder:
Nasrollah Ghalehdar
609-11080 Ellerslie Rd SW, Edmonton,AB T6W 2C2

Improvements Description!

Site Improvements!

3 storey steel frame construction. Gross area of 26,128
SF & net leaseable area of 20,428. Demised into main
floor retail and second & third floors office & retail.
Amenity areas include, fitness centre, lobby, 49 seat
auditorium & a 3rd floor seating area. Elevator.

875 SF garage. Paved parking & access areas. Pylon
signage & landscaped. Roof top gardens & deck.

Year 0

Income Analysis!
Gross Annual Income!
Vacancy!

$608,964
18,268 [

0.00

Gross Income Multiplier!

3.0	

%]

Sale Price! /Sq Ft!

Operating Expenses!

$243,083

Overall Capitalization Rate!

Net Operating Income!

$347,613

Net Income/Unit!

$264.34
6.44 %
17.01
0.00 %

IRR!
Comments!

Known as the Integrity Land building. Third floor added in 2012. Leased to 9 tenants at sale date. 869 SF vacant at
sale date. The income analysis assumes full occupancy with a market rate applied to the vacant space. $10,650 in
signage & other income included. 2 tenants are month to month.

Prepared by The Network on Nov 30, 2018. All opinions, estimates, data, and statistics furnished by other sources is believed to be reliable; however, we cannot
guarantee its validity or accuracy. Possession of this report or copies thereof does not carry with it the right of publication.. Visit http://www.gettelnetwork.com for
more info.	
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Assessment Summary

City of Fort Saskatchewan

Year of General Assessment: 2019
Roll: 0816000
Legal: 9423693 17
Address: 9940 - 99 Avenue

Land Area: 0.74 Acres
Subdivision: Downtown Commercial
Zoning: 99C-D - 99 Comm'l-Downtown
Actual Use: Improved Commercial / Office / Low Rise

Income Valuation
IncomeID
229002106

Location
Downtown Commercial

Property Type
Office Building

Assessment Totals
Tax Status
T

Code Description

Assessment

202 ~Commercial Improved

5,355,800

Grand Totals For 2019

5,355,800

This information is collected for assessment purposes only. While the City of Fort Saskatchewan provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant,
covenant, or guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City of Fort Saskatchewan does not assume responsibility or liability arising
from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the assessment per the
stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced or utilized without consent from the City of Fort
Saskatchewan. Please contact the City if you have any further questions or concerns (780-992-6200),
Printed on 01-03-2020 02:33:29 PM by Mike Krim

City of Fort Saskatchewan
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Integrity Land Professional Building
9940 99 Ave, Fort Saskatchewan
Exterior Photos

Roll = 0816000
Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
Suite 310, 2020 4th Street SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1W3 Canada T 403.508.7770 F 403.228.1020
www.thealtusgroup.com
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Street Smart. World Wise.

Integrity Land Professional Building
9940 99 Ave, Fort Saskatchewan
Floor Plans

Roll = 0816000
Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
Suite 310, 2020 4th Street SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1W3 Canada T 403.508.7770 F 403.228.1020
www.thealtusgroup.com
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Integrity Land Professional Building Area Summary
Municipality

Roll

Tenant

Number

Unit
Number

Civic Address

Building Name

Area (sf)

Rent Roll

Muni. Pop.
(2016)

Fort Saskatchewan

0816000

*** Vacant ***

10 9940 99 Ave

Integrity Land Professional Building

1,937

31-Dec-19

Fort Saskatchewan

0816000

Custom Blinds By Design

100 9940 99 Ave

Integrity Land Professional Building

750

31-Dec-19

24,149

Fort Saskatchewan

0816000

Medicine Shoppe

102 9940 99 Ave

Integrity Land Professional Building

1,495

31-Dec-19

24,149

Fort Saskatchewan

0816000

Fort Law Office

110 9940 99 Ave

Integrity Land Professional Building

286

31-Dec-19

24,149

Fort Saskatchewan

0816000

Healing Family Matters

116 9940 99 Ave

Integrity Land Professional Building

500

31-Dec-19

24,149

Fort Saskatchewan

0816000

Emily Howatt Massage

124 9940 99 Ave

Integrity Land Professional Building

160

31-Dec-19

24,149

Fort Saskatchewan

0816000

Life in the Heartland

125 9940 99 Ave

Integrity Land Professional Building

137

31-Dec-19

24,149

Fort Saskatchewan

0816000

Golden West Broadcasting

200 9940 99 Ave

Integrity Land Professional Building

3,044

31-Dec-19

24,149

Fort Saskatchewan

0816000

MEG Energy

250 9940 99 Ave

Integrity Land Professional Building

2,783

31-Dec-19

24,149

Fort Saskatchewan

0816000

Alberta's Industrial Heartland Association (AIHA)

300 9940 99 Ave

Integrity Land Professional Building

3,630

31-Dec-19

24,149

Fort Saskatchewan

0816000

Integrity Land Inc,

9940 99 Ave

Integrity Land Professional Building

7,500

31-Dec-19

24,149

19,030 = Vacant Space
85.64% = Vacancy

Median =

24,149

1,495

Mean =

2,020

Weighted Mean =

22,222
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Street Smart. World Wise.

Office vs. Flex Industrial
Fort Saskatchewan Assessment Differences in Vacancy Rates

Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
Suite 310, 2020 4th Street SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1W3 Canada T 403.508.7770 F 403.228.1020
www.thealtusgroup.com
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Street Smart. World Wise.

Integrity Land Professional Building
9940 99 Ave, Fort Saskatchewan
Purchased = October 2018

Roll = 0816000
Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
Suite 310, 2020 4th Street SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1W3 Canada T 403.508.7770 F 403.228.1020
www.thealtusgroup.com
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Direct Capitalization

City of Fort Saskatchewan

Year of General Assessment: 2019
Roll: 0816000
Alt. Key:

Legal: 9423693 17

Income Year: 2019

Address: 9940 - 99 Avenue

Land Area: 0.74 Acres

Description: Integrity Land/Office Building
Downtown Commercial / Office Building / Custom
IncomeID: 2106
Status:

Gross
26,976 Ft²

Building Area:
Number of Units:

Net
22,594 Ft² (83%)

Use For Capitalization Rate: Yes
0.00%
Use For Vacancy Rate: Yes
Site Coverage: Parcel Area: 32,234 Ft²
Footprint Area: 9,536 Ft²
Coverage: 29%

No. Tenant/Income Description

Type/Qual

Lease Date
start-end

Overall Vacancy: 17%
Actual

Quantity

Rate

Market
Income

Rate

Income

*main floor vacant

351 / 6

1,937 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$18.00 /ft2

$34,866

Integrity Land

352 / 6 01/09/2018 - 31/08/2025

7,500 ft2

$18.00 /ft2

$135,000

$20.00 /ft2

$150,000

*Upper floors vacant

352 / 6

350 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$20.00 /ft2

$7,000

100

Custom Blinds by Design

351 / 6 01/05/2017 - 20/06/2020

750 ft2

$16.00 /ft2

$12,000

$18.00 /ft2

$13,500

102

Vacant (will be medicine shoppe)

351 / 6

1,517 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$18.00 /ft2

$27,306

110

Fort Law (Gross)

351 / 6 01/07/2018 - 30/06/2021

286 ft2

$31.47 /ft2

$9,000

$18.00 /ft2

$5,148

116

Healing Matters (gross)

351 / 6 01/05/2018 -

500 ft2

$18.00 /ft2

$9,000

$18.00 /ft2

$9,000

124

Emily Howatt Massage (Gross)

351 / 6 01/12/2018 -

160 ft2

$33.75 /ft2

$5,400

$18.00 /ft2

$2,880

125

Life in the heartland (gross)

351 / 6 01/01/2019 -

137 ft2

$17.52 /ft2

$2,400

$18.00 /ft2

$2,466

200

Golden West Radio

352 / 6 31/12/2012 - 30/11/2022

3,044 ft2

$23.00 /ft2

$70,012

$20.00 /ft2

$60,880

250

Meg Energy Corp

352 / 6 31/12/2017 - 30/11/2019

2,783 ft2

$22.00 /ft2

$61,226

$20.00 /ft2

$55,660

300

Alberta Industrial Heartland

352 / 6 01/09/2017 - 31/08/2022

3,630 ft2

$20.50 /ft2

$74,415

$20.00 /ft2

$72,600

$378,453
-$64,337

10.00%

$441,306
-$44,131

Potential Gross Income
Less Vacancy Allowance

17.00%

Effective Gross Income

$314,116

$397,175

Operating Costs Adj.

$8.75

-$19,770

Non-Recoverables
Reserves For Replacements

2.00%

-$7,944

2.00%

-$7,944

6.75%

$5,355,807

Net Operating Income
Valuation / Cap. Rate

$314,116
6.75%

$361,517

$4,653,570

Tenant Descriptions
351 / 6

Office-Main Floor / Custom

352 / 6

Office-Upper Floor / Custom

Assessment / Tax Coding
202 ~Commercial Improved

100%

Value Per Ft2:
Value Per Unit:

$173

$199

Assessed Value:

5,355,800

This information is collected for assessment purposes only. While the City of Fort Saskatchewan provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant,
covenant, or guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City of Fort Saskatchewan does not assume responsibility or liability arising
from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the assessment per the
stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced or utilized without consent from the City of Fort
Saskatchewan. Please contact the City if you have any further questions or concerns (780-992-6200),
Printed on 01/03/2020 02:49:03 PM by Mike Krim

City of Fort Saskatchewan
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Street Smart. World Wise.

Heartland Business Centre
Fort Saskatchewan

Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
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Heartland Centre Vacancy Summary 2017‐2021
Property

Heartland
Heartland
Heartland
Heartland
Heartland
Heartland

Centre
Centre
Centre
Centre
Centre
Centre

Tax Year

Leasable Area

Vacant Space

Vacany%

2021

172,991

116,612

67.41%

2020

173,144

104,232

60.20%

2019

173,140

127,494

73.64%

2018

173,081

118,548

68.49%

2017

172,274

107,453

62.37%
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Assessment Summary

City of Fort Saskatchewan

Year of General Assessment: 2020
Roll: 4906002
Legal: 1223267 1 5
Address: 11602 - 88 AVE

Land Area: 5.55 Acres
Subdivision: Light Industrial
Zoning: IL-Light Industrial
Actual Use: Improved Industrial / Warehousing / Multi-Bay

Income Valuation
IncomeID
229005848

Location
General Industrial

Property Type
Sales Warehouse

Assessment Totals
Tax Status
T

Code Description

Assessment

203 ~Light Ind'l Improved

3,477,800

Grand Totals For 2020

3,477,800

Just like the majority of the comparable properties, the only true comparable properties in Fort Saskatchewan are the
Buildings Built by the same developer as those under appeal and they, like the subject experience high vacancy levels due
to the functional or economic obsolesce that these buildings maintain. The difference is that the Respondent is attempting to
draw a comparison to our properties under appeal with the sale of an Office with Micro Offices and no industrial component
to our subject property which are not even remotely similar. When compared to the same buildings the Municipality of Fort
Saskatchewan recognizes the vacancy issue and applied a Chronic Vacancy rate of 30 and 35% based on the historical
vacancy concerns. Which is precisely what should be done in this instance. The importance is that there is a difference in
the market place between the product under appeal and the type of characterization made by the Respondent.

This information is collected for assessment purposes only. While the City of Fort Saskatchewan provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant,
covenant, or guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City of Fort Saskatchewan does not assume responsibility or liability arising
from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the assessment per the
stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced or utilized without consent from the City of Fort
Saskatchewan. Please contact the City if you have any further questions or concerns (780-992-6200),
Printed on 03-08-2021 12:35:19 PM by Mike Krim

City of Fort Saskatchewan
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Direct Capitalization

City of Fort Saskatchewan

Year of General Assessment: 2020
Roll: 4906002
Alt. Key:

Legal: 1223267 1 5

Income Year: 2020

Address: 11602 - 88 AVE

Land Area: 5.55 Acres

Description: Heartland Centre II
General Industrial / Sales Warehouse / Custom
IncomeID: 5848
Status:

Gross
88,706 Ft²

Building Area:
Number of Units:

Net
87,341 Ft² (98%)

Use For Capitalization Rate: Yes
0.00%
Use For Vacancy Rate: Yes
Site Coverage: Parcel Area: 241,758 Ft²
Footprint Area: 51,600 Ft²
Coverage: 21%

No. Tenant/Income Description

Lease Date
start-end

Type/Qual

Overall Vacancy: 70%
Actual

Market

Quantity

Rate

Income

Rate

Income

100/104 Birchwood Rental Centre

510 / 6 07-01-2020 - 12-31-2020

5,229 ft2

$5.74 /ft2

$30,014

$13.00 /ft2

$67,977

108

510 / 6

8,792 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$114,296

116-156 Vacant

510 / 6

19,177 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$249,301

124

510 / 6 12-01-2019 - 11-30-2020

2,730 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$35,490

148-176 Premium 5 Ltd.

510 / 6 10-30-2019 - 04-30-2031

9,506 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$123,578

180

510 / 6 06-01-2020 - 09-30-2020

3,369 ft2

$8.90 /ft2

$29,984

$13.00 /ft2

$43,797

184-192 Strike Group Limited Partnership

510 / 6 02-01-2018 - 01-31-2023

4,936 ft2

$14.25 /ft2

$70,338

$13.00 /ft2

$64,168

196

$24,011

Vacant
Premium 5 Ltd.
Providence Grain Group

510 / 6

1,847 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

200-204 Vacant

Vacant

511 / 6

3,321 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$43,173

216-284 Vacant

511 / 6

24,899 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$323,687

292

Vacant

511 / 6

1,688 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$21,944

296

Vacant

511 / 6

1,847 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$13.00 /ft2

$24,011

Potential Gross Income
Less Vacancy Allowance

70.00%

Effective Gross Income

$130,336
-$91,235

$1,135,433
-$397,402

35.00%

$39,101

$738,031

Oper. Costs Adj.

$5.00

-$152,847

Non Recoverables

4.00%

-$29,521

Reserves For Replacements

2.00%

-$14,761

8.25%

$6,556,388

Net Operating Income
Valuation / Cap. Rate

$39,101
8.25%

$540,902

$473,952

Tenant Descriptions
510 / 6

Sales Warehouse-Main Floor / Custom

511 / 6

Sales Warehouse-Upper Floor / Custom

Assessment / Tax Coding
203 ~Light Ind'l Improved

100%

Value Per Ft2:
Value Per Unit:

$5

$74

no TI's, 61571sf x $50/sf -$3,078,550

Assessed Value:

3,477,800

This information is collected for assessment purposes only. While the City of Fort Saskatchewan provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant,
covenant, or guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City of Fort Saskatchewan does not assume responsibility or liability arising
from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the assessment per the
stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced or utilized without consent from the City of Fort
Saskatchewan. Please contact the City if you have any further questions or concerns (780-992-6200),
Printed on 03-08-2021 11:09:07 AM by Mike Krim
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Assessment Summary

City of Fort Saskatchewan

Year of General Assessment: 2020
Roll: 4906001
Legal: 1025045 1 4
Address: 11870 - 88 Ave

Land Area: 5.76 Acres
Subdivision: Light Industrial
Zoning: IL-Light Industrial
Actual Use: Improved Industrial / Warehousing / Multi-Bay

Income Valuation
IncomeID
229004547

Location
General Industrial

Property Type
Sales Warehouse

Assessment Totals
Tax Status
T

Code Description

Assessment

203 ~Light Ind'l Improved

5,804,900

Grand Totals For 2020

5,804,900

This information is collected for assessment purposes only. While the City of Fort Saskatchewan provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant,
covenant, or guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City of Fort Saskatchewan does not assume responsibility or liability arising
from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the assessment per the
stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced or utilized without consent from the City of Fort
Saskatchewan. Please contact the City if you have any further questions or concerns (780-992-6200),
Printed on 03-08-2021 12:26:04 PM by Mike Krim
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Direct Capitalization

City of Fort Saskatchewan

Year of General Assessment: 2020
Roll: 4906001
Alt. Key:

Legal: 1025045 1 4

Income Year: 2020

Address: 11870 - 88 Ave

Land Area: 5.76 Acres

Description: Heartland Centre I
General Industrial / Sales Warehouse / Custom
IncomeID: 4547
Status:

Gross
88,706 Ft²

Building Area:
Number of Units:

Net
85,803 Ft² (96%)

Use For Capitalization Rate: Yes
0.00%
Use For Vacancy Rate: Yes
Site Coverage: Parcel Area: 250,905 Ft²
Footprint Area: 51,600 Ft²
Coverage: 20%

No. Tenant/Income Description

Lease Date
start-end

Type/Qual

Overall Vacancy: 50%
Actual

Market

Quantity

Rate

Income

Rate

Income

100

Fastenall

510 / 6 05-01-2016 - 04-30-2021

3,140 ft2

$13.25 /ft2

$41,605

$14.75 /ft2

$46,315

104

Fillmore Construction

510 / 6 06-01-2019 - 12-31-2020

2,800 ft2

$0.72 /ft2

$2,016

$14.75 /ft2

$41,300

112/212 Unused portion

510 / 6

821 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$14.75 /ft2

$12,110

112/212 FS Customs

510 / 6 09-01-2019 - 11-30-2021

2,094 ft2

$11.84 /ft2

$24,793

$14.75 /ft2

$30,887

116

Vibrodynamics Inc.

510 / 6 02-01-2020 - 01-31-2021

2,039 ft2

$17.66 /ft2

$36,009

$14.75 /ft2

$30,075

120

Trinity Automotive

510 / 6 08-01-2017 - 07-31-2022

2,080 ft2

$16.92 /ft2

$35,194

$14.75 /ft2

$30,680

124

Chemtreat International

510 / 6 04-01-2020 - 03-31-2022

2,080 ft2

$15.64 /ft2

$32,531

$14.75 /ft2

$30,680

128-136 Vacant

510 / 6

5,329 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$14.75 /ft2

$78,603

140

Carey Industrial

510 / 6 08-01-2017 - 07-31-2022

1,426 ft2

$17.25 /ft2

$24,599

$14.75 /ft2

$21,034

148

Vacant

510 / 6

3,466 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$14.75 /ft2

$51,124

152

PME

510 / 6 04-01-2020 - 03-31-2021

3,517 ft2

$17.83 /ft2

$62,708

$14.75 /ft2

$51,876

168/172 Providence Grain

510 / 6 01-01-2020 - 12-31-2022

7,829 ft2

$14.38 /ft2

$112,581

$14.75 /ft2

$115,478

176

WSP Canada

510 / 6 02-01-2020 - 05-31-2023

2,730 ft2

$16.00 /ft2

$43,680

$14.75 /ft2

$40,268

184

Clearwater Pipe Rentals

510 / 6 11-01-2019 - 10-31-2024

2,674 ft2

$12.71 /ft2

$33,987

$14.75 /ft2

$39,442

188

Hagemeyer Canada Inc.

510 / 6 04-01-2015 - 12-31-2025

7,246 ft2

$13.00 /ft2

$94,198

$14.75 /ft2

$106,879

196

Vacant

510 / 6

6,638 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$14.75 /ft2

$97,911

204

Unused portion

511 / 6

775 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$12.25 /ft2

$9,494

204

Nutrien AG Solutions

511 / 6 07-01-2019 - 06-30-2024

2,666 ft2

$12.35 /ft2

$32,925

$12.25 /ft2

$32,659

216

Vacant

511 / 6

821 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$12.25 /ft2

$10,057

220

RMS Mulching (gross)

511 / 6 09-01-2018 - 09-30-2019

$10,057

821 ft2

$17.75 /ft2

$14,573

$12.25 /ft2

224-236 Vacant

511 / 6

6,568 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$12.25 /ft2

$80,458

240-256 Vacant

511 / 6

8,357 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$12.25 /ft2

$102,373

264-288 Vacant

511 / 6

9,886 ft2

$0.00 /ft2

$0

$12.25 /ft2

Potential Gross Income
Less Vacancy Allowance

$121,104

30.00%

$1,190,864
-$357,259

Oper. Costs Adj.

$5.00

-$128,705

Non Recoverables

4.00%

-$33,344

50.00%

Effective Gross Income

$591,399
-$295,700
$295,699

Reserves For Replacements

2.00%

Net Operating Income
Valuation / Cap. Rate

$833,605

$295,699
8.25%

$3,584,230

-$16,672
$654,884

8.25%

$7,937,988

Tenant Descriptions
510 / 6

Sales Warehouse-Main Floor / Custom

511 / 6

Sales Warehouse-Upper Floor / Custom

This information is collected for assessment purposes only. While the City of Fort Saskatchewan provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant,
covenant, or guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City of Fort Saskatchewan does not assume responsibility or liability arising
from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the assessment per the
stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced or utilized without consent from the City of Fort
Saskatchewan. Please contact the City if you have any further questions or concerns (780-992-6200),
Printed on 03-08-2021 11:09:04 AM by Mike Krim
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Direct Capitalization

City of Fort Saskatchewan

Year of General Assessment: 2020
Assessment / Tax Coding
203 ~Light Ind'l Improved

100%

Value Per Ft2:
Value Per Unit:

$40

$89

no TI's, 42661sf x $50/sf -$2,133,050

Assessed Value:

5,804,900

This information is collected for assessment purposes only. While the City of Fort Saskatchewan provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant,
covenant, or guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City of Fort Saskatchewan does not assume responsibility or liability arising
from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the assessment per the
stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced or utilized without consent from the City of Fort
Saskatchewan. Please contact the City if you have any further questions or concerns (780-992-6200),
Printed on 03-08-2021 11:09:04 AM by Mike Krim
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HEARTLAND CENTRE I
11870 JOSEPHBURG ROAD, FORT SASKATCHEWAN, AB

HEARTLAND CENTRE I
FOR LEASE // OFFICE + WAREHOUSE
The Heartland Centre I and II are office/warehouse
buildings totaling 177,200 square feet.
Ample surface parking, 22’ warehouse ceilings and a
tilt-up concrete foundation make Heartland Centre an
excellent choice for companies looking for first-class
office and warehouse workspaces.

BUILDING HIGHLIGHTS

• Located directly off
of Highway 15 on the
high load corridor
• Within close proximity
to Dow Chemical,
Sherritt International,
and Shell Scotford

See this property on tag.ca
192 of 465

CONTACT // Rayann Bungay at rbungay@tag.ca or 780.298.5182
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FOR LEASE // HEARTLAND CENTRE I

Dow
Chemical

11 9
ST
RE

HI

G

AY
HW

15

ET
Praxair

Chemtrade
Sherritt
International

JOSEPHBURG ROAD

AVAILABLE AREA
FLOOR

AREA (SF)

DETAILS

1&2

6,638 SF

Main and Second floor // Built out office space

1&2

11,897 SF

Main & Second floor // Demisable base building space //
Turnaround concept

1

3,466 SF

Main floor // Built out office & industrial space

2

8,357 SF

Second floor // Demisable office space

2

1,664 SF

Second floor // Built out office space

2

8,219 SF

Second floor // Demisbale office space
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CONTACT // Rayann Bungay at rbungay@tag.ca or 780.298.5182
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FOR LEASE // HEARTLAND CENTRE I

MAIN FLOOR // WAREHOUSE & OFFICE

3,319 SF
FASTENAL

FILLMORE
HAGEMEYER
O/A VALLEN
FS CUSTOMS

REALITY
MEASUREMENTS

CLEARWATER

TRINITY
AUTOMOTIVE

WSP

5,329 SF

CAREY
INDUSTRIAL

CHEMTREAT

PROVIDENCE
GRAIN

3,466 SF

ZONING
IL - Light Industrial
CEILING HEIGHT
22’ clear
HEATING
Rooftop units
SPRINKLERED
Yes
PARKING
Ample surface stalls

PME

SECOND FLOOR // OFFICE

3,319 SF

NUTRIEN
3,441 SF

INDUSTRIAL LEASE
RATE
From: $12.00 PSF
OFFICE LEASE RATE
From: $14.00 PSF

FS
CUSTOMS
REALITY

TI ALLOWANCE
Up to full Landlord
turnkey

RMS
MULCHING

838 SF

OPERATING COSTS
$3.98 PSF
5,730 SF

8,357 SF

1,664 SF

8,219 SF
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CONTACT // Rayann Bungay at rbungay@tag.ca or 780.298.5182
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INDUSTRIAL HUB
43% of Canada’s basic chemical manufacturing

Fort Saskatchewan is
a vibrant economic
hub and a gateway
to Alberta’s Industrial
Heartland. The Heartland
is home to 15 world scale
facilities with a capital
investment of $30 billion.

NO BUSINESS TAXES
On top of low energy costs

$

LOCATED ON THE HIGH LOAD CORRIDOR
A designated heavy-haul route to the oil sands
NEARBY SKILLED LABOUR FORCE
14,342 working population in Fort Saskatchewan
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Edmonton

HIGHWAY 16

Sherwood Park

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
Rayann Bungay
p. 780.298.5182
e. rbungay@tag.ca

2400, 10104 103 Avenue
Edmonton, AB, T5J 0H8
tag.ca
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Street Smart. World Wise.

Mennonite Centre for Newcomers
11713 82 Street, Edmonton
Purchased = August 2019

Roll = 4339859
Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
Suite 310, 2020 4th Street SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1W3 Canada T 403.508.7770 F 403.228.1020
www.thealtusgroup.com
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Zone 4 NE

Commercial Owner/User Building Sale

*

Property Number 37415

Office: Suburban
Address

11713 82 St
City:
Edmonton
Subdivision: Parkdale
Legal Description: Pt 1-5/6/5850R
Zoning Class:
Site Area:
Building Area:
Site Coverage Ratio:
Sale Price:
Unit Value:
Sale Date:
Transfer Number:
Year Built:
Linc #:
Sale Terms

Assessments

$5,500,000 to Royal Bank of Canada

Total

CB2
23,072.00
Sq Ft
22,741
Sq Ft
35%
$5,500,000
241.85
Sq Ft
Aug 13, 2019
192191030
1973
0010365840

$3,599,500 Year 2019

Roll# 4339859
Vendor

Purchaser

1436975 Alberta Ltd
Shareholder:
Parmjit Nijjar
6360 30 St NE, Leduc County,AB
T4X 2C1

Edmonton Mennonite Centre For Newcomers
Director:
Herb Kuehne
500, 9888 Jasper Ave, Edmonton,AB
T5J 2C6

Improvements Description

Site Improvements

3 stories, concrete & steel frame construction. 24,000 sq.
ft. gross, 22,741 sq. ft. net leasable. 7,506 SF main flr.
7,617 SF second flr. & 7,618 SF third flr. Partial bsmt. of
1,000 sq. ft. utility/mechanical room (not incl in gross).
Offices through-out.

Paved parking at rear. Concrete walkways, landscaping.

Comments

The complex was completely renovated in 2008. Was previously leased to the purchaser for 10 years. Previously sold
June/14 for $5,250,000.

Prepared by The Network on Mar 19, 2020. All opinions, estimates, data, and statistics furnished by other sources is believed to be reliable; however, we cannot
guarantee its validity or accuracy. Possession of this report or copies thereof does not carry with it the right of publication.. Visit http://www.gettelnetwork.com for
more info.
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Ministerial Order No. MAG:020/20

Classification: Public
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Ministerial Order No. MAG:020/20

Classification: Public
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2020 Recording and Reporting Information for Assessment Audit and Equalized Assessment Manual

1.0

2020 RECORDING AND REPORTING OF
ASSESSMENT AUDIT AND EQUALIZED
ASSESSMENT INFORMATION

S

ubmissions of data from municipalities to Alberta
Municipal Affairs form the heart of the annual audit
program and equalized assessment program. The audit
program checks for compliance with regulated standards. It is
the duty of the assessor to submit the information
described in this manual on behalf of the municipality.

Icon Key
The following icons indicate
certain subject matter:

Every municipality must provide an annual return of
information by February 28. Assessment roll corrections or
changes, the liability code, supplementary assessments, and
information on indicators of value must also be reported in the
manner described in the manual.
A municipality must maintain a record of all the
information that it is required to report in accordance with
this manual.

Legislation

References to
publications
Explanations of
technical terms
Notes

The annual return submitted by the Municipal Assessor must NOT contain assessment data
related to designated industrial property, as defined in the Municipal Government Act, section
284(f.01).
Note: This manual contains excerpts from legislation to assist anyone using the manual. Users
should consult the applicable legal authority for the purposes of interpretation and application
whenever the legislation icon is used in the manual.
1.1

INTERPRETATION

In this Manual,
(a)

Act

MGA

Municipal Government Act;
Municipal Affairs;

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

ASSET
-based
application and database of liability codes, and assessment and sales information for use
by municipalities and the Government of Alberta;

Ministerial Order No. MAG:020/20

Classification: Public

1
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(g)
(h)
2020

(i)
(j)
(k)

of improveme
bylaw;

(l)
(m)

2020 Recording and Reporting Information for Assessment Audit
and Equalized Assessment Manual;

(n)
(o)

(p)

to Assessment and Taxation Regulation (AR
220/2004), or the Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation, 2018 (AR
203/2017), whichever is applicable in the context;
(1)(a)(ii), (iii), and (v) of
the Act.

NOTE: For all parts of Alberta, other than the City of Lloydminster, the regulation sections
referenced within this manual come from the Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation
Regulation, 2018 (AR 203/2017). For the City of Lloydminster, refer to the appropriate sections
in the Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation (AR 220/2004).

Ministerial Order No. MAG:020/20

Classification: Public

2
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3.5.1

LEGALLY REQUIRED STRATA

In accordance with section 297(1) of the Act, assessors are required to assign property into
one or more of the following four assessment classes:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Class 1 - residential
Class 2 - non-residential
Class 3 - farm land
Class 4 - machinery and equipment

In Alberta, the assessment classes are the highest order of strata and they form the basis of
all other strata used in the annual audit ratio studies, or to calculate assessment levels.

3.5.2

STRATIFICATION FOR ASSESSMENT AUDIT AND EQUALIZED
ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

Assessments will be stratified by actual use
group and quartile for the purposes of the annual
audit, and for the calculation of assessment
levels used to prepare the equalized assessments
of non-regulated property.
For every municipality quartiles are determined
for the actual use groups and the total
assessment attributes for each property that is
annual return, except exempt, special purpose
and regulated property, which is not considered
when establishing the quartiles.

International Association of
Assessing Officers, Standard on
Ratio Studies , 2013, page 43,
Definitions

Quartiles.
The values that divide a set of data into four
equal parts when the data are arrayed in
ascending order. The first quartile includes
the lowest quarter of the data, the second
quartile, the second lowest quarter, and so

For audit and equalized assessment stratification purposes, the total assessment attribute
corresponding to each quartile is used as the minimum or maximum boundary of the
quartile.
The determination of the assessment value range stratification will be an automated process
done by ASSET. During the annual audit process, quartiles will be combined into the
adjacent quartile where the sample size is less than 15 indicators of value. Combining
occurs between adjacent quartiles. Thus, the first and second quartile combine; the third
and fourth quartile combine. Quartiles are calculated for each group of properties listed in
Table 5, Actual Use Groups except Special Purpose (SPEC).
This prescribed stratification methodology is for annual audit and equalized assessment
purposes only. Assessment modeling should not use this methodology; geographic
location and property type stratification should be used instead.

Ministerial Order No. MAG:020/20

Classification: Public
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Combining strata is necessary during the annual audit when there is little or no market data
available for one or more of the strata. The decision as to which strata to combine depends
on the type of properties involved, the relative market values, and the sample sizes. The
following tables and diagrams illustrate the actual use groups and the scheme for combining
strata during the annual audit.
Note: A detailed assessment audit will use complex stratification, most often based on
property characteristics, to identify groups that need attention.

Ministerial Order No. MAG:020/20

Classification: Public
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Street Smart. World Wise.

Sales Adjustments
Standard on Verification and Adjustment of Sales (IAAO)

Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
Suite 310, 2020 4th Street SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1W3 Canada T 403.508.7770 F 403.228.1020
www.thealtusgroup.com
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Standard on
Verification and
Adjustment of Sales
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1800

Published by
International Association of Assessing Officers
314 W 10th St
Kansas City, Missouri 64105-1616
816/701-8100
Fax: 816/701-8149
http://www.iaao.org

ISBN 978-0-88329-199-3
Copyright © 2010 by the International Association of Assessing Officers
All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form, in an electronic retrieval system or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the
publisher. However, assessors wishing to use this standard for educating legislators and policymakers may photocopy it for limited distribution.

Printed in the United States of America.
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Standard on Verification and Adjustment of Sales-2010

formation subsequent to the sale, there are several disadvantages, as follows:
• Response is not immediate.
• Additional contact may be needed.
• Information is limited to what is stated on the
sales verification questionnaire.
• Printing and mailing costs are incurred.
Mailed sales verification questionnaires should be as
concise as possible and should include the following:
• Postage-paid return envelope

ed upon introduction. All paperwork and forms should
be available and in order before the interview begins.
The style and tone of the conversation should be geared
to the interview setting. It can sometimes be helpful to
establish rapport through brief small talk. Maintain eye
contact, smile, and be friendly and respectful throughout the conversation.

5.3 Sales Generally Considered Invalid
The following types of sales are often found to be invalid and can be excluded unless a larger sample size
is needed. If a larger sample size is needed, these sales
require verification.

• Official stationery
• Purpose of the sales verification questionnaire
• Contact person (name, telephone number and
e-mail address for additional information)
• Authorized signature (of person completing
the questionnaire)
Specialized questionnaires may be designed for a specific type of property or situation such as an income
producing property or a property that sells with atypical financing. Specialized questionnaires can be developed for numerous situations; however, all should follow
the guidelines for the regular questionnaire suggested
above.

• Sales involving government agencies
• Sales involving charitable, religious, or educational institutions
• Sales involving financial institutions as buyer or
seller
• Sales between relatives or between corporate
affiliates
• Sales settling an estate
• Forced sales resulting from a judicial order
• Sales of doubtful title

5.3.1 Sales Involving Government Agencies
5.2.2 Telephone Interviews
Telephone interviews provide quick responses and the
opportunity for immediate clarification. Disadvantages
are as follows:
• Inability to prove caller's identity
• Need for trained staff
• Difficulty in reaching the party to the sale.

An opening script should be written for telephone interviews. Always state your name, the office you represent,
and the purpose of the telephone call. If the individual is
unable to talk, ask for a specific time that would be more
convenient. It is extremely important to use simple conversational words and avoid slang and industry jargon.
Interviews should be short, courteous, and to the point.

5.2.3 Personal Interoiews
The disadvantages of the in-person interview are they
are the most costly and qualified analysts or appraisers
should perform this task. However, they are most effective for the following reasons:
• Refusals less frequent
• Information more reliable
• More unusual or special considerations revealed.
For personal interviews it is critical to be on time. An
identification badge or business card should be present-

10

Sales to government agencies can involve an element
of compulsion and often occur at prices higher than
would otherwise be expected. When the governmental
agency is the seller, values typically fall on the low end
of the value range. The latter should not be considered
in model calibration or ratio studies unless an analysis
indicates governmental sales have affected the market
in specific market areas or neighborhoods. Each sale in
this category should be thoroughly researched prior to
use. See Appendix C for a listing of some of the government agencies in this category.

5.3.2 Sales Involving Charitable, Religious or
Educational Institutions
A sale to such an organization can involve an element
of philanthropy, and a sale by such an organization can
involve a nominal consideration or restrictive covenants.
These sales often involve partial gifts and therefore are
generally not representative of market value.

5.3.3 Sales Involving Financial Institution as
Buyer
These sales are often made in lieu of foreclosure and are
not exposed to the open market. However, open-market
sales in which a financial institution is a willing buyer,
such as the purchase of vacant land for a branch bank,
may be considered potentially valid transactions.
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LAND TITLE CERTIFICATE

S
LINC
0010 365 840

SHORT LEGAL
5850R;6;1-5

TITLE NUMBER
192 191 030

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
PLAN 5850 R.
BLOCK SIX (6)
LOTS ONE (1) TO FIVE (5) INCLUSIVE
EXCEPTING THEREOUT: A) PART, AS SHOWN ON ROAD PLAN 892 0921.
EXCEPTING THEREOUT ALL MINES AND MINERALS
ATS REFERENCE: 4;24;53;24;RL
ESTATE: FEE SIMPLE
MUNICIPALITY: CITY OF EDMONTON
REFERENCE NUMBER: 142 199 457
----------------------------------------------------------------------------REGISTERED OWNER(S)
REGISTRATION
DATE(DMY) DOCUMENT TYPE
CONSIDERATION
VALUE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------192 191 030

13/08/2019

TRANSFER OF LAND

$5,500,000

$5,500,000

OWNERS
EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE FOR NEWCOMERS.
OF 11713 - 82 STREET
EDMONTON
ALBERTA T5B 2V9
----------------------------------------------------------------------------ENCUMBRANCES, LIENS & INTERESTS
REGISTRATION
NUMBER
DATE (D/M/Y)
PARTICULARS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------192 191 031

13/08/2019 MORTGAGE
MORTGAGEE - ROYAL BANK OF CANADA.
36 YORK MILLS ROAD, 4TH FLOOR
TORONTO
ONTARIO M2P0A4
ORIGINAL PRINCIPAL AMOUNT: $5,500,000
( CONTINUED )
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------ENCUMBRANCES, LIENS & INTERESTS
PAGE 2
# 192 191 030
REGISTRATION
NUMBER
DATE (D/M/Y)
PARTICULARS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------192 191 032

13/08/2019 CAVEAT
RE : ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND LEASES
CAVEATOR - ROYAL BANK OF CANADA.
C/O BISHOP & MCKENZIE LLP
2300, 10180-101 STREET
EDMONTON
ALBERTA T5J1V3
AGENT - DAVID P CHMELYK

TOTAL INSTRUMENTS: 002

THE REGISTRAR OF TITLES CERTIFIES THIS TO BE AN
ACCURATE REPRODUCTION OF THE CERTIFICATE OF
TITLE REPRESENTED HEREIN THIS 18 DAY OF
OCTOBER, 2021 AT 07:12 P.M.
ORDER NUMBER:

42884347

CUSTOMER FILE NUMBER:

Edmonton

*END OF CERTIFICATE*
THIS ELECTRONICALLY TRANSMITTED LAND TITLES PRODUCT IS INTENDED
FOR THE SOLE USE OF THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER, AND NONE OTHER,
SUBJECT TO WHAT IS SET OUT IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW.
THE ABOVE PROVISIONS DO NOT PROHIBIT THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER FROM
INCLUDING THIS UNMODIFIED PRODUCT IN ANY REPORT, OPINION,
APPRAISAL OR OTHER ADVICE PREPARED BY THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER AS
PART OF THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER APPLYING PROFESSIONAL, CONSULTING
OR TECHNICAL EXPERTISE FOR THE BENEFIT OF CLIENT(S).
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Transfer Documents
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Current Assessment
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10/18/21, 7:23 PM

https://maps.edmonton.ca/printmap.aspx?id=23c82411-3e89-4918-9572-4a1eedf25da9

20 m
100 ft

Legend
Assessment Lots

Assessed Values

11713 - 82 STREET NW, T5B2V9
Address:

11713 - 82 STREET NW, T5B2V9

Legal Description for Title Lot:

Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

Area:

2,144.891 m2

Year Built:

1973

Neighbourhood:

Parkdale

5,
4,
3,
1,
2,

Block
Block
Block
Block
Block

6,
6,
6,
6,
6,

Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan

5850R
5850R
5850R
5850R
5850R

Business Improvement Area:

Alberta Avenue More Information

Ward:

Métis Ward

Community League:

Parkdale-Cromdale Community League Association

Waste Collection:

More Information

Current Zone:

General Business Zone (CB2)

Current Bylaw:

14730

Proposed Applications:

None

Proposed Zone:

None

Proposed Bylaw:

None

Overlays:

Mature Neighbourhood Overlay
Main Streets Overlay
Major And Minor Secondhand Stores Overlay

Plan in Effect:

None

Other Property Information:

Residential Parking Reductions

Assessment Information
Municipal Address:

11713 82 STREET NW EDMONTON AB

Account Number:

4339859

Assessed Value:

$4,763,500

Assessment Class:

Non Residential

Neighbourhood:

PARKDALE

https://maps.edmonton.ca/printmap.aspx?id=23c82411-3e89-4918-9572-4a1eedf25da9
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1/2

10/18/21, 7:23 PM

https://maps.edmonton.ca/printmap.aspx?id=23c82411-3e89-4918-9572-4a1eedf25da9

Longitude:

-113.466787363799

Latitude:

53.5692021619598
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2/2

Street Smart. World Wise.

Exempt Tenancy Information

Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
Suite 310, 2020 4th Street SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1W3 Canada T 403.508.7770 F 403.228.1020
www.thealtusgroup.com
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MANAGEMENT'S RESPONSIBILITY FOR FINANCIAL REPORTING
The integrity, relevance and comparability of the data in the accompanying financial statements are
the responsibility of management.
The financial statements are prepared by management in accordance with Canadian accounting
standards for not-for-profit organizations established by the Chartered Professional Accountants of
Canada. They necessarily include some amounts that are based on the best estimates and
judgements of management.
To assist in its responsibility, management maintains accounting, budget and other controls to
provide reasonable assurance that transactions are appropriately authorized, that assets are
properly accounted for and safeguarded, and that financial records are reliable for preparation of
financial statements.
KPMG LLP, Chartered Professional Accountants, have been appointed by the Centre's Members to
express an opinion on the Centre's financial statements.
Edmonton, Alberta
June 8, 2020
"Original Signed by Meghan Untershultz Klein"
Meghan Unterschultz Klein, Executive Director
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KPMG LLP
2200,10175-101 Street
Edmonton AB T5J 0H3
Canada
Tel 780-429-7300
Fax 780-429-7379

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
To the Members of Edmonton Mennonite Centre For Newcomers

Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of Edmonton Mennonite Centre For
Newcomers (the Entity), which comprise:


the statement of financial position as at March 31, 2020



the statement of operations for the year then ended



the statement of changes in net assets for the year then ended



the statement of cash flows for the year then ended



and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant
accounting policies

(Hereinafter referred to as the ''financial statements'').
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the Entity as at March 31, 2020, and its results of
operations and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with
Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.

Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing
standards. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the
''Auditors' Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements'' section of our
auditors' report.
We are independent of the Entity in accordance with the ethical requirements that
are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in Canada and we have
fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate
to provide a basis for our opinion.
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Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance
for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial
statements in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit
organizations, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the
Entity's ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to
going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless management
either intends to liquidate the Entity or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative
but to do so.
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Entity's financial
reporting process.

Auditors' Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements
as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue
an auditors' report that includes our opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit
conducted in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards will always
detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or
in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions
of users taken on the basis of the financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards,
we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the
audit.
We also:


Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to
those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide
a basis for our opinion.



The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher
than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery,
intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.



Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Entity's internal control.



Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness
of accounting estimates and related disclosures made by management.
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Conclude on the appropriateness of management's use of the going concern
basis of accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material
uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on
the Entity's ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditors' report to the
related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are
inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditors' report. However, future events or
conditions may cause the Entity to cease to continue as a going concern.



Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial
statements, including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements
represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair
presentation.



Communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other
matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings,
including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during
our audit.

Chartered Professional Accountants
Edmonton, Canada
June 8, 2020

1
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Statement of Financial Position
March 31, 2020, with comparative information for 2019
2020

2019

Assets
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable (note 2)
Investments (note 3)
Prepaid expenses

$

Restricted investments (notes 3 and 10)
Capital assets (note 4)

791,054
2,233,671
589,781
428,234
4,042,740

$

20,913
8,476,601

1,028,593
1,311,603
586,145
481,031
3,407,372
20,913
77,731

$

12,540,254

$

3,506,016

$

884,429
1,094,216
1,485,846
354,402
3,818,893

$

976,098
1,200,262
2,176,360

Liabilities and Net Assets
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities (note 5)
Deferred contributions - operations (note 6)
Current portion of long term debt (note 8)
Current portion of deferred lease inducements (note 9)

Deferred contributions - capital assets (note 7)
Long term debt (note 8)
Deferred lease inducements (note 9)
Net assets:
Internally restricted (notes 10 and 12)
Endowments (note 10)
Unrestricted

233,177
4,906,664
2,933,814
11,892,548

2,176,360

400,000
20,913
226,793
647,706

400,000
20,913
908,743
1,329,656

Contingencies (note 12)
Subsequent events (note 16)
$

12,540,254

$

3,506,016

See accompanying notes to financial statements.
On behalf of the Board:
"Original Signed by Jennifer Braun" Director

"Original Signed by Paola Matallana" Director

1
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Statement of Operations
Year ended March 31, 2020, with comparative information for 2019
2020
Revenue:
Grants (note 11)
Amortization of deferred lease inducements
Fundraising events
Rent
Donations
Investment income
Course fees
Amortization of deferred contributions - capital assets

$

Expenses:
Salaries, wages and benefits
Rent, utilities and maintenance
Contract services
Administrative (Schedule 1)
Resources
Amortization
Interest and bank charges
Supplies, repairs and maintenance
Bad debts

17,354,015
246,841
74,559
67,514
51,432
30,339
28,788
14,994
17,868,482

2019

$

12,095,540
2,588,305
2,189,461
598,796
405,386
390,372
166,436
79,918
36,218
18,550,432

(Deficiency) excess of revenue over expenses

$

(681,950)

17,212,979
93,509
46,838
52,246
29,897
42,860
17,478,329

11,678,023
1,772,011
2,709,304
544,474
454,122
131,999
11,081
89,133
8,419
17,398,566
$

79,763

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

2
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Statement of Changes In Net Assets
Year ended March 31, 2020, with comparative information for 2019
Internally
restricted
(notes 10
and 12)
Balance, beginning
of year

$

(Deficiency) excess of
revenue over
expenses
Balance, end of year

400,000 $

Endowments
(note 10)

20,913 $

$

400,000 $

20,913 $

Unrestricted

908,743 $

(681,950)
226,793 $

Total
2020

1,329,656 $

(681,950)
647,706 $

Total
2019

1,249,893

79,763
1,329,656

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

3
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Statement of Cash Flows
Year ended March 31, 2020, with comparative information for 2019
2020

2019

Cash provided by (used in):
Operating activities:
(Deficiency) excess of revenue over expenses
Items not involving cash:
Amortization of deferred lease inducements
Amortization
Unrealized loss (gain) on investments
Amortization of deferred contributions capital assets

$

Changes in non-cash operating working capital:
(Increase) decrease in accounts receivable
Decrease (increase) in prepaid expenses
(Decrease) increase in accounts payable
and accrued liabilities
(Decrease) increase in deferred
contributions - operations

(681,950)

$

(246,841)
390,372
3,964

131,999
(13,374)

(14,994)
(549,449)

(126,902)
71,486

(922,068)
52,797

(466,779)
(264,918)

(91,669)

113,070

(106,046)
(1,616,435)

Financing activities:
Deferred contributions received - capital assets
Proceeds of long-term debt
Repayments of long-term debt
Deferred lease inducements received

(102,680)
(649,821)

248,171
6,454,843
(62,333)
3,535,057
10,175,738

Investing activities:
Purchase of capital assets
Purchase of investments
Proceeds on the sale of investments
Disposal of capital assets

Decrease in cash flow
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year

-

(8,789,242)
(7,600)
(8,796,842)

(54,301)
(576,235)
179,815
4,753
(445,968)

(237,539)

(1,095,789)

1,028,593

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year

$

79,763

791,054

2,124,382
$

1,028,593

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

4
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Notes to Financial Statements
Year ended March 31, 2020, with comparative information for 2019

Nature of operations:
The Edmonton Mennonite Centre For Newcomers (the "Centre") is incorporated under the Societies
Act of the Province of Alberta as a non-profit organization. Its purpose is to provide settlement
assistance to new Canadians. The Centre is also a registered charity and, therefore, is exempt from
income tax.

1.

Significant accounting policies:
These financial statements are prepared in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for
not-for-profit organizations. The Centre’s significant accounting policies are as follows:
(a) Revenue recognition:
The Centre follows the deferral method of accounting for contributions.
Externally restricted contributions are recognized as revenue in the year in which the
related expenses are recognized. Restricted contributions for the purchase of capital
assets are deferred and recognized as revenue on the same basis as the amortization
expense related to the acquired capital asset. Unrestricted contributions are recognized as
revenue when received or receivable if the amount to be received can be reasonably
estimated and collection is reasonably assured. Endowment contributions are recognized
as direct increases in net assets.
Unrestricted investment income is recognized as revenue when earned. Restricted
investment income is recognized as revenue in the year in which the related expenses are
incurred. Investment income earned on endowment funds is recorded as a direct increase
in net assets.
Course fee revenue is recognized on a straight-line basis over the length of the course.
(b) Cash and cash equivalents:
Cash and cash equivalents include items that are readily convertible to known amounts of
cash, subject to an insignificant risk of change in value, have a maturity of one year or less
at acquisition, and are held for the purpose of meeting short-term cash commitments
rather than for investing.

5
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
Year ended March 31, 2020

1.

Significant accounting policies (continued):
(c) Capital assets:
Purchased capital assets are stated at cost, less accumulated amortization. Contributed
capital assets are recorded at fair value at the date of contribution. Assets acquired under
capital leases are amortized over the estimated useful life of the asset or over the lease
term, as appropriate.
Amortization is provided for on a straight-line basis over the following useful lives:
Asset

Rate

Buildings
Office furniture and computer equipment
Furniture and fixtures
Leasehold improvements
Vehicles

30 years
3 - 5 years
5 years
Term of the lease
5 years

(d) Leases and tenant inducements:
Leases are classified as capital or operating leases. A lease that transfers substantially all
the benefits and risks incidental to ownership is classified as a capital lease. All other
leases are accounted for as operating leases, wherein rental payments are amortized on a
straight line basis over the term of the lease, including free rental periods.
Tenant inducements are recognized as revenue or as a reduction in rent expense on a
straight line basis over the term of the related lease.
(e) Contributed services:
Volunteers contribute a significant amount of time each year to assist the Centre in
carrying out its service delivery activities. Due to the difficulty of determining their fair
value, contributed services are not recognized in the financial statements.

6
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
Year ended March 31, 2020

1.

Significant accounting policies (continued):
(f)

Financial instruments:
Financial instruments are recorded at fair value on initial recognition. Freestanding
derivative instruments that are not in a qualifying hedging relationship and equity
instruments that are quoted in an active market are subsequently measured at fair value.
All other financial instruments are subsequently recorded at cost or amortized cost, unless
management has elected to carry the instruments at fair value. The Centre has elected to
carry any such financial instruments at fair value.
Transaction costs incurred on the acquisition of financial instruments measured
subsequently at fair value are expensed as incurred. All other financial instruments are
adjusted by transaction costs incurred on acquisition and financing costs, which are
amortized using the straight-line method.

(g) Use of estimates:
The preparation of the financial statements requires management to make estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported
amounts of revenue and expenses during the year. Significant items subject to such
estimates and assumptions include the carrying amount of capital assets, rates and
methods to calculate amortization, and accrued liabilities related to tenant inducements.
Actual results could differ from those estimates.

2.

Accounts receivable:
2020
Program funding grants
Leasehold improvement allowance receivable
Goods and services tax rebate
Other

7

2019

$

1,141,665
1,012,046
78,194
1,766

$

1,181,092
123,216
7,295

$

2,233,671

$

1,311,603
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
Year ended March 31, 2020

3.

Investments:
2020
Mutual funds
Guaranteed investment certificates
Servus Credit Union Ltd. common shares

2019

$

185,010
407,600
18,084

$

189,609
400,000
17,449

$

610,694

$

607,058

As at March 31, 2020, the cost of the mutual funds was $176,235 (2019 - $176,235).
The guaranteed investment certificate bears interest at 1.68%, with a maturity date of August
2020, and is held as security for an irrevocable letter of guarantee (note 12).
Unrealized gains (losses) on the mutual funds, in the amount of ($3,964) (2019 - $13,374), are
included in investment income.

4.

Capital assets:
Net Book Value
Cost
Buildings
Office and computer
equipment
Furniture and fixtures
Leasehold improvements
Vehicles

$

$

5,852,237 $

Accumulated
amortization
56,830 $

972,585
352,498
3,337,300
22,891

954,911
328,339
697,939
22,891

10,537,511 $

2,060,910 $

8

2020
5,795,407 $

2019
-

17,674
24,159
2,639,361
-

11,559
34,698
31,474
-

8,476,601 $

77,731
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
Year ended March 31, 2020

5.

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities:
2020
Trade payables
Accrued vacation liability
Other accrued liabilities

6.

2019

$

486,938
370,057
27,434

$

621,035
325,915
29,148

$

884,429

$

976,098

Deferred contributions - operations:
Deferred contribution - operations represent unspent externally restricted operating program
funding that is related to a subsequent year. Changes in the deferred contributions balances
are as follows:
2020

2019

Add: Contributions received
Balance, beginning of year
Less: Amounts recognized as revenue

$

17,373,960
1,200,262
(17,480,006)

$

17,129,151
1,302,942
(17,231,831)

Balance, end of year

$

1,094,216

$

1,200,262

The balance is comprised of the following:
2020
Provincial grants
Other grants and donations
Federal grants
Local government grants
RISE awards

9

2019

$

525,591
282,125
241,696
44,804
-

$

852,332
288,285
3,030
41,378
15,237

$

1,094,216

$

1,200,262
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
Year ended March 31, 2020

7.

Deferred contribution - capital assets:
Deferred contributions - capital assets represent contributed capital assets and restricted
contributions with which some of the Centre's capital assets were purchased. The changes in
the deferred contributions balance for the year are as follows:
2020

8.

2019

Balance, beginning of year
Add: Contributions received
Less: Amounts recognized as revenue

$

248,171
(14,994)

$

Balance, end of year

$

233,177

$

126,902
(126,902)
-

Long-term debt:
2020
Loan payable to RBC, bearing interest at 3.4%,
repayable in blended monthly payments of $20,524,
maturing August 9, 2024
$
Loan payable to RBC, bearing interest at prime plus
0.25%, repayable in monthly interest only payments,
with all outstanding principal and interest payable in full
on June 30, 2020
Loan payable to Alberta Social Enterprise Venture Fund
Inc., bearing interest at 6%, repayable in monthly
interest only payments, with all outstanding principal
and interest payable in full on November 28, 2021

Less current portion of long term debt
$

10

4,062,666

2019

$

-

1,375,000

-

954,844
6,392,510

-

(1,485,846)

-

4,906,664

$

-
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
Year ended March 31, 2020

8.

Long-term debt (continued):
The principal portion of the long-term debt, based on the terms of the agreements in effect at
March 31, 2020, are as follows:

2021
2022
2023
2024
2025

$

1,485,846
1,069,491
118,578
122,644
3,595,951

$

6,392,510

Interest on the debt facilities of $114,975 (2019 - $nil) is included in interest and bank charges
on the statement of operations.
The loans payable to RBC are secured by a general security agreement constituting a first
ranking security interest in the personal property of the Centre and are subject to certain
financial covenants.
In addition to the above, the Centre has established a Revolving Demand Facility with a
maximum balance of $500,000 bearing interest at prime plus 0.73%. The authorized overdraft
had not been drawn upon at March 31, 2020.

11
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
Year ended March 31, 2020

9.

Deferred lease inducements:
2020
Deferred lease inducements, beginning of year

$

-

2019
$

-

Leasehold improvement allowance received in the year
Rent free fixturing period
Amortization of deferred lease inducements

2,468,405
1,066,652
(246,841)

-

Deferred lease inducements

3,288,216

-

354,402

-

Less: current portion of deferred lease inducements
$

2,933,814

$

-

10. Restrictions on net assets:
a)

Endowment
Net assets restricted for endowment purposes represent the Anne Falk Memorial
Endowment Fund. These net assets are subject to externally imposed restrictions
stipulating that the resources be maintained permanently. Investment income on this
amount is externally restricted for bursary purposes. Investments in the amount of $20,913
(2019 - $20,913) have been restricted as they are not available for current purposes.

b)

Internally restricted
The Board of Directors has internally restricted $400,000 (2019 - $400,000) of net assets
to be used for future initiatives. These internally restricted amounts are not available for
other purposes without the approval of the Board of Directors. Refer to Note 12.

12
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
Year ended March 31, 2020

11. Grants:
2020
Federal government
Provincial government
Other organizations
Local government

2019

$

11,954,807
3,804,227
1,349,747
245,234

$

11,801,352
3,966,433
1,084,098
361,096

$

17,354,015

$

17,212,979

12. Contingencies:
The Centre has established an irrevocable letter of guarantee with its financial institution for up
to $400,000 (2019 - $400,000). As at March 31, 2020, the Centre has an irrevocable letter of
guarantee issued in the amount of $325,000, relating to programs funded by Alberta Human
Services. The letter of guarantee is secured by a General Security Agreement and an assigned
guaranteed investment certificate in the amount of $400,000. Alberta Human Services may
exercise its right to draw on this letter of guarantee if the Centre fails to provide the educational
program for which it has been approved, to follow the Skills Development program policies, or
to repay tuition owed to Alberta Human Services.

13. Contractual obligations:
The Centre has entered into leases for office space and equipment at its various locations. The
Centre is also responsible for its share of operating costs related to the respective leases.
These costs are not fixed within the lease and are subject to change on a year to year basis.
The Centre is required to make annual base rent and lease payments as follows:

2021
2022
2023
2024
Thereafter

$

13

905,067
879,062
862,136
909,087
5,886,637
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
Year ended March 31, 2020

14. Financial risks:
It is managements' opinion that the Centre is not exposed to significant credit, interest, other
price risk, and liquidity risk arising from its financial instruments. The following analysis provides
information about the Centre's risk exposure and concentration.
(a) Credit risk:
The Centre is subject to credit risk with respect to its receivables. Management monitors
these accounts regularly and is reasonably assured that the Centre is not exposed to
significant credit risk. The significant portion of the Centre's receivables are from the
Governments of Canada and Alberta which reduces the Centre's exposure to credit risk.
(b) Interest rate risk:
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial instrument
will fluctuate because of changes in market interest rates. Interest rate risk arises when the
Centre invests in interest-bearing financial instruments. The Centre is directly exposed to
interest risk on its fixed income securities.
(c) Other price risk:
Other price risk is the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial instrument
will fluctuate because of changes in market prices. The Centre is exposed to other price
risk on its investments in equities and mutual funds.
(d) Liquidity risk:
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Centre cannot meet a demand for cash or fund its
obligations as they come due. the Centre is exposed to this risk mainly in respect to its
receipt of grant funds and other related sources and expects to continue to meet future
requirements through these revenue sources. The Centre mitigates this risk by monitoring
cash activities and expected outflows through extensive budgeting.

15. Fundraising:
The following information is provided to comply with the disclosure requirements of the
Charitable Fund-Raising Act of Alberta and its regulations.
Fundraising expenses for the purposes of soliciting contributions for the year were $87,621
(2019 - $86,295).
The gross contributions received from fundraising activities is $74,559 (2019 - $93,509).

14
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
Year ended March 31, 2020

16. Subsequent events:
Prior to the Centre's year-end, the COVID-19 outbreak was declared a pandemic by the World
Health Organization and has had a significant financial, market, and social dislocating impact.
At the time of the approval of the these financial statements, the Centre has experienced the
following indicators of financial implications and undertaken the following activities in relation to
the COVID-19 pandemic:
- Temporary declines in the fair value of investments and investment income;
- Closure of the administrative buildings and mandatory working from home requirements for
those able to do so;
- Many programs adapted to being delivered via telephone, videoconferencing tools and online
technologies;
- Some programs suspended or severely restricted in delivery (i.e. childcare);
- Cancellation of fundraising and community engagement events, such as RISE Awards; and
- Enhanced restrictions on discretionary spend.
These factors present uncertainty over future cash flows, may cause significant changes to the
assets or liabilities, and may have a significant impact on future operations. An estimate of the
financial effect is not practicable at this time.

17. Comparative information:
The financial statements have been reclassified, where applicable, to conform to the
presentation used in the current year. The changes do not affect prior year excess of revenue
over expenses.

15
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Schedule 1 - Administrative Expenses
Year ended March 31, 2020, with comparative information for 2019
2020
Travel and conferences
Advertising
Professional development
Telephone
Insurance
Professional fees
Service charges
Printing and photocopy
Board
Staff and volunteers
Dues and memberships
Office and general

16

2019

$

119,607
84,626
80,355
62,990
54,505
51,666
50,267
40,511
22,917
16,695
11,528
3,129

$

124,058
79,221
63,984
57,491
41,117
42,078
49,206
39,791
8,293
20,996
10,799
7,440

$

598,796

$

544,474
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Schedule 2 - Program Revenues and Expenses
Year ended March 31, 2020, with comparative information for 2019

Putting down roots
2020
Revenue
City of Edmonton grants

$

Expenses
Salaries, wages and benefits
General administration
Supplies
Rent

163,304

2019

$

121,726
21,300
11,994
8,284
163,304

(Deficiency) of revenue over expenses

$

-

182,093

143,230
23,751
7,204
9,860
184,045
$

(1,952)

Replanting roots
2020
Revenue
City of Edmonton grants

$

Expenses
Salaries, wages and benefits
General administration
Supplies

12,764
12,764

2019

$

10,365
1,665
734
12,764

Excess of revenue over expenses

$

17

-

-

$

-
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EDMONTON MENNONITE CENTRE
FOR NEWCOMERS
Schedule 2 - Program Revenues and Expenses (continued)
Year ended March 31, 2020, with comparative information for 2019

Rainbow refugee
2020
Revenue
City of Edmonton grants

$

Expenses
Salaries, wages and benefits
General administration
Supplies
Rent

63,861

2019

$

49,876
8,330
1,880
3,780
63,866

(Deficiency) of revenue over expenses

$

18

(5)

-

$

-
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Street Smart. World Wise.

The Respondent’s Submission
Rebuttal Response to the Respondent’s Evidence & Argument

Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
Suite 310, 2020 4th Street SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1W3 Canada T 403.508.7770 F 403.228.1020
www.thealtusgroup.com
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2021 ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD
RESPONDENT EVIDENCE

Hearing Date – October 25, 2021

Argument for:
Complaint #

Roll

Building
Name

C2021-28

8243006007

Plaza A & B

C2021-30

8241001606

Broadmoor Place VII

C2021-31
C2021-33
C2021-34

8241001704
8244002002
8244003000

Broadmoor Place VIII
Broadmoor Place III
Broadmoor Place IV

C2021-35

8244004008

Broadmoor Place II

C2021-36
C2021-37

8243008002
8243009000

Broadmoor Place V
Broadmoor Place VI

C2021-38

8244001004

Broadmoor Place I

C2021-27
C2021-29

8242012009
8247006006

C2021-32

8241002401

Portage Plaza
Provincial Place
Millennium Professional
Office

Property
Description
2755 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
2693 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
2055 PREMIER WAY
2301 PREMIER WAY
2257 PREMIER WAY
2833 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
2181 PREMIER WAY
2121 PREMIER WAY
2899 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
241 PORTAGE CLOSE
167 PROVINCIAL AVENUE
2457 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD

Estimated Presentation Time – 1 Hour
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2021 ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD

BP / TAG Portfolio
Assessment Year: 2020

the far inferior location and the age of the building 20 years older than the BP buildings. This
is another indication that the portfolio value is below market and that the Complainants
suggested assessed value is also below market value.
In addition to sales within Strathcona County, the assessor has researched sales in the
Edmonton region to confirm the assessed value of the subject property. The table below
includes additional sales which provide a measure of the subject property.
Industrial Flex Warehouse Sales – Edmonton
Sale
Address

Sale #1
13340 St.
Albert Trail
Year Built
1998
Bldg Area Net (Sq Ft)
50,478
Sale Price
$10,200,000
Sale Date
Oct. 2019
SP/Sq Ft
$202

Sale #2
13151 146
Street
2007
38,802
$6,350,000
Mar. 2017
$164

Sale #3
Sale #4
11228 163 3304 Parsons
Street
Road
1977
1979
176,310
38,788
$31,000,000
$5,100,000
Dec. 2019
Feb 2020
$176
$131

The sales from the city of Edmonton range from $131-$202 per square foot. The assessed
value of the subject properties falls below this range, suggesting the current assessments do
not exceed market value as indicated with sales of similar property.
Sales information and Network Sale sheets are included in Appendix 5.

Office Building Sales
Sale
Address
Year Built
Bldg Area
Net (Sq Ft)
Sale Price
Sale Date
SP/Sq Ft

Subject
2457 Broadmoor
Blvd
2014
59,920
$11,751,000 –
Asmt
N/A
$196 - Asmt

Sale #1
7 Tri Leisure Way
– Spruce
Grove9940
2017
37,169

Sale #2
99 Ave – Fort
Saskatchewan

Sale #3
11713 82 Street

2006
20,428

1973
23,072

$8,900,00

$5,400,000

$5,500,000

July 2018
$239

Oct. 2018
$264

August 2019
$242

The best comparable is sale number 1. It is in Spruce Grove, also a suburban location. The
age and size are closest to the subject. It also was 79% vacant at the time of sale.
The range of sale prices on a per square foot bases is $239 to $264 with a median of $242
and an average of $248. The subject is assessed well below this range. It is difficult to
measure how an elevated vacancy may impact the market value for the subject property.
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2021

ASSESSMENT
METHODOLOGY

INDUSTRIAL WAREHOUSES

A summary of the methods used by the City of Edmonton in
determining the value of industrial warehouse properties in
Edmonton for assessment purposes.
edmonton.ca/assessment
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2021 Industrial Warehouse
Assessment Methodology

Page | 8

Industrial condominiums are legal condominium units within a warehouse building. Typically, the
space is used for storage, light manufacturing and product distribution. They can be constructed of
different materials such as wood, concrete, or metal.
Special purpose properties typically have limited utility and marketability other than for its original
use. Often these properties are purpose-built with limited alternative uses. Typically, a special
purpose property needs significant investment to be converted to an alternative use, making most
conversions financially infeasible. With special purpose properties, it is the property itself, not the
use, that is typically unique. Special purpose properties may include churches, schools, hospitals,
manufacturing plants, correctional facilities, museums, legislative buildings and recreational
facilities.

Approaches to Value
The approaches to determine market value are the direct comparison, income, and cost
approaches.

Direct
Comparison
Approach

Typical market value (or some other characteristic) is determined by
referencing comparable sales and other market data. It is often used
when sufficient sales or market data is available. It may also be referred
to as the Sales Comparison Approach.

Income
Approach

This approach considers the typical actions of renters, buyers and sellers
when purchasing income-producing properties. This approach estimates
the typical market value of a property by determining the present value
of the projected income stream. Often used to value rental or leased
property.

Cost
Approach

Typical market value is calculated by adding the depreciated replacement
cost of the improvements to the estimated value of land. It is often used
for properties under construction or when there is limited market data
available.

Direct Comparison Approach
For this property group, the assessment is determined using the direct comparison approach. It is
the most appropriate method of valuation for Industrial Warehouse properties in the City of
Edmonton because it mirrors the actions of buyers and sellers in the marketplace and there is
sufficient sales data to derive reliable market estimates.
Support for the direct comparison approach comes from several reputable sources, for example:
This approach is usually the preferred approach for estimating values for residential and other
property types with adequate sales.
IAAO, 2013, sec.4.3

Copyright of this material and content is owned by the City of Edmonton and none of the content and material may be
copied, reproduced, posted or transmitted in any form without the prior written consent of the City of Edmonton, unless
otherwise being used in accordance with Section 299 and 300 of the Municipal Government Act, RSA 2000, c M-26.
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2021 Industrial Warehouse
Assessment Methodology
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The most common unit of comparison for industrial warehouse properties is value per square
foot of total building area.
Sales
Sales information is received from Land Titles. Sales are validated. Validation may include site
inspections, interviews with parties involved, a review of land title documents, corporate searches,
third party information, and sale validation questionnaires. Sale price reflects the condition of a
property on the sale date and may not be equal to the assessed value.
The City of Edmonton used 273 sales of industrial warehouse properties occurring from July 1, 2015
to June 30, 2020 for 2021 valuation. Time adjustments are applied to sale prices to account for any
market fluctuations between the sale date and the legislated valuation date. Through the review of
sales, the collective actions of buyers and sellers in the marketplace are analyzed to determine the
contributory value of specific property characteristics on market value. Once these values have
been determined through the mass appraisal process, they are applied to the inventory to estimate
the market value. Value estimates were calculated using multiple regression analysis, which
replicates the forces of supply and demand in the marketplace.
See the appendix for the Time Adjustment Chart.

Zoning
Zoning regulates the use and development of a property and is set by the Edmonton Zoning Bylaw
No. 12800.

s.6.123 zone: a specific group of listed Uses and Development Regulations which regulate
the Use and Development of land within specific geographic areas of the City...
Zoning Bylaw No. 12800, 2017, s. 6.123
See the appendix for the Zone Summary. For further information see City of Edmonton Zoning
Bylaw No. 12800 available online at edmonton.ca.
The actual zoning of a property may affect the property's classification; however, not all property
conforms to the zoning set out in the Zoning Bylaw. In these cases, an effective zoning is applied to
reflect the current use and development of the property. The effective zoning may differ from the
actual zoning when the current use differs from the Zoning Bylaw (e.g., a legal nonconforming use).
643(1)

If a development permit has been issued on or before the day on which a land use
bylaw or a land use amendment bylaw comes into force in a municipality and the bylaw
would make the development in respect of which the permit was issued a
nonconforming use or nonconforming building, the development permit continues in
effect in spite of the coming into force of the bylaw.
MGA, s.643(1)

In cases where a legal non-conforming use is discontinued for six (6) or more months, any future use
must conform to the Zoning Bylaw.
Copyright of this material and content is owned by the City of Edmonton and none of the content and material may be
copied, reproduced, posted or transmitted in any form without the prior written consent of the City of Edmonton, unless
otherwise being used in accordance with Section 299 and 300 of the Municipal Government Act, RSA 2000, c M-26.
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2021 Industrial Warehouse
Assessment Methodology

643(2)

Page | 10

A non-conforming use of land or a building may be continued but if that use is
discontinued for a period of 6 consecutive months or more, any future use of the land
or building must conform with the land use bylaw then in effect.
MGA, s.643(2)

Variables
Not all variables affect market value. Below is the list of variables that affect the assessment value
for 2021.
Main floor total area

Traffic influence

Industrial market area

Condition

Site coverage

Main floor finished area

Effective year built

Upper floor finished area

●

In addition to the variables found to affect value, the following variables were tested to
determine their impact on value: wall height, construction type, zoning, tenancy, and land
use. These variables were not found to affect value. For other variables, there is insufficient
data to test their significance to affect value.

Main floor total area
Based on the exterior measurements of the footprint of the building. Economies of scale dictate
that larger buildings trade for a lower unit of comparison than smaller buildings. The main floor
area of a multi-building industrial warehouse property is based on the exterior measurement of the
accumulated main floor areas of each building valued using the direct sales approach. The Area of
the buildings valued on the cost approach, see below, are excluded from the main floor area.

Industrial market area
Industrial warehouse market areas are geographic areas defined using location boundaries. See
enclosed maps in appendix titled 2021 Industrial Warehouse Market Area Groups. In sequence of
desirability, the market areas are as follows:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Market Area 1 - Downtown
Market Area 2 - South Edmonton
Market Area 3 - North Edmonton
Market Area 4 - Southeast and Clover Bar
Market Area 5 - Yellowhead Corridor
Market Area 6 - Winterburn

Copyright of this material and content is owned by the City of Edmonton and none of the content and material may be
copied, reproduced, posted or transmitted in any form without the prior written consent of the City of Edmonton, unless
otherwise being used in accordance with Section 299 and 300 of the Municipal Government Act, RSA 2000, c M-26.
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Site coverage
(total main floor area of the property ÷ lot size): the relationship between main floor area of
buildings not valued using the cost approach and lot size. It is expressed as a percentage. Typical
site coverage is approximately 33%. Lower site coverage indicates that a property has more land
which typically increases the property’s market desirability. Reasons for the increased desirability
include potential future expansion of the improvements or subdivision of the parcel, improved
storage capacity, functionality and access. By contrast, higher site coverage indicates that a property
has less land which typically results in limited development potential.
It is not uncommon for industrial properties valued on the direct comparison approach to have an
additional building on the property valued on the cost approach. Typically, a cost building is of
lower quality than the main building(s) and therefore a lower assessment per square foot than the
main building(s) is warranted. These are referred to as “cost buildings” and are valued using the
Marshall & Swift Manual, which applies the depreciated replacement cost new.
Cost buildings typically include temporary structures such as arch rib fabric buildings, relocatable
office trailers, unheated sheds, and storage buildings. Cost buildings may also lack heating,
electricity, or flooring.
The floor area of any cost building on site is excluded from the main floor area when calculating site
coverage.

Effective year built
The chronological age of a building adjusted to reflect an addition or significant renovation that
extends the improvement’s remaining economic life. The exterior components that when replaced
or extensively renovated affect the remaining economic life of a building, including the roof, the
building envelope (windows and doors, exterior siding, walls including insulation and vapor barrier,
and other structural components), the foundation, and mechanical components (electrical, plumbing
and HVAC). The effective age of a building can also be altered due to additions. The effective year
built of a multi-building industrial warehouse property is calculated using the weighted average
effective year built based on the building size of the individual buildings on the property.

Traffic influence
This attribute is only applied to properties that have access to a traffic influence. The level of
influence is based upon the annual weekday traffic volume counts as reported by the City of
Edmonton Transportation Planning Branch. The 2018 Average Annual Weekday Traffic Volumes
Report is accessible on the City website: edmonton.ca.
For 2021, in order of desirability:

YES
NO

●

Roads with recorded traffic flows of 5,001+ vehicles per day e.g. 50th
Street, 170th Street, 99th Street Whitemud Drive, Yellowhead Trail

●

Roads with recorded traffic flows of less than 5,000 vehicles per day

Copyright of this material and content is owned by the City of Edmonton and none of the content and material may be
copied, reproduced, posted or transmitted in any form without the prior written consent of the City of Edmonton, unless
otherwise being used in accordance with Section 299 and 300 of the Municipal Government Act, RSA 2000, c M-26.
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Zone
Property Number

Commercial Investment Building Sale

32172

Property Type: Office: Suburban
Address

13151 146 St
Subdivision:

Bonaventure Industrial

Legal Description: 21/12/0729744

Zoning Class:

IB

Site Area:

2.64

Acres

Building Area:

38,802

Sq Ft

Sale Price:

$6,350,000

Sale Date:

Mar 29, 2017

Transfer Number:

172078401

Year Built:

2007

Linc #:

0032842064

Sale Terms

Assessments

Cash

Total

Vendor

Purchaser

Whiterock 13151-13183 146 St Edmonton Inc.
Director:
Robert Hughes
30 Adelaide Street East, Suite 301, Toronto, Ont. M5C
3H1

Alliance MJ Developments Ltd.
Director:
Gurpreet Sunner
1188 Hollands Way, Edmonton,AB
T6R 3S9

Improvements Description

Site Improvements

2 stories, concrete/steel frame construction. 38,802 sq.ft.
net leasable area. Demised into 8 bays of office
(495-8,457 sq.ft).

Paved parking & access areas (220 stalls) & 80 UG stall
parkade.

$10,050,000 Year 2017

Income Analysis
Gross Annual Income
Vacancy

Gross Income Multiplier

$1,432,864
107,465 [

7.5%]

Sale Price /Sq Ft

0.00
$163.65

Operating Expenses

$543,513

Overall Capitalization Rate

12.31 %

Net Operating Income

$781,886

Net Income/Unit

20.15

IRR

0.00 %

Comments

Known as St. Albert Trail Place. 3,087 sq.ft. vacant at sale date (7.95%). Income analysis assumes full occupancy
with the vacant space leased at a market rent. One lease expires in July/17 (4738 sf - tenant will vacate). Three
expires in 2018. Most of the leases are at above current market rents indicating a high risk project. Previously sold
Jan/12 for $9,200,000.

Prepared by The Network on Jun 27, 2017. Visit http://www.gettelnetwork.com for more info.
All opinions, estimates, data, and statistics furnished by other sources is believed to be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its validity or accuracy.
Possession of this report or copies thereof does not carry with it the right of publication.
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Assessment Detail Report
ANNUAL REALTY ASSESSMENT DETAILS 2017
Tax Roll Account 10101699

Taxation year 2017

Date of mailing 03-JAN-2017

Date of request

Property Assessment

Property Address 13151 146 STREET NW

27-JAN-2017 10:33

$10,050,000

Please see Appendix 1 for further details about this assessment notice.

If you have any questions concerning this information, please return to the website (https://assessmentinfo.edmonton.ca) and click on FAQ
(Frequently Asked Questions) located at the top right hand corner of the webpage.
Copyright © 2016 The City of Edmonton
The information is collected for property assessment interpretation purposes only. While the City of Edmonton provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant, covenant, or guarantee the
completeness and accuracy of the information. The City does not assume responsibility nor accept any liability arising from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a
regular basis and reflects the contents of the Assessment per the stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced without consent from The City of Edmonton.
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Appendix 1: Account 10101699
ANNUAL REALTY ASSESSMENT DETAILS 2017
Mailed 03-JAN-2017

Copyright © 2016 The City of Edmonton
The information is collected for property assessment interpretation purposes only. While the City of Edmonton provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant, covenant, or guarantee the
completeness and accuracy of the information. The City does not assume responsibility nor accept any liability arising from any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a
regular basis and reflects the contents of the Assessment per the stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced without consent from The City of Edmonton.
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Suburban Office Summary
2017 Assessment
Roll Number
Building Name
Address
District
Sub Class
Roll Number

Value Date
01-Jul-16

10101699

St. Albert Trail Place
13159 146 St
149
A
10101699

Tenant Space
Office Space
Office - Other
2
CRUs <1,000 ft
2
CRUs 1,001 to 3,000 ft
2
CRUs 3,001 to 5,000 ft
2
CRUs 5,001 to 10,000 ft
2
CRUs > 10,001 ft
CRU – Restaurants
CRU – Banks
CRU – Food Court
CRU - Warehouse
CRU - Other
Storage
Underground Parking Stalls
Aboveground Parking Stalls
Covered Parking Stalls
Surface Parking Stalls

Potential Gross Income

Area (ft2)

Market Rent/ft2

Total

38,861
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
55
0
0
171
38,861

$16.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$100.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$621,776
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$66,000
$0
$0
$0
$687,776

Vacancy Rates
5.0%
5.0%

Office
Retail

$34,389
$0

Effective Gross Income

$653,387

Less Expenses
2%

Structural
Less Vacancy Shortfall
Office
Retail

$14.00
$14.00

$13,068

1,943
0

$27,203
$0

Net Operating Income

$613,117

2017 Stabilized Value
Capitalization Rate
Value Sub-total

6.50%
$9,432,565

Value per ft2

$242.73
Other Value
Add Additional Buildings

2017 Final Market Value Estimate

$617,500
$0
$0
$0
$10,050,000

COMMENTS
Other Value is Surplus Land
Copyright © 2017 The City of Edmonton
The information is collected for property assessment interpretation purposes only. While The
City of Edmonton provides this information in good faith, it does not warrant, covenant, or
guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City does not assume
responsibility nor accept any liability arising from any use other than assessment interpretation.
The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the Assessment
per the stated date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be
reproduced without consent from The City of Edmonton.
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Office Assessment
2017 Excess Land Calculation
Roll Number
Building Name
Address
District
Sub Class
Inventory
Zoning

10101699
St. Albert Trail Place

Value Date
1-Jul-16

149
A
SUB
IB

Initial conditions
Lot Size, M2
Footprint, M2
Gross building area, M2
Underground parkade gross area, M2
Total gross area w/o underground parkade, M2
Size allowance per stall, M2
Land assessment, $
Excess land type

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

10,638
1,918
5,753
1,918
3,835
50.0
2,671,359
surplus

i

55

Calculation of required parking space
Amount of underground stalls
presented in property:

k

Gross Area,
M2
0

l

Bylaw Requriement
2.5 stalls per 100m2

m

Parking Stalls
Required,
#
0.00

Restaurant

n

0

o

1 stall per 3.6 m2 of public space

p

0.00

Remaining
Total parking stalls required

q

3,835

r

3.4 stall per 100 m2

s
t

130.40
131.00

u

76

x

Space required for
extra stalls,
M2
3,800

aa

Excess Land size,
M2
4,920
Land Rate,
$ per M2
$251.12

Amount of parking space bylaw
required based on occupancy
Gov't/Medical

Parking stalls required (after comparison of [i] to [t])

Calculation of excess land

Excess land calculation
Total land required for Parking

Size of Excess Land

2017 Land Rate

2017 Excess Land Value
Conclusion (based on EL type)

v

Total Required Extra
Stalls,
#
76

y

Total Lot Size,
M2
10,638

ab

2017 Land Value, $
$2,671,359

ae

Excess Land Size,
M2
4,920

w

Size allowance per stall,
M2
50.0

z

Total space allocated for
footprint and parking,
M2
5,718

ac

Actual Lot Size,
M2
10,638

ad

af

2017 Land Rate,
$ per M2
$251.12

Excess Land Value,
$
ag
$1,235,500

Excess land type is SURPLUS, the result of [8.0] was multiplied by 0.5

ah

$617,500

Copyright © 2017 The City of Edmonton
The information is collected for property assessment interpretation purposes only. While The City of Edmonton provides this information in good faith, it does not
warrant, covenant or guarantee the completeness and accuracy of the information. The City does not assume responsibility nor accept any liability arising from
any use other than assessment interpretation. The information is maintained on a regular basis and reflects the contents of the Assessment per the stated
date/time of this document. This information is proprietary and may not be reproduced without consent from The City of Edmonton.
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Street Smart. World Wise.

The Respondent’s Submission
Rebuttal Response to the Respondent’s Evidence & Argument

Research, Valuation & Advisory | Cost Consulting | Realty Tax Consulting | Geomatics
Suite 310, 2020 4th Street SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1W3 Canada T 403.508.7770 F 403.228.1020
www.thealtusgroup.com
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2021 ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD
RESPONDENT EVIDENCE

Hearing Date – October 25, 2021

Argument for:
Complaint #

Roll

Building
Name

C2021-28

8243006007

Plaza A & B

C2021-30

8241001606

Broadmoor Place VII

C2021-31
C2021-33
C2021-34

8241001704
8244002002
8244003000

Broadmoor Place VIII
Broadmoor Place III
Broadmoor Place IV

C2021-35

8244004008

Broadmoor Place II

C2021-36
C2021-37

8243008002
8243009000

Broadmoor Place V
Broadmoor Place VI

C2021-38

8244001004

Broadmoor Place I

C2021-27
C2021-29

8242012009
8247006006

C2021-32

8241002401

Portage Plaza
Provincial Place
Millennium Professional
Office

Property
Description
2755 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
2693 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
2055 PREMIER WAY
2301 PREMIER WAY
2257 PREMIER WAY
2833 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
2181 PREMIER WAY
2121 PREMIER WAY
2899 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD
241 PORTAGE CLOSE
167 PROVINCIAL AVENUE
2457 BROADMOOR
BOULEVARD

Estimated Presentation Time – 1 Hour
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2021 ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD

BP / TAG Portfolio
Assessment Year: 2020

Assessment Equity
The following tables is presented to demonstrate assessed values for similar office buildings
in Sherwood Park:

Address
Legal
Gr Bldg Area
sqft
Year Built
Zoning
Parcel Size
Site Coverage
Assessment
Vacancy Adj
ASMT/sqft

Remarks

Subject

Comp Asmt 1

Comp Asmt 2

Comp Asmt 3

Millennium
Business Park

Centre in the
Park

Millennium
Business Park

Millennium
Business Park

8241002401
2457 Broadmoor
Blvd

7000702910

8242006001

8245025000

200 Festival
Lane
1622568 Blk 2
Lot 10

103 Portage
close
0325985 Blk 242
Lot 6

171 Pembina
Road
0427002 Blk 245
Lot 25

33,415
2010

11,073
2008

C5

C5

18%

33,493
2017
UV12
0.69
37%

2.11
18%

0.90
16%

$11,751,000

$8,965,000

$7,122,000

$2,407,000

25%

20%

10%

10%

$188

$268

$213

$217

3 Sty Professional
Office Bldg
w/underground
parkade, elevators

3 Sty Professional
Office Bldg
w/underground
parkade, elevators

2 Sty Professional
Office Bldg w/paved
parking, elevators.

1&2 Story office
demised into
reception, offices,
paved parking.

1621194 Unit 40

62,372
2014
C2
2.53

See Appendix 7 for Comparable Assessment calculations.
The assessor has recognized the vacancy issues with the subject property. This is evident in
the assessed value on a per square foot basis. The subject building has been assessed 30%
lowered than the most comparable 3 Story office with underground parkade located at 200
Festival Lane.

MARKET VALUE APPRAISAL
In addition to the analysis conducted by the County, the assessor has commissioned an
appraisal of one of the subject properties. The date of the appraisal is the valuation date of
July 1, 2020. As this appraisal was conducted by a third party. The assessor is only
presenting the Executive Summary and the Reconciliation and Final Valuation for the Board
to consider.
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Real Estate Appraisal
of
A Multi-Tenant Commercial Investment Property
Broadmoor Place VII
Located at 2693 Broadmoor Boulevard, Sherwood Park, Alberta

Prepared For:
Strathcona County
Prepared By:
HarrisonBowker Valuation Group
Effective Date:
July 1, 2020
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Our file: 23907.20RD/PW
December 18, 2020
Strathcona County
Assessment and Tax Department
2001 Sherwood Drive
Sherwood Park, Alberta T8A 3W7
Attention: Jeff McKinnon, AMAA

Dear Mr. McKinnon:
Re:

Retrospective real estate appraisal of a multi-tenant commercial investment property located at 2693
Broadmoor Boulevard, Sherwood Park, Alberta.
Legally described as: Lot 1B, Block 241, Plan 0924386, excepting thereout all mines and minerals.

Pursuant to your instructions, we have appraised the above referenced property with the objective of estimating its
retrospective (historical) Market Value as of July 1, 2020. Based on our investigations and analyses, the Market Value
of the Leased Fee Estate interest in the Subject Property as of July 1, 2020 may be fairly stated as: $11,500,000.
Values and opinions contained in this report are based on market conditions as at the time (Effective Date) of this
report. This report does not provide a prediction of future values. In the event of market instability and/or disruption,
values and opinions may change rapidly and such potential future events have not been considered in this report. As
this report does not and cannot consider any changes to the property or market conditions after the Effective Date,
clients and intended users are cautioned in relying on the report after the effective date noted herein. Note that this
valuation is premised on the Limiting Conditions, Extraordinary Assumptions, and Extraordinary Limiting Conditions on
Pages 71 - 75 of this report. To ensure the context of the valuation is fully understood, the report is meant to be reviewed
in its entirety.
The enclosed narrative appraisal report was prepared in accordance with the Canadian Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice (CUSPAP) of the Appraisal Institute of Canada (AIC). It contains data and analyses which,
to the best of our knowledge and ability, are correct. Please review it for accuracy and completeness, and advise our
office of any errors or omissions found.
Neither possession of this report, or copy thereof, carries with it the right of publication. All copyright is reserved to the
author and is considered confidential by the author and the client. It shall not be disclosed, quoted from or referred to,
in whole or in part, or published in any manner, without the express written consent of the author. This is subject only
to confidential review by the AIC as provided in the CUSPAP.
Thank you for this opportunity to be of service.
Yours respectfully,
HarrisonBowker Valuation Group

enclosure: Appraisal Report
#203, 225 Carleton Drive | St. Albert AB | T8N 4J9
T: 877-458-3815 | E. info@harrisonbowker.com | harrisonbowker.com
St. Albert | Edmonton | Calgary | Camrose
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Executive Summary
The subject of this appraisal is a multi-user commercial/flex property, known as Broadmoor Place VII, located in
Sherwood Park, Alberta. The property is improved with a 2007-built, partial-two storey, multi-user commercial building.
The Subject Property has been adversely impacted by chronic high vacancy rates. Given prevailing market uncertainty
due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and the weaker historical operating performance of the complex, the Subject
Property would only be marketable if priced appropriately.
The appraisal process was completed without undue difficulty, recognizing that the current depressed market
conditions make historical market data less reliable. The Subject Property was valued utilizing the Direct Comparison
Approach and Income Approach methods of valuation. In final reconciliation, the Income Approach was given the most
weight, with secondary weight assigned to the Direct Comparison Approach.
The reader is encouraged to review the Glossary of Terms appended in Annex B, as required. The salient facts and
conclusions of the report are summarized as follows:
Appraiser(s):
Client:
Intended User:
Municipal Address:

Ryan Dinsdale, BA, AACI, P. App; and, Pat Woodlock, BMgt, AACI, P.App.
Strathcona County (Assessment and Tax Department), represented by Jeff McKinnon, AMAA.
Same as above.
2693 Broadmoor Boulevard, Sherwood Park, Alberta T8H 0G1.

Legal Description:

Lot 1B, Block 241, Plan 0924386.

Purpose and Use:

To estimate the retrospective Market Value of the Subject Property as of the Effective Date
of the appraisal to assist in establishing an assessed value for the 2020 assessment year.
All other uses are denied.

Interestss Appraised:
Effective Date::
Property Owner:
Improvements:

Leased Fee Estate.
July 1, 2020.
KS Broadmoor Place VII Inc.
A 2007-built, 82,968 SF multi-tenant commercial property. GLA is reported to be 81,829 SF.
Other site improvements include paved parking and signage.

Effective Age::

10 years.

Remaining Economic Life:

40 years.

Site Area:
Land Use District::
Property Use:
Highest & Best Use:

4.10 acres / 1.66 ha / 178,677 SF.
C5 – Service Commercial.
Multi-tenant commercial.
Commercial purposes (as is).

Real estate appraisal of a commercial property located in Sherwood Park, Alberta
Prepared for: Strathcona County, Assessment and Tax Department

HarrisonBowker Valuation Group
File Number: 23907.20RD/PW (Dec. 2020)
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PART 1 – INTRODUCTION
Key Factors:
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Pros: (1) Corner site with good exposure to Broadmoor Boulevard. (2) Recent
underperformance of the property allows for potential upside. (3) Building improvements are
relatively new. (4) Multi-tenant flex configuration allows for a range of commercial uses.
Cons: (1) Subject Property has been adversely impacted by chronic high vacancy rates.
(2) Market conditions are relatively soft for suburban office and non-anchored retail
properties in the Edmonton CMA. (3) The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has destabilized the
commercial real estate market in the Edmonton CMA, with the duration to recovery presently
unknown.

Qualifications:

1. Extraordinary Limiting Condition and Extraordinary Assumption: Per the request of
the client, only the exterior of the Subject Property was inspected. Details concerning
the interior finishes, quality, layout, area(s), and condition of the subject building
improvements have been obtained from the client and other sources deemed
reliable, and are assumed to be accurate.
2. Extraordinary Assumption: This appraisal report is a retrospective valuation of the
Subject Property with the Effective Date of July 1, 2020. The property was inspected
from the exterior only by the appraiser on October 8, 2020. It is assumed that the
observed physical and functional state of the property as of the date of inspection
was fully representative of the state of the property as of the Effective Date.
See the Extraordinary Limiting Conditions and Extraordinary Assumptions detailed in full on
Page 75. To ensure the context of the valuation is fully understood, the report is meant to be
reviewed in its entirety.

Direct Comparison:

Income Appro
oach:

Cost Approach:
Final Value:

Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis
Final unit value: $145 PSF
$11,865,000
Direct Capitalization and Discounted Cash Flow
Vacancy Provision: 10%
NOI: $959,073 ($11.72 PSF)
Entry Capitalization Rate: 7.50%
Terminal Capitalization Rate: 7.75%
Discount Rate: 8.00%
$11,500,000
Not used
$1
11,500,000

Subject to Extraordinary Assumptions and Extraordinary Limiting Conditions on Page 75

Real estate appraisal of a commercial property located in Sherwood Park, Alberta
Prepared for: Strathcona County, Assessment and Tax Department

HarrisonBowker Valuation Group
File Number: 23907.20RD/PW (Dec. 2020)
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Broadmoor Place VII Income Summary
Roll
Number

Tenant

Unit
Number

Civic Address

Building Name

Area (sf)

Lease Rate
($psf)

Lease Start Lease End

Rent

YOC

Rent Roll
1-Jul-20

8241001606 Keylime Yoga and Athletics

100 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

3,377

$10.15

1-Oct-16

$34,276.55

2007

8241001606 Roxx Salon

108 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

8,318

$15.75

1-May-11

31-Dec-23 $131,008.50

2007

1-Jul-20

8241001606 Willowridge Construction Ltd.

120 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

5,358

$9.46

1-Mar-19

28-Feb-25

$50,686.68

2007

1-Jul-20

8241001606 Edmonton Northlands

132 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

10,343

$15.00

1-Jan-18

31-Dec-20 $155,145.00

2007

1-Jul-20

8241001606 *** Vacant ***

133 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

13,017

$0.00

2007

1-Jul-20

8241001606 Global Physiotherapy Sherwood Park Inc.

148 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

1,654

$16.00

31-Mar-22

$26,464.00

2007

1-Jul-20

8241001606 Cena Catering Meals-To-Go

152 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

1,833

$16.00

1-Feb-08

31-Jan-23

$29,328.00

2007

1-Jul-20

8241001606 Canada Brokerlink Inc.

156 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

1,261

$19.50

1-Apr-16

31-Mar-23

$24,589.50

2007

1-Jul-20

8241001606 Canada Brokerlink Inc.

160 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

1,487

$19.50

1-Apr-16

31-Mar-23

$28,996.50

2007

1-Jul-20

8241001606 Healthworks Nutrition Centre

164 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

2,281

$15.00

1-Oct-08

30-Sep-23

$34,215.00

2007

1-Jul-20

8241001606 Shelby Engineering Ltd.

172 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

12,580

$13.00

1-Mar-20

28-Feb-35 $163,540.00

2007

1-Jul-20

8241001606 Robin Hood Association for The Handicapped (Exempt)

184 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

9,003

$12.54

1-Feb-19

31-Jan-29 $112,897.62

2007

1-Jul-20

8241001606 Edmonton Northlands

252 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

5,314

$15.00

1-Jan-18

$79,710.00

2007

1-Jul-20

8241001606 *** Vacant ***

276 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

780

$0.00

2007

1-Jul-20

8241001606 *** Vacant ***

288 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

5,233

$0.00

2007

1-Jul-20

19,030 = Vacant Space

23.25% = Vacancy

1-Apr-17

30-Sep-21

Annual

31-Dec-20

Median =

5,233

$15.00

Leases

Mean =

5,456

$14.74

15

Weighted Mean =

81,839

$10.64

$870,857
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Broadmoor Business Park Vacancy Analysis (December 31, 2020)
Roll Number

Tenant

Unit
Number

Civic Address

Building Name

Area (sf)

YOC

Rent Roll

8241001606

*** Vacant ***

252 2693 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

5,314

2007

31-Dec-20

8243006007

*** Vacant ***

A108 2755 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place A&B

1,206

2005

31-Dec-20

8243006007

*** Vacant ***

A124 2755 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place A&B

2,650

2005

31-Dec-20

8243006007

*** Vacant ***

A232 2755 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place A&B

2,948

2005

31-Dec-20

8243006007

*** Vacant ***

B172 2755 Broadmoor Blvd

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place A&B

840

2005

31-Dec-20

8243008002

*** Vacant ***

236 2181 Premier Way

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place V

1,632

2004

31-Dec-20

8243008002

*** Vacant ***

240-244 2181 Premier Way

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place V

3,758

2004

31-Dec-20

8243008002

*** Vacant ***

248-273 2181 Premier Way

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place V

9,431

2004

31-Dec-20

8244003000

*** Vacant ***

116 2257 Premier Way

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place IV

4,657

2002

31-Dec-20

8244003000

*** Vacant ***

216-20 2257 Premier Way

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place IV

1,526

2002

31-Dec-20

8244004008

*** Vacant ***

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place II

2,550

2000

31-Dec-20

176 2833 Broadmoor Blvd

Median =

2,650

Mean =

3,319

Weighted Mean =

36,512

Broadmoor Business Park Vacancy Summary 2017-2021
Property

Tax Year

Valuation
Date

Total Leasable Vacant Space
(sf)

Area (sf)

Vacany%

Broadmoor Business Park *

2021

31-Dec-20

851,387

291,336

34.22%

Broadmoor Business Park

2021

1-Jul-20

851,387

269,893

31.70%

Broadmoor Business Park

2020

1-Jul-19

851,328

297,652

34.96%

Broadmoor Business Park

2019

1-Jul-18

850,958

295,661

34.74%

Broadmoor Business Park

2018

1-Jul-17

851,319

296,055

34.78%

Broadmoor Business Park

2017

1-Jul-16

852,167

355,205

41.68%

Mean =

851,432

302,893

35.57%

Median =

851,328

296,055

34.78%

5 Year Weighted Mean =

4,257,159

1,514,466

35.57%
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CARB 128289P-2018

Page 1 of8

Calgary Assessment Review Board
DECISION WITH REASONS
In the matter of a complaint against the Property assessment as provided by the Municipal
Government Act, Revised Statutes of Alberta 2000, Chapter M-26 (the MGA).
between:

CAL-ED FIFTH AVENUE HOLDINGS LIMITED, OWNER
(as represented by ALTUS GROUP), COMPLAINANT
and

The City of Calgary, RESPONDENT
Before the following Panel of the Calgary Assessment Review Board (the Board):

D. Mullen, PRESIDING OFFICER
H. Ang, BOARD MEMBER
A. Maciag, BOARD MEMBER

This is a complaint to the Board in respect of a Property assessment prepared by the Assessor
of The City of Calgary and entered in the 2018 Assessment Roll as follows:
· ROLL NUMBER:

067049205

LOCATION ADDRESS:

639 5 AV SW

FILE NUMBER:

128289

ASSESSMENT:

$44,010,000
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This complaint was heard September 4 and 5, 2018 in Boardroom 9 located at the office of the
Assessment Review Board 1212 31 Avenue NE, Calgary, Alberta.
The Board derives its authority from the MGA and related legislation as set out in Appendix "B".

Appeared on behalf of the Complainant:

•

M. Cameron

Agent, Altus Group

•

J. Forbes

Agent, Altus Group

Appeared on behalf of the Respondent:

•

M. Trimble

Assessor, City of Calgary

Procedural or Jurisdictional Matters:

[1]
The Complainant and Respondent requested that the argument and testimony from file
127173 be carried forward to this file. The Board agreed.
[2]
The complaint form indicated that there were multiple issues to address and numbers 3,
4, 5, 9 and 10 were·checked off. The Board verified that only number 3, an assessment amount,
was to be argued during the hearing.

Property Description:
[3]
The subject property at 639 5 AV SW, is a 281,162 square foot (sf) office building with
87 parking stalls on 0.60 acres of land, with a 1969 year of construction (yoc) and located in the
community of Downtown Commercial Core in the submarket of DT2. The subject is assigned a
quality classification of B, a Property Use: Commercial, Sub Property Use: CS1200 Office and a
Land Use Designation: Commercial Residential District.
[4]

The subject property has the following space subcomponents:
(a) Office

B

261,796 sf

(b) Retail Level 1

B

11,226 sf

(c) Retail Level 2

B

7,337 sf

(d) Storage

B

803 sf

(e) Parking

8

87 stalls

[5]
The assessment was prepared on the Income Approach with different rental rates,
vacancy rates and operating costs inputs for each space subcomponent and a Capitalization
Rate (Cap Rate) of 7.00%.

lssue(s):
[6]

Should the $15.00 office rental rate be decreased to $12.50?

[7]

Should the 15.5% office vacancy rate be increased to 20%?

Complainant's Requested Value: $30,740,000
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Board's Decision:

[8]

For reasons outlined herein, the Board will not change the assessment.

Position of the Parties

Issue one: rental rate
Complainant's Position:

[9]
The Complainant argued that the Respondent changed the methodology of how
assessments were calculated. Historically, the rental rate was analysed over a 12 month period.
The new method was using a 36 month weighted leasing period with arbitrary percentages
assigned to each year. In this case 20% to 2016, 30% to 2017 and 50% to 2018. This method
was only disclosed during the hearing process.
[1 O]
The Complainant stated that it had requested additional information from the
Respondent regarding how the assessment was calculated and was returned with the
assessment request for information (ARFI) supplied by the property owner which included the
rent roll. No other information was included in the returned request.
[11]
The Complainant provided a downtown office "B" quality lease analysis for DT2, 3, 9
which included 35 leases from 10 different buildings in the area. For the base rate, the mean
was $11.95, median $11.00, and weighted mean $12.89. The Net Effective Rent (NER) was
also calculated. The mean was $11.42, the median was $10.62 and the weighted mean was
$12.54. The NER included a free rent calculation only and did not include other incentives.
[12]
The rent roll and ARFI documents for the majority of the 35 leases in the analysis were
included in the package.
[13]
The Complainant included 2015, 2016 and 2017 assessment information packages
(AIP) for the DT2, 3, 9 for A, B and 8- quality, which showed that in the past, only the prior 12
months was used to determine rent rates.
[ 14]
The 2018 City of Calgary Office Market trends was also included showing that the B
office rental rates ranged between $12 and $19.
[15]

Third party reports regarding lease rates were included to support the decline in rates.

[16]
In rebuttal, the Complainant argued that the B- quality sales are skewing the cap rate
and should not be included. The sample should only include sales of B quality in DT2, 3, 9.

Respondent's Position:

[17]
The Respondent argued that the issue before the Board is only to determine if the
market value is fair and equitable, and not the method of how that value was determined.
[18]
The Respondent stated that "studies" were not part of the disclosures and therefore, the
Respondent only presented this new 36 month methodology at the hearing.
[19]
The Respondent argued that the 36 month weighted lease analysis is more correct
because it includes leases that represent three separate years not just the 12 months leading
up to the assessment date. Thirty-six months of leasing was considered and weighted
accordingly: 2018: July 1, 2016 to July 1 2017 = 50%; 2017: July 1, 2015 to July 1 2016 = 30%;
2016: July 1, 2014 to July 1, 2015 = 20%.
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[20]
The Respondent provided a 2018 DT2, 3, 9 B class office lease analysis which included
the leasable area in square feet (sf), the lease commencement'date and the rate per sf. The
weighted mean calculations were as follows: 20% 2016 + 30% 2017 + 50% 2018; $22.63 x 20%
+ $16.50 x 30% + $11.30 X 50% = $15.13. The mean was $16.70 and the median was $17.00.
The assessed rate is $15.00.
[21]
The Respondent included the addresses of all the buildings which were used in the
analysis, although they were not identified in the analysis itself.
[22]
The Respondent provided the analysis of sales used to determine the cap rate. Using
eight sales (seven sales from the Dream REIT and one independent) of Band B- quality
buildings in 2017 with 36 month weighted vacancy and rental rates, the median cap rate 6.74%
and the mean is 6.87%. The median sales price per sf is $154. The Respondent argued that the
Dream portfolio sale should be given less weight due to the motivations of the seller which was
exiting the province. The best sale of the eight is 635 6 AV SW, which was the only sale not part
of the Dream REIT portfolio. That cap rate was 6.25%.
[23]
The Respondent stated that the only sale considered by the Complainant that was not
part of the Dream sale is the sale of 635 6 AV SW (Ford Alpine) which, prior to any of the
Complainant's changes within the Respondent's approach, is assessed with an assessment to
sale ratio (ASR) of 0.89. Taking into account the Complainant's requested changes causes this
ASR to shift to 0.63. This is the best sale available to either party and in both cases tends to
show that the assessment should be increased.

Board's Findings of Fact and Reasons for Decision:
[24]
The Board's responsibility is to determine if the market value is fair and equitable and
not to adjudicate the methodology.
[25]
There may be circumstances where the Respondent's three year 20%, 30% and 50%
weighting factor is perhaps warranted but this is not one of them. With information drawn from
35 leases in the year between July 1, 2016 and June 30, 2017, the Board could find the
weighted mean of the Complainant's base rate $12.89 or NER $12.54 to be both typical and
correct.
[26]
The Board appreciates the Respondent's rationale for using a weighted three year
calculation. However, if a weighted approach is to be used it must be applied cautiously and
consistently over an extended period so as to ensure that it is not perceived as a near-term
reaction to the market volatility. The Board finds no evidence to support the 20%, 30% and 50%
weighting factors.
[27]
However, the Board notes that the ARFI provided by the property owner asked about
Value Information. It specifically asked the question: "Has a market appraisal report or opinion
of value on the property been completed within the last 12 months or has an asset management
report that includes the property been completed within the last 12 months?" This was checked
off "yes" and estimate of value was $93,450,000 completed in the Q1 of 2017, which is close to
the valuation date. The portion of the questionnaire "Market Value Appraisal Report" was also
checked off. The ARFI also stated that a copy of the report must be included with the
information delivered to the Assessment Business Unit (ABU).
[28]
The Board finds that this appraisal, although not included, was clearly indicated as
"Market Value" and was completed within the valuation period. The Board finds it is an indicator
of market value, and supports the assessed value.
[29]

The Board finds the $15 assessed rental rate generates a value that is closer to the
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estimate of value from the appraisal report which, as noted, was stated to be the market value.
Therefore, the Board will not alter the rental rate.

Issue two: vacancy rate
Complainant's Position:

[30]
The Complainant provided a downtown office B quality vacancy analysis (DT2, 3, 9)
which included 22 properties. The overall vacancy was 21.39%. The Complainant also provided
the rent rolls or ARFls for 12 of the 22 properties. It was discovered in questioning that one
property that was indicated as 100% vacant may have had a lease and been 0% vacant. The
change to the rate went from 20.00% to 19.40%.
[31]
The Complainant also provided the AIP for 2017, 2016, 2015 assessment years to
demonstrate that in the past, the Respondent has only used 12 months vacancy and never the
current 50% weighting for the current assessment year, a 30% weighting for the prior year and a
20% weighting for the year before that.
[32]
The Complainant provided third part leasing materials indicating that vacancy rates of
20% represents a more accurate reflection of the market for "B" class properties in the non-core
downtown regions.

Respondent's Position:

[33]
The Respondent provided the 2018 downtown office vacancy analysis for DT2, 3, 9 B
quality which included the 2016, 2017, and 2018 vacancy rates. The weighted mean
calculations were as follows: 6.25% - 2016, 15.00% - 2017 and 19.50% - 2018. By applying the
same weighting of 20%-for 2016, 30% for 2017 and 50% for 2018, the assessed rate is 15.50%.
[34]
The names of each of the buildings used in the analysis was also provided but not
indicated in the analysis.
[35]
The Respondent argued that vacancy of a 36 month period is more accurate than only
12 months because this is not just one point in time but three.

Board's Findings of Fact and Reasons for Decision:

[36]
The Board notes that the subject is not so uniquely affected by high vacancy during
these difficult economic times so as to truly warrant a different vacancy rate. The Board
recognises that in the Respondent's 2018 Downtown "B" class Office Vacancy Study, eight of
the 23 buildings, including the subject, have vacancy rates in excess of 25%.
[37]
The 2018 weighted mean vacancy rate arising from the Respondent's study is 19.5%.
The assessed vacancy rate is 15.5%. The Board finds this to be within a reasonable range of
typical vacancy rates.
[38]
The Board finds that the leasing information provided by the Complainant is inconsistent
and information is missing for almost half of the properties in the analysis. The Board cannot
rely on this information.
[39]

With no alternatives presented, the Board will not alter the vacancy rate.
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Board's summary of decision:

[40]
DA

The Board will not alter the assessment.

,..,....,..... c:

CITY OF CALGARY THIS

L

DAY OF

Oci,hec

, 2018.
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APPENDIX "A"
DOCUMENTS PRESENTED AT THE HEARING
AND CONSIDERED BY THE BOARD:

NO.

ITEM

1. C1

Complainant Disclosure
Complainant Disclosure
Complainant Disclosure
Complainant Disclosure
Complainant Disclosure
Respondent Disclosure

2. C2
3. C3

4.C4
5. C5
6. R1

site specific
rental rate analysis
vacancy rate analysis
appendix
rebuttal

An application for Judicial Review may be made to the Court of Queen's Bench with respect to a
decision of an assessment review board.
An application for Judicial Review must be filed with the Court of Queen's Bench and served not
more than 60 days after the date of the decision, and notice of the application must be given to
(a)

the assessment review board

(b)

the Complainant, other than an applicant for the judicial review

(c)

an assessed person who is directly affected by the decision, other than the
Complainant,

(d)

the municipality, and

(e)

the Minister.
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APPENDIX "B"

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITIES CONSIDERED BY THE BOARD

Municipal Government Act, R.S.A. 2000, Chapter M-26 (the MGA)

s. 460.1 (2) Subject to section 460(14), a composite assessment review board has jurisdiction
to hear complaints about
(a)

any matter referred to in section 460(5) that is shown on
(i)

an assessment notice for property other than property described in
subsection (1 )(a)

s. 467(1) An assessment review board may, with respect to any matter referred to in section
460(5), make a change to an assessment roll or tax roll or decide that no change is required.
(2) An assessment review board must dismiss a complaint that was not made within the proper
time or that does not comply with section 460(7).
(3) An assessment review board must not alter any assessment that is fair and equitable, taking
into consideration

(a)

the valuation and other standards set out in the regulations,

(b)

the procedures set. out in the regulations, and

(c)

the assessments of similar property or businesses in the same municipality.

Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation, 2018 A.R. 203/2017
s. 5 An assessment of property based on market value

(a)

must be prepared using mass appraisal

(b)

must be an estimate of the value of the fee simple estate in the property, and

(c)

must reflect typical market conditions for properties similar to that property.

s. 7(1) The valuation standard for a parcel of land is

(a)

market value, or

(b)

if the parcel is used for farming operations, agricultural use value.

City of Calgary Charter, 2018 Regulation A.R. 40/2018
s. 4(26) In section 467 of the Act (the MGA), the following is added after subsection (1):

(1.1) For greater certainty, the power to make a change under subsection (1) includes the
power to increase or decrease an assessed value shown on an assessment roll or tax roll.
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Action No.: 1801-16372
E-File No.: CVQ19CALEDF
Appeal No.: _________________

TITLE PAGE

IN THE COURT OF QUEEN’S BENCH OF ALBERTA
JUDICIAL CENTRE OF CALGARY
BETWEEN:
CAL-ED FIFTH AVENUE HOLDINGS LIMITED and
9318577 CANADA INC. (all as represented by Altus Group)
and

Applicants

THE CITY OF CALGARY and
THE CALGARY ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD
Respondents

PROCEEDINGS

Calgary, Alberta
October 9, 2019
Transcript Management Services
Suite 1901-N, 601-5th Street SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 5P7
Phone: (403) 297-7392 Fax: (403) 297-7034
This transcript may be subject to a publication ban or other restriction on use,
prohibiting the publication or disclosure of the transcript or certain
information in the transcript such as the identity of a party, witness, or victim.
Persons who order or use transcripts are responsible to know and comply with
all publication bans and restrictions. Misuse of the contents of a transcript may
result in civil or criminal liability.
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Proceedings taken in the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta, Calgary Courts Centre, Calgary,
Alberta
October 9, 2019

Morning Session

The Honourable
Madam Justice Price

Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta

G.J. Ludwig, QC

M. Keatley

For Cal-Ed Fifth Avenue Limited and
9318577 Canada Inc.
For City of Calgary and Calgary Assessment
Review Board
Court Clerk

MR. CHAN:

Good morning, My Lady.

MR. LUDWIG:

Good morning.

THE COURT:
organize. Okay. Just get right to it.

Please be seated. Just give me a moment to

MR. LUDWIG:

Sounds good.

H. Chan

Decision
THE COURT:
These are my oral reasons for decision in the
judicial review application made by Cal-Ed Fifth Avenue Holdings Limited and 9318577
Canada Inc., all as represented by Altus Group. If a transcript of these reasons is requested,
I reserve the right to edit it for non-substantive errors, including correcting spelling,
punctuation and grammar, and adding citations and headings.
I. Introduction
Cal-Ed and 931 applied for judicial review of the Calgary Assessment Review Board
(hereinafter the “Board”), decisions CARB 128289P-2018 and CARB 127173P-2018
(collectively hereinafter the “Decisions”). The Decisions are virtually identical.
Cal-Ed owns an office building located at 639 - 5th Avenue South West, Calgary. The CalEd property was assessed by the City of Calgary at $44,010,000. Cal-Ed complained to the
Board that the property should be re-assessed at $30,740,000.
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931 owns an office building located at 800 - 6th Avenue South West, Calgary. The 931
property was assessed by the City at $32,990,000. 931 complained to the Board that its
property should be re-assessed at $23,110,000.
At issue before the Board was whether the 2018 property assessments were reasonable
estimates of their respective market value as of the statutory valuation date (June 1, 2017).
The assessments were derived using the income approach to value, a methodology that was
not contested at the hearing. What was at issue and what the Board heard evidence on, was
whether the office rental rate should be decreased to $12.50 from $15, and whether the
vacancy rate should be increased to 20% from 15.5 %.
In determining whether the assessments should be reduced, the Board considered various
leases, sales and other evidence of market value adduced by the parties. Upon hearing all
of the evidence, the Board ultimately decided to uphold the assessments by placing weight
on recent market value appraisals that were done for each of the properties. However, the
appraisals themselves were not in evidence, only information about the appraisals in the
form of a questionnaire was in evidence.
In the case of the Cal-Ed property, the questionnaire asked whether a market value
appraisal report or opinion of value on the property had been completed within the last 12
months. The yes box was checked off for “Market Value Appraisal Report” and written in
under the heading “Final Estimate of Value” was the amount of $93,450,000. In the case
of 931 property, the electronic questionnaire indicated the same but with a final estimate
of value of $36,350,000.
While the Board had information about the appraisals, there is no dispute, that the
appraisals themselves were not in evidence.
At the hearing, questions were asked about the appraisals; however, neither the agent for
the property owners, Cal-Ed and 931, nor the assessor for the City had any knowledge
concerning the appraisals beyond what was stated in the questionnaire.
The issues before me are:
1. Was the Board's decision to not alter the City's assessment
reasonable?
2. Was the Board's reliance on the appraisals that were not in
evidence procedurally unfair or unjust?
As a preliminary matter, I confirm that there was no objection to the participation of the
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Board in the proceedings. The Board confined its submissions to an overview of the
legislative scheme and the standards of review respecting the grounds for appeal. It did not
“enter the arena” by arguing for the correctness of its decision.
II. The Standard of Review
The parties do not dispute that the standard of review to be applied in this case is
reasonableness.
Justice Eamon in Federated Co-Operatives Limited v.Wheatland County and the
Wheatland County, 2018 ABQB 637 at paragraphs 80 through 89, reviewed the Supreme
Court of Canada's guidance in relation to the application of the reasonableness standard,
referring to Newfoundland and Labrador Nurses' Union v. Newfoundland and Labrador
(Treasury Board), 2011 SCC 62; Edmonton (City) v. Edmonton East (Capilano)
Shopping Centres Ltd., 2016 SCC 47; Communications, Energy and Paperworks Union
of Canada, Local 30 v. Irving Pulp & Paper, Ltd., 2013 SCC 34; and, Law Society of
British Columbia v. Trinity Western University, 2018 SCC 32, all of which follow the
Dunsmuir analysis: Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick. 2008 SCC 9. Justice Eamon nicely
summarized the required attitude inherent in the deferential standard as follows at
paragraph 89:
… in applying the reasonableness standard, the Court may
consider total absences of supporting evidence, failures to address
submissions that go to the core of the matter, failures to provide
analysis, and failures to address interpretation of applicable
legislation... [I]nadequacy of reasons alone is not necessarily
unreasonableness (and does not constitute procedural unfairness).
Every case depends on the Court’s assessment of the alleged
omissions, in the context of the required degree of deference, the
entirety of the Record and respectful attention to the reasons that
could be offered in support of the Board’s conclusions. The
Applicant must demonstrate unreasonableness, and the Court must
be careful not to lose sight of that requirement and devolve into a
reweighing of evidence or parsing the decision as if it were the
tribunal of first instance.
No deference is due where the issue is a breach of procedural fairness or natural justice:
Calgary (City) v. Renfrew Chrysler Inc., 2017 ABQB 197, at paragraph 20.
1. Was the Board’s decision not to alter the City's assessments reasonable?
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As set out in the recent decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Delta Air Lines Inc.
v. Lukács, 2018 SCC 2 at paragraph 12:
A decision is reasonable if it is justifiable, transparent, and
intelligible, and falls within “a range of possible, acceptable
outcomes”... Courts are required to pay “respectful attention to the
reasons offered or which could be offered in support of a
decision”… A reviewing court must refer “both to the process of
articulating the reasons and to outcomes”.
At the hearing, at issue was the City's assessed value of the properties. The Board’s role is
to determine whether the City's assessed value reflects market value based on the evidence
and argument advanced at the hearing, the governing legislative framework and the
assessment of similar properties in the municipality.
The Municipal Government Act (MGA) and the Matters Relating to Assessments and
Taxation Regulation (MRAT), govern property assessments in Alberta.
Section 289 of the MGA provides:
289 (1) Assessments for all property in a municipality,
other than designated industrial property, must be
prepared by the municipal assessor.
(2) Each assessment must reflect
(a) the characteristics and physical condition of
the property on December 31 of the year
prior to the year in which a tax is imposed
under Part 10 in respect of the property, and
(b) the valuation and other standards set out in
the regulations for that property.
Section 293 of the MGA provides that in preparing an assessment, the assessor must, in a
fair and equitable manner, apply the valuation standards and follow the procedures set out
in the regulations.
Section 6 of the MRAT states that the valuation standard for a property consisting of a
parcel of land and improvements is “market value”. Market value is defined in the MGA as
the amount a property “might be expected to realize if it is sold on the open market by a
willing seller to a willing buyer”.
Section 2 of MRAT provides that assessments based on market value must be:
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a) Prepared using mass appraisal;
b) Be an estimate of the value of the fee simple estate in the
property; and,
c) Reflect typical market conditions for properties similar to
that property.
Mass appraisal is defined in section 1(k) of MRAT as “the process of preparing assessments
for a group of properties using standard methods and common data and allowing for
statistical testing”.
In exercising its role, the Board has given broad discretion in how it receives and weighs
the evidence at a hearing. Specifically, section 464(1) of MGA expressly authorizes the
Board to determine “the admissibility, relevance and weight of any evidence” without
limitation by the rules of evidence.
In arriving at its decision to confirm the City's assessment, the Board relied on appraisals
that were not in evidence. The fact that the appraisals were not in evidence is not in dispute.
What is in dispute is whether the Board should have relied on the appraisals at all in arriving
at their decision? In the circumstances, was their decision reasonable?
Cal-Ed and 931 argue that the Board's decision was based on improper grounds and as such
fall outside any range of reasonable outcomes. The City argues otherwise.
For the reasons that follow, I find that it was unreasonable for the Board to have relied on
the appraisals in deciding to uphold the City's assessment of the Cal-Ed and 931 properties.
In the Decisions, the Board held as follows:
The Board finds that this appraisal, although not included, was
clearly indicated as “Market Value” and was completed within the
valuation period. The Board finds it is an indicator of market
value, and supports the assessed value.
The Board finds the $15 assessed rental rate generates a value that
is closer to the estimate of value from the appraisal report which,
as noted, was stated to be the market value. Therefore, the Board
will not alter the rental rate.
It is clear that the evidence before the Board with respect to the appraisals was limited to
the questionnaire and the information contained therein was limited.
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When questions arose about the 931 appraisal, the agent for the property owners, raised
concerns, as follows:
MR. TRIMBLE:
So the subject property here, 800 6th Avenue South West, on page 35 of C-1. This property was
recently appraised at 36,350,000 as of March 31st, 2017, is that
right?
MR. CAMERON:
That's what they have listed there.
Don't have the appraisals in evidence. I don't know if it was
provided to The City of Calgary or not; so, I'm not sure exactly
what that appraisal is done - done for, what purposes, and what
approach they utilized, or - or in fact, who did the appraisal.
MR. TRIMBLE:
Okay. And the request before the
Board is 23,110,000, is that right?
MR. CAMERON:

That is correct.

MR. TRIMBLE:
So that's 36 percent lower than the
recent appraisal done 4 -- well, 3 months before the valuation
date?
MR. CAMERON:
Yeah. And again, we - we have no
information on that appraisal; so I don't think it's - it's really
relevant.
Then later in the hearing, Mr. Maciag, a Board member questioned the property owners’
agent about the 931 appraisal. The property owners’ agent again raised the issue of the
appraisal not being in evidence and that based on the questionnaire the information was
not reliable. He stated:
MR. CAMERON:
It's tough to answer a question on on something I haven't seen, but I would speculate that it's done
on a completely different approach, lease fee likely, looking at
the overall income being generated in the building, likely - you
know, likely, looking ten years down the road as well,
discounted… Assumptions are likely completely different than
what The City of Calgary is legislated to do and - how we’ve
responded to The City of Calgary's assessment.
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A second Board member, Ms. Ang, then questioned the City's assessor about the 931
appraisal. The assessor himself had not seen the appraisal and could not provide any clarity,
the exchange went as follows:
MS. ANG:
… So, has The City seen the
appraisal report and, if you know anything, tell us about that.
MR. TRIMBLE:
In all honesty, I - I don't know. I
didn't put it in evidence ‘cause I - I didn't see it, which would
probably mean they didn't include it with it, but I can't say for
sure.
The same concerns were raised with the Cal-Ed appraisal. From the questionnaire, the
property owners’ agent, could not tell what the purpose of the appraisal was for or how the
number was arrived at. He stated:
MR. CAMERON:
But - yeah. I've - I've got no clue no clue really what's going on with the - with the number there,
where it came from, what the appraisal was done for, et cetera,
et cetera.
The Board did not request production of the appraisals, nor did it offer an adjournment to
any of the parties to investigate so that the concerns raised could be alleviated.
The uncontroverted testimony of the agent for Cal-Ed and 931 and the City's assessor was
that neither had seen the appraisals that the Board later relied on in confirming the assessed
rental rates. The basis of the appraisals was unknown. There was no evidence that the
appraisals were of the fee simple estate of the properties which, according to the statutory
regime, is the assessable interest. The Board's reasons are opaque as to how, in the absence
of seeing the appraisals, it came to the conclusion that the questionnaires were a reliable
indication of value in accordance with the correct statutory standard.
I find that the Board's reliance on the appraisals at arriving at their Decision not to alter
either the Cal-Ed or the 931 assessment was unreasonable.
Taking irrelevant matters into account and failing to take into account relevant
considerations goes to the reasonableness of a decision: Canada Lands Company CLC
Ltd. v. Alberta (Municipal Government Board), 2006 ABQB 293, at paragraph 45.
In this case, the Board's decision to rely on the questionnaire information in the face of
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legitimate concerns raised regarding the relevancy of the information contained therein was
unreasonable.
The Board was cautioned about the information contained within the questionnaire. It
should have inquired into the valuation approach used in the appraisal, and in particular,
whether the appraisals were based upon the income approach to value. Given the very large
discrepancy between the appraisal value noted with respect to the Cal-Ed property ($93
million) and the assessment of that property, ($44 million), the Board should have been
skeptical about whether the appraisal was made on the same basis as is statutorily required
for assessments.
The Board in other cases, has been reluctant to rely on appraisals not in evidence: Homer
Investment Inc. v. City of Calgary, CARB 118963P-2017, at paragraph 39;
Balasubramaniam Athiappan v. the City of Edmonton, 2019 ABELARB 00183, at
paragraph 26; Simonelli v. Rocky View (Municipal District No. 44), [2001] AMGBO No.
104, at paragraph 91.
In this case, the Board's reasons for accepting the appraisals are sparse. The Board did not
state, nor did it have before it, what market value was appraised. The legislation requires
the assessment to be of the market value of the fee simple interest in the assessed property.
There is no indication whether the appraisals were of the market value of the leasehold
interest, the leased fee interest, sublease hold interests, mortgage or equity interest or any
other type of interest that can be the subject of the appraisal. The Board does not address
the possibility that the appraisal was not of the fee simple interest, which is the interest
which is required to be assessed.
Although I accept that the Board is an expert tribunal, given that the appraisals were not in
evidence, and the only information was that contained in the questionnaires, they could not
have known what market value was appraised. To rely on the questionnaires as if they were
themselves the appraisals was unreasonable.
2. Was the Board's reliance on the appraisals that were not in evidence procedurally
unfair or unjust?
Cal-Ed and 931 each filled out the questionnaire as was requested of them pursuant to the
process referred to as an ARFI or Assessment Review for Information. The statutory
authority for the ARFI is outlined under section 295(1) of the MGA, which states:
A person must provide, on request by an assessor, any information
necessary for the assessor to carry out the duties and
responsibilities of an assessor under Parts 9 to 12 and the
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regulations.
As earlier stated, the questionnaire elicited information about whether a market appraisal
had been prepared within the last 12 months and the estimate of value. The questionnaires
were in evidence before the Board but the appraisals were not.
In this case, Cal-Ed and 931 argue that they were taken by surprise when questions were
raised about the appraisals. They say that the Board ought to have put them on notice that
the appraisals were going to be relied on. Had they known, they would have informed
themselves of the basis and contents of the appraisals to address the issues.
The City takes the position that Cal-Ed and 931 should have requested an adjournment, or
requested an opportunity to provide the appraisals, or should have requested an order
compelling production of the appraisals. The City says it was the property owners'
decisions not to make the request or to provide the appraisals within the disclosure
requested pursuant to section 295(1) of the MGA in the first place. They say the Board is
not responsible.
From my review of the hearing transcript, I accept Cal-Ed and 931's submissions that they
did not know that the appraisals were going to be questioned on.
I find that it was not up to Cal-Ed and 931 to make the requests as suggested by the City.
It is clear that the City did not rely on the appraisals in arriving at the assessments. If they
were going to ask questions about the appraisals to support their assessments, they should
have requested the appraisals from Cal-Ed and 931 if they were not provided.
The City's assessor did not know for sure if the appraisals were ever received from the
property owners.
Procedural fairness accomplishes two broad objectives in administrative hearings. First and
foremost, it fulfills the parties’ fundamental right to be heard when a decision is being made
that affects their interests. Second, procedural fairness assists the decision-making process
itself by improving the quality of the record through the testing of evidence, and allowing
for considered argument on that evidence: see Calgary (City), v. Renfrew Chrysler Inc.,
2017 ABQB 197 at paragraph 43 (“Renfrew Chrysler”).
In Renfrew Chrysler, the City appealed a decision which turned on evidence elicited by the
Board on questioning which took the City by surprise. The Court held that, in
circumstances where a party is taken by surprise by an issue raised by the Board or the
other party at the hearing, the Board should offer an adjournment or otherwise provide the
party with an opportunity to address the question, at paragraph 44, Justice Neufeld in
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Renfrew Chrysler held:
In my view, the Board was entitled to raise the land use restriction
adjustment issue at the hearing. However, in the circumstances it
should not have awaited questioning of the City’s witnesses to do
so. It should have noted its interest in receiving evidence and
argument on that ground of complaint at the outset of the hearing,
or at the conclusion of the complainants’ evidence, and sought
submissions from the parties regarding their readiness to proceed.
This would have been fair to both sides, and would have increased
the quality of evidence and argument received on what turned out
to be an important issue. It would also have been in better accord
with the spirit and intent of the MRAC Regulation. The Board’s
failure to take such an approach constituted a breach of procedural
fairness.
It is clear from the record that none of the parties was able to answer the questions asked
about the appraisals. The Board's reliance on appraisals that were not in evidence was
procedurally unfair and unjust to Cal-Ed and 931.
III. Conclusion
In conclusion, I grant Cal-Ed's and 931's Application.
The Board's decisions: 128289P-2018 and 127173P-2018 are quashed.
The matter is to be returned to a new panel of the Board for a hearing de novo.
If the parties are unable to agree on costs, they may provide written submissions of no more
than five pages each within the next 60 days.
Thank you, counsel. And I thank you both for your excellent argument and your
submissions. I appreciate them very much.
MR. FRITZE:

Thank you kindly, My Lady.

MR. LUDWIG:

Thank you.
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Certificate of Record
I, Michael Keatley, certify that this recording is the record made of the evidence in the
proceedings in the Court of Queen's Bench, held in courtroom 1004 at Calgary Alberta, on the
9th day of October, 2019, and that I was the court official in charge of the sound-recording
machine during the proceedings.
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Certificate of Transcript
I, Christine Hanson, certify that
(a) I transcribed the record, which was recorded by a sound-recording machine, to the best of
my skill and ability and the foregoing pages are a complete and accurate transcript of the
contents of the record, and
(b) the Certificate of Record for these proceedings was included orally on the record and is
transcribed in this transcript.
Christine Hanson, Gagné Transcription Services
Order Number: AL-JO-1004-1654
Dated: November 7, 2019
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CARB 146204M-2020

Decision Date:
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File Number:

146204
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Complainant:

ALTUS GROUP

Owner:
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City of Calgary

Panel Members:

F. Michna, PRESIDING OFFICER
K. Coolidge
M. Graham

Assessment:

$1,130,000
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This is a complaint to the Calgary Assessment Review Board (the Board) in respect of a
Property assessment prepared by the Assessor of The City of Calgary. This complaint was
heard by teleconference hearing on October 19, 2020 in Boardroom 5 located at the office of
the Assessment Review Board 1212 31 Avenue NE, Calgary, Alberta.
The Board derives its authority from the Municipal Government Act, R.S.A 2000, Chapter M-26
(the MGA) and related legislation as set out in Appendix “B”.
Submitted on behalf of the Complainant:


J. Smiley, Agent, Altus Group

Submitted on behalf of the Respondent:


J. Stevenson, Assessor, City of Calgary

Procedural or Jurisdictional Matters:
[1]
The complaint was scheduled to be a written hearing. However, the Respondent
indicated that it understood that the matter would be heard via teleconference. The Complainant
advised that it was agreeable to a teleconference hearing. With both parties in agreement, the
Board proceeded to consider the merits of the complaint by teleconference.
Property Description:
[2]
The subject is a vacant 29,925 square foot (sf) commercial land parcel located in the
Foothills Industrial Park. It has a NonRes FH1 sub-market area designation and a Commercial Corridor 3 (C-COR3) land use classification. The sales comparison approach has been used in
the valuation of the subject and the value has been based on a city-wide market area.
[3]
Two influences affect the subject: i) Corner lot with a positive 5% adjustment and ii) a
DC land use for significant development restriction with a negative 25% adjustment. The
negative adjustment reflects the subject’s limitations resulting from the caveats and easements
on the land title.
Issue:
[4]
The assessment of the subject property is in excess of its market value for
assessment purposes.

Complainant’s Requested Value: $660,000, changed to $661,500 at the hearing
Board’s Decision:
[5]

For reasons outlined herein the Board makes no change to the assessment.
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Position of the Parties
Complainant’s Position:
[6]
The Complainant presented background information on the subject including a Property
Detail Report, location maps, and several aerial views of the site. The Complainant noted that
the property is close to, but away from, the intersection of Barlow Trail SE and 61 AV SE.
Moreover, the subject is zoned C-COR3, a category which is typically assigned to properties
directly adjacent to major thoroughfares. The subject is neither visible from, nor directly
accessible from, Barlow Trail.
[7]
A copy of the Land Title Certificate was presented by the Complainant. It was explained
that the current owner, Harmin Holdings, had previously owned a 50% share in the property and
had acquired the remaining 50% from the other co-owner. Harmin Holdings consolidated their
interest in the property through a transaction registered on January 30, 2019. The Land Title
Certificate showed several easements for benefit to an adjacent lot owned by the purchaser, as
well as caveats relating to restrictive covenants.
[8]
A Sale ARFI (Assessment Request for Information) for the subject was introduced. It
indicated that Harmin Holdings Ltd. was a 50% owner of the subject and had acquired the
remaining 50% from the vendor, Rent-Rite Truck Rentals Ltd for a $325,000 cash transaction.
The ARFI also showed that the sale was not part of a larger portfolio transaction and that a
market appraisal had established a value of $660,000. The Complainant indicated that a
RealNet was not provided because RealNet does not typically report sales of less than
$1,000,000.
[9]
The Complainant provided a one-page cover letter from the appraisal firm, AEC
Valuation. The letter indicated that the purpose of the appraisal was to estimate the market
value of the subject property. It concluded that in its opinion, the current market value as at May
11, 2018 was $660,000. When questioned about providing only the cover page, the
Complainant submitted that the appraiser had not given their permission to use the report
without further contract to make an appearance at the hearing. Moreover, the request to reduce
the assessed value had been made based on the arm's length sale thus making the appraisal
“relatively unimportant.” Lastly, the Complainant argued that documentation as to how the value
of the transaction was established is an irrelevant matter and is almost never asked for or
provided.
[10]
The Complainant posited that an arm's length transaction is the best indication of market
value of a property. The Complainant included a definition of market value as set out Section
1(1)(n) of the MGA:
“market value” means the amount that a property as defined in section 284 (1) r, might
be expected to realize if it is sold on the open market by a willing seller to a willing buyer.
[11]
Reference was made to the decision of Justice Acton in 697604 Alberta Ltd v. Calgary
(City of) 2005 ABQB 512. The Complainant provided an extract from that decision, noting that
“... the price paid in a recent free sale of the subject property itself, where, as in this case, there
are neither changes in the market nor to the property in the interval, must be very powerful
evidence indeed as to what the market value of the property is”. The Complainant concluded
that since this was an arm's length transaction which fell within the valuation year, it was the
best evidence for the actual market value of the property.
[12]
The Complainant introduced a graph showing assessment values for the subject over a
span of 16 years revealing a wide fluctuation in values. They clarified the history of assessed
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values of the property, noting that the values presented by the Respondent represented the
original assessments that were mailed to the property owners, not the final assessments
following reductions or complaint resolutions. Figures for the reduced assessment in 2015
($700,000) the resolved assessment in 2018 ($800,000) and the reduced assessment in 2019
($660,000) were entered by the Complainant.
[13]
The Complainant relied on commercial land transaction information provided in a
spreadsheet by the City to the Complainant in autumn 2019. Two of the sales provided
occurring in February 2019 and November 2018 had time adjustments of 0.18% and 0.32%.
The Complainant proposed using a midpoint increase of 0.25% to time adjust the $660,000
value that was decided by Board at the 2019 hearing.
[14]
The Complainant referenced the Board decision of August 1, 2019 (CARB 134526M2019) wherein the Board reduced the assessment to $660,000.
Rebuttal
[15]
In Rebuttal the Complainant disputed the Respondent's contention that the parties
involved in the sales transaction of the subject were “related parties.” Definitions of “related
party” and “related-party transaction” were presented by the Complainant. The latter definition
stated that: “The term related party transaction refers to a deal or arrangement made between
two parties who are joined by a pre-existing business relationship or common interest.” The
Complainant argued that while the parties had a pre-existing business relationship, they did not
have a common interest.
[16]
The Complainant argued that the rate for the subject’s adjustment, given its less than
typical zoning designation C-COR3, did not result in a reasonable estimation of value.
Additionally, the Complainant disagreed that the subject should be assessed by basing its value
on an East C-Tier 2 classification stating that the selection of sales comparables was not only
arbitrary but that the sales occurred only in the southeast sector of the City.
[17]
The Complainant replied to the Respondent's argument that the appraisal should not be
considered by noting that the appraisal cover letter was to estimate the market value of the
subject property in fee simple estate.
[18]
A local assessment review board decision (LARB 152396M-2020) and a court decision
(WalMart Canada Corp. v Calgary (City) 2013 ABQB 21) were included in the Rebuttal
document.
Respondent’s Position:
[19]
The Respondent presented a variety of maps, aerial views, and photos of the subject
property. Referring to the Property Summary Report, the Respondent noted that the subject’s CCOR3 zoning was slightly atypical as compared to other C-COR3 properties which are normally
assessed at $100, $55 and $25 psf. Accordingly, the subject was assessed using SE
Commercial Tier 2 rates of $95, $35 and $20 psf to acknowledge those factors that made the
subject atypical.
[20]
In oral submission, the Respondent stated that the subject had corner lot and restricted
land use influences which increased the East C-Tier 2 base rates by 5% and decreased it by
25%, respectively, for an overall reduction of 20% for influences.
[21]
The Respondent produced a map showing the location of the subject property and those
areas of the City that comprise the Tier 2 area. The map identified the property as being located
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within the Tier 2 sector of the municipality. A “Land Rates Outside City Centre” table was also
provided, highlighting the commercial rates per square foot (psf) for the East C-Tier 2
communities.
[22]
The Respondent presented a table of seven SE commercial land sales. The properties
were all located in the East C-Tier 2 land rate group, although none were available in the FH1
submarket area. The land use designations, four identified as DC/C2, and the remaining three
as DC/C-N1, C-N2 and C-C1, were presented as sales that reflected zoning categories that
more closely resembled the atypical C-COR 3 zone of the subject. The adjusted sale price psf
for the sales ranged from $23.18 to $83.45 which encompassed the subject’s assessed value.
The Respondent further stated that the property at 9825 Fairmont DR SE was closest in value
to the subject noting the parcel size of the property at 27,844 sf in comparison to the subject’s
29,925 sf. The adjusted sale price of $42.95 was also close to the subject’s assessed value psf
of $38.00.
[23]
The Respondent argued that the one sale does not represent the market and referenced
Section 5 of the Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation, 2018 A.R. 203/2017
(MRAT) noting that assessment of property based on market value must comply with the
standards set out in this section, including the use of mass appraisal and the need to reflect
market conditions similar to the subject property. In sum, a sale price does not necessarily
represent market value and the Complainant has failed to provide any evidence relative to the
sales prices of comparable properties.
[24]
The Respondent disputed the Complainant’s argument that Justice Acton’s decision is
relevant at this hearing, noting the distinguishing facts applied in Justice Acton’s decision are
not in evidence here. The Respondent noted the following key facts in the Justice Acton’s
decision:


There was a recent (within 18 days of the valuation date) subject sale, with no
changes to the market or the property in the interim;



The property needed significant capital improvements; and



Given the condition of the property under complaint, no sales of similar property
were provided by the assessor.

The Respondent indicated that the Board should note the relevance of these factors as they
consider the Complainant's argument.
[25]
The Respondent argued that the Complainant’s one-page appraisal document prepared
for financing purposes is not applicable in establishing an assessed value, noting that MRAT
and the MGA mandate how an assessment is to be carried out using mass appraisal.
Additionally, the appraisal document did not offer any detail on adjustments or comparable
information on the subject sale, thus limiting its value.
[26]
The Respondent listed the assessed values and Board decisions for the subject from
2013 to 2019. The table showed four decisions making no change, two decisions reducing the
assessed value and one complaint that was resolved.
[27]
Various authorities were referenced by the Respondent, some with extracted paragraphs
and others reproduced in full. These included a number of CARB and LARB decisions as well
as Justice Acton’s decision (citation in par. 14 above) and the Alberta Government Municipal
Affairs publication “Guide to Property Assessment and Taxation in Alberta”.
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Board’s Findings of Fact and Reasons for Decision:
[28]
In support of their respective arguments the Complainant and the Respondent directed
the Board to several previous Board decisions. While this Board accepts that such decisions
may be informative, the relevant evidence changes from year to year and the Board is not
bound by them.
[29]
The Board did not find Justice Acton’s decision applicable to the subject for the following
reasons:


That decision centred around a sale that “occurred after a four-month, Canadawide advertising campaign. Eight bids for the Property were received and it was
sold to the highest bidder. It is difficult to envision a more typical commercial real
estate transaction”;



The subject sale entailed an acquisition by the present owner who had a 50%
interest in the subject property. The purchaser consolidated the ownership of the
subject by acquiring the remining 50% from the other co-owner. The Board does
not consider this a typical commercial real estate transaction;



The Complainant argued that the sale was an arms’ length transaction and not a
“related-party transaction.” The Complainant offered a definition of related-party
transaction as a deal or arrangement between two parties who are joined by a
pre-existing business relationship or common interest. Although, the
Complainant maintains that they did not have a common interest, it is clear to the
Board that the parties had a pre-existing business relationship and therefore fell
within the scope of a “related party transaction”; and



The subject sale was not exposed to the open market.

[30]
Unlike in Justice Acton’s decision, this Board finds that the subject sale was not a typical
commercial real estate transaction as it was never exposed to the open market and was a
transaction between related parties. Its sale value is therefore not a reliable indicator of typical
market value. Therefore, there was a need for the Complainant to provide additional market
support for the requested amount, however no other sales evidence was presented.
[31]
The Board finds that the 2019 CARB decision can also be distinguished because the
Board in that decision concluded that it could only rely on the market evidence provided by the
Complainant as the Respondent provided no evidence to refute the requested value. In this
hearing the Respondent acknowledged that the subject’s land use designation C-COR3 was
atypical for this location. To reflect the disconnect between the land use designation and the
property’s location characteristics, the Respondent presented seven sales comparables that
intended to more closely resemble the subject’s realistic land use opportunities. The selected
comparables were all located in the East C-Tier 2 land rate group and included DC, C-CI and CN2 land use designations with adjusted sale prices per square foot ranging from $23.08 to
$83.45. The Board noted that the property at 9825 Fairmont Drive SE, with an adjusted sale
price per square foot of $42.98, corroborated the Respondent’s assertion that it was closest in
its comparability to the subject. The Board concluded that the Respondent’s comparables, with
the adjusted land use designation, supported the assessment.
[32]
The Board was presented with a one-page appraisal letter providing an estimate of the
market value of the subject. The Complainant dismissed the need for a more detailed
explanation of the appraisal on the grounds that the subject sale was sufficient evidence of
actual market value. However, since the Board concluded that the subject sale was not
representative of typical market value, and since no other market evidence was presented by
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the Complainant it was important to have a detailed accounting of the process and methodology
used to derive the opinion of value in the appraisal report.
[33]
Examining the Land Rates Outside City Centre table provided by the Respondent the
Board finds that the only commercial land rates lower than East C-Tier 2 rates are those in Tier
3 at the extreme outskirts of the City. The Complainant’s requested value is lower than any of
the market sales comparables or any land rates used by the Respondent. Given that no other
“land only” sales within the FH1 sector were presented in evidence, the Board accepted that the
East C-Tier 2 properties were more like the subject, in the absence of exact comparables. The
best comparable in this category that is similar to the subject’s size sold for $42.95 psf. The
Board viewed this to be closely comparable to the subject’s assessed value of $38 psf. The
Board concludes that the properties in the East C-Tier 2 sales are similar to the subject and
their sales values support the assessed value of the subject.
[34]
The Board found the Complainant’s sale and appraisal evidence was not indicative of
typical market values. As there was no further market evidence provided to support the
requested value, the Board finds that the Complainant has not shown the assessed value for
the subject to be incorrect.
[35]
The Board accepts that the Respondent’s evidence of sales values supports the
assessed value of the subject. No change is therefore made to the assessment.

______________________________
F. Michna, PRESIDING OFFICER

Dissenting Opinion
[36]
With respect to my fellow panel members, I do not agree with the foregoing decision on
this complaint for several reasons. I concur with the Complainant that the best evidence of
market value for the subject property is the sale value indicated by the consolidation of interests,
as recorded on the Land Title Certificate as at January 30, 2019. Accordingly, I would reduce
the assessment to the requested amount of $661,500, representing the time adjusted appraised
value to the July 1, 2019, valuation date.
[37]
In reaching my conclusion, I have not relied solely on the sale of the subject property. I
have been persuaded by not only the sale price for the subject property, but also additional
evidence which I believe lends greater support for the sale price figure than the current
assessment amount. Furthermore, as highlighted by both the Complainant and Respondent,
the assessment value for the subject property has been under contention for many years, with a
range of outcomes and decisions from the Board. A summary of the assessment amounts and
complaint history for the past seven years was detailed in the disclosures provided by both
parties.
[38]
I find that the last two years of assessment history for the subject property has some
relevance to the current complaint and I take some guidance from these matters. Most recently,
in 2019, the Board reduced the assessment to the January 2019 sale value for the subject
property. In the year prior, 2018, the parties mutually agreed to reducing the assessment from
$1,430,000 to $800,000. The Board’s previous decision also notes that the property adjoining
the subject property is owned by the Complainant.
[39]

While I agree with the observation that the subject property was not advertised for sale
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on the “open market”, I cannot necessarily conclude that the sale price does not reflect fair
market value for the property between a willing buyer and willing seller. I am also not convinced
that the property sold for less (or more as the case may be), due to the pre-existing business
relationship between the two co-owners.
[40]
An appraisal letter (C1, page 18) with a value of $660,000 for the subject property was
presented by the Complainant. Though the background details were not submitted, I accept the
fact that an appraiser with the Accredited Appraiser Canadian Institute (AACI) designation
provided an estimate of market value as of May 11, 2018. I further note that in the 2019
decision of the Board, evidence included an appraisal letter from February 4, 2015, with a value
conclusion of $700,000 for the property. The Board heard no evidence to suggest that values
for land such as the subject property shifted significantly between 2018 and 2019. Furthermore,
I am satisfied that the parties had sought out and possessed two professional opinions of value
for the property in the years prior to agreeing upon a sale value.
[41]
I have also placed weight on the evidence, Assessment Request For Information (ARFI),
and the responses contained therein made by the Complainant. Most notably, questions 15, 21,
and 25, indicate that the sale was not part of a larger portfolio transaction, there were no
additional items included in the purchase price such as goodwill, and there were no additional
factors relevant in the sale. At the hearing, the Respondent did not convincingly challenge the
veracity of the representations made in the ARFI. I also note that the ARFI states
“environmental” issues exist on the property, but neither party provided further details.
[42]
I agree with the Complainant that although the sale was private, it cannot be simply
assumed that the parties were not acting in their own self-interest or that the sale price realised
is different than what could be expected to realise on the open market. I also accept the
statements made during the hearing by the Complainant’s representative that, to its knowledge,
there is no ongoing affiliation between the parties.
[43]
Both the Complainant and Respondent agreed that the subject property does not meet
the description of a typical C-COR3 property. Moreover, it was acknowledged as reflected in
the Land Title Certificate, that there are site specific limitations affecting the property, including
several registrations for easements and caveats. The Property Summary Report includes a
notation “significant development restrictions”. Therefore, the Respondent states that the
subject property has been assessed by applying “SE Commercial Tier 2 rates to acknowledge
various factors that make the subject slightly atypical compared to other C-COR lots”.
[44]
During the hearing, the Respondent could not confirm if any of the Tier 2 properties used
in the analysis were also affected by caveats or other negative attributes similar to those
influencing the subject property. It was highlighted that the subject property does receive the
benefit of a -25% adjustment for negative site influences. However, no rationale was provided
to explain why the amount applied is correct. Thus, given the location, physical characteristics,
and negative site influences affecting the subject property, I am not persuaded that the
Respondent’s analysis of land sales sufficiently captures the market value for the subject
property any better than the sale or appraised value.
[45]
Therefore, I conclude that the sale price for the subject property, combined with an
appraisal value of $660,000 and representations made in the ARFI, support the requested
reduction to the assessment.
______________________________
M. Graham, PANEL MEMBER
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An application for Judicial Review may be made to the Court of Queen’s Bench with respect to a
decision of an assessment review board.
An application for Judicial Review must be filed with the Court of Queen’s Bench and served not
more than 60 days after the date of the decision, and notice of the application must be given to
(a)

the assessment review board

(b)

the Complainant, other than an applicant for the judicial review

(c)

an assessed person who is directly affected by the decision, other than the
Complainant,

(d)

the municipality, and

(e)

the Minister.

APPENDIX “A”
DOCUMENTS MARKED AS EXHIBITS BY THE BOARD
NO.

ITEM

1. C1
2. R1
3. R2

Complainant Disclosure (38 pages)
Respondent Disclosure (37 pages)
Rebuttal Document (94 pages)
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APPENDIX “B”
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITIES CONSIDERED BY THE BOARD
Municipal Government Act, R.S.A. 2000, Chapter M-26 (the MGA)
s 1(1)(n) In this Act,
(n)
“market value” means the amount that a property, as defined in section 284(1)(r), might
be expected to realize if it is sold on the open market by a willing seller to a willing buyer;
s 289(2) Each assessment must reflect
(a)

the characteristics and physical condition of the property on December 31 of the year
prior to the year in which a tax is imposed under Part 10 in respect of the property, and

(b)

the valuation and other standards set out in the regulations for that property.

s 460.1(1) A local assessment review board has jurisdiction to hear complaints about any matter referred
to in section 460(5) that is shown on
(a)

an assessment notice for
(i)

residential property with 3 or fewer dwelling units, or

(ii)

farm land

s. 460.1(2) Subject to section 460(14), a composite assessment review board has jurisdiction to hear
complaints about
(a)

any matter referred to in section 460(5) that is shown on
(i)

an assessment notice for property other than property described in subsection
(1)(a)

s. 467(1) An assessment review board may, with respect to any matter referred to in section 460(5),
make a change to an assessment roll or tax roll or decide that no change is required.
(1.1) For greater certainty, the power to make a change under subsection (1) includes the power to
increase or decrease an assessed value shown on an assessment roll or tax roll.
(2) An assessment review board must dismiss a complaint that was not made within the proper time or
that does not comply with section 460(9).
(3) An assessment review board must not alter any assessment that is fair and equitable, taking into
consideration
(a)

the valuation and other standards set out in the regulations,

(b)

the procedures set out in the regulations, and

(c)

the assessments of similar property or businesses in the same municipality.

Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation, 2018 A.R. 203/2017 (MRAT)
s. 5 An assessment of property based on market value
(a)

must be prepared using mass appraisal

(b)

must be an estimate of the value of the fee simple estate in the property, and

(c)

must reflect typical market conditions for properties similar to that property.

s. 6 Any assessment prepared in accordance with the Act must be an estimate of the value of a property
on July 1 of the assessment year.
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s. 7(1) The valuation standard for a parcel of land is
(a)

market value, or

(b)

if the parcel is used for farming operations, agricultural use value.

Matters Relating to Assessment Complaints Regulation, AR 201/2017 (MRAC)
s. 19(1) Parties to a hearing before a panel of an assessment review board may attend the hearing in
person or may, instead of attending in person, file a written presentation with the clerk.

Meeting Procedures (COVID-19 Suppression) Regulation, AR 50/2020
s. 3(1) Where the Act requires a council, board or commission to hold a meeting in public, that
requirement is deemed to have been complied with by holding the meeting by electronic means,
including, without limitation, a teleconference, or a live, publicly streamed broadcast, if
(a)

members of the public are able to hear the meeting as it occurs,

(b)

any members of the public who would be entitled to make submissions at the meeting if
the meeting were being held in person are able, before and during the meeting, to make
submissions by email or any other method that the council, board or commission
considers appropriate, and

(c)

the following persons attend the meeting by electronic means:
…
(iii)

in the case of a meeting of an assessment review board or the Municipal
Government Board, the presiding officer,
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ASSESSOR OF AREA #09 - VANCOUVER
v.
LORD REALTY HOLDINGS LTD.

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT OF THE HONOURABLE MADAM JUSTICE HUDDART:

1

This appeal touches the management of sensitive commercial
information by a decision-maker.

It arises from a case stated by

the Assessment Appeal Board in the course of an assessment appeal
where the Assessor seeks to protect the privacy of information
provided to him under pain of penalty by owners of land and
improvements not themselves parties to the appeal.

The Assessor's

policy is designed to ensure full and candid reporting of business
information.

2

At issue before the Assessment Appeal Board is the actual
value of the Harbour Centre, a large development in downtown
Vancouver, owned by the respondent. It is common ground that the
assessment of actual value of a commercial improvement is usually
determined by the income approach to value. That approach requires
the determination of the net economic income of the improvement and
the capitalization rate that a notional buyer would apply to that
income.
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3

disagreed with the Assessor's expert and employee, Robert Metcalf,
as

to

the

appropriate

improvement.

capitalization

rate

to

apply

to

the

The difference of .75% in the applicable rates they

chose translated into a difference in the actual value of $7.5
million.

4

Both appraisers determined the capitalization rate from the
sales of comparable properties.

Mr. Geddes referred to five other

improvements, Mr. Metcalf to six, three of which were among those
used

by

Mr.

Geddes.

Their

"indicated"

or

"stabilized"

capitalization rates for two comparables differed by 1.29% and
1.11%.

If I understood the respondent's submissions correctly, it

was the reasons for the difference in these indicated rates that it
wished

to

test

in

cross-examination

by

reference

to

the

capitalization rate based on actual income. Knowledge of that
capitalization rate would permit the respondent to calculate the
actual income of the comparable improvements to support its theory
that tenants' inducements were distorting the Assessor's choice of
a capitalization rate.

5

During the cross-examination of Mr. Metcalf, the respondent
sought the capitalization rate based on actual income and certain
other

information

relating

possession of the Assessor.

to

the

other

improvements

in

the

The Assessor objected to some of the
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requests on the ground that the information had been provided in
confidence by third parties and was private, and that disclosure
would be contrary to s. 15 of the Assessment Act, and possibly to the
provisions of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.

The Board

adjourned the hearing, recognizing that the issue was significant
for its practice and should be argued fully.

When the matter was

argued counsel agreed that the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
did not apply to proceedings before the Board, and the respondent
narrowed its requests to these:

1.

For each of the six sales reported on the chart:
(a)

2.

6

(b)

What was the capitalization rate on the sales
based upon actual income?
Are you aware of step-up rental for the two
years following the sales?

What
1991
West
1155

capitalization rates did the Assessor apply in
- 1994 to the following comparables:
1140
Pender, 815 West Hastings, 1818 Cornwall, and
Robson Street?

The Board ruled (at 29):
In order to assist the Board in the correct determination
of the economic rents and the capitalization rate to be
applied to the subject property, the Board finds that
request 1 a) is relevant and material.
Pursuant to
Section 62 of the Assessment Act, the Board orders the
Assessor to provide the information to the Board and the
Appellant, within 21 days of the date of this Order.
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the other two requests:
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7

the first, "at this time", because it was

"more in the nature of a question on cross-examination than a
request for production of documents"; the second, because it did
"not form the factual basis of the expert's opinion."

8

The Assessor asked the Board to state four questions for the
opinion of the Supreme Court. The Board added three of its own.
Before I turn to them, it will be useful to review the submissions
and my views about them.

9

The Assessor recognizes that he can protect the privacy of
information provided to him only to the extent that the interest of
justice allows.

Implicit in that recognition is acceptance of the

Board's finding that no privilege attaches to the information he
acquires

from

owners.

That

is

because

the

legislation

that

authorizes the Assessor to require the provision of "information
for any purpose related to the administration of this Act" (Assessment
Act, s. 14(2)) exempts "proceedings before . . . the board or a
court

of

law"

(s.

15(2)(b))

from

the

general

prohibition

of

disclosure of all information and records obtained under the Act
contained in s. 15(2).
15(1).

Information can also be

obtained under s.

That section provides:

15. (1) To determine an assessment of land and
improvements, in respect of which he thinks a person may
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be liable to assessment or to confirm an assessment, the
commissioner may enter on any premises and may examine
any property.
He shall be given access to, and may
examine and take copies of and extracts from, the books,
accounts, vouchers, documents and appraisals of the
person, who shall, on request, furnish every facility and
assistance required for the entry and examination.

The Assessor does not suggest that the combined effect of ss.
14 and 15 is an intrusion on the third party's expectation of
privacy such as to bring into play s. 8 of the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms.
based

on

Rather he says that the common law right of privacy

the

third

parties'

property

in

their

documents

and

information must be respected by the Board when it determines
whether the information should be produced to the respondent.
finds support for that proposition in
B.C.L.R. (3d) 110 (C.A.).

He

Hunt v. T & N plc (1995), 4

The Assessor also maintains that an

owner provides information to the Board on a confidential basis,
expecting that it will be used only for the purpose for which its
provision was mandated.

Thus, he takes the view that information

garnered from records requested and provided under s. 15(1) is both
private and confidential.

11

The Assessor finds the proper test for the use of such private
and confidential information in the opinion of Southin J.A. in
M. (A.) v. Ryan (1994), 98 B.C.L.R. (2d) 1 at 19:
In considering whether to make an order compelling
disclosure of private documents, whether in possession of
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a party or a non-party, the Court ought to ask itself
whether the particular invasion of privacy is necessary
to the proper administration of justice and, if so,
whether some terms are appropriate to limit that
invasion.

He says that private information he obtains under the Assessment
Act should be "both relevant and material to the outcome of the
case" before disclosure is required in a proceeding.

He expresses

concern that a test of simple relevance will permit "'fishing
expeditions' into the financial details of competitor buildings,
when that information is not necessary to decide an issue on the
hearing, when that information is private to the Third-Party
Owners, and when the loss of privacy may be prejudicial to the
owner because it upsets the competitive balance in the market
place."

13

The respondent says that the Board not only recognized the
sensitive nature of the information being requested, but applied
the very test that the Assessor considers appropriate.

I agree.

This is apparent from this passage of the Board's reasons (at 22):

The Board is cognizant of the fact that the Assessor
frequently obtains sensitive financial material which the
taxpayer would want protected from public scrutiny, even
though the Act allows for disclosure. In line with the
tenor of the cases, the scheme of the Assessment Act and
the provisions and tenor of the Freedom of Information
and Protection of Privacy Act , the Board is of the
opinion that sensitive financial documents should not be
subjected to unnecessary public scrutiny. The test is
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whether disclosure is necessary to fairly dispose of the
proceedings. To determine that, the Board must determine
issues of relevancy and materiality.

In arriving at this conclusion the Board was guided by the
opinion of McEachern C.J.S.C. (as he then was) in

MacMillan Bloedel

Limited v. Assessors for Victoria (1981), B.C. Stated Case 157 (S.C.) and
particularly

the

portion

(at

903)

where

he

recognized

the

"undoubted right of a tribunal properly to control the scope of
cross-examination."

He continued:

In the discharge of this responsibility the Board has a
discretion, within proper bounds, to determine how far
afield cross-examining counsel may go in testing the
evidence of a witness. There must always be reasonable
restraints upon the scope of cross-examination.
. . . The collateral evidence rule and the good
sense of the Board must work together to keep the enquiry
within reasonable bounds. In exercising its discretion
the Board is entitled to consider all relevant
circumstances including, possibly, comparisons between
the properties in question and the other properties
valued by the witness. The fact that the production of
Mr. Malcolm's other reports may involve the disclosure of
confidential communications is also a factor the board
may take into account in deciding where to draw the line.

15

In the MacMillan Bloedel case, the expert witness was testifying
for the owner. The assessor was seeking to cross-examine him about
opinions he had prepared for other clients in unrelated matters
that did not form the basis of the opinion before the Board.
Moreover, as a Registered Professional Forester, the expert was
subject to the provisions of the Foresters' Act that required him to
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keep confidential the information being requested.

refused to require the questions to be answered because of that
confidentiality.
because

there

The Chief Justice found the Board had erred,

was

no

privilege

attaching

to

the

appraiser's

previous work and "confidentiality alone does not create privilege
or immunity."

16

In the case before us, the Assessor's ultimate concern appears
to be that the Board did not give sufficient weight to the privacy
"right"

of

the

third

parties

and

the

circumstances

of

confidentiality under which the information was disclosed when it
ruled that the capitalization rates based on actual income were
relevant and necessary to fairly dispose of the case.

Yet the

Board said clearly (at 25-6):
The Board has a duty to ensure that both parties are
treated fairly and have the opportunity to know and test
the evidence of the other. In carrying out this duty and
weighing how best to ensure that the principles of
natural justice are achieved, the Board must be sensitive
to the fact that both experts may be relying on sensitive
financial information of third parties which those
parties would prefer to keep secret.

17

In accepting Chief Justice McEachern's approach, the Board
rejected

the

formal

application

procedure

suggested

by

the

Assessor, derived from cases where personal information relating to
an

individual

was

being

considered,

circumstances

where

the

expectation of privacy and confidentiality are significantly higher
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than any that could be held reasonably by the third party owners in
this case: Ryan, supra, and R. v. O'Connor, [1995] 4 S.C.R. 411; 130
D.L.R. (4th) 235, and from the decision in Science Research Council v. Nassé,
[1980] A.C. 1028 (H.L.) where an order for pre-trial disclosure of
documents was seen to involve a breach of confidence.

In these and

like cases the social interest in circumscribing disclosure is
greater than that put forward by the Assessor.

18

The Board noted (at 28):
By weighing the relevancy and materiality of the evidence
sought to be produced, and bearing in mind the sensitive
nature of the information, the Board can determine
whether granting the application (i.e., ordering
production) would result in unnecessary public scrutiny.
The Board is mindful of the fact that each party is
entitled to employ experts who will be cognizant of the
sensitive nature of the material they have collected from
their clientele or other source.

19

Moreover, earlier in its reasons the Board said (at 24):
The allegation of the Appellant is that the Assessor has
received information and used it in formulating an expert
opinion which has been presented in evidence before the
Board and that the information is both relevant and
material to the issues before the Board. The Assessor
asks that the Appellant be precluded from access to this
information which, the Board notes, could be tantamount
to precluding the Appellant from testing the very basis
of the expert's opinion.
[emphasis added]

20

This passage indicates that the Board was of the view that the
information being ordered was required to test the basis of the
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material to the outcome.

expert's

opinion

is

not

relevant
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expert's opinion. It cannot be argued that information required to
and

Thus, it is not a failure to give proper

weight to a privacy or confidentiality interest or a failure to
recognize the sensitive nature of information being provided under
the duress of the Offence Act, R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 305, that is the
fundamental complaint underlying this stated case, it is that the
Board was wrong in its view that the information was required to
test the basis of Mr. Metcalf's opinion.

21

The questions stated and the answers given from which an
appeal is taken on a question of law are these:
1.

Did the Board err in
information received by
confidential information?
Answer:

2.

3.

in
by

law
the

in holding that
Assessor was not

No

Did the Board err in law in holding that parties
whose information was sought to be produced, should
not receive notice of the application and be
permitted the right to make submissions respecting
the release of the information?
Answer:

4.

in holding that
Assessor was not

No

Did the Board err
information received
private information?
Answer:

law
the

No

Did the Board err in law in holding that the
information of each of the six comparables referred
to in question 1(a) was relevant and material and
should be produced by the Assessor?
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Answer:

No

6.

Did the Board err in finding that there is not a
confidential relationship between the Assessor and
persons providing information pursuant to Sections
14 and 15 of the Assessment Act?
Answer:

22
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. . .

No

The Assessor did not appeal the question of law arising from
question 5 about the interpretation of s. 15 of the Act.

The

question of law arising from the answer to a seventh question
involving the interpretation of s. 74 of the Act was resolved in
Vancouver (City) v. British Columbia (Assessment Appeal Board) (1996), 135 D.L.R.
(4th) 48 (B.C.C.A.), after the filing of the factums.

23

The issue before us is whether any of the answers the chambers
judge gave is wrong in law.

24

Questions 1, 2, and 6 can be considered conveniently together.

25

The Board concluded (at 28) that "the evidence requested here
comes through expert witnesses and, although sensitive, is not
confidential."

Earlier (at 17) the Board stated its view that the

scheme of the Act was against any relationship of confidentiality.
I can find nothing in the stated case or in the reasons of the
Board to suggest a finding that the information was not private.
Indeed, the Board recognized implicitly the originally private
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nature of the information and of the documents from which it is
obtained.

26

The chambers judge said that "[n]othing is to be gained or
added

by

categorizing

the

information

as

'confidential'

or

'private'" when the legislature has authorized the Assessor to
disclose information to the Board.
questions in the negative.

Then he answered the first two

He found question 6 not to be relevant

as posed and restated it as "whether the disclosure by the assessor
to the Assessment Appeal Board is authorized by the

Act."

He

answered that question affirmatively, but the question as posed
negatively.

27

I am of the view that the chambers judge should have sent the
case back to the Board for amendment or have declined to answer
these three questions. They do not state any meaningful question of
law. Obviously the information was private in the sense of nonpublic, at least until its disclosure to the Assessor was made
under the Act. Clearly, an owner providing information under the
Act can reasonably expect that the Assessor will release the
information only as authorized by the Act.

Such a person has the

right to expect that the Board will require disclosure of the
information only if such disclosure is relevant and necessary in
proceedings before it.

Thus the owner may be said to have an

expectation that the information will be treated confidentially so
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far as possible by the Assessor, but such an expectation does not
information "confidential" in the sense of "for your and

my eyes only".

28

Question 3 is not felicitously worded, and cannot be answered
with a yes or no.
formal

application

Notice to interested parties was part of the
procedure

suggested

by

the

Assessor.

In

preferring the approach in MacMillan Bloedel, the Board implicitly
rejected this procedure as unnecessary in this case and perhaps as
a general rule, but I cannot find in the stated case or the Board's
reasons the holding set out in the question framed by the Assessor.
29

The chambers judge answered the question in the negative
"[b]ecause the assessor is authorized to disclose facts to the
Assessment Appeal Board." The Assessor says that response contains
two errors of law: (1) the holding that all information received by
the Assessor could be relevant in a Board hearing; and (2) the
holding that the third party owners should not have been given
notice of the application for the information and permitted to make
submissions.

30

As to the first alleged error, I share the chamber judge's
view that the Act permits disclosure to the Board in proceedings
before it and that the Board might require disclosure.

The

chambers judge did not comment on the procedure the Board adopted
or the test it applied before ordering disclosure.
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31

Assessor, as the repository of information received for particular
purposes, bears the responsibility to draw to the Board's attention
the privacy interests affected, and to ask that those interests be
respected by the Board in arriving at its ruling on materiality.
I agree with the Board and with the chambers judge that a policy of
notice is not warranted.

However, in MacMillan Bloedel the third parties were represented

32

and heard without objection.

The Board is the master of its own

procedures, so long as they accord with the principles of natural
justice.

I do not think that the comments in obiter of Coleridge

J. in the venerable authority Doe d. Egremont (Earl) v. Date (1842), 11 L.J.
(Q.B.) 220, would render such a procedure an error of law.

33

Nor do I think that the Board has foreclosed the possibility
of its hearing third parties in appropriate cases in furtherance of
its responsibility to ensure a fair hearing and to be considerate
of

those

whose

interests

would

be

affected

by

its

order.

Certainly, it has said nothing in this case that would suggest that
it would prevent such parties from being heard in circumstances
where it might benefit from their submissions.

Nothing prevents

the Assessor from advising the third parties that he may not be
able to protect their interests without their assistance, the
Assessor from asking that third parties be heard, or, indeed, third
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parties from seeking to bring judicial review proceedings in
I can envision that submissions might

be helpful, for example, in a case where the Assessor's expert does
not rely on the information or record to support an opinion and the
issue is the right of the requesting party to the use of a copy of
a document in the possession of the Assessor, if only to help
determine

the

evidential

value

of

the

copy

provided

to

the

fourth

question

in

the

Assessor.

34

The

chambers

judge

answered

the

negative because "decisions as to materiality and relevancy are
evidentiary and within the purview of the Board alone, not within
the purview of the court."
in that response:

The Assessor alleges two errors of law

(1) the holding that the information was

properly released; and (2) the holding that the Board had absolute
jurisdiction over evidentiary issues. The respondent says that the
chambers judge may have been "overreaching" in that statement, but
that his answer to the stated question was correct, i.e. that

the

Board did not err in holding that the capitalization rates based on
actual income of the six comparables were relevant and material
information that should be produced to the respondent.

35

It is for the Board to decide if it needs information to
fulfill its duty to find actual value.

It is for the Board to

decide what factors should be included or excluded in a method of
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at

value.

It

circumstances affect value.

is

for

the

Board

to

determine

what
1996 CanLII 1444 (BC CA)

arriving

All are questions of fact.The Supreme

Court and this Court are bound by the facts set out in the stated
case as the foundation for the questions of law that are asked.
Only if it appears that the Board has acted without any evidence or
upon a view of the facts that cannot reasonably be entertained, may
the court set aside a finding of fact.

Likewise, a court may

interfere with a decision based on the Board's view of relevance
and materiality only if that decision was plainly wrong.
Assessor did not establish a basis for such a finding.

The

Relevance

is generally considered to be an affair of logic and experience,
fact not law.

36

The chambers judge over-reached when he said that decisions of
relevance and materiality are within the exclusive purview of the
Board.

There are exceptional circumstances where an error in such

a decision may require the intervention of a reviewing court. This
is not one of them.

37

I would not interfere with the decision requiring disclosure
of the capitalization rates based on actual income when that
information was found to be necessary to a fair hearing after a
proper enquiry during which the interests of the affected third
parties were considered.
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Having found no error in law in the opinion of the chambers
1996 CanLII 1444 (BC CA)

38

judge as recorded in the order, I would dismiss the appeal and
award costs to the respondent.

"The Honourable Madam Justice Huddart"

I AGREE:

"The Honourable Madam Justice Southin"

I AGREE:

"The Honourable Madam Justice Newbury"
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_______________________________________________________
Reasons for Judgment of
The Honourable Mr. Justice Berger
_______________________________________________________
[1]
Canadian Natural Resources Limited (“CNRL”) appealed a preliminary ruling by the
Composite Assessment Review Board (“CARB”) to admit evidence in a complaint against the
2009 municipal tax assessment of the Horizon Oil Sands Project. The Court of Queen’s Bench
upheld that ruling (2013 ABQB 91). CNRL now appeals to this Court. The principal Respondent is
the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo (“Municipality”). The City of Edmonton was granted
leave to intervene.
[2]
The appeal arises from a dispute over the Municipality’s 2009 property tax assessment of
the project. The rules for calculating municipal tax on an oil sands project are complex. An oil
sands project is classified as “machinery and equipment” under the Municipal Government Act,
RSA 2000, c. M-26 (“MGA”). Municipal tax is based on “assessed value” of the machinery and
equipment. The “assessed value” comprises the actual cost of constructing or developing the
machinery and equipment, as reported by the taxpayer, subject to certain adjustments and
calculations premised upon a statutorily prescribed formula.
CNRL’S 2009 Municipal Tax Assessment
[3]
CNRL spent five years creating a “costs rendition” of its expenditures, categorizing them
into included and excluded costs. It did so in close consultation with the tax assessor appointed by
the Municipality.
[4]
On March 1, 2010, the Municipality issued a 2009 tax assessment notice for the project to
CNRL, stating an “assessed value” of approximately $2.413 billion. Five days later, the
Municipality issued an amended 2009 assessment notice which specified an “assessed value” of
$3.222 billion.
[5]
In response, CNRL requested information from the Municipality about how it had prepared
the amended assessment, expressly invoking its right under s. 299(1) of the MGA which reads, in
part, as follows:
“An assessed person may ask the municipality, in the manner required by the
municipality, to let the assessed person see or receive sufficient information
to show how the assessor prepared the assessment of that person’s property.”
[6]
CNRL’s letter requested specific information from the Municipality. It asked that the
Municipality “provide the key factors, components and variables of the valuation model applied in
preparing the ‘adjustment factor’ for Canadian Natural – Horizon’s M&E 2009 assessment. (Roll
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No. 8992004911). ... Canadian Natural is requesting this information according to Section 299 and
300 MGA ...” (Appellant’s EKE, Tab 3, p. A3)
[7]
The Municipality replied, explaining that the amended “assessed value” was 34.26 percent
of the “total capital expenditures” that CNRL had reported ($10.135 billion). It referred to an
industry report by the Oil Sands Development Group (“OSDG”) which held that this was an
appropriate method of calculating “assessed value” for this kind of project. There was no
suggestion that the Municipality increased the assessment because the costs reported by CNRL
were inaccurate.
[8]
CNRL paid the tax and then promptly filed a complaint against the amended assessment to
the CARB, pursuant to s. 460 of the MGA, the relevant portions of which read as follows:
“460(1) A person wishing to make a complaint about any assessment or tax
must do so in accordance with this section.
...
(5) A complaint may be about any of the following matters, as shown on an
assessment or tax notice:
...
(c) an assessment;
(d) an assessment class;
(e) an assessment sub-class;
(f) the type of property;
...
(7) A complainant must
(a) indicate what information shown on an assessment notice or tax
notice is incorrect,
(b) explain in what respect that information is incorrect,
(c) indicate what the correct information is, and
(d) identify the requested assessed value, if the complaint relates to an
assessment.
...
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(8.2) A complaint under subsection (8.1) must be made within one year
after the local improvement tax rate is revised.”
The gist of CNRL’s complaint was that the amended 2009 assessment was illegal because it was
prepared on a basis not authorized by the legislation.
The Complaint to the CARB
[9]
The procedural rules governing complaints to the CARB are set out in the Matters Relating
to Assessment Complaints Regulation, Alta. Reg. 310/2009 (“MRAC”). Section 8 of MRAC
discusses disclosure requirements related to the complaint process, and does not directly reference
s. 299. It states as follows:
“8(1) In this section, ‘complainant’ includes an assessed person who is
affected by a complaint who wishes to be heard at the hearing.
(2) If a complaint is to be heard by a composite assessment review board,
the following rules apply with respect to the disclosure of evidence;
(a) the complainant must, at least 42 days before the hearing date,
(i) disclose to the respondent and the composite assessment review
board the documentary evidence, a summary of the testimonial
evidence, including a signed witness report for each witness,
and any written argument that the complainant intends to
present at the hearing in sufficient detail to allow the
respondent to respond to or rebut the evidence at the hearing,
and
(ii) provide to the respondent and the composite assessment review
board an estimate of the amount of time necessary to present the
complainant’s evidence;
(b) the respondent must, at least 14 days before the hearing date,
(i) disclose to the complainant and the composite assessment
review board the documentary evidence, a summary of the
testimonial evidence, including a signed witness report for
each witness, and any written argument that the respondent
intends to present at the hearing in sufficient detail to allow the
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complainant to respond to or rebut the evidence at the hearing,
and
(ii) provide to the complainant and the composite assessment
review board an estimate of the amount of time necessary to
present the respondent’s evidence;
(c) the complainant must, at least 7 days before the hearing date,
disclose to the respondent and the composite assessment review
board the documentary evidence, a summary of the testimonial
evidence, including a signed witness report for each witness, and
any written argument that the complainant intends to present at the
hearing in rebuttal to the disclosure made under clause (b) in
sufficient detail to allow the respondent to respond to or rebut the
evidence at the hearing.”
[10] A hearing on the merits of CNRL’s complaint was set for October 7, 2010. CNRL
disclosed its evidence and outline of its argument on July 26, 2010, in accordance with s. 8(2)(a) of
the Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation, Alta. Reg. 220/2004 (“MRAT”).
[11] The Municipality disclosed its evidence and a summary of its argument on August 23,
2010. That included a report (the Schmidt/Wood report) defending the amended 2009 assessment
on a basis different to that disclosed in the response to CNRL’s s. 299 request. The report argued
that CNRL’s 2009 “costs rendition” contained numerous errors. 1 Correcting for the errors, the
report set out “assessable costs” higher than CNRL had reported. Applying the prescribed
statutory formula produced an “assessed value” of $3.659 billion (indeed, according to the report,
the amended assessment was too low).
[12] Under the MRAT disclosure rules, CNRL had one week to file its reply to the
Municipality’s disclosure. It did not do so.
[13] The merits hearing set down for October 7, 2010, became a preliminary hearing. CNRL
objected to the admission of the Schmidt/Wood report on the basis that the Municipality could
adduce as evidence only the information it had provided in response to CNRL’s s. 299 request.
Section 9(4) of MRAC states:

1

It was alleged that CNRL had excluded certain costs items that it was not entitled to exclude: CNRL had included
estimated costs for some items when the actual (higher) costs were known; CNRL had understated some costs; CNRL
had provided insufficient evidence for certain cost items.
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“A composite assessment review board must not hear any evidence from a
municipality relating to information that was requested by a complainant
under section 299 or 300 of the Act but was not provided to the complainant.”
[emphasis added]
[14] The CARB ruled the Schmidt/Wood report admissible because the Municipality had met
its obligation under s. 299 of the MGA. Section 299 reads as follows:
“299 (1) An assessed person may ask the municipality, in the manner
required by the municipality, to let the assessed person see or receive
sufficient information to show how the assessor prepared the assessment of
that person's property.
(1.1) For the purposes of subsection (1), ‘sufficient information’ in
respect of a person’s property must include
(a) all documents, records and other information in respect of that
property that the assessor has in the assessor’s possession or under
the assessor’s control,
(b) the key factors, components and variables of the valuation
model applied in preparing the assessment of the property, and
(c) any other information prescribed or otherwise described in the
regulations.
(2) The municipality must, in accordance with the regulations, comply with a
request under subsection (1).”
[15] The CARB reasoned that to satisfy its s. 299 obligations, the Municipality could only be
expected to provide the information that was sought. The CARB held that the Municipality did
provide all the documentation it had in its possession relating to the s. 299 request as framed by the
Appellant. It noted that the Appellant did not contact the assessor to complain that the information
provided was deficient, nor did the Appellant request a s. 299 compliance review contemplated by
the Regulation. The CARB also took into account that the Appellant had checked “Yes” on its
complaint form in response to the question, “if information was requested from the Municipality
pursuant to ss. 299 and 300 of the MGA, was the information provided?”
[16] CNRL sought leave to appeal to the Court of Queen’s Bench from that ruling and other
rulings pursuant to s. 470 of the MGA:
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“470 (1) An appeal lies to the Court of Queen’s Bench on a question of law or
jurisdiction with respect to a decision of an assessment review board.
(2) Any of the following may appeal the decision of an assessment review
board:
(a) the complainant;
(b) an assessed person, other than the complainant, who is affected by
the decision;
(c) a municipality, if the decision being appealed relates to property
that is within the boundaries of that municipality;
(d) the assessor for a municipality referred to in clause (c).
...
(5) On hearing the application and the representations of those persons who
are, in the opinion of the judge, affected by the application, the judge may
grant leave to appeal if the judge is of the opinion that the appeal involves a
question of law or jurisdiction of sufficient importance to merit an appeal and
has a reasonable chance of success.
(6) If a judge grants leave to appeal, the judge may
(a) direct which persons or other bodies must be named as
respondents to the appeal,
(b) specify the question of law or the question of jurisdiction to be
appealed, and
(c) make any order as to the costs of the application that the judge
considers appropriate. ...”
Leave to appeal was given on three issues, but only the following is relevant in this appeal: “Did
the CARB err in finding that the Municipality had complied with CNRL’s s. 299 request?”
Analysis
[17] CNRL submits that on a proper interpretation of s. 299 of the MGA and s. 9(4) of MRAC,
the Municipality is confined to adducing as evidence before the Board the information it had
already provided in response to CNRL’s s. 299 request. The contention of CNRL is that the
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Municipality had not provided the Schmidt/Wood report in response to CNRL’s s. 299 request and
that, accordingly, the report was inadmissible at the complaint hearing. The Municipality supports
the interpretation given to s. 299 by CARB, namely, that a taxpayer is entitled to receive
information which:
(a) the Municipality used and which the Municipality possesses or controls;
and
(b) the taxpayer requested in its s. 299 notice.
[18] The Municipality contends that CNRL did not have the right to receive the Schmidt/Wood
report for two reasons. First, the Municipality did not use that report in preparing the amended
assessment, nor did it possess the report when CNRL made its s. 299 request. Second, the
submission is that the Municipality provided the relevant “adjustment factor” (32.46 percent x
total expenditures) resulting in an assessment of $10.135 billion. The position of the Respondents
is that the Appellant did not ask for “sufficient information to show how the assessor prepared the
assessment of that person’s property” as per the wording of s. 299(1). The Respondents assert that
the Appellant asked a discrete question about a discrete aspect of the assessment, namely, “... The
key factors, components and variables of the valuation model applied in preparing the ‘adjustment
factor’ for the Canadian Natural-Horizon’s M&E 2009 assessment ...” The Respondents say that
“key factors and variables” which are defined in ss. 27.1 and 27.3 of MRAT do not apply to a s. 299
request related to machinery and equipment. The Respondent also argues that the Municipality
does not have an obligation to provide ongoing disclosure. Echoing the decision of the CARB, the
Respondent maintains that CNRL did not have a right to receive the Schmidt/Wood report in
response to its s. 299 request and, accordingly, the report is not excluded under s. 9(4) of MRAC.
[19] With great respect, I disagree. The central issue on appeal to this Court is whether the
CARB reasonably interpreted s. 9(4) by allowing evidence which defends an assessment on a
different basis to that disclosed in response to a s. 299 request. The chambers judge held that the
CARB’s interpretation of s. 9(4) and its decision to admit the Schmidt/Wood report, fell within the
range of reasonable outcomes. He reasoned as follows:
“In my view, the CARB’s decision that the Municipality had complied with
CNRL’s s. 299 request was not unreasonable and falls within a range of
possible defensible outcomes. Restricting the evidence before it to that which
was provided under s. 299 would render s. 8(b) and (c) MRAC meaningless.
The CARB was alive to the fact that the volume of material in question
warranted an extension of time to respond. CNRL's real issue was with the
Municipality’s apparent change in theory. It was not unreasonable for the
CARB to choose not to sanction that change in theory through a restrictive
application of s. 9(4).” (ARD F000115 at para. 50)
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[20] The central purpose of taxpayer information rights is to provide taxpayers with information
about the preparation of their tax assessments. In deciding whether to make a complaint and, if so,
on what grounds, the taxpayer must know what it can rely upon. Reliance is defeated if the
Municipality is permitted to defend a tax assessment on a basis different from that disclosed before
the complaint was brought. Indeed, if a Municipality can defend an assessment on a basis different
to that disclosed in a s. 299 response, a taxpayer will be prevented by s. 9(1) of MRAC from
contesting the new basis for assessment (because the taxpayer’s complaint form will have stated
the issues in reliance on the information disclosed in the s. 299 response).
[21] The federal income tax regime provides some analogous principles that are not premised
on the discretion of the regulatory authority to extend a courtesy to taxpayers to file additional
evidence to lodge a new complaint when a reassessment takes place on some revised basis. Simply
put, the Canada Revenue Agency is prohibited from preparing an assessment on one basis and then
defending it on appeal on some other basis.
[22] Under the Federal Tax Court Rules, a taxpayer appeals from an income tax assessment by
filing a notice of appeal. The CRA’s reply to the complaint must include certain content, including
the assumptions of fact actually made by the Minister at the time the assessment was prepared. The
CRA’s reply cannot be premised on assumptions of fact that were not used in preparing the
assessment (if it does, the assumptions will be struck out). This means that on appeal the CRA may
not defend an assessment on the basis of assumptions of fact “conjured up” after the assessment
was prepared.
[23] The language of s. 9(4) of MRAC precludes the CARB from hearing any evidence “relating
to information that was requested by a complainant” [emphasis added] that the Municipality failed
to provide under s. 299. As I see it, the legislative scheme applicable to the case at bar is analogous
to the federal income tax regime. It reflects a reasonable policy choice on the part of the
Legislature, prohibiting a tax authority from assessing tax on one basis and defending it on
another. It is, in my view, no answer that the CARB gave CNRL extended time to digest and
respond to the Schmidt/Wood report.
[24] The Municipality is required to provide “sufficient information” to show how it prepared
the assessment. In my opinion, there is a continuing obligation to provide information which
comes into its possession after the s. 299 request is made. In my view, the position of the
Respondent is untenable. The Municipality asserts that the mere setting out of the arithmetic
formula resulting in a $1.4 billion installed cost adjustment increase representing an additional tax
burden of $809 million is adequate. As counsel for the Respondent Municipality stated in oral
argument before the panel, “nothing more is required.” I disagree.
[25] The reassessment was received five days after the original assessment. I agree with the
Appellant that one may properly infer that the Schmidt/Wood report was commissioned to support
the ultimate figure arrived at in the reassessment. Moreover, the amended assessment, according to
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the assessor, engages a calculation that does not accord with his understanding of the manner in
which the assessment of machinery equipment is prepared. In the result, the report does not
attempt to justify that which is reflected on the reassessment. It embarks on a new analysis.
[26] I reject the Respondent’s contention that the taxpayer’s request for information is to be
parsed and narrowly read. That defeats the disclosure obligation and erects an impediment to the
taxpayer’s ability to determine whether it has a basis for appealing its tax assessment. I reject the
proposition that it is enough for the Municipality to simply go through the motions. I see no merit
in an interpretation of s. 299 which merely requires the disclosure of information that might
ultimately be found to be unreliable. It is, with respect, unreasonable to conclude otherwise.
[27] For these reasons, the appeal is allowed. The matter is remitted to the CARB to reconsider
its preliminary ruling in the light of these Reasons for Judgment. CNRS is entitled to its costs
throughout to be taxed against the Municipality.

Appeal heard on February 25, 2014
Reasons filed at Edmonton, Alberta
this 11th day of June, 2014

Berger J.A.
I concur:
As authorized by:

Martin J.A.

I concur:
Bielby J.A.
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The Court:
Overview of Appeal
[1]
This appeal addresses whether a municipality is entitled to rely on information used to
create a property tax assessment at the hearing of an appeal of that assessment by a property owner
to the Respondent City of Edmonton Assessment Review Board (the Review Board), where the
municipality did not disclose that information to the property owner in response to a request for
same pursuant to s 299(1) of the Municipal Government Act, RSA 2000, c M-16 [MGA].
[2]
The appellants are the owners (and their representative) of three commercial properties, the
Phipps McKinnon building located at 10020-101A Avenue, as well as 10201 Jasper Avenue and
10004-104 Avenue, all located in downtown Edmonton, Alberta (the assessed properties). In
2016, they received assessments of the value of the assessed properties for the purposes of
municipal taxation by the respondent the City of Edmonton (the City). The process followed by
the assessor to arrive at those assessments was based on a determination of market value. As these
assessments related to commercial property, that valuation was based on the potential income that
could be generated by each property, largely from rent paid by its tenants, less operating costs and
an allowance for vacancies.
[3]
The assessor proceeded pursuant to the provisions of s 2 of the Matters Relating to
Assessment and Taxation Regulation, AR 220/2004 [MRAT] which directs that an assessment
based on market value must be prepared using mass appraisal, must be an estimate of the value of
the fee simple estate in the property, and must reflect typical market conditions for properties
similar to that property.
[4]
The assessor arrived at a potential income figure for the assessed properties by considering
a study giving median and average rental rates in actual leases in a number of properties in
downtown Edmonton owned by third parties. The identity of the owners of those properties and
the property addresses were not disclosed therein. A similar study in relation to the operational
costs of those comparator buildings was also used. The resulting information was then combined
with the actual values of similar buildings that had recently been sold in downtown Edmonton
(which were identified by name and address) to arrive at a capitalization rate, the rate of return that
was expected to be generated on the property. The assessor then used that capitalization rate to
determine the estimated market value for the assessed properties.
[5]
After receiving these assessments in January 2016, the appellants challenged them by
filing three associated complaints (a type of appeal) to the Review Board. They also applied for
disclosure of the information showing how the assessor prepared the assessments pursuant to s
299(1) of the MGA. Some of that information was provided to them, but not the above studies that
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relied on comparator information from properties owned by third parties (the late-disclosed
material). A hearing into the complaints was then scheduled before the Review Board.
[6]
At the hearing, the appellants successfully objected to the Review Board’s consideration of
the late-disclosed material relied upon by the City because that material had not been provided in
response to their s 299(1) request. The Review Board, in preliminary rulings made at the hearing,
determined that all the late-disclosed material should be excluded from evidence pursuant to s 9(4)
of the Matters Relating to Assessment Complaints Regulation, AR 310/2009 [MRAC].
[7]
An appeal and application for judicial review was launched to the Court of Queen’s Bench
by the City. This appeal arises from the resulting decision which set aside the preliminary rulings
of the Review Board, with the result that the City would be allowed to rely on the late-disclosed
material to support the assessed values when the Review Board resumes its hearings into the
substance of the appellants’ assessment complaints.
[8]
Subsequent to oral argument but prior to the filing of the within decision on appeal, the
Supreme Court of Canada released its decisions in Canada (Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration) v Vavilov, 2019 SCC 65 [Vavilov] and Bell Canada v Canada (Attorney General),
2019 SCC 66 [Bell Canada], which significantly impacted the law relating to the standard of
review to be applied to the decisions of administrative tribunals. The panel therefore requested,
and has now received, supplementary written submissions on this issue from all parties.
[9]
For the reasons that follow, the appeal is allowed and the decisions of the Review Board
are restored.
Relevant Legislation
[10] The relevant sections of MGA and MRAC, in effect at the time these matters under appeal
arose (2016), are as follows.
[11]

Sections 299 - 301.1, 470 of the MGA, read:
Access to assessment record
299(1) An assessed person may ask the municipality, in the manner required by the
municipality, to let the assessed person see or receive sufficient information to
show how the assessor prepared the assessment of that person’s property.
(1.1) For the purposes of subsection (1), “sufficient information” in respect of a
person’s property must include
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(a) all documents, records and other information in respect of that
property that the assessor has in the assessor’s possession or under the
assessor’s control,
(b) the key factors, components and variables of the valuation model
applied in preparing the assessment of the property, and
(c) any other information prescribed or otherwise described in the
regulations.
(2) The municipality must, in accordance with the regulations, comply with a
request under subsection (1).
Access to summary of assessment
300(1) An assessed person may ask the municipality, in the manner required by the
municipality, to let the assessed person see or receive a summary of the assessment
of any assessed property in the municipality.
…
(2) The municipality must, in accordance with the regulations, comply with a
request under subsection (1) if it is satisfied that necessary confidentiality will not
be breached.
Right to release assessment information
301 A municipality may provide information in its possession about assessments
if it is satisfied that necessary confidentiality will not be breached.
Relationship to Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
301.1 Sections 299 to 301 prevail despite the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act.
Appeal
470(1) An appeal lies to the Court of Queen’s Bench on a question of law or
jurisdiction with respect to a decision of an assessment review board.
…
(5) On hearing the application and the representations of those persons who are, in
the opinion of the judge, affected by the application, the judge may grant
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permission to appeal if the judge is of the opinion that the appeal involves a
question of law or jurisdiction of sufficient importance to merit an appeal and has a
reasonable chance of success.
Sections 8 and 9 of the MRAC provide:
Disclosure of Evidence
...
8(2) If a complaint is to be heard by a composite assessment review board, the
following rules apply with respect to the disclosure of evidence:
(a) the complainant must, at least 42 days before the hearing date,
(i) disclose to the respondent and the composite assessment
review board the documentary evidence. . . and any written
argument that [it] intends to present at the hearing. . .
(b) the respondent must, at least 14 days before the hearing date,
(i) disclose to the complainant and the composite assessment
review board the documentary evidence. . . and any written
argument that [it] intends to present at the hearing. . .
(c) the complainant must, at least 7 days before the hearing date, disclose to
the respondent and the composite assessment review board the
documentary evidence. . . and any written argument that the complainant
intends to present at the hearing in rebuttal to the disclosure made under
clause (b) in sufficient detail to allow the respondent to respond to or rebut
the evidence at the hearing.
Failure to disclose
...
9(4) A composite assessment review board must not hear any evidence from a
municipality relating to information that was requested by a complainant under
section 299 or 300 of the Act but was not provided to the complainant.
Statement of Facts
[13]
On January 4, 2016, the City provided the appellants with the assessments in question. On
March 10, 2016, the appellants made three complaints relating to those assessments to the Review
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Board and on March 17, 2016, they made a request pursuant to s 299 of the MGA for the
production of information showing how the assessor prepared the assessments. On March 31,
2016, the City provided the appellants with responses that contained a summary of each
assessment and some supporting information, but which did not include the late-disclosed
material. Specifically, those responses did not include information that demonstrated how the
typical lease rates that were used by the assessor were determined, what properties were deemed
by the assessor to be “comparable”, and which sales were used to support the assessor’s
calculation of the capitalization rate.
[14] A common date was set for hearing the three complaints on August 2, 2016. The appellants
provided the City and the Review Board with disclosure of the documentary evidence and written
argument upon which it intended to rely at the hearing at least 42 days in advance of the hearing, as
required by s 8(2)(a)(i) of the MRAC. On July 18, 2016, 14 days before the hearing, the City filed
its documentary evidence and written argument as required by s 8(2)(b)(i) of the MRAC; that
response contained the late-disclosed material.
[15] The late-disclosed material included a list of approximately 90 leases used by the assessor
as a basis for determining the typical market rental rate used in the City’s valuation model. It also
included a study that demonstrated how the assessor determined the typical office shortfall rate
used in the City’s valuation model, and a capitalization rate analysis showing the sales that were
used by the assessor to determine the capitalization rate he applied in determining market value.
Without this information, the appellants would not have been able to determine how the market
rate and office shortfall rates used in the City’s valuation model were calculated or if the
capitalization rate used by the assessor was reasonable by comparing it to the rate applied to other
properties. Further, this information disclosed important assumptions made by the assessor in
arriving at market value. This appeal does not challenge the assessment approach used by the City,
but only the failure to make timely disclosure of key information used in that approach.
[16] While the appellants provided a rebuttal to the late-disclosed material, they were required
to do so within 7 days after receiving it pursuant to s 8(2)(c) of the MRAC. They believed that they
did not have sufficient time to gather potentially available information from third parties to allow a
proper challenge to the late-disclosed material, or even to adequately assess and prepare a response
to it. The appellants submit on this appeal that the scheme of the legislation is such that all of this
information should have been disclosed in response to their s 299 applications, so that they could
properly prepare for the Review Board hearings.
[17] The City does not dispute that the late-disclosed material was used by its assessor in
preparing the property assessments of the assessed properties, but argues that it was not obliged to
disclose it pursuant to s 299 because that section should be interpreted to mean it is only obliged to
disclose information in its hands relating to the assessed properties themselves. That is, it was
obliged to disclose only the information used that related to the property owners’ own properties
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and not any other third party information, even that used by the municipal assessor in preparing the
assessments.
[18] At the hearing of the complaints on August 2, 2016, the appellants successfully objected to
the Review Board’s consideration of the late-disclosed material. The Review Board was composed
of the same three persons in each of the three preliminary decisions under appeal, and virtually
identical written reasons were given for each decision.
[19] Applying s 9(4) of the MRAC, the Review Board excluded almost all of the late-disclosed
material from the review hearing. It did so based on the interpretation of s 299(1) in Canadian
National Resources Limited v Wood Buffalo (Regional Municipality), 2014 ABCA 195, 575 AR
362 [CNRL], which it found was binding upon it. As a result, the Review Board found that s 299
required a more open interpretation than that requested by the City, and rejected the suggestion
that the scope of CNRL was limited because it arose from a different assessment method, the cost
method used to assess an oil sands project. It concluded that s 299(1) required the City to have
disclosed the third party comparator information which it had withheld and which contained the
“key factors” applied to the assessed properties to determine their assessments. It noted that this
late-disclosed material contained no confidential information, and found that the material which
showed how the assessor prepared the assessments would clearly have assisted the appellant
property owners in determining how their assessments were prepared.
[20] By way of originating notice of motion, the City applied to the Court of Queen’s Bench for
both permission to appeal the Review Board’s decisions to exclude the late-disclosed material and
for judicial review of those decisions. Permission to appeal was required under the legislation as it
then existed. The appellants cross-appealed for leave to appeal and sought judicial review of
another portion of the Review Board’s preliminary decisions. Leave to appeal was ultimately
granted on the question of “What is the appropriate scope of Section 299 of the MGA?”
[21] The matter proceeded by way of appeal. While the Originating Notice of Motion sought
both an appeal and judicial review, the application for judicial review was adjourned as noted by
the chambers judge in the second paragraph of her reasons for decision: Edmonton (City)
v Edmonton (Assessment Review Board), 2018 ABQB 501 (the Decision). In paragraph 95, she
indicated that she considered the matter had been an appeal, stating “The Appeal brought by the
City is granted. The Cross-Appeal is denied”.
[22] In the Decision, the chambers judge determined that it was unreasonable for the Review
Board to have concluded that the late-disclosed material should have been provided to the
appellants in response to their s 299(1) disclosure request. This appeal arises from that decision.
The chambers judge expressly declined to address the question of whether the Review Board erred
when it found there was no confidential information contained in the late-disclosed material, and
no appeal was taken from that portion of the decision.
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1. What standard of review should the chambers judge have applied to the Review Board’s
interpretation of s. 299(1) of the MGA?
2. Was the Review Board’s interpretation correct?
Standard of Review
[23] At the time the decision under appeal was made, the standard of review to be applied to the
decisions of the Review Board was one of reasonableness; see Edmonton (City) v Edmonton East
(Capilano) Shopping Centres Ltd, 2016 SCC 47 at para 23, [2016] 2 SCR 293 [Capilano] where
the Supreme Court concluded that the reasonableness standard applied to decisions of an
administrative review board (there a review board akin to the one in this appeal), which involved
the interpretation of its own statute, here the MGA.
[24] The recent decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada in Vavilov and Bell Canada have
modified that approach, creating a revised framework to determine the standard of review to be
applied where a court reviews the merits of an administrative decision. While the Court stated
therein that the analysis begins with a presumption that reasonableness is the applicable standard
of review in all cases, reviewing courts should derogate from this presumption where required by a
clear indication of legislative intent or by the rule of law: Vavilov at paras 10, 16. This legislative
intent arises, among other situations, “where a legislature has provided a statutory appeal
mechanism from an administrative decision to a court, thereby signalling the legislature’s intent
that appellate standards apply when a court reviews the decision”: Vavilov at paras 17, 36-37.
[25]

Appellate standards of review were described in paragraph 37 of Vavilov as follows:
It should therefore be recognized that, where the legislature has provided for an
appeal from an administrative decision to a court, a court hearing such an appeal is
to apply appellate standards of review to the decision. This means that the
applicable standard is to be determined with reference to the nature of the question
and to this Court’s jurisprudence on appellate standards of review. Where, for
example, a court is hearing an appeal from an administrative decision, it would, in
considering questions of law, including questions of statutory interpretation and
those concerning the scope of a decision maker’s authority, apply the standard of
correctness in accordance with Housen v. Nikolaisen 2002 SCC 33 at para. 8.
Where the scope of the statutory appeal includes questions of fact, the appellate
standard of review for those questions is palpable and overriding error (as it is for
questions of mixed fact and law where the legal principle is not readily extricable);
see Housen at paras. 10, 19 and 26-37. . . .
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Where reasonableness is the appropriate standard of review, it “must entail a sensitive and
respectful, but robust, evaluation of administrative decisions”: Vavilov at paras 12-13. The
approach is detailed in paragraph 15 as follows:
In conducting a reasonableness review, a court must consider the outcome of the
administrative decision in light of its underlying rationale in order to ensure that the
decision as a whole is transparent, intelligent and justified. . . [T]he court
conducting a reasonableness review must focus on the decision the administrative
decision maker actually made, including the justification offered for it, and not on
the conclusion the court itself would have reached in the decision maker’s place.
[26] At paragraph 31 of Vavilov, the Court also observed that expertise by the administrative
tribunal in question remains a relevant consideration in conducting a reasonableness review.
Where reasonableness is the standard of review, deference is still to be accorded to the decisionmaker; the courts should adopt a posture of restraint.
What standard of review should the chambers judge have applied to the Review Board’s
interpretation of s. 299(1)?
[27] At the time the chambers judge rendered the Decision, she was obliged to apply the
reasonableness standard of review to the Review Board’s decisions. As a result of Vavilov, we
conclude that is no longer the proper standard of review and that those decisions should have been
reviewed on the standard of correctness because the matters proceeded before her by way of
statutory appeal, and engaged questions of law concerning the interpretation of various provisions
of the MGA and MRAC. More specifically, the statement in Capilano that the reasonableness
standard is to be applied to decisions of a review board such as in this case, and relied upon by the
chambers judge, is no longer the law.
[28] While the Legislature has since amended s 470 of the MGA to remove the statutory right of
appeal, there is no principled rationale that would permit this Court to ignore the statutory appeal
mechanism that existed and was utilized at the time the respondents filed their Originating Notice
of Motion.
[29] Nothing in the Vavilov or Bell Canada decisions affects the standard of review this court is
to apply in reviewing the decision of the chambers judge, which is reviewed on the basis of
whether she was correct in finding that the standard of review she was to apply to the Review
Board’s decisions was one of reasonableness and that those decisions were unreasonable: Gateway
Charters Ltd (Sky Shuttle) v Edmonton (City), 2012 ABCA 93 at para 25, 522 AR 93.
[30] Given that the heart of the issue is the interpretation to be given to s 299(1) of the MGA, we
now know pursuant to Vavilov that the Review Board’s decisions should have been reviewed on a
standard of correctness.
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[31] The Review Board found that it was bound by the decision of this Court in CNRL, which
determined that the disclosure provision in s 299(1) of the MGA should be read broadly, and citing
Justice Berger’s statement at para 26 of that decision:
I reject the Respondent’s contention that the taxpayer’s request for information is to
be parsed and narrowly read. That defeats the disclosure obligation and erects an
impediment to the taxpayer’s ability to determine whether it has a basis for
appealing its tax assessment. I reject the proposition that it is enough for the
Municipality to simply go through the motions. I see no merit in an interpretation of
s. 299 which merely requires the disclosure of information that might ultimately be
found to be unreliable. It is, with respect, unreasonable to conclude otherwise.
[32] At para 20 of CNRL, Justice Berger also described the legislative purpose of s 299 as
follows:
The central purpose of taxpayer information rights is to provide taxpayers with
information about the preparation of their tax assessments. In deciding whether to
make a complaint and, if so, on what grounds, the taxpayer must know what it can
rely upon. Reliance is defeated if the Municipality is permitted to defend a tax
assessment on a basis different from that disclosed before the complaint was
brought. . . .
[33] The chambers judge however, concluded that the Review Board reached an unreasonable
conclusion that CNRL governed the late-disclosed material, which logically means that she would
also have found the Review Board’s decision to have been incorrect had the law required her to
turn her mind to that question at the time. She stated at paragraph 45 of the Decision:
I agree with the City that the CNRL decision is distinguishable because it did not
deal with third-party information, only with whether new information must be
produced under a 299 Request. The Court of Appeal found a continuing obligation
to provide documents and information if it changed the basis of the assessment.
That is not what happened here.
[34] The chambers judge gave no explanation as to why, in her view, the Legislature would
have enacted s 299(1) with the intention that a taxpayer be entitled to full disclosure of new
information received by a municipality after an assessment was prepared, but not of the actual
information used to prepare that assessment, including comparator third party information. While
expressly setting out the appellants’ submissions at para 44 of the Decision, she gave no reason for
rejecting their arguments that a narrow reading would erect an impediment to the taxpayer’s ability
to determine whether it has a basis for appealing its tax assessment, that CNRL required a broad
approach to disclosure in relation to all assessments, or that without the basic information about
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how the typical rates were determined, the ratepayer cannot assess whether the values are
reflective of the broader market and justified, or whether they ought to be appealed.
[35] The appellants maintain that the City’s application of s 299(1) denies taxpayers the
information they need to determine whether an assessment of their properties for the purpose of
municipal taxation has been properly and reasonably calculated, and further denies them the
ability to properly prepare for the hearing of any filed complaint. As the owners of commercial
property assessed on the basis of a capitalization rate, where that assessment relies on comparator
information about properties owned by third parties, they cannot analyze their assessments and
determine if they were properly calculated without access to that information.
[36]
Although that information was provided by the City 14 days before the complaint
hearings, that short period was insufficient to give them the necessary opportunity to locate other
comparator information which might assist at the hearing, especially given that they were required
to provide their reply no later than 7 days after getting the City’s late-disclosed material.
[37] This Court in CNRL set out no express limitations on the ambit of disclosure required in
response to a s 299(1) request. Rather, the principles expressed in para 20 therein, to the effect that
the central purpose of taxpayer information rights is to provide taxpayers with information about
the preparation of their tax assessments so that they know whether to make a complaint and if so on
what grounds, apply equally to the assessments under consideration in this appeal. The City has
not advanced any argument as to why a wide disclosure requirement should apply only to the
assessment of heavy equipment or the like as was the case in CNRL, but not to other property
generally. It further has not advanced any argument as to why disclosure should only apply to
information received by the municipality after an assessment is prepared, but not to relevant
information about comparator properties actually used in preparing an assessment.
[38] One of the cornerstones of the rule of law is the principle of stare decisis which provides
that lower courts are bound by the decisions of higher courts. Stare decisis is fundamental to the
administration of justice, and speaks to “fairness, judicial economy, consistency, finality, and the
integrity” of the justice system: Laverick v Albert (Attorney General), 2018 ABCA 390 at paras
17-20. As this Court provided in R v Youngpine, 2009 ABCA 89 at para 18, 457 AR 15: “Unless
and until a decision of this Court is reversed either by the Supreme Court of Canada or by this
Court on a reconsideration motion in accordance with Court procedures, it is binding on lower
courts in Alberta. Citizens are entitled to expect the legal stability provided by the courts’
adherence to the doctrine of precedent.”
[39] Here, stare decisis bound both the Review Board and the chambers judge to the broad
reading of s 299 provided in CNRL. Where a court or tribunal, as here, cannot distinguish
jurisprudence from this Court on the basis of a logical reason to do so, an incorrect result will arise
from failure to follow binding authority. The chambers judge was incorrect in her conclusion that
she did not have to apply the principles expressed in CNRL because of factual differences between
that case and these, without providing any logical reasoning to support her conclusion.
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[40] The chambers judge alternately supported her conclusion that CNRL could be
distinguished through application of various principles of statutory interpretation.
[41] She failed to address the effect of s 299(1.1)(b), which requires a municipality to broadly
disclose “the key factors, components and variables of the valuation model applied in preparing
the assessment of the property”. Rather, she concluded that although ss 299(1) and 299(1.1) of the
MGA do not expressly exclude third party comparator information from the disclosure
requirement, the use of the phrases “of that person’s property” and “in respect of that property” in
those subsections provide “context” supporting the exclusion of third party information.
[42] While it is true that modern principles of statutory interpretation do not limit statutory
construction to the literal meaning of the express wording of a particular statute or regulation but
also require a consideration of context, the chambers judge did not explain how the entire context
of the MGA assists in determining how the obligation to produce “sufficient information to show
how the assessor prepared the assessment” in s 229(1), necessarily excludes information about
third party comparator properties actually used by the assessor in conducting that task.
[43] The requirement on the City to disclose all portions of the late-disclosed material upon
which it intends to rely at a hearing no later than 14 days before the start of that hearing (imposed
by s 8(2)(b) in the MRAC) does not create context leading to the interpretation of s 299(1) as
requiring something less. Section 8(2)(b) requires disclosure of only that evidence upon which the
municipality intends to rely at the hearing, which means that other existing evidence that might
assist the taxpayer need not be disclosed under that section. Also, given that s 8(2)(b) disclosure
must only be made after the complaint is filed, the hearing date is set and the taxpayer has
organized its witnesses and prepared its written argument, and is only made 14 days before the
hearing date, such late disclosure cannot replace full disclosure made early enough so that a
taxpayer can assess its likely chance of success on appeal.
[44]
The failure to disclose early may lead a taxpayer to decide not to pursue a complaint on
the basis of the materials initially disclosed pursuant to a s 299(1) request, where a potentially
good ground of complaint exists but never becomes known because the City would only have to
disclose same if the taxpayer made a complaint. If a taxpayer never appeals its assessment, the City
never discloses the third party information used to prepare that assessment. It is difficult to see
why the Legislature would wish to put a municipality in a position of such unfair advantage, given
its provision of a disclosure right and obligation in s 299 of the MGA and s 8(2)(a)(i) of the MRAC.
[45] The chambers judge went on to conclude that it would be “inconsistent and not coherent” if
s 299(1) of the MGA were interpreted to permit a property owner to access more information under
that section than they would be entitled to under s 300(3), which expressly excludes production of
confidential information. She was concerned that confidential information about third party
properties could be excluded from disclosure under s 300(3) but not under s 299(1) if the
appellants argument was to prevail (notwithstanding the express provision in s 301.1 of the MGA
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to the effect that ss 299-301 of that Act prevail despite the operation of the Freedom of Information
and Protection of Privacy Act, RSA 2000, c F-25).
Section 300 reads:
300(1) An assessed person may ask the municipality, in the manner required by the
municipality, to let the assessed person see or receive a summary of the assessment
of any assessed property in the municipality. . .
(3) The municipality must, in accordance with the regulations, comply with a
request under subsection (1) if it is satisfied that necessary confidentiality will not
be breached.
[47] Section 300 thus allows a taxpayer to obtain assessment information about property owned
by someone other than itself if necessary confidentiality will not be breached by such disclosure.
Section 299 allows a taxpayer to request assessment information about its own property.
[48] Different concerns about the possible disclosure of third party information arise under
s 300(3), than under s 299(1). There is a greater risk that a taxpayer could misuse market value
information about properties other than its own obtained via s 300(3) for strategic and competitive
purposes, particularly because the taxpayer would of course know the identity of the property for
which it requests disclosure under that section. That is not the case under s 299(1), given the
assessor’s practice of removing identifying information from the comparators used, such that no
confidential information would be disclosed in a s 299(1) response. More importantly, there is
little risk of misuse of information about the taxpayer’s own property obtained pursuant to a s.
299(1) request.
[49] The chambers judge also applied the principle that s 299(1) should be interpreted to avoid
an absurd result in finding it did not impose an obligation to produce third party comparator
information, by concluding that if it did it would leave s 300 with little scope to operate. This
conclusion reveals a misunderstanding of the scope of s 300.
[50] As noted, s 300 allows an assessed property owner to reach beyond the information used by
the assessor in preparing its own assessment, to find additional relevant comparator information
that might be used to challenge that assessment at a hearing before the Review Board. For
example, a property owner may be able to persuade a Review Board that its own assessment is
unreasonable by providing evidence of lower assessment figures for similar properties in the same
area. Therefore, both ss 299 and 300 have a role to play even though each provide for production of
different types of third party information.
[51] In summary, the chambers judge was incorrect in concluding that the Review Board’s
decisions were unreasonable and therefore implicitly incorrect.
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[52] We observe that if s 299(1) was interpreted in such a way as to require only partial
disclosure, insufficient to allow a taxpayer to learn the basis of its assessment and to determine if it
had good reason to appeal, disclosure would serve little purpose. The taxpayer cannot make good
decisions about whether to appeal a tax assessment if not given all the relevant information used to
prepare that assessment. Further, there is no purpose in requiring full disclosure to a taxpayer in a
time frame that is too short for it to adequately prepare for the hearing of its complaint.
[53] The Review Board was correct in reaching decisions consistent with these principles set
down in CNRL.
Conclusion
[54] This appeal is therefore allowed and the three preliminary decisions of the Review Board
under appeal are restored.

Appeal heard on October 30, 2019
Further written submissions received on January 17 and January 23, 2020
Memorandum filed at Edmonton, Alberta
this 7th day of February, 2020
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No. 0601-04733

1

2

THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA

3

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF CALGARY

4

BETWEEN:

5

NORTEL NETWORKS INC.

6

Applicant

7

- and-

8

CITY OF CALGARY and MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT BOARD

9
.i

Respondents

10
11

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT OF THE HONOURABLE JUSTICE LUTZ

12
13

I

I want to thank counsel for

14

the very lucid briefs and submissions they made this

15

morning.

16

you know, a lot of material here, and it is not easy

17

to digest, and I hope I digested it sufficiently, so

18

that what I have to say will not be too disjointed.

19

I

THE COURT:

It was very helpful, because there is, as

This was a matter that began with the issuance of

20

and filing of an Originating Notice for judicial

21

review on behalf of Nortel Networks Inc. v. the City

22

of Calgary and the Municipal Government Board, and is

23

one under Part 56-1 of the Alberta Rules of Court,

24

wherein counsel was to be heard for,

j

25

(1) an order that the Municipal Government Board

26

Number 109/05, dated November the 4th, 2005, be

27

quashed;
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1

2

to the Municipal Government Board for determination

3

in accordance with the direction of This Honourable

4 .

Court i

5

6

8

·matter.

11

,I

for such further and other relief as This

Honourable Court deems
(4)

10

I

(3)

7

9

,

(2) an order remitting the matters complained of

j~~ti

and

an order granting the applicant costs in this

And reliance is placed on the following grounds
as noted in the Originating Notice of Motion,
(1) the Municipal Government Board erred in law

12

or jurisdiction or both by misinterpreting and

13

misconstruing its powers under the Municipal

14

Government Act R.B.A. 2000 CM-26 as amended and the

15

regulations passed pursuant thereto;

16

(2) the Municipal Government Board exceeded its

17

jurisdiction or breached natural justice in shifting

18

the burden of proof to the applicant when the burden

19

in fact was upon the respondent City of Calgary as

20

the appellant before the Municipal Government Board;

21

(3)

the Municipal Government Board erred in law

22

or lost jurisdiction by refusing to allow the

23

applicant the ability to seek a reduction in the

24

assessed value of the property that was before the

25

Municipal Government Board;

26
27

(4)

the Municipal Government Board lost

jurisdiction or breached principles of

natur~l
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1

justice, thereby making the hearing unfair to the

2

applicant by refusing to exercise its jurisdiction

3

under Section 497 of the Municipal Government Act to

4

compel the respondent City of Calgary to disclose

5

relevant and material assessment information·

6

respecting comparable properties introduced by the

7

respondent City of Calgary, and then utilizing the

8

City of Calgary's comparables for the purpose of

9

ordering an increase in the assessed value of the

I

I

10

11

\

(5)

the

Munici~al

Government Board erred in fact

12

or lost jurisdiction by ignoring or failing to

13

consider relevant evidence of the use of abnormally

14

large service

15

evidence that was before it, the Municipal Government

16

Board unduly proportioned service areas to office

17

space, resulting in an excessive valuation not

18

supported by the evidence; and such and further and

19

other grounds that counsel may advise and this

20

Honourable Court may allow.

~reas

in property, and despite the

j

i
., ,,
r

property;

21

22

Section 499 of the Municipal Government Act is of
relevance, and it says,

23

24

"499(1) On concluding a hearing, the

25

Board may make any of the following

26

decisions:

27

a) dismiss a complaint or an appeal that

,

1.
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1

was not made within the proper time;

2

(b) make a change with respect to any

3

matter referred to in section 492(1), if

4

the hearing relates to a complaint about

5

an assessment for linear property;

6

(c) make a change to any equalized

7

assessment, if the hearing relates to an

8

equalized assessment;

9

(d) make any decision that the assessment

10

review board could have made, if the

11

hearing relates to the decision of an

12

assessment review board;

13

(e) decide that no change to an equalized

14

assessment or an assessment or tax roll

15

is required.

16

(2)

17

(a) any assessment that is fair and

18

equitable, taking into consideration

19

assessments of similar property in the

20

same municipality, and

21

(b) any equalized assessment that is fair

22

and equitable, taking into consideration

23

equalized assessments in similar

24

municipalities."

The·Board must not alter

25
26
27

The application is made under Section 753.04(1)
of the Alberta Rules of Court, wherein the applicant
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I
j'

1

here seeks an order in the nature of certiorari.

2

(4), it says,

And

3
4

'"Before the court may grant relief under

5

subrule (I), it must be satisfied that

6

the grounds for the remedy under which

7

the applicant would be entitled to the

8

relief have been established."

9
10

And 753.05 reads,

11

12

"Subject to Rule 753.11, where the

13

applicant on an application for judicial

14

review is entitled to a declaration that a

15

decision or act is unauthorized or invalid,

16

the court may, instead of making a

17

declaration, set aside the decision or

18

act."

19
20

!

I

I

,

,

I
\

And 753.06(1),

21
22

"On an application for judicial review, the

23

court may direct the person from whose

24

'decision, act or omission relief is claimed

25

to reconsider and determine the
whole or
,

26

any part of a matter to which the

27

application for judicial review relates but
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1

in respect of a decision the court may only

2

direct a reconsideration and determination

3

if the decision has been set aside.

4

(2) In acting under subrule (1), the court

5

may give such directions as it considers

6

appropriate."

7
8
9

and I think counsel have agreed with me in the

'10

decision of Board order 109/05 dated November the

11

4th,

12

of Calgary appealed the subject property's business

13

and property assessments which the A.R.B. or

14

Assessment. Review Board reduced from the original

15

assessments, of $23,360,000 for the property

16

assessment, and $2,733,802 for the business

17

assessment.

18

!

The background is, I think, accurately set out;

'05, and in the overview it says this,

"The City

The appellant submitted that it had properly

19

classified the subject property as 100 per cent

20

office space with only a portion of the building

21

assessed at a slightly reduced rental rate, which

22

recognized the inferior interior finish of that

23

space.

24

as an office building, the appellant submitted that

25

$14 per square foot was the appropriate rental rate,

26

which was the market rate for North East suburban

27

office buildings.

As a result of the property's classification

. .,1
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1

!

,

I

On the other hand, the respondent argued that the

2

subject was an office/warehouse hybrid due to the

3

high nature of the property owner's business and the

4

preponderance of

5

Based on the subject's hybrid characteristics, the

6

respondent argued that the proper rental rate was $8

7

per square foot.

8

BACKGROUND

9

~aboratory

spaces in the building.

The subject property is a large suburban building

10

located in North East Calgary.

11

2000 for Nortel Networks Corporation (Nortel) a

12

company involved in the manufacture of wireless

13

telecommunication products.

14

located adjacent to another Nortel facility referred

15

to as the West Winds Building, while the subject is

16

referred to as the Innovation Centre.

17

the design centre for Nortel, and employs designers,

18.

researchers, and engineers.

19

It wis constructed in

The subject property is

The subject is

In comparison, the West Winds Building is the

20

manufacturing centre for Nortel.

21

obcupant, quote, fthigh-tech" unquote, properties.

22

The parcel area of the subject is 11.293 acres, while

23

the building has a net rental area of 208,549 square

24

feet.

25

Both are single-

Due to the nature of the products being designed

26

within the subject, the building has specific power

27

and air qu~lity needs, as well as precise

.1
!
J
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1

requirements for clean rooms, vibration, and

2

temperature controls, and many other needs that make

3

this property unique.
The original.assessed area of the subject was

4
5

199,184 square feet.

However [ in March[ 2005, the

6

respondent notified the City of Calgary (City) that

7

the correct net leaseable area was 208,542 square

8

feet, a difference of 9[365 square feet.

9

the original area, the subject's 2004 property

10

assessment was $22[190,000, which the business

11

assessment was $2[602,528.

12

-- at the A.R.B. both assessments were reduced, the

13

property assessment to $17,177[000, and the business

14

assessment to $1,991,840.

15

from which the City appeals.

Based on

However [ both the A.R.B.

It is these assessments

The City seeks confirmation of the original

16
17

assessments, taking into account a revised net

18

rentable area, which would increase the property

19

assessment to $23,360,000 and the business assessment

20

to

21

$2~733,802.

In contrast, the respondent requests both

22

assessments be reduced, the property assessment to

23

$13,960,000, and the bus'iness assessment to

24

$1,668,000.

25

reduction in the assessed rental rate from the $10

26

per square foot rate utilized by A.R.B. in its

27

assessment calculation to a rate ·of $8 per square

These requests are based on a further
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-'

n
,

n

1

foot.

2,

notes, however, that the respondent did not cross-

3

appeal e~ther (INDISCERNIBLE) number ..

The, Municipal Government,Board or'M.G.B.

4

At the A.R.B. hearirig,' the subject's vacancy rate

5

was increased from the City's 9 per cent allowance.to

6'

12 per cent.

This rate

inc~ease

was initially an
,

,

11

7

issue under dispute at the

n

8

requested the allowance be reduc'ed back to 9' per

9

cent, while the

!J
iJ

10

C]

[1

D
O·
OJ
OJ

, maintained at 12 per cent.

hearing as the City

requested that it be
However, near the

11

conclusion'of the respondent's pre~entation,' after

12

ex~mining their evidence ip. ~ore detail, the

13

:r:espondent indicated on several separ'!3-te occasions

14.

that the City's 9 per cent vacancy rate, allowance was

15

acceptable to them.

lJ

0

responde~t

M.G.~.

16

I

As' a result' of ,these

exchang~s,

the

~.G.B:

17

concludes that the vacancy allowance is an agreed-t.o

18

fact and the rate of, 9 per cent will be applied.

19

its calculation of requested assessment, the

20

respondent used 4 per cent for' non-recoverables"

21

a

22

th,e other hand, used an

23

recognized typical vacancy management and shortfall,

24

but did not indicate the capitalization rate.

25

10

per cent

capitali~ation

rate.

adj~steq

In

arid

The appellant, on

rental rate which

Based on the' fact that there was no discussion or

26

argument concerriing these factors,' the M.G.B. also

27

concludes that 4 per cent for non-r,ecoverables and

1,0

OJ
--

OJ
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1

per cent capitalization rate were agreed-to facts,

2

and will be applied.

3

As required by Section 6 of the Assessment,

4

Complaints, and Appeals Regulation 238/2000

5

(A.C.A.R.), and within 14 days of the filing of the

6

subject appeal, the A.R.B. submitted to the M.G.B .. a

7

record of the hearing before the A.R.B.

8

there is no dispute respecting the introduction of

9

evidence not before the A.R.B. or the raising of

10

issues not before the A.R.B., the record was not

11

reviewed or considered by the M.G.B. in arriving at

12

its decision.

13

However, as

End quote.

The purpose of the governing statute here, the

14

Municipal Government Act, is as was indicated by

15

Justice Rooke of this court in a decision called

16

Nampa (Village of) v. Alberta Municipal Government

17

Board (1998), Carswell 1411 A.B.Q.B. at Paragraphs 30

18

and 31, where he said,

19

20

"By s. 488, the Board has jurisdiction to

21

hear appeals from decisions of assessment

22

review boards ... The Board, in reviewing a

23

decision of an assessment review board,

24

must be guided by the scheme of the MGA

25

and the principles of assessment set out

26

therein. The Board has no jurisdiction to

27

do otherwise."

I
,

I

I

!

,

I

!

,

i

\

i

I

J
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3

M.G.B. must apply the principles that govern

4

assessment primarily found in the legislation.

5

other words, the City establishes an assessed value

6

of the property based on valuation standard of,

7

quote;

8

the A.R.B. and then tested again before the M.G.B.

9

In

Umarket value" which can then be tested before

Respecting the M.G.B. process, the applicant has

10

set forth certain things in,its brief, and I will

11

refer to them, and to the respondents' subsequentiy.

12

The M.G.B. in the course of the hearing lectured the

13

parties as to their respective roles.

14

responded in these terms, quote,

15

City, the appellant, was to convince the panel that

16

it presented the best evidence of t?e subject's

17

market value, and that as a result of this evidence,

18

the assessment should be changed back to their

19

original values.

20

A.E.C., the respondent, was to persuade the M.G.B.

21

that the A.R.B.'s decision was correct, and that the

22

assessment should be confirmed."

23
I

Now, clearly, the Court there was saying that the

The appellant

uThe'role of the

On the other hand, the role of the

End quote.

Prior to the merit hearing, which occurred

24

subsequent to the hearing before the M:G.B., Nortel's

25

agent; which is A.E.C. International, requested that

26

the Board compel the City to provide addresses for

27

various rental comparison office properties the City

j

)

J
i

,J
I

I

~
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1

had entered into evidence at the A.R.B. and

2

the M.G.B.

3

May the 20th, 2005, and in the merit hearing proper,

4

resulting in Order 109/05, refused this request.

5

This, of course, has become the relevant issue, and

6

the nub of this appeal.

~gain

at

The M.G.B., at the preliminary hearing on

fl

7

n

8

the

9

an arbitrary allocation of service area to the office

10

and laboratory areas of the building, despite having

11

evidence before it, as I understand it, that

lJ

It was argued, and I think successfully, that
well, it was' successful, that the M.G.B. made

Ll

12
13

unique laboratory requirements.

I]
l]

14

this, as set forth

15

brief:

16

. addi tiohal.. service space was. required because of the
Nortel contends

Paragraph B of the applicant's

i~

U(a) The M.G.B. rendering the hearing

the

"

OJ

17

M.G.B. erred or lost

18

rendered the hearing unfair to Nortel in that absent

jurisdict~on

in that the M.G.B.

lJ]

'19
20

comparisons, Nortel was prejudiced in that it could

[]J

21

nbt test or meet the City's case;

22

UJ
UJ

tB

the provision of details of the office rental

(h) the M.G.B. ignored the assessment that was

23

before it as determined by the A.R.B., thereby

24

.improperly reversing the onus into Nortel respecting

25

the establishment of market rental rates for

26

laboratory space; and

27

(c) ignored or failed to consider relevant

[D

LU.
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1

evidence that the high percentage of service Space in

2

Nortel's building was attributable to its unique

3

features as a laboratory, and thereby made an

4

artificial and arbitrary allocation of service space

5

to office based upon no evidence whatsoever. ,"

6
7

I read their decision,

8

decision, and the giving of their decision, misquoted

9

the applicant's stated position.

in the process of their

And the question,

10

of course, that was asked, and is asked by the

11

applicant here, where did these percentages of

12

allocations come from, because there didn't appear to

13

be evidence before the Board that supported it.

14

I.
I

What 'was interesting here was that the M.G.B., as

Both parties here have agreed that the income

15

approach was correct.

16

indicated, had been demanded in the hearing, and the

17

merit hearing thereafter, but were refused.

18

that would

~uggest

19

violated.

At the A.R.B. hearing, Nortel advanced the

20

position that the entire property should be assessed

21

using one uniform rental rate across all components

22

of the building for both property and business tax

23

assessments.

24

The lease comparables, as I

And so

that .procedural fairness has been

The A.R.B. reduced the assessments in accordance

.J

1I

.J

I

.. J

25

with Nortel's complaint.

26

for reducing the property assessment were that the

27

rate applied by the City to the subject property was

The A.R.B.'s reasons said
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1

excessive, recognizing the size, location, and

2

effects of the infrastructure on the property.

3

A.R.B. accepted the pro forma calculations of Nortel,

4

which the A.R.B. found to be undisputed by the City ..

5

The

The A.R.B.'s reasons for reducing the business
..

6

assessment in accordance with the request of Nortel

7

were that the property was injuriously

8

the marketplace by its current infrastructure design,

9

and that a highest and best use analysis as a

i

.J

in

10

reasonable approach supported a general industrial

11

property as not quite a warehouse and not a pure

12

office complex.

13

rate of $10 per square foot applied across office,

14

laboratory, and service space.

15

!

~ffected

The A.R.B. accepted a blended rental

As indicated earlier, Nortel's agent requested

16

that the City provided addresses for the rental

17

comparisons, but that was refused.

18

then applied to the M.G.B. to have the City compelled

19

to disclose the addresses for the rental comparisons.

20

Photographs were shown, but without addresses, thus

21

disabling the expert of the applicant to view the

22

properties and to make its determination of whether

23

or not the position taken by the M.G.B. and the City

24

as respondent were based on something ·sound.

25

Nortel's agent

Nortel made it clear to the Board that it could

26

not understand the case being brought against them in

27

the context of rental comparisons without that

, -j
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'A

li'l

1

information, and certainly without addresses.

2

Eoard qetermined that it would not issue a disclosure

3'

order, and said thi.s, . quote, "While the M.G.B. agrees

4

that it does have j uri,sd;Lction to require the

~

5

production of any information necessary to decide an

6

issue before it, .at this time what is and is not

1J

,7

necessary cannot be determineq.

8

expected to be raised at the merit hearing 'and will

~

fl

B,
~
~

, ,9

The

The, issue is

be dealt with by the M.G.B. hearing that appeal,,'"
A merit hearing was held', as indicated,

10

,

"

~~d

subsequently,

12

2005. ',The request for disc,losure of the addresses'

13

was made again. ~n the'merit hearing.

0'

14

,hearing the Board made the following decision, quote,

0

15

'''A request for disc:losure pursuant to Section 497 of'

16

the Act is denied.

~'

17

decision could be made on the E?viden6e before it '.

18

Further explanation is provided in the, discussion of

~'

19

the'spe9ific issue related to rental rates."

,

20

it was ,on ,June the 20th

an~

11

21st,

At 'the merit

,

The M.G.B.' was satisfied th,at a

T?6 City had adopted a position in ,--' that the

~

,21
22

space. 'Nortel argued that the building should

lJJ

23

classified as a hybrid property with office and

24

laboratory, manufacturing space.

25

that the appropriate classification for the property

26

was as office and laboratory space, and determined

27

that baseo. upon the evidence of Nortel significant

QJ

O~

at the M.G.B'. ,that the entire 'building was office
.

'

The M.G.B: found

~
UJ
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1

would have to be made to alter the subject property

2

for use as an office building.

3

The Board also determined that the City's

4

assessment comparables were not similar to the

5

subject property.

6

none of the cOinparables presented were deemed to be

7

sufficiently comparable to the subject.

8

9

The M.G.B. also determined that

The Board order 109/05, as is set forth in the
applicant's brief, indicates that Nortel argued that

10

different areas in the property should be

11

distinguished accordipg to use, and should be

12

assessed, rather, at different rental rates;

13

did not advance this position to the M.G.B.

14

Nortel's agent was of the view that one blended

15

rental rate should be applied across the entire

16

property.

17

Nortel

The City relied on its list of rental comparisons

18

consisting of some 29 properties.

19

accordance with the exhibit attached to the affidavit

20

of one John Glenn.

21

This is in

In summarizing the City's

'position, the M.G.B. indicated with respect to the

22

list of 25 properties that all were constructed

23

between 1999 and 2002, compared to the subject

24

property, which was built in 2000.

25

disputed that this evidence as to the age of

26

construction was given to the Board.

27

contends the information was given to the M;G.B.

Nortel's agent

')
.. ,}

The City

j
iI

!
.....-J
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1

2

Nortel's agent was never provided with this

3

information prior to the merit hearing.

4

determined that the rental rate comparables were

5

sufficiently comparable to support an assessed rental

6

rate of $14 per square foot.

7

the position, or determined, at least, that neither

8

party had provided rental rates for laboratory space,

9

and as a result it determined it had no grounds on

I

The M.G.B.

And the Board then took

10

which to alter the original $10 assigned to

11

laboratory space by the City in the original

12

assessment.

13
,l

What is not in dispute, of course, is that

With respect to the process itself,

I have

14

indicated the caution or lecture, as I called iti

15

that the M.G.B. gave to the respective parties, and

16

that is of some importance.

17

that the M.G.B. made it clear that it did not review

18

or consider the A.R.B. record in arriving at its

. 19
20
21

22
23

It is also noteworthy

decision, which I found a bit peculiar .
The applicant, on Pages 10 and 11 set forth the
issues as it was noted, and they are,
(1) what is the appropriate standard of judicial
review;

24

(2) was Nortel prejudiced by not knowing the

25

details of the rental comparisons, thereby resulting

26

in an unfair hearing;

27

(3) did the M.G.B, improperly reverse the onus
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11

n
1'1

n

!.y

1
2
3

onto Nortel;
(4) was the M.G.B. required to review the A.R.B.
decision;

4

(5) did the M.G,B. fail to take into account

n

5

relevant evidence in arriving at its decision or act

6

on no evidence; and

~

7
8

(6) did the M.G.B. fail to give adequate reasons
for its decision.

r.l

9

The appropriate standard is addressed by using

[j
[j

10

the pragmatic and functional approach as is set forth

11

in the Supreme Court of Canada in Pushpanathan v.

12

Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration) ,

13

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
01

.

, [1998] 1 S.C.R. 982.

The pragmatic and functional

14

approach requires an analysis of the following

15

factors,

16

(a) the' existence of a privative clause';

17

(b) the

18
19
20
21
, 22

exp~rtise

of, the tribunal as compaI;ed to

the court;
(c) the purpose of the statute and the particular
provision in question; and
(d) the nature of the question in issue.
The pragmatic and functional approach, the,

23

ar;>plicant says, requires a separate analysis in each

24

case .. No ,one standard of review will always be

25

applicable to any single administrative tribunal.

26

The level of deference is determined in the context

, 27

of the decision in question.

Quoting the Law Society'

0
0]
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n

n'

of New Brunswick v. Ryan,

1
r"-J

n',
[J

0
[l

[2003]

1 S.C:R. 251.

2

Where the question goes to theju~isdiction of

3'

the tribunal the pragmatic and functional approach

4

will most often lead t,o a correctness standard as

5

jurisdictional questions must be answered correctly

6

by ,a tribunal ;to be acting intra vires.

The

privative clause in the 'Municipal Gover~ment Act,

.. 7
8

,which,is in Paragraph 506, Section 506; says there',is

9

no ,appeal from a decision of the

Boar~.
,

,

0
0

10

The University of Alberta, v. Edmonton (City of)

11

(2005), A.B.C.~~ 147 at P~ragraph B s~ys this, is a

12

weak privative clause indic:ating only

13

deference.

0
0

14

privative clause i'ndicating the 'moderate deference

15

that is referred to in the decision just referred to.

16

There are three standards of review in matters of

~oderate

Both parties agree tha't this' is a we2l:k
,

,

17

this nature; 'and in ascending order, 'corr~ctness,

18

reasonableness, and patent unreasonableness.

[J

19

Alberta Minister of Municipalities

20

Government Board,

[]

21

r1'

l]

[]
[]
OJ'
LD

'v.

.

See the

the 'Municipal

(2005), Carswell, Alberta, ~737

,A.B.Q.B. Paragraph 16, and it 'is clear from the'

22

authorities too that'the Supreme Court of Canada has

23

put patent unreasonableness aside, in part, ai;.'least.

24

,

It is also clear that no single

fac~or

is

25

determinative, as is indicated in pushpanathan v. the

26

-- and the Law Society -of New Brunswick

27

decisions.

Fruman"

J

',v.

Ryan

.A., of the - - in the -- of our
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1978

1

Court of Appeal in the University of Alberta v.

2

Edmonton ('City of)

3

and I adopt this, quote,

(2005), A.B.C.A. 147, said this,

4
5

"In the current case, the applicable

6

privative clause has been described as a

7

'weak privative clause', denoting only a

8

moderate degree of deference: Telus,

9

supra, at para. 31. As noted in Telus at

10

para. 34, the Board may have developed a

11

level of expertise in assessing property.

12

The parties agree that the purpose of the

13

Municipal Government Act and the specific

14

provision in question relate to assessing

15

property fairly and equitably. This

16

requires a degree of balancing among

l7

different constituencies, diminishing the

18

appropriateness of court supervision. The

19

nature of the problem here is one of

20

mixed fact and law, primarily requiring

21

the interpretation of the statute,

22

followed by the application of facts to

23

that interpretation. A moderate level of

24

deference is called for. An analysis of

25

the four factors leads to the conclusion

26

that the appropriate standard of review

27

is reasonableness."
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0
0
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Q
Q
en
Q
l]
l]

1
2.

respond~nt

. The

3

reasonablene~s,

4

here.

5

here argues that the standard is

and that, of course, is an issue

The applicant submits that the Board must act

6'

fairly in the exercise of its jurisdiction to

7

determine assessments, ,and the respondent does not

8

take issue 'With that .. That extend~ to allowing a

9

resporide~t the 'opportuni~y to' ·know .the. case it must

10

meet, and the

11

placement ,of burdens' directly affects the'rights of

12

parties before it.

13

or the matter of procedural

.

14,

B~ard's

procedural rulings and

.
~his bring~

the matter into.--

fa~rness

into play.

This was raised in the hearing, that was '-- and

15

was

16

(Energy Cl:nd Utili.ties Board)', (2005), A.J. 1245

17 '

. A.B.C.A. Paragraph 21, where Justice O'Leary said

1.8

~n

issue in Stiles (Estate 'of) v. Alberta

thi,s, quote,

19
. 20

"An allegation of failure to complY.":lith

21

a duty of procedural f'airness raises a

22

legal issue. The stqndard of. review would

23

be correctness in the sense that the

24

reviewing court will determine whether

25

the procedures followed were fair to the

26

challenging party in the particular

27

ci.rcumstances. A finding that an
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n

1

administrative body failed to comply with

2

its duty of procedural fairness would

3

result in the decision being set aside."

4

n

5

This, of course, relates to the applicant's

6

submission on the issue of lack of disclosure, and

D

7

impacts on the (INDISCERNIBLE) provision in the'

8

Municipal Government Act to, quote,

9

property fairly and equitably," end quote.

I~I

\\asses~ing

Clearly

0
0
0

10

here the respondent had a duty of procedural .

11

fairness, and failed to exercise it, failing to

12

make disclosure, but then purporting to. rely on

13

that non-disclosed information.

15

the concept tha·t the parties must know the ca'se

[J

16

being made against them, so that they can rebut the

17

same, if desired.

18

Villars'· Principles of Administrative Law

19'

Scarborough, Thomson Carswell, 2004, at 258' an.d

20

25'9.

OJ

21

opportunity

22

matter.

OJ

23

several g-qises, including confid'entiality, wrongly.

lJ
D1

14·

24

As part of that issue, a fair hearing envisages

Add~tionally,
~o

And I' reference Jones and de
~th

ed.,

the parties must be afforded an

present the other side of the

The applicant was denied that here under

The answer lay B.C. Assessor v.

Lor~

Realty,

CD

25

(1996), B.C.J. 2092, where it was held that

[6

26

economic rents, sales and capitalization rates used

27

by the assessor should be given when -- should have

LU

m'
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"0

1

been given when requested.

2

duty, the Court said, to do so.

3'

It avoids" as counsel for the applicant says,

4

ambush.
In this case, the

5

~ity

There is a'positive

was

And'so it is here.

p~ssessed,of

",,/

,

-0

,7

_,..I

,

information on rental, comparisons, and it was

6

impossibl'e for Nortel to, deal. effectively with the

8

list put by the

9

And, it is argued that Nortel suffered ,surprise at: '

10

the hearing, and submitted that the M.G.B. breached

11

the duty to be,

12

powers ,under Section 497 of 'the M.G.A. 'to compel

13

the City to provide such information, so'that

0

14

"Nortel could fairly test the City's comparables.

~,

15

, , The respond~nt, o~ the issue of disclosure, said'

16

thi,s in its brief, on Paragraph 27..

[1
~
~

.

.'

~ity,

~air

because they saw but pic,tures.

in

r~fu~ing

to

ex~rcise

i,ts

"On May th~

.

17

20th, 2005, a' prelimiJ?ary hearing was held by the

18

M.G.B. to address matters raised by Nortel

g

19

to the disclosure of ',information by tne City.

20

June ,8, 2005, the M.G.B. issued,~otice of Decision'

!JJ

21

Number DL086/05, where the M.G.B. declined to is'sue

IJ

22

an

23

information requested by Nortel."

U"

prde~

relat~ng

,On

to compel the 'City to provide the

Q

24
25

to decide, whether the disclosure of particular

~
~
lJJ

26

'information is necessary.

"

'27

"~The

M. ~. B. stated that, quote,' It is premature

That determination will

be made by the M.G.B; panel scheduled to hear the
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n
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[J
[]

[I

D

o

1

merit issues, and only after all the evidence from

2

both.parties is

~resented

to this evidence.'"

3

"And as I indicated ear.lier, on June 20 and 21,

4

2005, a three-person panel of the M.G.B. conducted

5

a hearing with -- of the within matter for the tax

6

year 2004. '. The return of the M.G.B., the official

7

record, reveals no transcripts of 'proceedings were

8

made.

9

issued the order in

And on November the 4th,·
qu~stion

~005,

the M.G.B.

that is under appeaL."

10

"On December the 20th, 2005, the M.G.B. held a

11

.hearing r.especting a review rehearing request made

12

by.the.app.licant Nortel regarding M.G.B. Board

13

order 109/05, the subject of this judicial review.

IJ

14

On January the 6th, 2006, the M.G.B. issued notice

15

of Decision Number DL.003/06,. which denied the

[]

16

review rehearing· request with reasons.

17

application for judicial review of this decision

1.8

was filed within the limitation period. II

[]
l]

[]
.W
[D
LTI

. '19

No

Paragraph 69 and 70 from the applicant's brief

20

ar~

21

never did re'ceive any

22

rental comparisons such that their true

23

comparability could be tested.

24

odds over whether the M"G.B. actually recei-yed

25

evidence on the age of the comparables."

noteworthy.

. They say this, "Nortel' s agent
det~ils

.respecting the 25

The parties are at

26

What is in dispute, if the information. was

27

supplied, was that the City kept this information

LD

OJ.
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1983

[1'
IT

.~

(::

.,

,

../

r-I
--I

[1
n·

evidenc~-in-chief

1

to itself until giving

at the

2

merit hearing.

3'

photographs that

4

extent of the information. provided pursuant, to the',

5

disclosure request, were brought to the

6

No

It 'seemed clear that the
~ereproduced,

which was the

~earing.

.... /

0

~rior

notice was given to Nortel.
\

Paragraph 69 of the applicant's br.ief, "Nortel's

7

0

8

request for addresses for the rental cornparables

9

was. initially denied by the City, and then twi.c::e ?y

O·

10

the M.G.B.

11

would have at least conducted its own researcp. in

0

12

preparation 'for the hearin9,1'

13

surprised with the infor~ation at the hearing..

14,

~h~le

15·

the.comparisons out by cross-examination, ,the

16

witnesses for the City were unable to respond in

17

any m~aningful way' to Nortel' s·. questions ..~,

0
0
0
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]

18

Had they been given, Nor'tel's agent

rat~er th~n

being
And

Nortel attempted to draw further details on

, This raises 'the issue of onus ~ of, course, and in

19

this regard it ,was on the. responden~ ~ity.

20

alone had access to the information the applicant

21

sousht on the comparables, as '-- and as Justice'

22

Cooke of this Court said in

23

the Town of St.· Pa1,l.l, and the M.,G. B., quote,l

Rende~-Vous

It

Lim'ited v;

24
25

"It. defies common sense to suggest. that a

--

26

taxpayer in order to evaluate his tax

I.

27

liability must first commence an action

lJJ
LJJ
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0

y

.'

n'
.1

1

for disclosure of technical data privy

2

only to the Town and then retain

3

engineers to interpret .that data with a

.. J

4

view to providing an expert opinion on

[l

5

0

n
:0

n
_.J

~

0

6

. the functional capacity of the water and
sewer line to serve a three acre parcel."

7

8

9
10
.11

The respondent in its brief' asks the question
was Nortel prejudiced by not knowing the details of
the rental

c~mparisons

unfair hearing?

thereby resulting in an

The brief goes on to' say that the

12

Board order is clear on its findings, namely that

·13

the M.G.B. was satisfied· that' a decision could be

0
0

14

made on the evidence before it.

15

words from the decision;

16

not. need to look beyond the finding of fact made by

0

17

the M.G.B. in that respect.

18

disclosure here, in my view, the Court can and

U·

19

needs to 190k beyond that

U
U
IJ

21

affidavit of John T. Glenn in support of its

22

application for judicial review, and the.City

23

responded with an affidavit of Kelly L. Hess that

24

the. affidavits are in

25·

them and I quite agree, they are, and some cross-

Q

26

examinations occurred, and, frankly, the cross-

27

examinations were of little help, because it

~
~:

20

Those are the

This Court,' it said, does

With that lack of

fi~ding

of fact.

The brief goes on to say that Nortel filed an

conflict~

I have looked at.
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[1"

o
n
0'

1

appears sometimes' that the p,erson being examined,

2,

did not want to answer or did not want to say what

3

I

th~y

suspect

could have said.,

In any event, that made the whole issue as far

4
,5

as' disclo,sure concerned quite improper, as I have

6'

indicated, and left Nortel in the wind, as it were,

7

as to what they had to meet, and so

o

8

tl?-~ affidavits are concerned, :th'e ,Court is left

9

with conflicting evidence as to the extent of the

o

10

[I

o

o

o
f]
{]

[]
[]

l]

[]

~hat

as far as

evidence presented t,o the M.G.B.
It is noted that' in the M.G.B. order 109/05

11
12

this qUote, \\Thus the M.G.B. had sufficient

13

information to make a' decision regarding ,the

14,' ,

appropriate assessment for the subject property.

15

It was not necessary to comp'el the 'City to

, 16

provid~

addresses for l'ease comparables because the actual

U

addresses of the building is'not necessary to

18

det~rmine

19

location of the building will suffice."

20

if it is ,comparable.

The general

The applicant here argued that the Board in its'

21

lack of procedural fairness shifted the burden of

22

proof.

23

the Board's h.earing decision, and the shifting of

24

the burde'n of proof was not an issue if the

25

respondent had p'rovided its disclosure as sought.

26

Another issue that arose was the respondent's

27

misapprehension of its legislative responsibility

I, do not accept that that was inherent in

OJ

OJ '
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1986

in holding as it did on a question of whether. it
could or could not change or raise or lower the
assessment, as noted on Page 5 of the· Board order.
That was answered subsequently by a decision of
Justice Clark of this court in Ag Pro Grain et al
v. Lacombe (County of) et al (2006), A.B.Q.B.

This

was sought by the applicant Nortel,· and the M.G.B.
committed an error in law in holding that it could
not deal with it, as there was no cross-appeal.
That is a breach of the standard of correctness.
The Board -- neither the Board nor the A.R.P:
is unable to alter assessments that are fair 'and
equitable,having regard to the assessment of other
properties in the municipality, and I note Section
467(2) of the Municipal Government Act, and
499(2) (a).

This became problematic when at the

hearing onset the Board indicated its role was to
defend the A.R.B.'s decision, and then indicated it
had not reviewed or Qonsidered the record.
As the Board's prorat.ing of service space area
to office and laboratory, it failed to take into
account the uniqueness of the laboratory, even
though as respondent acknowledged in its·brief at
Page 9 the -- quote, "the classification of the
subject property is as office and laboratory
space," unquote, rioting Paragraph 11 of the order
of 109/05.
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That flies in the face of M.G.A. 289(2) ifi that

1

2

each assessment must reflect the characteristics

3

and physical condition of the property, and that

4

invokes the reasonableness standard which the Board

5

failed to meet and satisfy.
In the result, a summary of my decision herein

6

1

,j

7

is as follows.

8

the remedy sought. in part to which the applicant is

9

entitled have been established.

753.04(1) of the Alberta Rules of Court.

11

the quotation of Fruman, J.A. supra, where she said

12

that in assessing property fairly and equitably

13

under the Municipal Government Act, the appropriate

14

standard of review is reasonableness.

15

standard was not delivered here for inter alia the

16.

following reasons,

I adopt

That

(1) not properly referencing the A.R.B. decision

17

for guidancei
(2) rendering their decision without ensuring

19

u

See Section

10

18

"

I am. satisfied that the grounds for

20

that all relevant information that they had access

21

to, especially that demanded by the applicant, was

22

put to the parties and considered in their

23

decision, improperly hiding behind the

24

confidentiality of the comparables.

iJ

I am constrained to reference the decision of

25

.,

26

voice construction v. General Workers' Union, Local

27

92,

[2004] 1 S.C.R. 609 at Paragraph 31, where it

Ii

: )

, I

'-'
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1

was held that, quote,

2

3

"It is not necessary for every element of

4

the tribunal's reasoning to pass the

5

reasonableness test. The question is

6

whether the reasons as a whole support

7

the decision."

8
9

And I say that the reasons as a whole could not

'10

support the decision for the reasons enumerated

11

12

herein.
On -the procedural fairness issue, supra, and

13-

respecting the ability to decrease the assessment

14

issue, the standard of correctness that was

15

applicable was breached:

16

The application therefore is allowed,. and the

17

decisio~

18

aside-and directed to reconsider with the benefit

19

of this decision, and properly considering the

20

decision of the Assessment Appeal Board.

21

Do counsel wish to address costs?

22
23

of the Municipal Government Board is set

MR. LUDWIG:
necessary, sir.

I don't think that's
I think we can

--

24

MR. FRANK:

Just one comment, if I may.

25

MR. LUDWIG:

Oh, go _ahE?ad.

26

THE COURT:

Yes.

27

MR. FRANK:

If I may, on costs.

The

o
o
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1

only issue that may -- my frienq and I .may not be

2.

able to come to agreement on is September 20th we

3

appeared for a hearing.

4

his argument and it was sort of pushed back to

5

today's date .

My friend got;:. an hour int9

. 6"

THE COURT:

Oh.

7

MR. FRANK:

I.don't think that's the

. .

.

8

City's fault, and the. City shouldn't be held'

9

responsi~le.

10· MR. LUDWIG:

11

I won't be seeking costs· in

that regard on that part.,

12'

THE COURT:

All right.

Well, do you

\

13

want -:- you are experienced couns'el, and you know

14 '

how' to - - how the game works. here'.

15

endeavour to settle the costs between you,. and, if

16

not, well, you can come and se~ ~e within the next

17

month.

18

MR. FRANK:

Thank you very kindly,' sir.

19

MR. LUDWIG:

Thank you, My Lord.

. 20

THE COURT:

Thank. you both.'

MR. TALAGA:

Thank" you, . My Lord.

21

Do you want to·

22

23

[~

24

l~

26

JUDGMENT CONCLUDED

25

27

Q]
QJ .
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Delivered orally at the Courthouse, Calgary, Alberta, on

2

the 26th day of January, 2007

3

4

G.J. Ludwig, Esq.

5

For the Applicant

6

7

M.T. Talaga, Esq.

8

For Municipal Government Board

9

Frank, Esq.

10

P.

11

For the City of Calgary

12
13

K. Juke, Ms.

14

Court Clerk

15
16

I

1:

17

JR

18

Date February 4, 2007

19

20

\'

.. J

*Certificate of Record

21

I, Katrina Juke, certify this recording is a record

22

of the oral evidence (INDISCERNIBLE) on January 26,

23

2007, Calgary, Alberta, and I was in charge of the

24

sound-recording machine.

25

26
'. j

27
I

I

, j
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Majority Memorandum of Judgment
_______________________________________________________
2008 ABCA 370 (CanLII)

The Majority (Hunt and O’Brien JJ.A.):
[1]
We have read the judgment in draft prepared by our colleague Slatter J.A.. We are in
respectful agreement with his decision on all issues save one, namely, the refusal of the Board to
require disclosure of the information sought by Nortel with respect to the property lease comparables
relied upon by the City and accepted by the Board. On that issue, we would uphold the judgment
of the chambers judge and dismiss the appeal.
Background Facts
[2]
The facts are fairly summarized in the judgment of Slatter J.A. and need not be repeated.
However, we draw an inference different from his, arising from the City’s advice to Nortel’s agent
on April 11, 2005, that pictures of the properties would be presented at the hearing. It is correct to
say that an examination of the pictures identifies some of the buildings and their locations. In our
view, Nortel had no reason to believe that the pictures would have been made available, if requested,
prior to the hearing, or if made available, that the pictures would have disclosed the addresses of the
buildings. It is clear from the record that the City never intended to disclose the addresses, resisted
Nortel’s attempts to obtain disclosure, and that neither party became aware that some of the
addresses had been disclosed prior to the completion of the process before the Board.
[3]
On April 15, 2005, immediately following the City’s refusal to provide the property
addresses of the alleged comparables and its notification that pictures would be presented at the
hearing, Nortel’s agent wrote to the Board advising that the City had not provided the addresses, and
requesting that a preliminary hearing be scheduled “to compel the City of Calgary to produce the
lease comparable addresses, in order that [Nortel] may properly review their submissions” (A.B.
E444).
[4]
At the preliminary hearing conducted on May 20, 2005, the City asserted that the lease
comparable addresses would not be provided “based on concerns about the confidentiality of
information provided to them by the property owners” (A.B. E751). The Board’s presiding officer
held that it was premature to rule on Nortel’s request and deferred the decision to the panel hearing
the appeal on its merits.
[5]
At the hearing on June 20, 2005, the City continued in its refusal to provide the addresses
of the comparable properties, and the Board made no ruling in that regard until it delivered its
decision on November 4, 2005. The Board stated (A.B. 4):
The request for disclosure pursuant to section 497 of the Act is denied. The MGB
was satisfied that a decision could be made on the evidence before it. Further
explanation is provided in the discussion of the specific issue related to rental rates.
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As pointed out by Slatter J.A., the Board provided no further explanation in its decision.
[6]
When Nortel sought a rehearing, the City did not assert that some of the property addresses
had been made available through presentation of the pictures at the hearing. Rather, the rehearing
proceeded on the basis that disclosure of the addresses was not necessary to the panel’s decision
making process (AB 28). [emphasis added]
[7]
In short, the City at all material times refused to divulge the property addresses sought by
Nortel. We infer that the disclosure of the addresses on some of the pictures was inadvertent and
appears not to have been discovered by either party before the conclusion of the hearing. In any
event, it does not lie in the mouth of the City now to assert that this information, which it always
claimed to be confidential and fought against its disclosure, either was available to Nortel, or that
somehow Nortel should have known that by obtaining the pictures some of the addresses would
thereby have been disclosed.
Affidavit Evidence
[8]
Nortel’s application for judicial review was supported by an affidavit of its agent, John Glen,
who deposed, amongst other things, to the City’s refusal to divulge the subject information,
including the inability to elicit such information at the hearing. Glen deposed that the City’s witness,
when cross-examined about the 25 comparables, either stated that the information was confidential,
or that he did not know the information.
[9]
In particular, Glen’s evidence was that the City’s witness either could not, or would not,
provide information as to the comparable buildings’ sizes or years of construction; whether the rents
shown in the City’s evidence were face or net of tenant inducements; and the percentage of service
space to useable office space.
[10] On the appeal, the City objected to the admission of the affidavit evidence by the chambers
judge. It is not clear that such objection was made to the chambers judge and indeed, the City filed
its own affidavit evidence in reply to Glen’s deposition. The affiants had been cross-examined on
their affidavits prior to the chambers application. In any event, a second objection was made by the
City to any reliance upon the affidavit evidence on the ground that the evidence was conflicting and
that the chambers judge had made no ruling as to what evidence was accepted by him, nor provided
any explanation for preferring certain of the evidence.
[11] Affidavit evidence is admissible on an application for judicial review for certain limited
purposes, including demonstrating a breach of natural justice, or dealing with issues of bias or
procedural unfairness: O’Malley v. Calgary Roman Catholic Separate School District No.21, 2006
ABQB 126, 398 A.R. 74.
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[12] In this case, there was no transcript of the hearing before the Board. While the record itself
discloses the refusal of the City to provide the subject information, the evidence of Glen is
significant in demonstrating that Nortel’s efforts to challenge the comparables through crossexamination were frustrated. While there is an unresolved conflict in the affidavit evidence in certain
areas, there is agreement on the important point that the City’s witness at the hearing could not say
whether the rents of the properties alleged to be comparables were face or net of tenant inducements.
Analysis
[13] Slatter J.A. comments that the chambers judge “essentially reversed the Board’s finding of
non-materiality of the undisclosed evidence in concluding that Nortel’s procedural rights had been
violated”. With respect, there was no express finding of non-materiality by the Board and, if it is to
be implied, the Board has provided no explanation for it. To the contrary, the Board accepted and
relied upon the lease comparables submitted by the City. In our view, there is a distinction between
determining what evidence is relevant and admissible, and denying a party the means to challenge
evidence that has been admitted.
[14] The Board identified one of the issues before it as being “what are the appropriate market
rental rates for each of the subject property’s components”. It determined that “the typical rental rate
for the office portion of the subject property” was $14.00 per square foot, which was the rate
advanced by the City for office space.
[15] In reaching its decision, the Board stated that the City’s “rental rate comparables are
sufficiently comparable to the office portion of the subject property to support the assessed rental
rate of $14.00 per square foot”. The Board continued by stating: “this evidence clearly establishes
the rental rate for office buildings, located in the northeast quadrant at $14.00 per square foot”.
[emphasis added]
[16] The treatment of the rental rate comparables is to be contrasted with the sales comparables
tendered by the City. The City had also provided four sales comparables in support of its original
assessment. The Board rejected this approach as it determined that “none of the comparables
presented were deemed to be sufficiently comparable to the subject”.
[17] Thus, the Board’s decision rested on its acceptance of the City’s market value rental rate
evidence based upon the 25 lease rate comparables. This is not a case in which the City’s evidence
was rejected on the basis that it was not needed by the Board. The Board accepted and relied upon
the evidence. It was material to its decision. The issue is whether procedural fairness required the
Board to permit Nortel to make a meaningful challenge to this material evidence.
[18] It is difficult to understand how the comparability of the properties put forward by the City
as being “comparables” could be tested without the information sought by Nortel. What is the
impact of tenant inducements, such as free rent for a portion of the term and contributions for
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improvements, upon the face rental rate? I agree with the chambers judge’s observation that in these
circumstances “it was impossible for Nortel to deal effectively with the” comparable properties put
forward by the City.
[19] While there is no absolute entitlement to cross-examination (Innisfil Township v. Vespra
Township, [1981] 2 S.C.R. 145 at 166-167), it is often the most effective means to challenge and test
evidence. In this case, the lack of disclosure effectively precluded Nortel either from tendering
evidence through its own expert witness to explain why the alleged comparables were not in fact
comparables, or from demonstrating the same through cross-examination. The Board received and
relied upon critical evidence without requiring disclosure which would have permitted such evidence
to be challenged and tested by the opposite party. While a board has considerable scope in
determining what evidence is relevant for its purposes, it is not thereby entitled to deprive an
opposite party of the means to effectively challenge such evidence. The question is not so much one
of relevance of evidence, but one of procedural fairness. The Board gave no explanation why the
evidence sought was not relevant for Nortel’s purposes, nor explained how Nortel could test the
Board’s conclusion that the properties were indeed comparable in the absence of the disclosure in
question.
[20] Having regard to the factors outlined in Baker v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration), [1999] 2 S.C.R. 817, in determining the content of the duty of procedural fairness, and
in particular both to the nature of the decision and the nature of the statutory scheme, Nortel was
entitled to expect that the decision would be made using a fair and open procedure. In our view, the
chambers judge rightly concluded that Nortel was deprived of procedural fairness, through the
Board’s failure to require disclosure of the information sought by Nortel to permit challenge of the
evidence accepted and relied upon by the Board in its decision to allow the City’s appeal from the
Assessment Review Board.
Conclusion
[21]

For these reasons, we would dismiss the appeal.

Appeal heard on October 8, 2008
Memorandum filed at Calgary, Alberta
this
day of November, 2008

Hunt J.A.
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O’Brien J.A.

_______________________________________________________
Dissenting Memorandum of Judgment
_______________________________________________________
Slatter J.A. (dissenting):
[22] The respondent Nortel appealed its 2004 property tax assessment to the Assessment Review
Board. The Assessment Review Board reduced the assessment, prompting the appellant City to
appeal further to the Municipal Government Board. The Municipal Government Board increased
the assessment, but did not set it as high as the original City assessment. Nortel applied
unsuccessfully for a rehearing by the Municipal Government Board, and then applied successfully
for judicial review to quash the decision of the Municipal Government Board. The City now appeals
the quashing on judicial review to this Court.
Facts
[23] The Nortel building is unusual, in that it accommodates both offices and laboratory space
for research activities. The City had originally assessed the building as if it was all office space. The
Assessment Review Board concluded that the building was somewhere between an office and a
warehouse, and set a reduced blended value. The Municipal Government Board concluded that the
building was 35% office space, 42% laboratory space and 22% service space. In the absence of
evidence to the contrary, it allocated the service space proportionally to the other two uses, and
valued the property accordingly. It concluded that comparable office space had a lease value of $14
per square foot. Since there was no evidence of the rental value of laboratory space, the Municipal
Government Board declined to interfere with the value of $10 per square foot that had been adopted
by the Assessment Review Board: Board Order MGB 109/05.
[24] Before both the Assessment Review Board and the Municipal Government Board, the City
relied on the same list of comparable properties. The information about the 25 properties was
presented in tabular form. The table disclosed the street and city quadrant of the comparable
properties, and gave some general information about the properties, such as the size of the premises
and the lease year. The table did not, however, disclose the exact addresses of the comparable
properties. It also did not provide detailed information about the leases on those properties, such as
whether the rents were net of tenant inducements. Nortel took the position that it was entitled to, and
that it required, further details about the comparables.
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[25] After the City’s appeal to the Municipal Government Board was filed, the Board sent a letter
to both parties reminding them of their disclosure obligations under ss. 4 and 5 of the Assessment
Complaints and Appeals Regulation, Alta. Reg. 238/2000. The letter warned that undisclosed
evidence would not be admitted. On April 11, 2005, the City sent a 27 page fax to Nortel’s agent
as follows:
Here is disclosure information for the following property complaint. . . . Pictures of
properties in both the appellant’s and respondent’s submissions will be presented at
the hearing. . . .
The photographs were not transmitted in the facsimile, but no request was made by Nortel to copy
or examine them. Nortel’s suggestion that it would not have been permitted to see the disclosed
photographs prior to the hearing is inconsistent with the purpose of the correspondence. The exact
addresses of some of the comparables can be seen in the photographs, and in others the identity of
the premises would be obvious to a knowledgeable observer. On April 15, 2005 Nortel
acknowledged receipt of the City’s disclosure.
[26] On April 15, 2005, Nortel also brought an application before the Municipal Government
Board seeking further disclosure about the comparables. On June 8, 2005 the Board dismissed the
application, finding that the need for the additional details about the comparables was not obvious,
and deferring the issue of disclosure to the panel that heard the merits of the appeal: Decision Letter
086/05.
[27] The City’s appeal was heard on the merits on June 20-21, 2005. The photographs previously
disclosed, which showed 15 of the 25 City comparables, were entered as exhibits. A witness for the
City was cross-examined about the comparables, but he was generally unable to provide the missing
detail on which Nortel wanted to rely.
[28] Nortel renewed its application for further disclosure. The Municipal Government Board did
not deal with the application for disclosure until it rendered its decision on the merits, at which time
it said:
The request for disclosure pursuant to section 497 of the Act is denied. The MGB
was satisfied that a decision could be made on the evidence before it. Further
explanation is provided in the discussion of the specific issue related to rental rates.
The Board did not expressly return to this issue when it discussed rental rates. The Board did come
to a decision about the appropriate market rental rates of the Nortel building, without resort to the
detail that Nortel had requested. Therefore, by inference only, the Board demonstrated that it was
able to arrive at a value without the missing information.
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[29] Upon receipt of the decision of the Municipal Government Board, Nortel applied for a
rehearing, in part based on the failure of the merits panel to order further disclosure before it decided
the merits of the appeal. A single member of the Board denied the request for a rehearing: Decision
Letter 003/06.
[30] Nortel then applied for judicial review of the merits decision of the Municipal Government
Board. In unreported oral reasons the chambers judge quashed the decision. He specifically
identified the following errors:
a)

The decision was unreasonable because the Municipal Government Board failed to
properly reference the Assessment Review Board decision for guidance.

b)

The decision was unreasonable because the Board had not ensured that it had all
relevant information, especially that demanded by Nortel, and that it was
“improperly hiding behind the confidentiality of the comparables”. In other parts of
his reasons he suggested that the failure to provide additional disclosure had resulted
in unfairness to Nortel, because it did not know the case it had to meet.

c)

The Board incorrectly held that it could not reduce the assessment because Nortel
had not filed a cross-appeal.

The City now appeals that decision to this Court.
Standard of Review
[31] The test for selecting the standard of review in administrative law was comprehensively set
out in Pushpanathan v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), [1998] 1 S.C.R. 982, and
recently re-examined in Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick, [2008] 1 S.C.R. 190, 2008 SCC 9 at paras. 55,
64. Determining the value of assessed property is within the particular expertise of the Municipal
Government Board, and is the type of question on which deference should be shown. Under the
Pushpanathan/Dunsmuir analysis, the standard of review is reasonableness: Boardwalk Reit LLP
v. Edmonton (City), 2008 ABCA 220, 91 Alta. L.R. (4th) 1, 47 M.P.L.R. (4th) 22 at para. 34,
affirming 2006 ABQB 683, 64 Alta. L.R. (4th) 214, 411 A.R. 38 at para. 29; British Columbia
(Assessor of Area No. 09 - Vancouver) v. Lord Realty Holdings Ltd. (1996), 82 B.C.A.C. 291 at para.
36. This also applies to collateral issues relating to assessed value, such as which other properties
are comparable in nature, prevailing rental rates, the use being made of a property, and other similar
factual and evidentiary issues.
[32] The Pushpanathan analysis does not apply to issues of procedural fairness or natural justice.
The fairness of the proceedings is not measured based on whether they are “correct” or “reasonable”
in the Pushpanathan/Dunsmuir sense. Rather these issues are reviewed based on whether the
proceedings met the level of fairness required by law: Moreau-Bérubé v. New Brunwick (Judicial
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Council), 2002 SCC 11, [2002] 1 S.C.R. 249 at para. 74; C.U.P.E. v. Ontario (Minister of Labour)
(Retired Judges Case), 2003 SCC 29, [2003] 1 S.C.R. 539 at paras. 100-103; McLeod v. Alberta
Securities Commission, 2006 ABCA 231, 61 Alta. L.R. (4th) 201, 391 A.R. 121 at para. 31; Ha v.
Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), 2004 FCA 49, [2004] 3 F.C.R. 195 at paras.
42-45. Because the court decides whether the fairness standard has been met without affording
deference, in that sense fairness is reviewed for “correctness”: Boardwalk Reit LLP at para. 174.
Reasonableness is defined in Dunsmuir at para. 47 as follows:
. . . Tribunals have a margin of appreciation within the range of acceptable and
rational solutions. A court conducting a review for reasonableness inquires into the
qualities that make a decision reasonable, referring both to the process of articulating
the reasons and to outcomes. In judicial review, reasonableness is concerned mostly
with the existence of justification, transparency and intelligibility within the
decision-making process. But it is also concerned with whether the decision falls
within a range of possible, acceptable outcomes which are defensible in respect of
the facts and law.
Failure to Judicially Review the Collateral Decisions
[34] The City argues as a preliminary matter that Nortel is precluded from alleging that there was
insufficient disclosure, because Nortel did not apply to judicially review either the interlocutory
application declining further disclosure, nor the refusal of the Municipal Government Board to grant
a rehearing. The failure to judicially review these two collateral decisions is of no consequence.
[35] Judicial review of interlocutory decisions is generally discouraged: Robertson v. Wasylyshen,
2003 ABCA 279, 28 Alta. L.R. (4th) 226, 339 A.R. 169 at paras. 3-10. It would be inconsistent to
refuse to judicially review interlocutory decisions, and then conclude that the applicant is bound by
the result reached on the interlocutory application.
[36] The rehearing application was heard by a single member of the Board, who dismissed the
application. The refusal of the Board to rehear the matter simply means that there was to be no
rehearing. The rehearing decision adds nothing about the merits of the original decision, and the
failure to judicially review it is also of no consequence. If the Board had granted leave to rehear the
application, had held a new hearing, and then had confirmed or varied the original decision, the
result might be different. In such circumstances it would undoubtedly be prudent to judicially review
both decisions, although the failure to do so might not be of consequence in all cases.
The Demand for Disclosure
[37] Nortel’s main complaint on judicial review was that the decision should be set aside because
its application for disclosure had been dismissed. Nortel argued that without addresses of the
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comparables, and without knowing details about the terms of the leases of the comparables, it was
unable to effectively challenge the City’s evidence. Nortel argued that its expert was unable to
prepare a proper rebuttal, and that its cross examination of the City witnesses was rendered
ineffectual by the absence of this important evidence.
[38] The chambers judge accepted Nortel’s argument on this point. In some places in his reasons,
the chambers judge suggested that this was a breach of procedural fairness, because Nortel did not
know the case it had to meet. In other places the chambers judge suggested that the merits decision
was unreasonable because it was made without necessary evidence. The chambers judge also
implied that the Municipal Government Board had declined to order disclosure of the requested
details because the information was said to be confidential, whereas in his view it was not. While
the City had at one time resisted disclosure on the basis of confidentiality, the Board did not rely on
that consideration. Rather, the Board proceeded on the basis that the information was not relevant
and material.
[39] The approach one takes to this problem affects the standard of review. If it is a matter of
procedural fairness, then the court will decide what was fair in the circumstances. However, if it is
a matter that goes to the reasonableness of the decision, and the materiality and relevance of the
evidence, then the court will only interfere if the decision is unreasonable.
The Merits Approach
[40] Assume initially that the issue is whether it was unreasonable for the Board to decide on the
assessed value of the Nortel property without having further details about the City’s comparables.
As noted, assessing the value of properties, and deciding what evidence is relevant and material for
that purpose, is particularly within the expertise and jurisdiction of the Board.
[41] Admittedly, it is common to utilize the sort of information requested by Nortel when
attempting to determine the precise value of property. The Board, however, was not engaged in
determining the fair market value of the Nortel property, even though Alberta assessments are now
based on market values. At the end of the day, its role was to determine that the Nortel assessment
was not unfair, having regard to assessments of other properties. Section 499(2)(a) of the Municipal
Government Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. M-26, reads:
(2) The Board must not alter
(a)

any assessment that is fair and equitable, taking into consideration
assessments of similar property in the same municipality, . . .

Even if the City’s comparable information was arguably somewhat flawed, as long as all properties
were assessed on the same basis, all the assessments would be relatively equal and fair. It was
therefore not unreasonable for the Board to conclude that it did not need to descend into the level
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of detail proposed by Nortel in order to decide the issue before it. Given that determining the
assessed value of property is at the core of the Board’s jurisdiction, this approach was not
unreasonable.
[42] To summarize, in the words of Dunsmuir, the assessed value set by the Board “falls within
a range of possible, acceptable outcomes which are defensible in respect of the facts and law”, even
if the reviewing court might have come to a different conclusion on the sub-issue of disclosure. The
Board was sufficiently transparent in its reasoning, finding by implication that the level of detail
requested by Nortel was not necessary to determine the fair and equitable assessed value of the
property, although some further explanation of its thinking would have been helpful. As such, the
decision discloses no reviewable error.
The Fairness Approach
[43] In the alternative, assume that the issue raised by Nortel is one of procedural fairness. Was
it unfair to have Nortel proceed without the requested disclosure? That issue will be decided by the
court. Certainly, a party generally has a right to know the case that must be met. In many cases the
applicant will be entitled to advance information about relevant and material evidence, although few
administrative processes provide for an extensive right of formal discovery.
[44] But, while a party generally has a right to know the case it has to meet, this right only
extends to relevant and material matters: Harris v. Nova Scotia Barristers' Society, 2004 NSCA 143,
228 N.S.R. (2d) 153 at paras. 83-4; Merck & Co. v. Canada (Minister of Health) (1999), 249 N.R.
15, 3 C.P.R. (4th) 286 (F.C.A.). Simply because the taxpayer asserts that certain information is
material does not entitle it to production of that information if the Municipal Government Board
concludes otherwise. An illustration of this proposition is found in McLeod v. Alberta Securities
Commission at paras. 46, 49. The court there rejected the appellants’ argument that they were denied
a fair hearing, in part because the relevance and materiality of the disputed evidence was not made
apparent.
[45] Once again one comes back to the point that the relevance and materiality of evidence is
something within the particular expertise of the Municipal Government Board. Whether sufficient
information was provided about the comparables to enable the Municipal Government Board to
properly assess the Nortel building was within its particular jurisdiction. As Lamer C.J.C. said for
the majority in Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières v. Larocque, [1993] 1 S.C.R. 471, 101 D.L.R.
(4th) 494 at pg. 491:
For my part, I am not prepared to say that the rejection of relevant evidence is
automatically a breach of natural justice. A grievance arbitrator is in a privileged
position to assess the relevance of evidence presented to him and I do not think it is
desirable for the courts, in the guise of protecting the right of parties to be heard, to
substitute their own assessment of the evidence for that of the grievance arbitrator.
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It may happen, however, that the rejection of relevant evidence has such an impact
on the fairness of the proceeding, leading unavoidably to the conclusion that there
has been a breach of natural justice.
In Baker v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), [1999] 2 S.C.R. 817 at para. 27, the
Court confirmed that the tribunal’s decision on factual matters underlying the duty of fairness should
be respected. The chambers judge essentially reversed the Board’s finding of non-materiality of the
undisclosed evidence in concluding that Nortel’s procedural rights had been violated. This reflects
a reviewable error.
[46] Nortel complains that without the undisclosed detail about the comparables it was unable to
effectively cross-examine the City’s witnesses. While the right to cross-examine is an important one,
it does not extend to cross-examination on immaterial details. Once the Board determined that the
requested detail was immaterial, it was not unfair for the Board to effectively restrict crossexamination on it by refusing to order further disclosure.
[47] Nortel also alleges that it was “ambushed” by the failure to disclose the details of the
comparables. It should be noted, however, that the same table of comparables had been presented
to the Assessment Review Board. It was open to Nortel to prepare a competing set of comparables
from whatever detailed information Nortel chose to assemble. While Nortel did compile a set of
comparables, the Board rejected them because the buildings used were twenty years older than the
Nortel building. Selecting the older comparables was a tactical decision by Nortel, not an ambush.
Further, there were photographs of fifteen of the City’s comparables available, from which could
be extracted a considerable amount of detail, but Nortel never availed itself of the opportunity to
view them. The suggestion that the City intended to embargo the photographs it had disclosed until
the hearing is unsupported on this record. Finally, this was not a case where the City refused to
disclose the details, and then tried to rely on them at the hearing. The City witnesses were not able,
even on cross-examination, to place the disputed detail before the Board. Thus there was no ambush
involved.
[48] In the end, the conclusion is the same whether one treats Nortel’s complaint as one of
procedural fairness, or one of unreasonableness of the ultimate decision. The ultimate issue on either
approach to the problem comes down to who is to decide on the relevance and materiality of
evidence that goes to assessed value: the taxpayer, the Board, or the court? In the particular context
of the Pushpanathan/Dunsmuir analysis, this issue is clearly within the mandate of the Board. Even
if the court must make the final decision on procedural fairness, that decision must be deferential
to the Boards’ conclusions about what is relevant and material. While this Court may not have made
the same decision on disclosure, the refusal to provide Nortel with the details they demanded was
not unreasonable. The decision to refuse further disclosure cannot be quashed as being unreasonable,
and the failure to provide immaterial detail to Nortel did not result in procedural unfairness.
Failure to Review the Record
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[49] The Municipal Government Board noted that the Assessment Review Board had filed its
record as required by the statute. The Municipal Government Board then stated:
However, as there is no dispute respecting the introduction of evidence not before
the ARB or the raising of issues not before the ARB, the record was not reviewed or
considered by the MGB in arriving at its decision.
The chambers judge found an error in the Municipal Government Board “not properly referencing
the ARB decision for guidance”. The chambers judge should not have quashed the decision on this
basis.
[50] Firstly, the Municipal Government Board never stated that it did not consider the decision
of the Assessment Review Board. In fact the Municipal Government Board summarized that
decision in its own reasons.
[51] Secondly, this comment was made in the context of s. 9 of the Assessment Complaints and
Appeals Regulation, Alta. Reg. 238/2000, which provides that the Municipal Government Board
may not “hear any evidence that was not heard by the assessment review board” unless all parties
consent. When read in context, the Municipal Government Board was merely stating that no one
argued that it was restricted to the record before the Assessment Review Board. Since the hearing
proceeded on a de novo basis, and it was conceded that there was nothing on the Assessment Review
Board record that was not reintroduced before the Municipal Government Board, there was no need
to review the record below. The procedure used by the Municipal Government Board was therefore
unimpeachable, and the chambers judge erred in overturning its decision on this basis.
The Need to Cross Appeal
[52] As a preliminary matter, the Municipal Government Board ruled that it could not reduce the
assessment on appeal, because Nortel had not filed a cross-appeal. The chambers judge found that
this too constituted a reviewable error. Whatever the merits of this argument, it was of academic
interest only, as the Municipal Government Board never found an assessed value below that set by
the Assessment Review Board, and indeed it increased the assessment. The issue was moot, and did
not warrant interfering with the decision.
The Burden of Proof
[53] Nortel argues that the Municipal Government Board unfairly reversed the onus of proof. The
Municipal Government Board arguably relied on the onus with respect to two issues. Firstly, since
there was no evidence on how the service space was allocated between the office space and the
laboratory space, the Board allocated it proportionally. In the absence of specific evidence, the
inference of proportional use is not unreasonable, regardless of where the onus lies. Secondly, since
there was no evidence before the Board of market rates for laboratory space, it declined to interfere
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with the assessed value set by the Assessment Review Board. Both parties knew that some of the
space was used for laboratory purposes, yet neither introduced evidence of the lease rate for such
space. By declining to interfere with the value set by the Assessment Review Board, the Municipal
Government Board essentially put the onus on the appellant City, which did not prejudice Nortel.
Failure to Use a Blended Lease Rate
[54] Finally, Nortel complains that the Municipal Government Board did not use a blended lease
rate, but rather divided the space on the basis of use and applied different lease rates depending on
the use. The technique used by the Board did not affect the outcome, as the mathematical result is
the same whether a blended rate is used on all the space, or unblended rates used on each type of
space.
Conclusion
[55] The decision of the Municipal Government Board did not disclose any reviewable error, and
the appeal should be allowed.

Appeal heard on October 8, 2008
Memorandum filed at Calgary, Alberta
this 4th day of November, 2008

Slatter J.A.
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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
1
COOKE J.:— This is an application for judicial review of a decision of the Municipal
Government Board (MGB) which upheld an assessment of the Applicant's land by the Town of St. Paul.
The application is directed at the classification of the land and not the quantum of the assessment.
FACTS
2
The land consists of an 8.48 acre parcel of land owned by the Applicant for over 20 years. The
land is undeveloped and is used solely for the purpose of growing a hay crop. There are no
improvements on the land and all parties agree the land is being put to an agricultural use.
3
The said property is located in the south east quadrant of the intersection of 50th Avenue and
40th Street in the Town of St. Paul. A plan forming part of the record depicts developed residential land
west of the subject land and across 40th Street. It is common ground that services exist in this residential
subdivision which is separated from the subject land by 40th Street.
4
The MGB received the application for assessment appeal on December 23, 1997. Under s. 500(3)
of the Municipal Grant Act the MGB has 150 days to enter its decision after receiving a written notice of
appeal from an assessment review board.
5

The MGB in this case did not even commence hearing the appeal until after the 150 day period
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and did not release its reasons for decision until October 19, 1998.
THE LEGISLATION
6
The relevant provisions of the Standards of Assessment Regulations passed pursuant to s. 322 of
the Municipal Government Act are set forth below:
1.

In this Regulation,
(b)

"agricultural use value" means the value of a parcel of land based
exclusively on its use for farming operations;

2(1) The valuation standard for a parcel of land is
(a)
(b)
(2)

(3)

market value, or
if the parcel is used for farming operations, agricultural use value.

In preparing an assessment for a parcel of land based on agricultural use value,
the assessor must follow the procedures set out in the Alberta Farm Land
Assessment Minister's guidelines established and maintained by the Department
of Municipal Affairs, as amended from time to time.
Despite subsection (1)(b), the valuation standard for the following property is
market value:
(d)

an area of 3 acres that
(i) is located within a parcel of land, and
(ii) is not occupied for any purpose but can be serviced by using water
and sewer distribution lines located in land that is adjacent to the
parcel;

7

There is no privative clause or right of appeal relating to MGB decisions.

THE ISSUES
8

The issues are:
1.
2.

Is the parcel used for farming operations?
Is there an area of 3 acres within the 8.48 acres parcel that:
(a)
(b)
(c)

3.

is not occupied for any purpose
is there land with water and sewer distribution lines that is adjacent to the
subject 3 acres?
can the 3 acres be serviced by the water and sewer distribution lines on
the adjacent land?

Did the MGB lose jurisdiction by reason of:
(a)
(b)

not rendering a decision with the 150 day statutorily mandated period
commencing an appeal after the 150 day statutorily mandated period had
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expired.
THE STANDARD OF REVIEW
9
What is the standard of review for the Court of Queen's Bench in an application for judicial
review of an assessment matter?
10
In T. Eaton Co. Ltd. v. Alberta (Assessment Appeal Board) (1995), 128 D.L.R. (4th) 469 (TAB
3), the Court of Appeal of Alberta discussed the role of the Court in applications of this type. The Court
recognized and cited from the Supreme Court of Canada decision in Pezim v. British Columbia (Sup't of
Brokers), [1994] 7 W.W.R. 1, 114 D.L.R. (4th) 385 (S.C.C.) in regard to the principles governing
judicial review of decisions of administrative agencies and tribunals. On page 472 of the T. Easton
decision, O'Leary, J.A., of the Alberta Court of Appeal states:
In Pezim v. British Columbia (Sup't of Brokers), [1994] 7 W.W.R. 1, 114 D.L.R. (4th)
385 (S.C.C.), the Supreme Court of Canada reviewed the principles governing judicial
review of the decisions of administrative agencies and tribunals. Iacobucci, J., speaking
for a unanimous seven-member Court, gave the following outline commencing at pp.
404-5:
There exists various standards of review with respect to the myriad of
administrative agencies that exist in our country. The central question in
ascertaining the standard of review is to determine the legislative intent in
conferring jurisdiction on the administrative tribunal. In answering this
question, the Courts have looked at various factors. Included in the analysis is
an examination of the tribunal's role or function. Also crucial is whether or not
the agency's decisions are protected by a privative clause. Finally, of
fundamental importance, is whether or not the question goes to the jurisdiction
of the tribunal involved.
Having regard to the large number of factors relevant in determining the
applicable standard of review, the Courts have developed a spectrum that ranges
from the standard of reasonableness to that of correctness. Courts have also
enunciated a principal of deference that applies not just to the facts as found by
the tribunal, but also to the legal questions before the tribunal in the light of its
role and expertise. At the reasonableness end of the spectrum, where deference
is at its highest, are those cases where a tribunal protected by a true privative
clause, is deciding a matter within its jurisdiction and where there is no statutory
right of appeal.
At the correctness end of the spectrum, where deference in terms of legal
questions is at its lowest, are those cases where the issues concern the
interpretation of a provision limiting the tribunal's jurisdiction (jurisdictional
error) or where there is a statutory right of appeal which allows the reviewing
Court to substitute its opinion for that of the tribunal and where the tribunal has
no greater expertise than the Court on the issue in question...
The Municipal Taxation Act and the Assessment Appeal Board Act, R.S.A. 1980, c. A46 (repealed and superseded by the Municipal Government Act, S.A. 1994, c. M-26.1,
eff. Jan. 1/95), give the Board wide powers to supervise the assessment of real property
for municipal taxation purposes with the objective of ensuring that all property in the
Province subject to municipal taxation is fairly and equitably assessed. It is a
specialized tribunal by any definition. Neither statute confers a right of appeal or
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contains a privative clause limiting the scope of review.
Here, the Board decided an issue within its jurisdiction. Its decision may be set aside
only if there is error of law apparent on the face of the record. Even in the presence of
such error the ruling is entitled to deference. The level of deference is, in my view,
closer to the `reasonableness' end of the spectrum than it is to the `correctness' end. It
will be set aside only if an unreasonable result flows from the error of law.
11
Two recent decisions of the Alberta Courts have also commented on the standard of review. In
Rickard Realty Advisors Inc. for Canada Mortgage and Housing Corp. v. City of Calgary and Alberta
Assessment Appeal Board (1998), 63 Alta. L.R. (3d) 248 (Alta. C.A.), the Alberta Court of Appeal
states at page 253:
As long as the Board acted within its jurisdiction to make an assessment..., the Board
must be accorded deference, absent a nearly patently unreasonable error.
12
In Nampa (Village) v. Municipal Government Board, [1998] A.J. No. 574 (Q.B.), the Alberta
Court of Queen's Bench states at paragraph 35:
Similarly, as it relates to findings of fact, the standard is patently unreasonable. This is
because Courts afford considerable deference to administrative tribunals in relation to
their fact finding. In relation to judicial review of a decision of the MGB, based on
alleged error of fact, Veit, J., in Tolko Industries Ltd. v. Big Lakes (Municipal District),
[1998] A.J. No. 161 stated (at para. 14):
Although Tolko argues that the Board made jurisdictional errors in considering
the facts in this case, it must be recalled that very great deference must be shown
by the Courts to administrative tribunals in relation to their fact finding. In
particular, the weight to be given to evidence is peculiarly a matter for the
tribunal to decide. So long as there is evidence to support its decision, the Court
will not interfere with the tribunal's finding. Even if the evidence were
overwhelming against the tribunal's finding, the Court would still not be able to
interfere with the decision, so long as there was some evidence that supported
the tribunal's finding.
13

I turn now to a consideration of the issues.
1.

Is the parcel used for farming operations?
The MGB, in its findings of fact, determined the land is used for farming
operations.

2.

Is there an area of 3 acres not occupied for any purpose?
The Board found it was not occupied for any purpose. The Applicant argues
that its use for the removal of a hay crop constitutes an "occupation for any
purpose." The Applicant's interpretation fails to take into account the context of
s. 2 of the regulation. The effect of s. 2(3)(d) of the regulation is that
notwithstanding that the land is being used for farming operations, an area of 3
acres located within the parcel of land will be assessed on market value "if it is
not occupied for any purpose." Whatever "purpose" is intended by those words,
it must be something in addition to farming, as an occupation of the land for that
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purpose is already contemplated by s. 2(1)(b).
In my view, the MGB reason on that point is correct and the question of
standard of review does not arise.
3.

Is there land with water and sewer distribution lines that is "adjacent" to the area
of 3 acres that is the subject of the appeal?
The regulation reads "adjacent"; it does not read "contiguous." Given the
general intent of property assessment legislation, I do not consider the existence
of a road between two parcels to preclude the definition of adjacent.
Certainly, such a conclusion could not be considered a patently unreasonable
interpretation, or even as the Alberta Court of Appeal said, Rickard Realty,
supra, a "nearly patently unreasonable" error.

4.

Can the 3 acres be serviced by the water and sewer distribution lines on the
adjacent land?
In my view, this is the Applicant's strongest issue.
At the outset, it must be said that the MGB, at p. 4 of its decision, found as a
fact "that the subject parcel can be serviced by using the adjacent water and
sewer lines."

14
However, consider the reasons upon which that finding is predicated. The decision at the bottom
of p.4 and the top of p. 5 reads:
There is a sewer line located on 48 Avenue which abuts 40 Street on the west boundary
of the parcel. No evidence was submitted to show that the sewer service could not be
utilized by this land. In the absence of that evidence, the Board is not convinced the
roadway (40 Street) defeats the adjacent requirement. The Respondent's position that
the parcel can be serviced with adjacent water and sewer lines is accepted.
15
No transcript of the proceedings before the MGB was available. In these times of financial
constraint one might understand the absence of a court reporter but not the absence of a tape
recorder. From the representations of counsel for the Applicant and the acknowledgment of counsel for
the Respondent, it is abundantly clear to me that no evidence of any kind was received as to the
functional capacity of the existing sewer to service the 3 acres. These representations, however, cannot
form part of the record.
16
The Respondent relies on a quote from R.F. Reid & H. David, Administrative Law and Practice,
2d ed. (Toronto: Butterworth, 1978), p. 352:
So long as the tribunal acts within its jurisdiction, the Court may not weigh the
tribunal's conclusions against the evidence or balance them against conclusions the
Court itself might have reached, or whether there was sufficient evidence to support the
conclusions it reached on the evidence before it. The Court is not concerned with the
"correctness" of decisions made within jurisdiction. The mere fact that the Court is
unable to determine how the Board, on the material before it, arrived at its decision,
may not make that decision reviewable on certiorari. The Court is, in short, not
concerned with the merits of the case.
17

The Respondent relies as well on the authorities cited by D.C. McDonald, J. in Woodward
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Stores v. Alberta Assessment Appeal Board, [1976] 5 W.W.R. 496 at 508 and following:
...
Treating "no evidence" as constituting an error of law is in accord with English
authority. Thus, in Davies v. Price, [1958] 1 W.L.R. 434, [1958] 1 All E.R. 671 at 676,
Parker L.J. said:
...if it...acted on no evidence, it merely erred in law and unless that error is
manifest on the face of the award, the decision cannot be challenged on
proceedings for an order of certiorari.
Again, in Armah v. Govt. of Ghana, [1968] A.C. 192, [1966] 3 All E.R. 177 at 187,
Lord Reid said:
Whether or not there is evidence to support a particular decision is always a
question of law, but it is not a question of jurisdiction.
De Smith, Judicial Review of Administrative Action, 3rd ed. (1973), p. 115, says:
A tribunal which has made a finding of primary fact wholly unsupported by
evidence, or which has drawn an inference wholly unsupported by any of the
primary facts found by it, will be held to have erred in point of law.
Care should be taken with that proposition. If it is a proposition that the evidence may
be examined and that, if it is found that there was no evidence to support a finding of
primary fact, the court may exercise its supervisory power by certiorari, that would be
tantamount to saying that the court may act upon an error of the law even though it does
not appear on the face of the record. Such a proposition is precluded by the decision in
the Nat Bell case, at least in Canada. On the other hand, if it means that, if the record
discloses that the tribunal has made a finding of primary fact wholly unsupported by
evidence, the court may intervene by certiorari, that is a proper proposition, for then the
want of evidence is an error of law and the error of law appears on the face of the
record.
...
As for the other reason given by the Board, viz., "Southgate sale not necessarily at
arm's length," there is no evidence in the record to suggest that the sale was not at arm's
length. However, there is no transcript of the evidence which forms part of the
record. On this question, therefore, the record, even broadened in scope as it is by R.
743(2), retains, for the purpose of a submission that there was "no evidence" and hence
an error of law, what Lord Sumner called "the inscrutable face of a sphinx" (in Nat
Bell, at p. 56). Where no duty is imposed upon the tribunal to keep a stenographic or
tape recorded transcription of its proceedings, the exercise by the Court of its
prerogative supervisory power is disarmed. (I adapt the language of Lord Sumner at p.
56, describing the effect of the Summary Jurisdiction Act, 1848 (Imp.), c. 43.) It is
simply not possible for the Court to determine whether or not there was evidence which
supports the conclusion in question.
Therefore the reasons given by the Board in the chairman's notes cannot be attacked by
certiorari as errors of law on the face of the record on the ground that there was no
evidence to support them.
18

As I have said, no transcript of the proceedings was available. Although I have every reason to
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believe there was never any affirmative evidence received which would justify a finding that there was
functional capacity in the existing sewer to accommodate the subject land, the decision on this point
cannot be attacked by certiorari since any error of law arising from a finding based on no evidence does
not appear on the face of the record.
19
The Applicant, by supplemental brief, provided a decision of Gallant, J. in City of Edmonton v.
Alberta Assessment Appeal Board (1989), 42 M.P.L.R. 10, in which the learned judge distinguished the
case before him from Woodward Stores, supra, relying instead on the decision in Metropolitan Life
Insurance v. International Union of Operating Engineers, [1970] S.C.R. 425 where the tribunal lost or
exceeded jurisdiction by asking itself the wrong question.
20
The Applicant suggests that the MGB asked itself the wrong question with regard to the
availability of the services.
21
I suggest that the MGB asked itself the right question because Fact #5 in the Board's reasons
states:
The subject parcel can be serviced by using the adjacent water and sewer lines.
22

The MGB asked the right question; it may, however, have asked the wrong party.

23
It asked the right question and it may have found that answer without any evidence, but as I
have held, it cannot result in quashing since it is not an error on the face of the record.
24
The Applicant argues, however, that even if there was some evidence as to the capacity of the
sewer to accommodate the subject land (which I have said he denies), there is, on the face of the record,
an error in law in that the MGB requires the Applicant taxpayer to rebut a reverse onus placed on him by
proving that there is no functional capacity in the sanitary sewer. The Applicant argues that the Board
misdirected itself on a question of law on the face of the record when it said:
No evidence was submitted to show that the sewer service could not be utilized by this
parcel. In the absence of that evidence, the Board is not convinced the roadway (40
Street) defeats the adjacent requirements.
25
Referring again to s. 2 of the Standards of Assessment Regulation, under which tax liability has
been imposed, it reads:
2(1) The valuation standard for a parcel of land is
(a)
(b)

market value, or
if the parcel is used for farming operations, agricultural use value.

(2) In preparing an assessment for a parcel of land based on agricultural use value, the
assessor must follow the procedures set out in the Alberta Farm Land Assessment
Minister's Guidelines established and maintained by the Department of Municipal
Affairs, as amended from time to time.
(3) Despite subsection (1)(b), the valuation standard for the following property is
market value:
...
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(d)

an area of 3 acres that
(i) is located within a parcel of land, and
(ii) is not occupied for any purpose but can be serviced by using water
and sewer distribution lines located in land that is adjacent to the
parcel;

26
The gist of this provision is that even if the land is agricultural and therefore entitled to the
lesser assessment rate there may be a factual situation which displaces that entitlement and results in the
higher market value assessment.
27
No authorities were provided by any party on the issue of burden of proof. From the court's
research the authorities establish the following:
1.

2.

Income Tax and sales tax including GST place the burden of proof on the
taxpayer. The administrative structure created by these types of legislation for
the collection and payment of taxes relies upon the concept of self-reporting and
self-assessing: Island Telecom v. P.E.I. [1999] P.E.I.J. No. 63 follwing the
Supreme Court decisions in Johnston v. M.N.R. [1948] C.T.C. 195 and
Hickmen Motors Ltd. v. Canada [1997] 2 S.C.R. 336.
On tax legislation generally the Supreme Court in Quebec v. Corp. Notre-Dame
de Bon Secours, [1994] 3 S.C.R. 3, set forth the following principles:
- The interpretation of tax legislation should follow the ordinary rules of
interpretation;
- A legislative provision should be given a strict or liberal interpretation
depending on the purpose underlying it, and that purpose must be identified in
light of the context of the statute, its objective and the legislative intent: this is
the teleological approach;
- The teleological approach will favour the taxpayer or the tax department
depending solely on the legislative provision in question, and not on the
existence of predetermined presumptions;
- Substance should be given precedence over form to the extent that this is
consistent with the wording and objective of the statute;
- Only a reasonable doubt, not resolved by the ordinary rules of interpretation,
will be settled by recurse to the residual presumption in favour of the taxpayer.

Rules for interpreting tax legislation
In this Court the appellant argued that a provision creating a tax exemption should
be interpreted by looking at the spirit and purpose of the legislation. In this connection
it is worth looking briefly at the development of the rules for interpreting tax legislation
in Canada and formulating certain principles. First, there is the traditional rule that tax
legislation must be strictly construed: this applied both to provisions imposing a tax
obligation and to those creating tax exemptions. The rule was based on the fact that,
like penal legislation, tax legislation imposes a burden on individuals and accordingly
no one should be made subject to it unless the wording of the Act so provides in a clear
and precise manner. The effect of such an interpretation was to favour the taxpayer in
the case of provisions imposing a tax obligation, and the courts placed on the tax
department the burden of showing that the taxpayer fell clearly within the letter of the
law. Conversely, a taxpayer claiming to benefit from an exemption had "to establish
that the competent legislative authority, in clear and unequivocal language, [had]
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unquestionably granted him the exemption claimed" (Fauteaux C.J. in Ville de
Montreal v. ILGWU Center Inc., [1974] S.C.R. 59, at p. 65). Any doubt was thus to be
resolved in favour of the tax department. In view of this situation, it followed from the
strict construction rule that in cases of doubt a presumption existed in the taxpayer's
favour in taxing situations but against the taxpayer in those involving exemptions.
It should at once be noted that there is a risk of confusion between the rule that a
taxing provision is to be strictly construed and the burden of proof resting upon the
parties in an action between the government and a taxpayer. According to the general
rule which provides that the burden of proof lies with the plaintiff, in any proceeding it
is for the party claiming the benefit of a legislative provision to show that he is entitled
to rely on it. The burden of proof thus rests with the tax department in the case of a
provision imposing a tax obligation and with the taxpayer in the case of a provision
creating a tax exemption. It will be noted that the presumptions mentioned earlier tend
in more or less the same direction. This explains why these concepts have been at times
superimposed to the point of being confused with each other. With respect, they are
nevertheless two very different concepts. In any event, the rule of strict construction
relates only to the clarity of the wording of the tax legislation: regardless of who bears
the burden of proof, that person will have to persuade the court that the taxpayer is
clearly covered by the wording of the legislative provision which it is sought to apply.
28
On the basis of the judicial authorities cited above how should the Court address the Applicant's
argument that the Board committed an error in law in interpreting s. 2(3)(d) of the Standards of
Assessment Regulations in a manner that required the land owner to prove that the water and sewer lines
located in the adjacent land had the functional capacity to service the three acre parcel.
29
Given the structure of the legislation I find that it does not fall into the category of income tax or
sales tax legislation in that it is not self-reporting and self-assessing. I find the analysis should be as
directed by Gonthier, J. in Quebec v. Corp. Notre-Dame de Bon Secours, supra. I do not find that there
is an interpretation problem in terms of ambiguity. The MGB has simply said that it is the obligation of
the taxpayer to establish that a particular factual situation does not exist notwithstanding that all of the
technical data upon which such an opinion would be predicated is solely within the knowledge of the
Town and its engineers and is not public information. It defies common sense to suggest that a taxpayer
in order to evaluate his tax liability must first commence an action for disclosure of technical data privy
only to the Town and then retain engineers to interpret that data with a view to providing an expert
opinion on the functional capacity of the water and sewer line to serve the three acre parcel.
30
As Gonthier, J. states, substance should be given precedence over form to the extent that this is
consistent with the wording and objective of the statute. I find that the wording and objective of the
regulations in this case would require the Town to establish the functional capacity of the sewer line.
Here the taxpayer has successfully carried the burden of establishing his land is agricultural thereby
engaging the farmland assessment guidelines and the proof of facts that deprive him of that entitlement
should be established by the Town. It is clear from the written reasons of the Board that the Town did
not and the Board committed an error in law in requiring the taxpayer to do so.
31

The final issue:
5(a)

Did the MGB lose jurisdiction by reason of not rendering a decision within the
150-day statutorily mandated period.

32
The MGB relies on the decision in Tolko v. Big Lakes M.D. and MGB, [1998] A.J. No. 161
(Alta. Q.B.) and Rankel v. Psychologists Assn. (Alberta) (1993), 9 Alta. L.R. (3d) 337 (C.A.).
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33
These decisions indicate that the remedy for inaction by a tribunal is mandamus. As well, the
Court of Appeal in Rankel, a case dealing with a disciplinary hearing, held that the time limit was not in
the nature of a limitation and accordingly no jurisdiction was lost.
5(b)
Did the MGB lose jurisdiction by not commencing the appeal until after the 150
days had expired.
34
Based on the reason in Tolko, supra, and Rankel, supra, namely, that mandamus is the remedy
for dilatoriness and the time period is not in the nature of a limitation, the MGB is free, in the absence of
a mandamus application, to routinely commence appeals after the expiration of the 150-day period.
35
One can only speculate as to the intention of the legislature in passing this time limit, but
whatever it may have been, it has been rendered largely ineffective by these decisions.
36
I say largely rather than entirely for, as Veit, J. demonstrated in Tolko, it is still open to the court
to impose costs where these time limits have been ignored, particularly in such extreme cases as where
the appeal was commenced after the 150-day limit.
37
Here a taxpayer was faced with a 3000 per cent increase in the assessment value of his property,
and was delayed in the formulation of his business and financial arrangements for a period of ten
months. Furthermore, by reason of the deliberate decision of the MGB to not tape its proceedings, this
taxpayer was very nearly defeated in what would otherwise have been a readily resolvable appeal for no
counsel at this application before me was prepared to dispute the Applicant's statement that no
affirmative evidence on sewer line capacity was placed before the tribunal.
38

The Applicant will have costs on a solicitor and own client basis for this application.

COOKE J.
QL Update: 20000107
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Complaint ID 0262 1412
Roll No. 30000931306
COMPOSITE ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD DECISION
HEARING DATE: July 12, 2021
PRESIDING OFFICER: M. Oberg
BOARD MEMBER: D. Dey
BOARD MEMBER: V. Keeler

BETWEEN:
ALTUS GROUP LIMITED
Complainant
-and-

REVENUE & ASSESSMENT SERVICES
For The City of Red Deer
Respondent
This decision pertains to a complaint submitted to the Central Alberta Regional Assessment Review
Board in respect of a property assessment prepared by an Assessor of The City of Red Deer as follows:
ROLL NUMBER:
MUNICIPAL ADDRESS:
ASSESSMENT AMOUNT:

30000931306
3310 50 AV, Red Deer, AB
$26,840,200

The complaint was part of a mutually agreed batch of complaints heard starting on the 12th of July 2021.
Arguments specific to the subject were heard by the Composite Assessment Review Board on the 13th &
14th days of July 2021, at via Video Conference, in the province of Alberta.

Appeared on behalf of the Complainant:
Andrew Izard, Altus Group Limited
Brent Foden, Altus Group Limited
Appeared on behalf of the Respondent:
Gregory Plester, Brownlee LLP, Legal Counsel for the City of Red Deer
Cale Green, Property Assessor, City of Red Deer
Maureen Cleary, City Assessor, City of Red Deer
DECISION: The assessed value of the subject property is varied to $16,490,024, rounded to $16,490,000.

Central Alberta Regional Assessment Review Board Phone: 403-342-8132 Fax: 403-346-6195
Box 5008 2nd Floor - 4914 48 Avenue Red Deer, AB T4N 3T4 RegionalARB@reddeer.ca
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JURISDICTION
[1]

The Central Alberta Regional Assessment Review Board [“the Board”] has been established in
accordance with section 455 of the Municipal Government Act, RSA 2000, c M-26 [“MGA”].

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND
[2]

The subject property (subject) is a full service, good quality 12 storey hotel having 241 suites,
located on 10.33 acres of land in the City of Red Deer (City). The subject has a wide variety of
amenities which include: a fitness area and swimming pool, a liquor store, a restaurant, a hair
salon, two nightclubs, and a number of retail units. In addition, the subject has boardrooms and
banquet halls suitable for conventions, and office space available for rent, as well as a large space
for accommodating trade shows. The subject was built in 1977, and has been consistently
maintained and renovated since that time. The subject is considered to be unique in the area due
to its size and its variety of amenities.

[3]

The subject is assessed at $26,840,200 using the income approach to value. The hotel portion and
the commercial/retail portion are assessed separately.

[4]

The hotel portion is assessed at $13,293,700, based on a potential gross income (PGI) of
$5,937,637, an expense ratio of 75.5%, a “reserves for replacement” deduction of 2.5%, a
“furniture, fixtures and equipment” (FF&E) deduction of 15%, a net operating income (NOI) of
$1,129,965, and a capitalization rate of 8.5%. No vacancy allowance is provided. The value per
unit/suite is $55,161.

[5]

The commercial/retail portion is assessed at $13,546,500, based on a PGI of $1,232,498, a vacancy
allowance of 3%, an operational costs adjustment of $14,059, a “non recoverables” adjustment of
2.5%, an NOI of $1,151,451, and a capitalization rate of 8.5%. The value per unit is $56,210.

[6]

All of the commercial/retail amenities are operated by the subject’s owner, with the exception of
two small commercial retail units (CRU) that are operated by commercial entities separate from
the subject’s owner, having a total square footage of 3,026.

PRELIMINARY MATTERS
[7]

The Presiding Officer confirmed that no Board Member raised any conflicts of interest with regard
to matters before them.

[8]

Neither party raised any objection to the panel hearing the complaint.

[9]

No additional preliminary or procedural matters were raised by any party. Both parties indicated
that they were prepared to proceed with the complaint.
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POSITION OF THE PARTIES

Position of the Complainant
[10] The Complainant requested the Board to reduce the assessment of the subject to $16,150,000
based on the sale of the subject, or alternately to $16,490,024 based on the three year stabilization
of the subject’s actual revenue and expenses.
[11] In support of their request to reduce the assessment of the subject, the Complainant presented
evidence and argument to show: that a calculation error was made in the 2020 Assessment Details
that caused the PGI to be too high; that the hotel’s revenues have been overstated, while the
expenses have been understated, which has caused the assessment to be too high; that the best
indicator of market value is the recent sale of the subject; that the assessment is not equitable when
compared with the assessment of similar properties; and that the current assessment has not
adequately been adjusted for recent declines and restrictions in the local economy, largely due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. The Complainant confirmed that the capitalization rate used by the City
is not in dispute.
Calculation Error
[12] The Complainant provided a copy of the 2020 Assessment Details, which shows the 241 units
(suites) for the hotel, the multiplier rate of $63, and the resulting market income of $5,541,795,
Exhibit C.1 p. 17. They pointed out that instead of using this value for the PGI, the assessment was
based on a higher value of $5,937,637, and that there has been no explanation provided by the
assessor.
[13] The Complainant believes this is an obvious multiplication error that causes the assessment to be
higher than it should be. The Complainant provided a table showing that if the $5,541,795 value
were used, that the resulting assessment for the hotel portion would be reduced from $13,293,700
to $12,191,949, Exhibit C.1 p. 18.
Overstating of Revenues and Understating of Expenses
[14] The Complainant presented a table showing the revenue and expenses of the subject for three years
from July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2020, Exhibit C.1 p. 23. They used 100% of the values from July 1, 2018
to June 30, 2019 to stabilize the three years of revenue and expenses. They explained that the
normal way to use three years of financial data is to use 20% of the first year’s NOI, 30% of the
second year, and 50% of the third year, but that if that process were used when the third year is
affected by a pandemic, that the results would be skewed unfairly.
[15] The table shows that the NOI for July 1, 2019 to June 30, 2020 was -$62,857. The NOI of $1,590,273,
from the second year, minus 15% for FFE and $49,920 for other income (from the two CRUs) results
in a total NOI of $1,401,652, which calculates to a market value of $16,490,024. The revenues and
expenses from this table were obtained from the Income Statements, which were provided. The
Complainant stated that this stabilization method is the way a buyer would likely accept as being a
reasonable estimate of value.
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[16] The Complainant presented a second table showing the same revenue and expenses of the subject,
but using 20% for the first year, 30% for the second year, and 50% for the third year. The resulting
total NOI calculates to a market value of $14,326,766, Exhibit C.1 p. 60.
[17] The Complainant argued that the difference between the calculated market value of $16,490,024
and the current assessment of $26,840,200 shows that: either extra income has been assessed in
addition to the income that was actually generated, or that the typical values used to calculate the
revenue and expenses produce an assessment that is far too high.
Sale of the Subject
[18] The Complainant argued that the recent sale of the subject should be considered the best indicator
of market value, and that this argument is supported by case law.
[19] The Complainant presented a copy of the Non-Residential Sales Verification Questionnaire, which
was provided to the City’s Assessment Services, Exhibit C.1 p. 76 - 78. It states that the sale price of
the subject was agreed upon in August 2020, and that the closing date of the sale was November 1,
2020. It further states that the property was not marketed by a Realtor. The Complainant explained
that the vendor could have used other means to advertise the property.
[20] The Complainant also provided a copy of the land title, which shows that the transfer of land was
registered on November 19, 2020, Exhibit C.1 p. 27 - 33. It also shows that a $14,500,000 mortgage
was provided to the purchaser by Temple Hotels Inc. The vendor was Treit Holdings 10 Corporation
and the purchaser was O’Chiese Hospitality (GP) Inc.
[21] The Complainant provided a copy of the Affidavit of Transferee – Form 39, which shows that the
sum paid for the sale was $19,000,000. It also states that “the present value of the land, in my
opinion is $19,000,000”.
[22] During questioning, the Complainant explained that there are three separate companies involved
in the ownership of the subject. Morguard Corporation owns 100% of Treit Holdings 10 Corp., and
Treit Holdings 10 Corp. owns 100% of Temple Hotels Inc.
[23] The Complainant argued that because the sale price was negotiated in August 2020, which is close
to the Valuation Date of July 1, that the sale price of $19,000,000 should be considered the best
indicator of market value. When the 15% FF&E is removed, the resulting estimate of value is
$16,150,000, which is the requested assessment for the subject.
[24] During questioning, the Complainant stated that though they asked the owner for a copy of the sale
agreement, a copy was not provided to them.
Assessments of Similar Properties
[25] The Complainant presented assessment information from three hotels in Red Deer: The Black
Knight Inn, which also has a convention center; The Travelodge by Wyndham; and The Motel 6. The
subject’s assessed value per suite of $55,161 is much higher than the comparables, which are
$23,333 (Black Knight Inn), $21,097 (Travelodge), and $21,645 (Motel 6). As well, the value per unit
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of the Black Knight Inn’s commercial/retail portion of their assessment, being $28,357 per unit is
much less than the subject’s value per unit of $56,210, Exhibit C.1 p. 85 - 94.
[26] During questioning, the Complainant stated that all three comparables are hotel/motels.
[27] During questioning, the Complainant stated that adjustments, such as effective year built or
amenities, were not made to the comparables to make them more similar to the subject.
[28] The Complainant argued that the per suite values of the comparables show that the subject is
assessed much higher than similar properties in the same market area.
Declines and Restrictions in the Local Economy
[29] The Complainant argued that the declines in the oil and gas industry, combined with the affects of
COVID-19, have had a very significant impact on the hospitality and retail industries in Alberta, and
that the assessment of the subject has not been adjusted adequately.
[30] Three issues of the publication “Alberta Economy: Indicators at a Glance” for the weeks of: July 5,
2019; January 10, 2020; and July 3, 2020 were reviewed by the Complainant, Exhibit C.1.B p. 11 24. The first two publications indicate that, considering indicators such as retail sales, housing
starts, and non-residential permits, that the economy in Alberta was slowing down before the
pandemic began. During this time, there was a large drop in the number of drilling rigs operating.
The Complainant argued that this economic condition had an impact on the hospitality and retail
industries, which had a direct impact on the subject.
[31] In the July 3, 2020 edition of “Alberta Economy: Indicators at a Glance”, indicators such as
employment, retail sales, housing starts, and non-residential permits show extreme declines. As
well, the price of oil and drilling rigs operating were declining. It was noted that COVID-19
restrictions had been in effect since March 15, 2020.
[32] The Complainant provided timelines of the various restrictions that were put in place in response
to the pandemic, Exhibit C.1.B p. 26. The Complainant also provided copies of the public health
orders which impacted occupancy, issued by Alberta Health on March 17, May 14 (2), May 15, and
June 26, 2020. These included forced closures of: gatherings of more than fifty people, gyms and
swimming pools, bars and nightclubs. Restrictions of 50% capacity were applied to: restaurants
and cafes. Some of these restrictions were issued, and then removed or modified at a later time.
These health orders were in place before the Valuation Date, Exhibit C.1.B p. 37 - 62.
[33] The Complainant also provided copies of public health orders issued on November 12, December 8,
and December 11, 2020, Exhibit C.1.B p. 199 - 226. The restrictions included: an early “last call” for
liquor sales in restaurants, bars and other facilities, and a complete closure to nightclubs, hotel
meeting rooms, restaurants, cafes and bars (takeout allowed) on December 11, 2020.
[34] Media articles on the closure of various retail and eating establishments were also provided, Exhibit
C.1.B p. 228 - 248.
[35] The Complainant provided information on the Canada Emergency Commercial Rent Assistance
(CECRA) Program, which was implemented to help alleviate the hardships being experienced by
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small business due to COVID-19, Exhibit C.1.B p. 63 - 95. The subject had investigated this program,
but found that it did not qualify.
[36] The Complainant stated that the City has only used a 1% adjustment to the Non-Recoverables Rate,
which is now 2.5%, to capture the affect of COVID-19, and that this adjustment is not adequate.

Position of the Respondent
[37] The Respondent requested the Board support the current assessment of $26,840,200, stating that
it is both fair and equitable. The Respondent provided evidence and argument in support of their
request.
[38] The Respondent presented the City of Red Deer 2020 Hotel Assessment Methodology guide, Exhibit
R.1 p. 34. They emphasized the following portions of the guide: that the method used for hotels is
the income approach to value, employing an overall capitalization rate; the stabilization/weighting
of three years of income and expenses are used to reduce abnormal supply and demand factors, or
temporary conditions that may translate into unusual revenues or expenses; and that the hotel
portion of a property is assessed separately from the retail portion.
Calculation Error
[39] The Respondent stated that there was not a calculation error made in the use of the PGI value of
$5,937,638 instead of $5,541,795. The former figure was obtained by using the stabilization
calculation of 20% for the first year, 30% for the second year, and 50% for the third year of typical
PGI values.
Overstating of Revenues and Understating of Expenses
[40] The Respondent presented the assessment details for the subject. The hotel portion is assessed
separately from the commercial/retail portion, with typical values and rates being used for both
portions.
[41] The Respondent did not provide a list of comparable commercial/retail properties to support the
assessment of the commercial/retail portion of the subject. During questioning, they stated that a
restaurant in downtown Red Deer would be used as part of the group of restaurants that would
form the market typical values and rates that were used to assess the restaurant in the subject.
[42] The Respondent argued that because the Complainant focused their review on site specific data
and that the use of market typical rates through mass appraisal was ignored by the Complainant,
their approach can create an inequitable valuation when comparing similar properties that compete
in the same market.
[43] The Respondent stated that lodging properties received an average assessment decrease of 20%
from the previous assessment year, Exhibit R.1 p. 37, but that the subject received only an 11%
decrease. They also stated that the prior year’s assessment (2019) was decreased by 13%. In
response to questions from the Board no information was provided as to what the average
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assessment decrease was for the prior year’s assessment, and no information was provided as to
why the subject received only an 11% decrease.
[44] The Respondent provided a table which explains the 2020 market expense ratio analysis, Exhibit R.1
p. 51. They stated that, according to the hotels which responded to the Annual Request for
Information (ARFI), the minimum expense ratio was 53.68%, maximum 108.65%, median 83.22%,
and average 83.57%. 2019’s expense ratio used for assessments was 75%, and the 2020 expense
ratio is 80%. Due to stabilization, the expense ratio becomes 75.5% for the 2020 assessment. During
questioning the Respondent was questioned as to why 80% was used instead of a number closer to
the median or average. The reasoning provided by the Respondent was not sufficient to adequately
answer the question.
Sale of the Subject
[45] The Respondent stated that the City was not informed that a sale of the subject was pending,
November 19 2020. They also stated that the property was not listed on the open market through
a realtor, and that the sale was registered at land titles after the valuation process was complete.
[46] During questioning, the Board asked for clarification on this point. The Complainant had pointed
out that in the Respondent’s document, the Financial Information Request (FIR), it asks “Is your
property currently listed for sale, or been listed since July 1, 2019?” The answer provided was “yes”.
The Respondent acknowledged that they knew that the subject was listed for sale, but not that an
agreement was being worked on.
[47] The Respondent stated that the sales transaction includes a vendor take back mortgage provided
by Temple Hotels Inc., as is shown in the mortgage document provided by Land Titles. They argued
that the acquisition of Treit Holdings 10 Corp. by Morguard Corporation, with the selling off of other
lodging properties would indicate potential financial duress. This argument is supported by the
drop in Temple Hotels share prices from $35 in 2014 to $1.52 in November 2019, as is shown in an
article provided by the Respondent, Exhibit R.1 p. 170 - 173.
[48] They further argued that these factors show that the sale transaction appears to be more of a “firesale” than an arm’s length market transaction, and that it should not be considered in the
assessment valuation.
[49] The Respondent also argued that having a copy of the sales agreement could have made some of
the sale information more clear. During questioning, the Complainant responded by pointing out
that the City could have obtained a copy of the sales agreement themselves using an MGA s.295
request.
[50] The Respondent provided Annual Reports for Temple Hotels Inc. for the years 2013 to 2015, Exhibit
R.1 p. 238 - 246. This document shows that the company purchased the subject in 2008 for
$51,749,000, and that its appraised value in 2015 was $65,800,000.
[51] Regarding the Affidavit of Transferee, with its statement regarding the value of the land, the
Respondent stated that the credentials of the person making the statement are in question, and
that this could have been rectified if that person were available for cross examination.
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[52] The Respondent stated that the Fall of 2020 was a poor time to sell the subject due to the effect of
COVID-19. They also stated that “situations involving partial interest, special financing, and
assumed leases are an indicator of a non-arm’s length sale.”
[53] In support of this argument, they referred to CARB decisions which rejected the use of sales which
included atypical financing, including a vendor take-back mortgage, Exhibit R.1 p. 94 - 128.
Assessments of Similar Properties
[54] The Respondent provided a table showing an income analysis for six comparable hotel properties,
described as examples of the highest quality and best performing hotels in the City, Exhibit R. 1. p.
50. The Respondent stated that the document shows that:
I.

the subject (241 suites) is much larger than the comparables (from 79 to 92 suites);

II.

the subject’s assessment per door ($111,370 including hotel + commercial/retail) is much
higher than the comparables (from $59,914 to $64,561, median $59,915);

III.

the subject age (1977) is significantly older than all but one of the comparables (from
1978 to 2018, median 2008).

[55] Adjustments, such as effective year built, amenities, or size, were not made to the comparables to
make them more similar to the subject.
[56] The Revenue Per Available Room (RevPAR) was provided for the subject at $38.71, which was
derived from the subject’s 2020 Annual Request for Information (ARFI). The stabilized RevPAR for
the subject is $59.80. The derived and stabilized RevPAR information for the comparables used to
calculate the RevPAR was redacted for confidentiality reasons. The market RevPAR for 2020 is $63.
[57] The Respondent argued that the subject is the only good quality full-service property out of this
grouping. They also stated that the subject’s extensive retail component influences the subject
hotel’s assessment per door, because it is better able to generate revenue than the comparables.
[58] In support of the subject’s assessment, the Respondent provided a table showing three sales
comparables in the City occurring between July 1, 2017 and July 1, 2020, Exhibit R.1 p. 53. They are
described as follows, All three hotels are “limited service”;
I.

Comparable #1 was built in 2003, having four storeys and 92 suites, having a quality rating
of 4, its sale price was $8,700,000 ($94,564 per door) in May 2019, and having an
assessment to sales ratio (ASR) of 0.79. Comparable #1’s 2020 assessment is $5,512,200
($59,915 per door).

II.

Comparable #2 was built in 2006, having three storeys and 79 suites, having a quality
rating of 1, its sale price was $3,197,000 ($40,468 per door) in September 2018, and
having an ASR of 0.62. Comparable #2’s 2020 assessment is $1,666,700 ($21,097 per
door).
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III.

Comparable #3 was built in 2006, having four storeys and 88 suites, having a quality rating
of 4, its sale price was $5,675,000 ($64,488 per door) in August 2017, and having an ASR
of 0.90. Comparable #3’s 2020 assessment is $2,607,300 ($29,628 per door). Comparable
#3’s sale transaction was listed as “duress” due to vendor motivation due to
contamination issues. The Respondent stated that Comparable #1 was given the most
weight. The subject’s assessment per door is shown as $111,370, which includes the
assessment of the hotel at $55,161 per unit/suite and the commercial/retail portion at
$56,210.

IV.

Adjustments, such as effective year built or amenities, were not made to the comparables
to make them more similar to the subject.

[59] During questioning, the Complainant asked why the City would have used a sale that was under
“duress” to support the capitalization rate, when they also argue that the sale of the subject was
under “duress” and therefore should not be used to value the subject’s assessment. The
Respondent stated that not as much weight was put on this sale.
Declines and Restrictions in the Local Economy
[60] The Respondent stated that the assessment was calculated using financial information from July 1,
2019 to June 30, 2020, which became part of a three-year weighted average. This time period
includes a four month period from March (first COVID-19 case in Alberta) till June 2020.
[61] The Respondent stated that a review of other comparable markets in Alberta was conducted to
ensure that any assessment shifts due to the pandemic were equitable with other municipalities.
[62] They further stated that the lodging properties in the City received an average decrease of 20% from
the previous assessment year.
[63] The Respondent stated that the COVID-19 evidence provided by the Complainant was generic, and
not specific to the subject. Therefore, this information should not be used to determine the
subject’s assessment. The Respondent believes the negative financial outcome for 2020 is a
“misnomer”.
[64] The Respondent concluded by requesting the Board confirm the 2020 assessment of the subject at
$26,840,200.

Rebuttal
[65] The Complainant argued that in regards to the 2020 market expense ratio analysis, that an
explanation should have been given as to why an 80% expense ratio is being used instead of a
percentage closer to the median or average. As it is now, there is no way to test the information.
[66] The Complainant stated that the market RevPAR of $63 is overestimated, but that because the key
information has been redacted, there is no way to test it. The Complainant argued that for the
RevPAR calculations, and for other information that was redacted by the Respondent, that the
solution would have been to request the written information to be treated as a confidential
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document and for portions of the hearing to have been held in a “closed session”. The Complainant
referred to MRAC s.30 to support their argument.
[67] Financial information for four hotels, including the subject, were provided. The Complainant argued
that this information shows that the expense ratio should be more like 93%. The Complainant also
provided the 2020 Assessment Details for these hotels, which show that the expense ratios used by
the City for these properties were as follows: Cambridge 75.50%, Days Inn 77%, Best Western 74%,
and Comfort Inn 74%, Exhibit C.2. p. 22. The Complainant argued that using different expense ratios
for different hotels, when they are supposed to be typical, makes it difficult for a landowner to
understand how their assessment is calculated.
[68] The Complainant argued that the Respondent’s description of the sale of the subject as being “under
duress” is unsubstantiated, and that: having multiple separate companies involved in the ownership
of the vendor; including a take-back mortgage in the financing of the sale; or, having one of the
multiple companies experiencing a low share price, does not mean that the sale was “under duress”.
[69] The Complainant further stated that they have checked official channels to determine that there is
no evidence of Duress, Foreclosure, or CCAA bankruptcy which would indicate that the sale was not
valid. In support, the Complainant provided documents related to the above checks of official
channels that were performed, Exhibit C.2. p. 112 - 124. As well, they argued that Morguard
Corporation is a multi-billion dollar company which could easily absorb the minor losses
experienced in 2020, Exhibit C.3.
[70] The Complainant argued against the Respondent using CARB 008107-2020 decision to show that
other boards have not used COVID-19 information because it “was generic in terms”. The
Complainant referred the Board to a line in the decision from that hearing which states that “the
Board place no weight on the statement(s) presented by the Complainant regarding economic
downturn (due to COVID-19), or regarding the statement regarding taxes (mill rate) versus
assessment, as the information was generic in terms, the valuation date of the subject was preCOVID-19, and property assessment does not align with setting the municipal mill rate,” Exhibit R.1
p. 78.
[71] The Complainant concluded by requesting the Board to reduce the 2020 assessment of the subject
from $26,840,200 to $16,150,000 based on the sale of the subject, or alternately to $16,490,024
based on the three year stabilization of the subject’s actual revenue and expenses.
BOARD FINDINGS and DECISION

[72] The Board carefully considered the evidence by both parties in determining the issues before the
Board.
Calculation Error
[73] The Board placed the most weight on the Respondent’s explanation that the PGI value of $5,937,638
was used instead of $5,541,795 because the higher figure was determined through the stabilization
calculations. The three year stabilization calculations, which use 20% of the first year’s typical
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revenue and expenses, 30% of the second year, and 50% of the third year, are part of the process
used by the City to even out the effects of unusual circumstances in a given year.
Overstating of Revenues and Understating of Expenses
[74] The Board placed little weight on the Respondent’s Assessment Details for the subject. The
assessed value is comprised of 50% hotel and 50% commercial/retail. However, the defence of the
current assessment was entirely for the hotel portion of the subject. There were no comparables
provided for the commercial/retail portion of the subject, nor were there explanations provided as
to how the different rates were calculated. No opportunity was given to evaluate the
reasonableness of the information provided. This lack of information is important since the
concerns of the Complainant included both the hotel and the commercial/retail portions of the
subject.
[75] The Board placed no weight on the Respondent’s explanation regarding average assessment
decreases of 20% compared with the subject’s assessment of 11%, and of the expense ratio of 80%
as opposed to approximately 83.5%. Too little information was provided to be useful to the Board.
[76] The Board placed little weight on the calculation of the RevPAR because of the limited opportunity
to evaluate the evidence provided. The Board agrees that the Respondent could have provided the
information they considered confidential if they would have followed the appropriate processes, as
are laid out in MRAC s.30 and MGA s.525.1 (3).
[77] The Board acknowledges that in accordance with mass appraisal, typicals must be used to calculate
an assessment. The City has done this. However, as Mountain View (County) v. Alberta (Municipal
Government Board) [2000] ABQB 594 states:
I.

[21] “The principles which underlie the assessment process dictated by the Act are
threefold. They require that assessments of property be based on market value, that they
not be in excess of that which is fair and equitable having regard to assessments of similar
property in the same municipality and that they be prepared using mass appraisal. The
requirements of these three principles may be in conflict. If they are, the conflict should
be resolved. … The answer should not be to maintain (in conflict with the Regulation) the
assessment at a level higher than market value.”

II.

[25] “… the result achieved by the use of mass appraisal must achieve a result which
accords to a reasonable extent with statutory requirements, in particular that of
establishing a land assessment based on market value. Here the procedure used, for
reasons which have been explained, did not achieve that result. I am of the view that the
procedure used must therefore be considered to have been unacceptable from a legal
point of view. I am also of the opinion that the action of the Board in setting aside and
reducing the original assessment should stand, even though the revised assessment was
not obtained by use of mass appraisal methods. I base this view on the fact that the mass
appraisal as used did not produce a result that complied with the market value
requirement.”
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The Board is not persuaded that the mass appraisal approach, using market typical values, provides
the means for determining the market value of the subject property in these current circumstances.
Sale of the Subject
[78] The Board placed little weight on the Respondent’s argument that the sale of the subject should
not be used because the property was not listed through a realtor. The Complainant’s explanation
that the subject could have been marketed using other methods was reasonable. No evidence was
provided for either argument.
[79] Further, the Board placed little weight on the Respondent’s argument that the sale should not be
used because it was post facto. The Board placed more weight on the fact that the sale occurred
within the assessment year, and that this basis of using the sale is supported by Calgary CARB
2560/2011-P, Calgary CARB 74912P-2014, and of R.W. Lamond v. City of Calgary [2010] AMGBO No.
034/10. Because the sale is not being used to determine value, but rather that it is being used to
support the assessment based on the actual revenue and expenses, and that the sale occurred near
the Valuation Date, the Board finds that time adjustment in this case is not necessary.
[80] The Board placed little weight on the Respondent’s argument that the sale should not be used due
to circumstances surrounding the sale including: three companies being involved with the vendor;
the inclusion of a vendor take back mortgage; low share prices for one of the three companies, and
that these factors show that the sale was more of a “fire-sale” than an arm’s length transaction.
While these factors may raise questions, there was no evidence provided to support the
Respondent’s argument. Further, the arm’s length relationship between the vendor and the
purchaser was never questioned, and the Board finds that this relationship is the key indicator of
being an arm’s length sale.
[81] The Board placed no weight on the Respondent’s argument that the Complainant should have
provided a copy of the sales agreement, since the Respondent was also able to obtain a copy using
an MGA s.295 request.
[82] The Board considered but placed little weight on the Respondent’s argument that the use of sales
with similar factors was rejected by previous CARB decisions. While it is generally helpful to
maintain a consistent pattern of decision making, each hearing has its own set of facts and individual
Board is not legally bound by previous CARB decisions. Also, as it was pointed out during the hearing,
the use of post facto sales has been used by some panels and not by others. It has not been a
consistent practice, as demonstrated by the fact that both parties provided CARB decisions to
support their arguments. Some of these decisions use the post facto sale as a direct indicator of
value, and others as comparables to support the party’s position. The Board’s use of the post facto
sale of the subject is as a support to other evidence provided by the Complainant and not as a
direct indicator of value. The following case law referred to in MGB Board Order 209/98 provides
direction in this regard:
I.

Roberts and Bagwell v. The Queen stated that post facto evidence can be looked at where
the market conditions have remained the same and the evidence is relevant in place and
time and is logically probative of the fact to be found.
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II.

The Court also states that post facto evidence can be used to look at a trend in value
where the conditions at the time of assessment indicate that there is a real prospect of
change. However, the post facto evidence must not be used to establish value as at the
time of assessment.

MGB Board Order 073/04 states that:
III.

The Applicant is correct that the MGB may not use post facto evidence in a direct manner
to set value. Likewise, the Applicant also correctly conceded that the MGB may use such
evidence to confirm market trends.

[83] The Board placed much weight on the land title documents, which include the Affidavit of
Transferee – Form 39. This document shows the sale price as $19,000,000 to acquire the lands,
which included buildings and all other improvements affixed to the land.
[84] The Board accepts the Respondents explanation that FF&E is an annual amount set aside to provide
for ongoing replacement of items which wear out rapidly as an expressed percentage of total
revenue for hotel assessments in Alberta. Therefore, the Board finds that it is appropriate to
remove the 15% FF&E in order to determine the fee simple estate, being $16,150,000.
Assessment of Similar Properties
[85] The Board placed little weight on the Respondent’s equity analysis for six comparable high quality
hotel properties. This analysis reflects the comments made by both parties during the hearing, that
the subject is unique in the municipality, being much bigger, and having more amenities than any
other hotel. The subject’s assessment of $111,370 per suite, which includes both the hotel and
commercial/retail portions, is nearly double the median of $59,915. The number of suites in the
subject is more than 2 ½ times the comparables’. However, the Respondent provided no
adjustments in order to make the comparables more similar to the subject.
[86] Rather, the Board is persuaded by the Respondent’s statement that the subject’s commercial/retail
component influences the subject’s hotel assessment because it is better able to generate revenue.
[87] The Board placed no weight on the Respondent’s three sales comparables, which are “limited
service” hotels, having little or no commercial/retail assessment. The Respondent provided no
adjustments to the comparables to make them more similar to the subject.
[88] The Board placed little weight on the Complainant’s three equity comparables. Comparable #1 is a
hotel having convention facilities. The subject’s assessed value per suite of $55,161, while
Comparable #1’s value per suite is $23,333. The subject’s commercial/retail value per unit is
$56,210, while Comparable #1’s value per unit is $28,357. That being said, it is still difficult to
determine comparability because no adjustments were made in order to make the comparables
more similar to the subject.
[89] The Respondent presented active real estate listings for three hotel/motel properties in the City.
During questioning, it was pointed out that these documents do not represent actual sales, and are
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themselves post facto. The Board finds this makes the listings unusable for comparing with the
subject.
Declines and Restrictions in the Local Economy
[90] The Board placed little weight on the Complainant’s review of the publication “Alberta Economy:
Indicators at a Glance”. Though it would be reasonable to assume that a property such as the
subject would be affected by the state of the economy, there was no evidence provided to make a
direct connection to the subject.
[91] The Board placed much weight on the restrictions issued by Alberta Health in response to COVID19. Though these restrictions are general in that they were issued to all Albertans and all property
owners in Alberta, they also specifically affected each property in that it was the responsibility of
every individual Albertan and every individual property owner to obey the restrictions. Therefore,
the Board finds that these restrictions are strong evidence of a negative effect on the subject.
[92] The Complainant provided two sets of restrictions: from March 17 to June 26 (before the Valuation
Date) and from November 12 to December 11 (before the Condition Date). The former restrictions
would have had a serious affect on the NOI of the subject’s commercial/retail portions, with the
closing of bars and nightclubs, and the 50% restriction to restaurants and cafes. The latter
restrictions show that the affect continued through the year, culminating with a complete closure
to nightclubs, hotel meeting rooms, restaurants, cafes and bars (takeout allowed) on December 11,
2020.
[93] Through the hearing the Board was told that there were two adjustments made to the 2020
assessment: a 1% adjustment to the Non-Recoverables Rate (now 2.5%), and a 20% average
decrease from the previous assessment year (subject 11%). The Respondent did not provide
evidence that the restrictions had an effect on the 2020 assessment beyond these figures.
[94] The Board finds that the adjustments made to the 2020 assessment were not sufficient to account
for the reduction in NOI that was presented in the Complainant’s financial information for the
subject. As was previously shown, the Respondent stated that the subject’s commercial/retail
component influences the subject’s hotel assessment because it is better able to generate revenue.
The Board finds that it is reasonable to conclude that this relationship between the subject’s
commercial/retail component and its hotel assessment could also go the other way, that a severe
restriction to the commercial/retail would also negatively affect the NOI of the hotel, and that this
would result in a reduced assessment.
[95] For these reasons, the Board reduces the assessment from $26,840,200 to $16,490,024 using the
income approach to value, based on the three year stabilization of the subject’s actual revenue and
expenses, and being supported by the sale of the subject at $16,150,000 ($19,000,000 less FF&E.)
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DECISION SUMMARY
[96] The Board finds that the Respondent values are varied to $16,490,024, rounded to $16,490,000.
[97] Dated at the Central Alberta Regional Assessment Review Board, in the city of Red Deer, in the
Province of Alberta this 13th day of August, 2021 and signed by the Presiding Officer on behalf of all
the panel members who agree that the content of this document adequately reflects the hearing,
deliberations and decision of the Board.

Mark Oberg
Presiding Officer

If you wish to appeal this decision you must follow the procedure found in section 470 of the MGA which
requires an application for judicial review to be filed and served not more than 60 days after the date of
the decision. Additional information may also be found at www.albertacourts.ab.ca.
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APPENDIX
Documents presented at the Hearing and considered by the Board.
NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ITEM
A.1
C.1
C.1.B
C.2
C.3
R.1

Hearing Materials provided by the Clerk (45 pages)
Complainant Submission (295 pages)
Complainant Submission COVID 19 Market Value Impact Appendix 1 (299 pages)
Complainant Rebuttal (311 pages)
Complainant Rebuttal – Appendix 2 (24 pages)
Respondent Submission (246 pages)
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Calgary Assessment Review Board
DECISION WITH REASONS
In the matter of a complaint against the Property assessment as provided by the Municipal
Government Act, Revised Statutes of Alberta 2000, Chapter M-26 (the MGA).
between:
CHEVRON CANADA LIMITED, OWNER
(as represented by COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL REAL TY ADVISORS INC},
COMPLAINANT

and
The City of Calgary, RESPONDENT

Before the following Panel of the Calgary Assessment Review Board (the Board):
R. Roy, PRESIDING OFFICER
J. Stuber, BOARD MEMBER
P. Pask, BOARD MEMBER

This is a complaint to the Board in respect of a Property assessment prepared by the Assessor
of The City of Calgary and entered in the 2018 Assessment Roll as follows:
ROLL NUMBER:

067024802

LOCATION ADDRESS:

5005AV SW

FILE NUMBER:

128952

ASSESSMENT:

$81,510,000
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This complaint was heard June 11 and 12, 2018 in Boardroom 3 located at the office of the
Assessment Review Board 1212 31 Avenue NE, Calgary, Alberta.
The Board derives its authority from the MGA and related legislation as set out in Appendix "B".

Appeared on behalf of the Complainant:

•

B. Neeson, Agent, Colliers International,

•

S. Cook, Agent, Colliers International

•

S. Kassam, Agent, Colliers international

Appeared on behalf of the Respondent:
•

T. Johnson, Assessor, City of Calgary

•

C. Fox, Assessor, City of Calgary

Procedural or Jurisdictional Matters:

[1]
The Respondent requested that a large portion of the Complainant Rebuttal be removed.
This was in part due to the fact that the Complainant had included pages from the Respondent
package and that it had a new issue regarding the sale of the Encana building. It also indicated
that the requests were new and in terms of procedural fairness it could not have foreseen the
arguments. It accused the Complainant of case splitting.
[2]
The Complainant indicated that it did not have any of the Respondent's data until it
received the disclosure from the Respondent. No detailed information had been sent out in
response to requests.
[3]
The Panel determined that the Rebuttal should remain as evidence in its entirety. To
have not provided any information to the Complainant about how its property had been
assessed and then deny them the opportunity to respond would be at best unfair.
[4]
The Panel does not indicate that any weight will be placed on the contents of the
Rebuttal; however the Complainant must have their opportunity to comment on the contents of
the Respondent's package. The Respondent made a conscious and deliberate decision to limit
the information provided to the Complainant in advance of the hearing process and then wanted
to restrict its ability to put the information provided into context.
[5]
The Panel notes that another issue was brought up during questioning. The Respondent
had provided a significant amount of information which lacked detail or was so heavily redacted
that it was of little utility to either the Complainant or the Panel. The Respondent indicated it
relied on a guide (Alberta Municipal Affair Guide for the Exchange of Assessment Information:
Market Value Properties). It indicated that this guide formed part of the legislation.
[6]
The Panel was concerned that there was a significant amount of selective interpretation
involved in this policy. The application of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy
(FOi PP) Act and its intermingling with a guide (which is not listed as a Guideline and as such is
neither legal nor binding) along with selective sections of the Act means that essentially no
testable data will be provided to the Complainant to see how its property was assessed. The
Panel put very little weight on these portions of the Respondent's disclosure as it was not able
to question them on any specific item for clarity.
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Property Description:
[7]
The subject property is an A quality office building located in the downtown 1 (DT1) area
of Calgary. The property has an assessable office area of 259,411 square feet (SF), retail space
of 4,850 SF and 74 underground parking stalls. It is assessed using the income approach to
value (IAV).

lssue(s):
[8]

The Complainant identified the issues as
(a) Should the subject be assessed as a B quality office building, and
(b) As an A quality building should the rental rate applied to the office space be
reduced from $22.50 to $16.00

Complainant's Requested Value: $23,980,000

Board's Decision:
[9]

For reasons outlined herein the panel reduces the assessment to $54,010,000.

Position of the Parties

Complainant's Position:
[10]
The Complainant provided an initial evidence package a well as disclosure. In addition it
provided information regarding a secondary request. The initial request would be for a change
of quality and the secondary request at $58,200,000 would result from a change to the rental
rate for A quality buildings.
[11]
Initially the argument centred on the quality classification for the building. The
Complainant provided leasing activity in the subject and indicated that the most current leases
for office space were at $3.50. In addition, a chart of A quality DT1 building was provided to
demonstrate the fact that the subject was not a strong A. Examples of buildings changing quality
ratings were provided.
[12]
Subsequently, there was evidence demonstrating that a rent study over 20 months
produced a lower rate than that assessed. There were three leases from the subject property,
one of which at $3.50 was for office space and that was included in the study. The Complainant
indicated that the Respondent had changed to a 36 month study and the first indication it had of
this was the disclosure package for this file. The Complainant position was that the market had
changed significantly in the past three years and that the last 12 months was more reflective of
the market at 1 July 2017.
In C2, the Complainant reworked the Respondent's data to show trends and options at
[13]
6, 12, 24 and 36 months. There was a general decline in rates over that period. The request
was based on the fact that $16.00 was a more appropriate rate as it reflected the market closest
to the valuation date.
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Respondent's Position:

[14]
The Respondent provided a study showing 36 months of leasing data. The study did not
have full data due to the Respondent's concerns regarding confidentiality. In addition heavily
redacted Assessment Requests for Information (ARFI) were provided with commentary that
they supported the Respondent position or refuted the Complainant.

Board's Findings of Fact and Reasons for Decision:

[15]
The Panel was unable to reconcile the Complainant's evidence regarding the change to
quality rating. Whether the building changed quality ratings or simply stayed an A with B rates
applied was how the Panel approached this issue. The Respondent provided pictures and
comparisons and had conducted a site visit for this specific purpose. The Complainant
essentially relied on a list of A quality properties highlighting the deficiencies in the subject.
[16]
The Panel agrees that the subject property is at the lower end of the range for A quality
buildings. It is in the bottom third in all attribute categories; however, not actually at the bottom
of any. The Panel also notes that in any such list there will be a range of properties with differing
attributes. The Panel agrees with the Respondent's position that there can be overlap between
lists of A and B quality properties.
[17]
Therefore, on the issue of a change of quality rating, the Panel finds the subject should
remain as an A quality building.
In terms of rental rate, the Complainant provided a rental rate study of 20 months initially
[18]
and subsequently, in C2, provided breakdowns of 6, 12, 24 and 36 months based on data
provided by the Respondent. The Respondent provided a 36 month study of rental rates. The
correction to the Complainant's data was predicated by the fact that the Respondent had failed
to disclose its change in process/procedure prior to the issuance of its disclosure wherein it
relied on 36 month timeframe contrary to prior years.
[19]
The Panel was left with a number of questions. The Respondent had not provided any
detailed information in response to s. 299 and s.300 requests. In addition, the first time the
Complainant was aware of a change from the long standing process of using 12 months of
lease rates was when the Respondent provided its disclosure package. As indicated above, the
Respondent provided little detail in its lease study and in fact most of the data was untestable by
either the Panel or the Complainant. In addition, the Panel notes that the Respondent indicated
that it had not disclosed this change of process in the customer review period.
[20]
With the request to remove essentially the whole Rebuttal, the Panel considers that the
Respondent effectively engaged in an ambush by not providing the information necessary to
understand how an assessment was completed at any time prior to disclosure and then
attempting to remove the Complainant's ability to respond to what was basically new
information.
[21]
The Complainant utilized the Respondent's data and clearly demonstrated that there
was a significant downward trend in the lease rates over the three years. While the Respondent
indicated that its study had been weighted by year, it provided no evidence of that. The only
clear evidence of trends and the actual 1 July 2017 market was that provided by the
Complainant in C2.
In addition, the Board notes that the Respondent provided ARFls which were essentially
[22]
completely redacted. On them were notes that they had been reviewed and a basic statement
that they did not support the Complainant's arguments. While the Board is not bound by the
rules of evidence it is still an evidentiary Board. The decision to provide what is essentially
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hearsay evidence while deliberately obscuring the details that may have supported its case
meant that the Panel placed very little weight on much of the Respondent's evidence.
[23)
If confidentiality had been a concern of the Respondent, and the fact that evidence
would be available on the public record, then it could have availed itself of s.464.1(5) and the
Calgary ARB Policies and Procedures Rules ss.36 to 46. No such request was made for this
file.
[24]
The Complainant's request for the six month study value is not supported. The Panel,
does however, accept the fact that there is a downward trend and that this is best represented
by the 12 month study provided in C2. Therefore, the Panel reduces the office rental rate to
$15.00 to better reflect the typical A quality rate for DT1 offices on 1 July 2017. This results in
an assessment of $54,010,000.
[25]
While the Panel would have looked at the need for adjusting the capitalization rate (cap
rate) based on the new rental rate there was no direct evidence provided to work with. The
Respondent indicated several times that the data provided was representative and may not
have been the actual data utilized in the studies. In addition the Respondent indicated that the
cap rates applied in the assessment model were not the ones actually calculated from the
original data. The original output was not "intuitive" and therefore inputs were changed to reflect
a cap rate which the Respondent believed would be more reflective of market. The Respondent
also stated that this was, in part, predicated on the fact that the ARB had not accepted low
downtown cap rates in the past.
[26]
Based on the evidence actually provided the Panel reduces the assessment to
$54,010,000.

DATED AT THE CITY OF CALGARY THIS

tJ

/h.

/,
h-1----'
2018.

DAY OF _~,......
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APPENDIX "A"
DOCUMENTS PRESENTED AT THE HEARING
AND CONSIDERED BY THE BOARD:

NO.

ITEM

1. C1
2. C2

Complainant Disclosure (63 pages)
Complainant Rebuttal (82 pages)
Respondent Disclosure (334 pages)

3. R1

An application for Judicial Review may be made to the Court of Queen's Bench with respect to a
decision of an assessment review board.
An application for Judicial Review must be filed with the Court of Queen's Bench and served not
more than 60 days after the date of the decision, and notice of the application must be given to
(a)

the assessment review board

(b)

the Complainant, other than an applicant for the judicial review

(c)

an assessed person who is directly affected by the decision, other than the
Complainant,

(d)

the municipality, and

(e)

the Minister.
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APPENDIX "B"
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITIES CONSIDERED BY THE BOARD

Municipal Government Act, R.S.A. 2000, Chapter M-26 (the MGA)
s. 460.1(2) Subject to section 460(14), a composite assessment review board has jurisdiction
to hear complaints about

(a)

any matter referred to in section 460(5) that is shown on
(i)

an assessment notice for property other than property described in
subsection (1 )(a)

s. 467(1) An assessment review board may, with respect to any matter referred to in section
460(5), make a change to an assessment roll or tax roll or decide that no change is required.

(2) An assessment review board must dismiss a complaint that was not made within the proper
time or that does not comply with section 460(7).
(3) An assessment review board must not alter any assessment that is fair and equitable, taking
into consideration

(a)

the valuation and other standards set out in the regulations,

(b)

the procedures set out in the regulations, and

(c)

the assessments of similar property or businesses in the same municipality.

Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation, 2018 A.R. 203/2017

s. 5 An assessment of property based on market value
(a)

must be prepared using mass appraisal

(b)

must be an estimate of the value of the fee simple estate in the property, and

(c)

must reflect typical market conditions for properties similar to that property.

s. 7(1) The valuation standard for a parcel of land is

(a)

market value, or

(b)

if the parcel is used for farming operations, agricultural use value.

City of Calgary Charter, 2018 Regulation A.R. 40/2018
s. 4(26) In section 467 of the Act (the MGA), the following is added after subsection (1):

(1.1) For greater certainty, the power to make a change under subsection (1) includes the
power to increase or decrease an assessed value shown on an assessment roll or tax roll.
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Action No.: 1501-09116
E-File No.: CVQ17PENNY
Appeal No.: ____________________

IN THE COURT OF QUEEN’S BENCH OF ALBERTA
JUDICIAL CENTRE OF CALGARY
BETWEEN:
PENNY LANE SHOPPING CENTRE LTD. (as represented by its
designated agent, ALTUS GROUP LTD.)
Plaintiff
and
THE CITY OF CALGARY and
THE CALGARY ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD
Defendants

PROCEEDINGS

Calgary, Alberta
September 26, 2017
Transcript Management Services, Calgary
Suite 1901-N, 601-5th Street SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 5P7
Phone: (403) 297-7392
Fax: (403) 297-7034
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Proceedings taken in the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta, Calgary Courts Centre, Calgary,
Alberta
September 26, 2017

Afternoon Session

The Honourable Mr. Justice McCarthy

Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta

J.A. Buchanan
T.L. Squire
M.S. Janke
G. Squirell

For the Plaintiff
For the Defendant The City of Calgary
For the Defendant The Calgary Assessment
Review Board
Court Clerk

THE COURT CLERK:

Order in court. All rise.

THE COURT:

Good afternoon. Please be seated.

Reasons for Judgment
THE COURT:
The appellant appeals the decision of the
Calgary Composite Assessment Review Board Decision Number CARB 80797-P-2015
dated July 13th, 2015.
The appellant was granted leave to appeal on the following grounds:
(a) whether the CARB erred in its interpretation of the standard of
proof imposed on a complainant by sections 467(c) and 467 of the
MGA, and what information the complainant is required to submit
when it files a complaint; and
(b) whether the CARB erred in failing to give reasons that provide
reasonable support for its decision not to vary the 2015 assessment
of the subject property.
In its decision, the CARB found that the City erred in assessing the subject property by
failing to treat it as a freestanding parkade exclusive of the two office towers situated
above it. The wording of the decision of the CARB, the salient wording, is contained in
paragraphs 26, 27 and 28, which read as follows: (as read)
(26) The Board finds that the subject parkade is registered as a
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separate strata title from the east and west towers. The legislation
requires that strata space must be assessed as if it is a parcel of
land and the improvements to it. The Board agrees with the
complainant that the income parameters used by the respondent
should have reflected this -- should have reflected that this is a
standalone parkade exclusive of the two towers that it serves. That
clearly was not done in this instance.
(27) Notwithstanding the Board finds the typical downtown
parking structures are not similar to the subject property and
consequently was not persuaded to assign typical income
parameters as advanced by the complainant, this is a superior
property in terms of location, condition and capacity, which is
reflected in the rental rates that it is generating. The Board also
considered the 46% operating cost deduction unreasonable, given
the third party report which indicated that the subject -- indicated
the subject property’s operating costs are 2240 PSF. No change to
the capitalization rate fro 5.25% to 5.5% is warranted based on
equity, given the Board’s finding on the equity comparables
presented in this matter.
(28) Under the circumstances, the Board may have considered an
alternative request had the complainant provided one that reflected
the atypical nature of the subject property. Without it, the Board
has insufficient evidence to change the current assessed value of
the subject property.
In confirming the assessment, the CARB did so without considering the fact that the
complainant taxpayer is not required to prove what the correct assessment would be and,
most notably, in the absence of evidence of the City about what the subject property’s
value is as a freestanding parkade would be.
I agree with the appellant that this was an error in law and that the CARB’s errors
warrant granting this appeal and cancelling the aforementioned decision pursuant to
section 470.1 of the MGA, the Municipal Government Act.
The appellant refers to the Estevan Coal decision, a decision of the Saskatchewan Court
of Appeal, 2000 SKCA 82, at paragraphs 47 and 48, which reads as follows. Wait a
minute. Where is that decision? Oh, wait a second, I may have it here. Which in part
reads as follows, and it states:
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[47] . . . This amounts to the assessor saying that although it has
failed to assess the property according to law, the assessment must
nevertheless stand because the taxpayer has failed to do properly
what the assessor was charged by the law to do. To put it another
way, in order to succeed, the taxpayer must do the assessor’s job
for it.
[48] Quite aside from the almost impossible burden this would put
on an ordinary taxpayer in a case such as this, it is a position
which is unacceptable for any assessor to take. It was the duty of
the assessor to collect the necessary data to calculate a market
adjustment factor, to calculate it, and to arrive at an assessment
utilizing it, and it is perverse for it to say that its own failure to
perform that duty casts some sort of obligation on the taxpayer to
carry out that duty before the taxpayer should have relief. Neither
the legislation, nor the decisions of this Court will permit, or were
intended to permit, an assessor to avoid its obligation to assess
according to the assessment manual, or to permit the assessor to
benefit from its own default, so as to impose an assessment on a
taxpayer not made in accord with the manual.
It also cites in support of its position the Ross decision, the 2016 decision of the Alberta
Court of Queen’s Bench, ABQB 730, paragraphs 21 and 22:
[21] As will be demonstrated below, the correct analysis of the
burden of proof on hearings before the Board is that a complainant
must initially provide only some evidence that the assessment is
incorrect, after which the evidentiary onus switches to the City to
provide evidence that the assessment is correct. After hearing all
submissions on all the evidence, the Board should have decided
whether the assessment of the Ross property was fair and
equitable. Here, Ms. Ross had provided some evidence that the
assessment was incorrect; the City then provided evidence which
the Board rejected; the Board was then presumably left only with
Ms. Ross’ evidence; Ms. Ross’ claim should therefore have been
accepted. The Board’s actual approach was incorrect.
[22] However, correctness is not the standard of review. Had the
Board given reasons for its departure from the correct burden
analysis, this court might have been able to agree that the Board’s
approach was reasonable. In the absence of any reasons for
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4
1
departing from the correct burden analysis, this court can only
2
conclude that the Board’s departure was unreasonable.
3
4
The City here in this case led no evidence of this parkade being assessed as a standalone
5
parkade as per paragraph 26 of the Board’s decision and led no evidence of how income
6
parameters for freestanding parkades would need to be adjusted for the atypical
7
characteristics of the parkade.
8
9
The City’s evidence was presented on the basis that the parkade in question is part of a
10
Double A office space complex, which in this case consisted not only of the parkade in
11
question, but two office towers.
12
13
To conclude, I agree with paragraph 23 of the appellant’s brief, which in summary states:
14
(as read)
15
16
The appellant submits that the CARB erred in law by interpreting
17
sections 460(7)(c) and 467 of the MGA as requiring the
18
complainant, who has already successfully proved that the
19
impugned assessment is incorrect to therefore prove on the balance
20
of probabilities that its requested assessed value is correct.
21
Specifically, by interpreting the MGA in this way, the CARB erred
22
in its interpretation of both the standard of proof imposed on a
23
complainant, i.e. that a complainant is actually required to prove
24
on a balance of probabilities what the correct assessed value is,
25
and what the MGA requires a complainant to submit when it files
26
a complaint. The CARB failed to provide any reasons to support
27
its interpretations of section 460(7)(c) and 467. Accordingly, the
28
CARB’s conclusion on this legal -- on this legal issue was
29
unreasonable.
30
31
In the result, the application is granted, the appeal is allowed, and the decision is
32
cancelled. The complainant -- the complaint regarding the assessment of the subject
33
property is directed to be returned for a hearing on the merits before the CARB.
34
35
Is there anything further?
36
37 MS. BUCHANAN:
Just speaking to costs and confirm that there is
38
no -- aside from what you’ve -- you’ve gone over today, no further direction for the
39
Board on the question of law, as Mr. Janke pointed out earlier today.
40
41 THE COURT:
Well, yeah, if we need to deal with -- is there
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anything that we -- counsel thinks we need to direct the -MR. JANKE:
Ordinarily, I think that’s a matter that is
sometimes discussed between the parties in advance. I believe in the absence of a
direction from the Court it is considered a hearing de novo.
THE COURT:
Yeah. Well, I think that is the appropriate way,
because there could be whole new parameters here. So, I think it is a hearing de novo.
MS. BUCHANAN:

I have spoken to my friend.

THE COURT:

Yeah.

MS. BUCHANAN:
As Mr. Janke I believe pointed out earlier
today, or at least in his brief, costs are not typically awarded against the Board and the
appellant agrees with his submission on that point.
I’ve spoken with my friend, Ms. Squire, for the City and we’ve agreed that we will
discuss costs and advise the Court in 30 days -THE COURT:

Okay.

MS. BUCHANAN:

-- but the --

THE COURT:
If the parties are unable to agree on costs, they
can make an application with regard to same.
MS. BUCHANAN:
appellant and --

Sure. But -- yeah, costs in favour of the

THE COURT:

Okay. So --

MS. BUCHANAN:

-- and the amount to be determined.

THE COURT:
back.

Yeah. So, if you can’t agree, you can come

MS. BUCHANAN:

Thank you.

THE COURT:
event.

I usually -- that’s what I usually say in any
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MS. SQUIRE:

And we thank you for the timely decision, Sir.

MS. BUCHANAN:

Yes, thank you.

THE COURT:

Is that it? Thank you.

MS. BUCHANAN:

Thank you, Sir.

MS. SQUIRE:

Thank you.

PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED
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1 Certificate of Record
2
3
I, Garry Squirell, certify that this recording is the record made of the evidence in the
4
proceedings in the Court of Queen’s Bench, held in courtroom 1603 at Calgary, Alberta
5
on the 26th day of September, 2017, and that I was the court official in charge of the
6
sound-recording machine during the proceedings.
7
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Certificate of Transcript
I, Carolyn Cruickshank, certify that
(a) I transcribed the record, which was recorded by a sound-recording machine, to the best
of my skill and ability and the foregoing pages are a complete and accurate transcript of
the contents of the record, and
(b) the Certificate of Record for these proceedings was included orally on the record and
is transcribed in this transcript.
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Signatures
The following individuals have been authorized by and may appear on behalf of Altus Group Ltd
as a representative for the purposes of conducting a hearing on behalf of the Complainant:

Alexis Douglas

Andrew Izard

Andy Nguyen

James Newhouse

Jiayi Huang

Jillian Clark

Braden Muenchrath
John Smiley

Brent Foden
Josh Weber

Brett Robinson
Matt Izard

Brock Ryan
Matthew Robinson

Dave Mewha
Michael Cameron

Doug Main

Rebecca McNeil
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Andrew Izard
ARB; Jeff McKinnon; Treena Malishewski; Becky Burke
Calgary Tax; Brent Foden; Brett Robinson; Doug Main; Matt Izard
Re: Strathcona County = 2021 ARB Rebuttal Appendix (Vacancy)
October 19, 2021 12:08:55 AM
2021 ARB Rebuttal = Broadmoor Business Park Vacancy-compressed.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization.
Again my sincerest apologies, but the page numbers did not transpose correctly onto the document . Aside from trying to
add page numbers, there have been no other alterations to the document from the initial submission
Regards,
Andrew

Andrew Izard, B.A
Sr. Director, Property Tax

Altus Expert Services, Altus Group
andrew.izard@altusgroup.com | www.altusgroup.com
Pronouns: He/Him/His
D: 403.476.1018 | T: 403.508.7770 ext.1518 | M: 403.478.8288
310, 2020 4 Street SW, Calgary,
Alberta, T2S 1W3, Canada
Altus Group is a leading provider of commercial real estate advisory services, software and data solutions

From: Andrew Izard <andrew.izard@altusgroup.com>
Sent: October 18, 2021 11:59 PM
To: Strathcona County, Assessment Review Board <arb@strathcona.ca>; Strathcona County, Jeff McKinnon
<jeff.mckinnon@strathcona.ca>; Strathcona County, Treena Malishewski <treena.malishewski@strathcona.ca>; Becky
Burke <Becky.Burke@strathcona.ca>
Cc: Calgary Tax <CalgaryTax@altusgroup.com>; Brent Foden <Brent.Foden@altusgroup.com>; Brett Robinson
<Brett.Robinson@altusgroup.com>; Doug Main <doug.main@altusgroup.com>; Matt Izard
<matt.izard@altusgroup.com>
Subject: Re: Strathcona County = 2021 ARB Rebuttal Appendix (Vacancy)
Please find the attached with the correct 465 pages and the page numbering. There were no other changed

Andrew Izard, B.A
Sr. Director, Property Tax

Altus Expert Services, Altus Group
andrew.izard@altusgroup.com | www.altusgroup.com
Pronouns: He/Him/His
D: 403.476.1018 | T: 403.508.7770 ext.1518 | M: 403.478.8288
310, 2020 4 Street SW, Calgary,
Alberta, T2S 1W3, Canada
Altus Group is a leading provider of commercial real estate advisory services, software and data solutions
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From: Andrew Izard <andrew.izard@altusgroup.com>
Sent: October 18, 2021 11:57 PM
To: Strathcona County, Assessment Review Board <arb@strathcona.ca>; Strathcona County, Jeff McKinnon
<jeff.mckinnon@strathcona.ca>; Strathcona County, Treena Malishewski <treena.malishewski@strathcona.ca>; Becky
Burke <Becky.Burke@strathcona.ca>
Cc: Calgary Tax <CalgaryTax@altusgroup.com>; Brent Foden <Brent.Foden@altusgroup.com>; Brett Robinson
<Brett.Robinson@altusgroup.com>; Doug Main <doug.main@altusgroup.com>; Matt Izard
<matt.izard@altusgroup.com>
Subject: Strathcona County = 2021 ARB Rebuttal Appendix (Vacancy)

Please find the attached 390 page rebuttal appendix for the following scheduled hearings

Property Name

Roll
Number

Address

Current ASMT

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place A & B

8243006007 2755 Broadmoor BLVD

$7,339,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place I

8244001004 2899 Broadmoor BLVD

$10,046,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place II

8244004008 2833 Broadmoor BLVD

$8,811,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place III

8244002002 2301 Premier WAY

$8,579,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place IV

8244003000 2257 Premier WAY

$9,288,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place V

8243008002 2181 Premier WAY

$8,786,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VI

8243009000 2121 Premier WAY

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

8241001606 2693 Broadmoor BLVD

$10,201,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VIII

8241001704 2055 Premier WAY

$10,587,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Millennium Professional Building

8241002401 2457 Broadmoor BLVD

$11,751,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Portage Plaza

8242012009 241 Portage Close

$5,255,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Provincial Place

8247006006 167 Provincial Avenue

$6,409,000

$9,265,000

Please note that due to the size of this document it has been submitted in two parts

Regards,
Andrew

Andrew Izard, B.A
Sr. Director, Property Tax

Altus Expert Services, Altus Group
andrew.izard@altusgroup.com | www.altusgroup.com
Pronouns: He/Him/His
D: 403.476.1018 | T: 403.508.7770 ext.1518 | M: 403.478.8288
310, 2020 4 Street SW, Calgary,
Alberta, T2S 1W3, Canada
Altus Group is a leading provider of commercial real estate advisory services, software and data solutions

From: Andrew Izard <andrew.izard@altusgroup.com>
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Sent: September 13, 2021 8:37 PM
To: Strathcona County, Assessment Review Board <arb@strathcona.ca>; Strathcona County, Jeff McKinnon
<jeff.mckinnon@strathcona.ca>; Strathcona County, Treena Malishewski <treena.malishewski@strathcona.ca>; Becky
Burke <Becky.Burke@strathcona.ca>
Cc: Calgary Tax <CalgaryTax@altusgroup.com>; Brent Foden <Brent.Foden@altusgroup.com>; Brett Robinson
<Brett.Robinson@altusgroup.com>; Doug Main <doug.main@altusgroup.com>; Matt Izard
<matt.izard@altusgroup.com>; Andrew Izard <andrew.izard@altusgroup.com>
Subject: CORRECTION Strathcona County = 2021 ARB Evidence Appendix (COVID 19 Impact)
Please replace the prior version with the attached updated submission.
Thank you

Andrew Izard, B.A
Sr. Director, Property Tax

Altus Expert Services, Altus Group
andrew.izard@altusgroup.com | www.altusgroup.com
Pronouns: He/Him/His
D: 403.476.1018 | T: 403.508.7770 ext.1518 | M: 403.478.8288
310, 2020 4 Street SW, Calgary,
Alberta, T2S 1W3, Canada
Altus Group is a leading provider of commercial real estate advisory services, software and data solutions

From: Andrew Izard <andrew.izard@altusgroup.com>
Sent: September 13, 2021 7:54 PM
To: Strathcona County, Assessment Review Board <arb@strathcona.ca>; Strathcona County, Jeff McKinnon
<jeff.mckinnon@strathcona.ca>; Strathcona County, Treena Malishewski <treena.malishewski@strathcona.ca>; Becky
Burke <Becky.Burke@strathcona.ca>
Cc: Calgary Tax <CalgaryTax@altusgroup.com>; Brent Foden <Brent.Foden@altusgroup.com>; Brett Robinson
<Brett.Robinson@altusgroup.com>; Doug Main <doug.main@altusgroup.com>; Matt Izard
<matt.izard@altusgroup.com>
Subject: Strathcona County = 2021 ARB Evidence Appendix (COVID 19 Impact)
Please find the attached 331 page evidence appendix for the following scheduled hearings

Property Name

Roll
Number

Address

Current ASMT

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place A & B

8243006007 2755 Broadmoor BLVD

$7,339,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place I

8244001004 2899 Broadmoor BLVD

$10,046,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place II

8244004008 2833 Broadmoor BLVD

$8,811,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place III

8244002002 2301 Premier WAY

$8,579,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place IV

8244003000 2257 Premier WAY

$9,288,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place V

8243008002 2181 Premier WAY

$8,786,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VI

8243009000 2121 Premier WAY

$9,265,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VII

8241001606 2693 Broadmoor BLVD

$10,201,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Broadmoor Place VIII

8241001704 2055 Premier WAY

$10,587,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Millennium Professional Building

8241002401 2457 Broadmoor BLVD

$11,751,000

Broadmoor Business Park, Portage Plaza

8242012009 241 Portage Close

$5,255,000
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Broadmoor Business Park, Provincial Place

8247006006 167 Provincial Avenue

$6,409,000

Regards,
Andrew
Andrew Izard, B.A
Sr. Director, Property Tax

Altus Expert Services, Altus Group
andrew.izard@altusgroup.com | www.altusgroup.com
Pronouns: He/Him/His
D: 403.476.1018 | T: 403.508.7770 ext.1518 | M: 403.478.8288
310, 2020 4 Street SW, Calgary,
Alberta, T2S 1W3, Canada
Altus Group is a leading provider of commercial real estate advisory services, software and data solutions
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